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Abstract 

The spread of globalization and the rapidly developing technology of the last century 

make the development of technology in the field of translation essential. Machine Translation 

(MT) has become a paramount topic due to its widespread use throughout the world as a 

medium of communication between those who live in different countries and speak different 

languages. However, translation between distant languages constitutes a challenge for 

machines. Therefore, translation evaluation is poised to play a significant role in the process 

of designing and developing effective MT systems. The current study evaluates three 

prominent MT systems, including Google Translate, Microsoft Translator, and Sakhr, each of 

which provides translation between English and Arabic. This is free for the first two systems, 

while the third system is a fee-based service. 

The present study scrutinizes the capacity of the three systems in dealing with 

translation between English and Arabic in a large corpus taken from various domains, 

including the United Nation (UN), the World Health Organization (WHO), the Arab League, 

Petra News Agency reports, and two literary texts: The Old Man and the Sea and The 

Prophet. The study was first conducted in late 2016 and again in late 2017. This study 

evaluates the output of the three systems using holistic analysis and error analysis of the 

entire text translation and collocations as a special case of error analysis. The holistic analysis 

assessed the output of the three systems in terms of Translation Automation User Society 

(TAUS) adequacy and fluency scales. The error analysis evaluated the systems’ output in 

terms of orthography, lexis, grammar, and semantics at the entire-text level and in terms of 

lexis, grammar, and semantics at the collocation level.  

The study found that Google has the best performance regarding both adequacy and 

fluency of the selected domain texts for this language pair over the two years (2016 and 

2017). The performance of Microsoft Translator and Sakhr are essentially interchangeable. 

Microsoft Translator was found to achieve better performance with respect to both adequacy 

and fluency in translating UN, WHO, Arab League, and journalistic texts, whereas Sakhr 

demonstrated better performance than Microsoft Translator in translating literary texts into 

Arabic with respect to both adequacy and fluency scores. Regarding error analysis, the study 

revealed that the three systems committed errors in capitalization, punctuation, numbers and 

months, omissions, additions, mistranslation, untranslated text, agreement, word order, wrong 

choice, and confusion of senses. Furthermore, the three systems committed errors in 
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omission, addition, mistranslation, wrong choice, word order, and untranslated words in 

handling English<>Arabic translations of collocations. Moreover, the results of the study 

indicated that there is a virtual correspondence between humans and MT systems in dealing 

with English<>Arabic collocations, where the three systems produced equivalent translation 

to certain English<>Arabic collocations since the systems had previously encountered and 

translated them. The results of this study indicated that the three systems improved and 

achieved significant developments in their translation capabilities between 2016 and 2017, 

but remained steady for literary domain texts, as MT was not able to convey satisfactorily the 

aesthetic nature of literature. 

The holistic analysis and the error analysis assessment indicated that Google Translate 

achieved the best performance over the two years, followed by Microsoft Translator and 

Sakhr, which were generally quite similar over the two years. Moreover, Systems with NMT 

approach would be expected to provide better results in this language pair more than hybrid 

systems.  

The findings of the study provided important feedback about the capabilities of the 

three systems with respect to English<>Arabic translation and paves the way for further 

research on such an important topic. However, results also indicated that MT output would 

still require the use of a post-editing human service to provide an acceptable translation to 

end users. This is also an indication that, while MT can serve as an effective tool for end 

users, it is far from reaching the dream of full automatic translation that could replace human 

translators. 

Keywords: Adequacy and fluency in MT, Machine Translation, Google Translate, 

Microsoft Translator, Sakhr Translator, Machine Translation Evaluation, Holistic Evaluation, 

Error Analysis of MT, Arabic Machine Translation, English<>Arabic MT systems, 

Evaluation of English <>Arabic Collocation translation by MT systems. 
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Definition of Terms 

Adequacy: Adequacy is a rating scale used to assess how much of the meaning expressed in 

the gold-standard translation or the source is also expressed in the target translation (TAUS, 

2013). 

Collocations: collocations are the company words keep together, and their meaning depends 

on the occurrence of the words in one another’s company (Firth, 1957, p.195).  

Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) is intended to provide suitable “utilities with 

necessary language resources to assist human translators, aiming at maximizing the 

productivity of translation by means of combining the strengths of both sides” (Chan, 2014, 

p.213).  

Error Analysis (EA): Error analysis is a linguistic discipline that has been mostly connected 

to language learning, but more recently has been used to evaluate automatic language 

production, like Speech Recognition, Summarization, but especially in Machine Translation 

(MT) (Costa et al. 2015, p.1).  

Fluency: Fluency is a rating scale used to assess to what extent is a target side translation 

grammatically well informed, without spelling errors and experienced as using 

natural/intuitive language by a native speaker. (TAUS, 2013).  

Holistic evaluation is “a means of assessing the quality of a translation by giving a score 

based on the overall impression of the text as a whole. There may be different scoring 

dimensions used, such as a rubric including grammar, fluency, register, etc., but if each 

category is given a score based on the text as a whole, then the method is considered to be 

holistic” (Mariana et al., 2015, p.155). 

Machine Translation (MT): is “The translation of text by a computer, with no human 

involvement. Pioneered in the 1950s, machine translation can also be referred to as 

automated translation, automatic or instant translation” (SDLTrados, 2019).  

Machine Translation Evaluation: the evaluation of machine translation (MT) systems is a 

vital field of research, both for determining the effectiveness of existing MT systems and for 

optimizing the performance of MT systems (Dorr et al., 2006). 
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1. Chapter One: Introduction 

This introductory chapter establishes the scope and aims of this research project. After 

a general overview of the scale of machine translation (MT) in the contemporary world, 

section 1.2 describes the three systems to be studied here. The two languages under 

consideration in the thesis – Arabic and English – are discussed in sections 1.3 and 1.4, the 

state of the art of Arabic MT. The chapter then sets out the research questions for the study in 

section 1.5, a preliminary discussion of the research methods in section 1.6, and the chapter 

closes with an overview of the structure of the thesis in section 1.7. 

1.1 Overview of MT 
Translation is an important medium that bridges the gap between human communities 

and ensures the best way of sharing knowledge and communication among them. The 20th 

century has been characterised as an era in which technology had a ubiquitous influence on 

human life. Advances in technology have increased interest in employing technology for 

human services. One of the most advanced inventions is the Internet, which is used by a 

variety of entities, including individuals, enterprises, professionals, and governments around 

the world. People are now living in a globalised world, which is sometimes described as a 

‘village’ due to the huge spread of the Internet in all spheres of our life. Importantly, provided 

they have access to the Internet, people have access to a great number of databases all over 

the world. The combination of MT services with the Internet enables humans to read in their 

language, documents that were written in different languages. In this domain, there are 

several translation systems, including some that require paid subscriptions, others providing 

free access, and others yet again being desktop translation tools, which somewhat limits their 

popularity, capabilities, and use. The availability of online MT systems for free or as a low-

cost, service makes it necessary to verify the capacity of MT to provide the end users with a 

constructive feedback about the strength and the limitations of MT systems.  

MT is one of the applications of natural language processing (NLP) that involves the 

utilization of computers to offer translation for human languages automatically. MT is the 

process of using computers to provide translation from one language to another via 

monolingual/bilingual dictionaries, corpus-based and neural networks, and other algorithm-

based processes. It follows that MT is not simply substituting words for other words, but it 

entails applying linguistics rules via Rule Based Machine Translation (RBMT) Approach 

approach. Moreover, it also relies on statistical models via Statistical Based Machine 
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Translation (SBMT) approach to produce translations based on already set or electronically 

available corpora. MT relies on linguistic knowledge of syntax, morphology, and semantics 

in its processing from a source language (SL) into a target language (TL) at RBMT approach 

and Satistical models at SBMT . It can translate words, sentences and full documents and 

then present them to the end users. However, MT should not be confused with computer-

aided translation (CAT). MT is different from CAT and its tools, even though both of them 

enhance the process of translation by using a computer. MT provides automatic translation in 

the manner described as autonomous translation with no human involvement, whereas CAT 

aims to provide suitable tools to assist human translation, such as translation memories (TM) 

and term bases (TBs).  

TM is a database that stores the translation units of previous translated texts to aid 

human translators, retrieve previous human translations and handle repeated phrases and 

sentences easily in certain projects. MemoQ (2019) indicated, “When you start to translate, 

the CAT tool will show in the translation results pane segments from these databases, which 

are similar to the segment being translated, these are called matches”. TB is also an essential 

part of the translation tools, where giving the translators the ability to develop their own 

bilingual glossaries in their subject areas. Some well-known CAT tools are SDL Trados 

Studio and MemoQ, and others. SDL Trados is a computer-assisted translation tool that 

provides editing or reviewing translations, manages translation projects, organizes 

terminology, and connects them to MT. It is the most trusted tool in the translation profession 

“SDL Trados Studio, the CAT tool is used by over 250,000 translation professionals, 

provides a range of sophisticated features to help you complete projects more quickly and 

easily” (SDLTrados, 2019). MemoQ is also another CAT system that allows users to edit, 

revise, and perform their translation tasks quickly. Unlike CAT tools, MT relies on a set of 

translation approaches to generate translations based on linguistic rules, such as rule-based 

machine translation (RBMT) and the data-driven rules like statistical-based machine 

translation (SBMT) and neural machine translation (NMT).   

1.2 MT Systems Chosen for the Study 
 The progress of MT can be referred back to the media revolution, the advancement of 

NLP research and applications, artificial intelligence development, and the need for ensuring 

global communication among people speaking different languages. As a result, MT systems 

have advanced rapidly, and many MT systems have appeared. The present study has chosen 

three systems that are globally accredited as widely used systems, Google, Microsoft 
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Translator, and Sakhr. Each of which provides fully automatic translation for English and 

Arabic on a variety of platforms: desktop, mobile devices, online, speech translation, voice, 

and offline. 

1.2.1. Google 

Google Translate, which is a statistical machine translation (SMT) system, is a 

multilingual translation portal provided by Google Company since 2006. It is a free 

multilingual machine translation service that provides translations for over 103 languages 

including “type, talk, snap (image translation), see, and write offline translations from one 

language into another” (Google, 2018). It is estimated that there are more than 500 million 

daily users of Google. The most common translations executed using the service are between 

English and Spanish, Arabic, Russian, Portuguese and Indonesian (Sommerlad, 2018). 

Moreover, most users are from outside the United States: “Ninety-two percent of our 

translations come from outside of the United States, with Brazil topping the list” (Google 

Translate Blog, 2016). Google Translate has several translation features, such as pronouncing 

translated texts, highlighting the corresponding words in the source and target text, automatic 

language detection, suggestion of alternate translations, voice recognition translating, and 

image translation. It is widely used on the web interfaces of Mozilla Firefox and Google 

Chrome. More importantly, Google Translate has an active translation community and 

suggested translation service, whereby the volunteer can select up to five languages to help 

and suggest translations with improved accuracy. In 2016, Google Translate changed its 

approach from the SBMT to the Neural Machine Translation (NMT) system in order to 

provide adequate and accurate translations for the chosen languages, including Arabic. NMT 

is an artificial neural network that predicts the sequences of words based on large parallel 

datasets with the aim of mapping text from the source language to the target language. It has 

a large number of highly specialised elements to solve linguistic problems. Moreover, NMT 

aims at imitating humans in their translation using neural networks, which make use of large 

parallel corpora to learn from both the corpora and all previous translated texts (United 

Language Group, 2019a). Wu et al. (2016, p.1) indicates that Google Translate replaced the 

SBMT approach with NMT upgrade to “bridge the gap between human and Machine 

Translation [and] address the issues that face MT, such as rare words”.  

1.2.2 Microsoft Translator  

 Microsoft Translator is a multilingual translation portal provided by Microsoft 

Translator Corporation to translate texts or entire websites; the service became active in the 
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year 2000 (Menezes, 2019). Currently, it provides translation for personal use for free and 

paid subscription for enterprise use, including Microsoft Translate 

Office, SharePoint, Microsoft Translate Edge, Microsoft Translate Lync, Yammer, Skype 

Translator, Visual Studio, Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Translator apps 

for Windows, Windows Phone, iPhone and Apple Watch, and Android phone and Android 

Wear. They began their translation service utilising an SBMT approach, but as of 2016 have 

substituted it with NMT. They used the automatic evaluation metric Bilingual Evaluation 

Understudy (BLEU) to verify the accuracy of their output. Recently, Microsoft Translator 

began to offer free translation services for 60 languages and this number increases from time 

to time. It is used to translate words, texts, speech, and images (Microsoft Translator, 2018). 

1.2.3. Sakhr 

Sakhr is the first Arabian company that has worked on natural language processing of 

Arabic. It was initially established as a division of Al Alamiah Electronics Co. LLC in 1982 

with the far-reaching vision to bring Arabic language support to the new age of information 

technology. It started with Sakhr Enterprise Translation system, which is considered a 

Computer Aided Translation (CAT) to translation teams. The company has provided several 

products for Arabic, such as Arabic to English Machine Translation, optical character 

recognition for Arabic-script based languages including Dari and Pashto, Arabic text-to-

speech or TTS, and Arabic search engine (Sakhr, 2019a). Sakhr uses “a hybrid engine that 

optimizes rules-based and statistical-based processes to achieve rapid, highest accuracy 

translation. The engine is a full-fledged integrated system embedding NLP processors, formal 

grammars, transfer lexicons, and enterprise-specific terminology” (Sakhr, 2019b). Zughoul 

and Abu-Alshaar (2005, p.1032) state that Sakhr Translation Company has contributed 

greatly in providing Arabic with the first MT products: “Sakhr has done to Arabic the basic 

work that was done earlier to European languages and mainly to English […] to make 

Natural Language Processing of Arabic feasible”. 

It is worth stating that Sakhr provides only paid bidirectional translation services 

between English<>Arabic, and indeed, at the price point of $350USD per month, Sakhr’s 

services are not accessible to everyone. The researcher has paid $700 USD to conduct the two 

tests over two months of testing the study’s corpus, once in 2016 and again in 2017. 

Therefore, the study has selected Sakhr translation service to verify whether Sakhr is a 

reliable source in rendering English <> Arabic translation of different registers, and to 
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provide feedback as to whether commercial paid translation services are better than free 

translation services.  

Sakhr is the first system in the Arab world, while Microsoft Translator and Google 

Translate provide their service from the USA to the rest of the world. Moreover, all three 

systems offer translation between English and Arabic. However, there are significant 

differences between the three systems. Google Translate provides translation for 103 

languages, and is considered to be “the most popular, followed by Microsoft Translator” (G2 

Grid® for Machine Translation, 2019) with 60 languages, and Sakhr, which is a bilingual MT 

for English<>Arabic only. Sakhr does not publicly release their total number of daily users, 

though it does list a number of institutions and client partners that use Sakhr as a translation 

service for their businesses. Both Google Translate and Microsoft Translator support talk, 

speech, snap, voice and offline translation, while Sakhr provides desktop translation only. 

Furthermore, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator provide a free service, while Sakhr 

provides a paid translation service. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have adopted 

NMT, while Sakhr is still using Hybrid MT. These architectures will be studied in more 

depth in 2.3. 

1.3 English and Arabic 
Arabic and English are unrelated languages, with very different structures, semantic 

and morphological aspects. English is an Indo-European language. With 379 million 

speaking English as their first language (Statista, 2019), it is one of the most commonly 

spoken languages, after Mandarin and Spanish. It is one of the official languages of the 

United Nations (UN), the Commonwealth of Nations, Asia Pacific Nations, and other 

international organisations such as the European Union. In addition, English is by far 

the most commonly studied foreign language in the world. In the 20th century, English 

becomes the international language used globally in bilateral relations between countries 

where English is not even spoken as a native language.  

On the other hand, Arabic is a branch of the Semitic language family. By number of 

native speakers, Arabic is one of the most commonly spoken languages after Mandarin, 

Spanish, English and Hindi. Statista (2019) reports that Arabic is spoken as a first language 

by 319 million people in 22 countries. Arabic is one of the official languages of the United 

Nations and the official language of the League of Arab States and the Arab Gulf Union. 

Moreover, it is one of the official languages of the Organisation of Islamic cooperation 

alongside English and French.  
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Arabic has been divided into three main types: Classical Arabic (CA), Colloquial 

Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). MSA is both an official and literary language. 

Al-Johani (1982, p. 7) explains that MSA “conforms to the norms of Classical Arabic 

grammar”. Colloquial Arabic is the language of everyday speech and conversation. Written 

Arabic is similar in all Arabic speaking countries because each uses MSA as the language of 

official communication. Al-Suwaiyan (2018, p.230) states,  “It appears that Arabic speaking 

countries have adopted MSA as their official language, yet dialect varieties of the language 

exist as well, causing the phenomena of diglossia in Arabic”. Moreover, Zbib and Soudi  

(2012, p, ix) state, “Arabic-speaking countries are characterized by the phenomenon of 

diglossia: they speak dialects that are traditionally not written and are not always mutually 

intelligible, but they share a common language known as literary Arabic or Modern Standard 

Arabic (MSA)”. Indeed, there are Arabic speakers with no literacy in MSA and therefore no 

access to written material at all, Arab educated speakers do not find any difficulty in reading 

and understanding any document written in MSA: the sole obstacle that Arabic speakers face 

is with colloquial Arabic. MSA is the official language used by 22 Arab countries. MSA has 

been used in documents, such as legal, political, and academic documents, contemporary 

fiction, newspapers, religious ceremonies, public addresses, radio, and T.V. broadcasting. 

Therefore, the type we consider in this thesis is MSA. When we mention “Arabic” throughout 

the thesis, we mean MSA.  

Every year, MT becomes more widely available in the market for end users. MT is 

considered a strategic choice for the Arab world as English becomes the de facto language of 

scientific inventions and the language of the Internet. In fact, most research is published in 

English and other languages such as French, German, Spanish and Chinese (Jane and Lillis, 

2018).  W3Techs (2019) shows that English language content on the Internet represents 54% 

of its content.  In this respect, MT allows Arab readers to read such content in Arabic MSA. 

Bowker et al. (2019, p.85) state  that,  “Machine translation can be used to translate into 

English, thus enabling non-Anglophone researchers to participate more easily in the English-

dominated publishing sphere; or, it can be used to translate out of English, thus attempting to 

partially redress the imbalance that currently favours English”.  

In the same vein, MT could benefit Arab countries in promoting the tourism industry 

based on speech recognition and image translation, question-answering techniques systems, 

for instance at archaeological sites and central business districts. Speech recognition allows 

the tourists to translate the TL speech whilst traders may use it to interact easily with visitors. 
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Moreover, Image translation also allows tourists to translate the Arabic images and signs into 

English easily. Therefore, the availability of such tools is time- and cost- saving. MT also 

offers many marketing opportunities to advertise the commercial products of Arabic 

companies to the rest of the world on internet shopping sites, such as Amazon and eBay. In 

this manner, Rupley (2016) describes the use of MT in global trade, as “Machine translation 

at ebay is a key in promoting cross-border trade”.   

Indeed, the task of translation today has become virtually incapable of coping with the 

great scale of information production, particularly in English. MT would be beneficial to 

Arabic since it may be used to compensate for the shortage of human translators from and to 

Arabic. Moreover, it will also increase mutual understanding. The New York Times (2018) 

shows that Google Translate has been used by the attendants of the World Cup,  “Across 

Russia for the last month, fans (and journalists) have used translation apps for everything: 

asking for directions, chatting with taxi drivers, getting slightly nerve-racking haircuts, 

checking into hotels, making friends, even flirting”. When Qatar hosts the 2022 FIFA World 

Cup, MT will again prove its multifaceted use. 

The thesis will make a contribution to the literature on English<>Arabic MT 

evaluation, particularly in that it compares two free MT systems, Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator, with a commercial paid MT service, Sakhr Software. It will also 

provide the first analysis of MT between English<>Arabic at the holistic level based on 

TAUS adequacy and fluency scales and at the error analysis (EA) level of whole text 

translation, with further investigation of collocations as a special case of EA. The study is 

focused on translation of a wide range of domains, UN Resolution, Arab League resolutions, 

WHO reports, Petra News Reports, The Old Man and the Sea and The Prophet due to their 

importance in the lives of daily users of MT, whether they are students, academics, lawyers, 

politicians, decision-makers, journalists, or ordinary people (See 3.1). Therefore, the study 

will present results and recommendations about the effectiveness of MT in the selected 

domains. English<>Arabic MT output in general and the three systems under study, in 

particular, have not yet been systematically assessed in terms of either holistic or error 

analysis. Therefore, this thesis is the first study, to the researcher’s best knowledge, to 

scrutinise the output of Google, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. The present study provides 

researchers with invaluable conclusion in the field of English<>Arabic MT evaluation, filling 

the literature gap, and paving the way for more studies in the field. The three chosen systems 

administer a lot of funding for research and development. Such analysis is essential to 
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provide all end-users with a solid analysis of well-researched evidence about the limitations 

and strengths of the systems.  

1.4. The State of Art for MT in English and Arabic 
Compared to English, European and Asian languages, the contribution of Arabic 

Machine Translation is still modest. The field of MT research emerged firstly in Western 

countries, and most MT services are designed to operate in English first before such 

inventions are adapted to other languages, such as Arabic. Indeed, the adaptation of MT to 

other European languages is to some extent easy due to the closeness of such languages to 

English in terms of language family, structure and culture. In fact, Arabic Machine 

Translation (AMT) has been addressed in various conference papers and journals, which are 

dedicated to researching the potential of MT regarding language technologies applications, 

such as information retrieval, information extraction, and question answering. There were 

various research conducted on AMT, but this does not result in developed systems or MT 

approaches to facilitate the process of MT for Arabic across languages.  

There are various papers dedicated to Arabic MT published in the second half of 

2018. Aqlan et al. (2019) introduced phrase-based statistical machine translation (PBSMT) to 

tackle two major problems occurring in machine translation, namely the poor performance of 

direct translation from a highly inflected and morphologically complex language into 

morphologically poor languages, and the data sparseness issue. They used the UN database to 

test their model. They have found that Arabic pre-processing helps to deal with the major 

issues of data sparseness in translation from Arabic as a morphologically rich and complex 

language into other languages. Alrajeh (2018) suggested a plan for building a good Arabic-

English neural machine translation. He compares MT systems with traditional phrase-based 

systems with NMT systems. He used the tested data from 2005 to 2012 on National Institute 

of Standard and Technology (NIST) MT and found that NMT achieves better results than 

phrase-based systems in all cases. 

Shapiro and Duh (2018, pp.1-11) introduced word-embedding, transforming human 

language meaningfully into a numerical form, which uses morphological resources for Arabic 

to English NMT translation. They tested their model on a small corpus of TED video 

subtitles. They found that “word embeddings utilizing sub-word information consistently 

outperform standard word embeddings on a word similarity task and as initialization of the 

source word-embeddings in a low-resource NMT system”. Almansor and Al-Ani (2018) have 

shown that NMT achieves better results for languages with high language resources. 

https://www.mdpi.com/search?authors=Fares%20Aqlan&orcid=0000-0002-3957-8622
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However, NMT still faces challenges in low resource languages, such as Arabic. Therefore, 

the researchers introduced a new NMT character model, which combines the training datasets 

of Arabic from the International Workshop of Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT) 2016 

of Arabic-English. They have found that their combined model provides better results for 

Arabic.  

Baniata et al. (2018) developed a multitask learning (MTL) model to facilitate Arabic 

translation from MSA into English and Arabic dialecttal varities into English using the NMT 

approach. They tested their model on two Arabic dialects: Levantine (Syrian, Jordan, 

Palestine and Lebanon) and Maghrebi (Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia). They found that the 

Multitask model is “effective in producing high quality translation for multiple targets. 

Moreover, it is able to tackle the problem of data scarcity and the problem of the 

insufficiency of slandered orthographies for Arabic dialects” (2018, p.9). On the other hand, 

Elaraby et al. (2018) introduced a new approach for English to Arabic translation, Gender 

Aware Translation. This approach helps in producing accurate translation for gender words 

since one of the main challenges, which results in many target text errors, is gender 

agreement. They found that their proposed approach could achieve significant improvements 

in translation quality. Furthermore, Madi and Al-Khalifa (2018) introduced a grammar 

correction corpus for NMT translation. Their corpus consists of 470 erroneous sentences and 

470 error free sentences. They showed that their corpus constitutes a linguistic resource to 

create a grammar error detection system dedicated to Arabic text. 

Despite the existing efforts in the area of AMT, Arabic MT contribution toward 

developing the MT research has been limited. The lack of government and private sector fund 

to support for such efforts and the lack of coordination among the researchers keeps AMT 

lagging behind. From a linguistic point of view, it is also apparent that linguists and 

translation scholars were absent in the previous AMT studies even though their contribution 

is vital to verify translation quality, which ensures best results for the end users. 

1.5 Research Questions 
This thesis will assess the performance of the three systems under study in handling 

English<>Arabic translation according to two types of analysis: holistic analysis and error 

analysis. These approaches are different in aims and in results, and together they provide the 

best feedback on MT performance. These approaches will be discussed in detail in 3.5.  
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Ensuring the quality of MT is an essential part of any system development. MT 

systems sometimes cause confusion, misunderstanding, incorrect, and absurd translations. 

Placing trust in MT can be risky. For example, in 2016, Google Translate translated ‘مشكلة 

 mixed nuts’ into English as “nuts problem” instead of “mixed nuts” but in 2017, that‘ ’مكسرات

is, after the introduction of NMT, Google Translate succeeds in providing an equivalent 

translation for ‘mixed nuts’ as مكسرات مشكلة. Dealing with MT systems, an important question 

needs to be answered: can MT systems provide acceptable, accurate, and correct translations 

to rival human translations? How can we tell if an MT system is ‘good’? How can we tell 

which system is ‘better’? This study evaluates and scrutinises the limitations and strengths of 

the MT systems under evaluation to answer the following questions:  

1. What is the degree of fluency and adequacy achieved by the three MT systems 

over the two years under investigation? 

2.  What are the most frequent errors made by the three systems at the whole text 

translation in the light of error analysis?  

3. What are the most recurrent errors made by the three systems in 

English<>Arabic collocations in the light of Error Analysis?  

4. What are the limitations and strengths of MT in rendering English<>Arabic 

collocations and the reasons behind their limitations, if any, as a special case of Error 

Analysis? 

5. What are the discrepancies and similarities between human translation and MT 

when dealing with English<> Arabic translation of collocations?  

6. Which MT system achieves a better result in English<>Arabic translation?  

1.6 Summary of Methods 
The present study scrutinises the output of three chosen MT systems that provide 

translation service for English<>Arabic. The study evaluates the output of the three systems 

at both the holistic and the error analysis levels. The holistic research touches upon the 

translation quality by the three systems in terms of TAUS adequacy and fluency to provide an 

overall view concerning the translation quality of the chosen systems understudy. The 

adequacy level assesses the capacity of MT systems to transfer the meaning of the ST into the 

TT or not; the fluency indicates to what extent the MT output is well-formed grammatically, 

contains correct spellings, adheres to common use of terms, titles and names, is intuitively 

acceptable and can be sensibly interpreted by a native speaker. Furthermore, the study also 

evaluates MT outputs to highlight the main errors made by the three systems at whole text 
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translation and English<>Arabic collocations in the light of Error Analysis in the above 

selected domain texts. Then, the study draws a comparison between MT systems and human 

translation regarding the translation of collocations. The study draws a comparison between 

the outputs of the three systems and identifies the best system. The study also aims to shed 

light on the limitations and strengths of each system and the reasons behind the errors, if any. 

It is hoped that the integration of the two methods will provide a useful feedback to the MT 

users and fill the gap in the MTE literature between English<>Arabic. 

1.7 Thesis Structure 
 Chapter one has just presented an overview of MT and CAT, and MT importance for 

the Arab world. It also sheds some light on recent research in English<>Arabic MT studies; 

research questions and summary of methods and the thesis structure. In Chapter two, 

historical background to MT with reference to Arabic is presented to provide foundation of 

MT knowledge to highlight the contribution of MT researchers. It also provides information 

about problems of Arabic to MT and its relevance to MT architecture; types of MT 

evaluation (automatic and human), and the previous literature on them. Chapter three 

describes the study’s corpus and defines the chosen evaluation methods, English<>Arabic 

collocations approaches and typologies and data analysis methods. Chapter four reports the 

study’s results of applying the adopted framework of holistic evaluation of the three systems 

under study in terms of TAUS adequacy and fluency scales and the comparative scoring by 

domain type done by human raters. Then, Chapter five presents the study analysis of the 

errors made by the three systems at the whole text level in terms of Error Analysis. Chapter 

six presents the analysis of collocation translation between English and Arabic as a subset of 

Error Analysis. This is followed by chapter seven’s discussion of the results of the three MT 

systems’ outputs in terms of holistic and error analysis evaluation and their relevance to the 

previous literature results. This will be followed by a conclusion, summing up the study’s 

findings, ranking of the three systems based on their performance, the best MT system for 

this language pair, research limitations and directions for the future research.  
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2. Chapter Two: Literature Review 

“When I look at an article in Russia, I say:  

This is really written in English, but it has been coded in some strange symbols” (Weaver, 1949, p. 5). 

The combination of translation and technology in recent years has resulted in the form 

of automatic translation or translation by a computer, called Machine Translation (MT). MT 

makes use of computers for translation from one language into another. This chapter surveys 

up the relevant literature to Machine Translation (MT). It discusses translation and MT in 

section 2.1, historical background to MT in section 2.2, MT architectures in section 2.3, 

specific problems of Arabic to MT in section 2.4, types of MT evaluation in section 2.5 and 

the previous research in section 2.6.  

2.1 Translation and Machine Translation 
Hatim and Munday (2004)  considers translation as a field that is indelibly linked to 

other disciplines: “a perfect discipline interfacing with a whole host of other fields, such as 

linguistics, literary studies, philosophy, language engineering and cultural studies” as shown 

in figure 2.1. 

   

Figure 2.1 Map of disciplines interfacing with Translation Studies (Hatim and Munday, 2004, p.8)  

From this figure, we can see that Hatim and Munday (2004) have linked translation 

with language engineering, which covers Machine Translation, corpora technology and 

multimedia. In fact, Translation and Machine Translation have been linked together. 

Translation is an act of communication of meaning from one source language into another by 
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human translators, while MT has the same goal as human translators, i.e. communicating 

meaning from one source language into another except it is by way of using computers. 

Nevertheless, this has been long in coming.  

2.2 History of Machine Translation  
 The demand for translation has been increasing exponentially in a number of fields of 

knowledge: scientific, legal, technical, commercial, business, administrative, legal, not 

forgetting instruction manuals, agricultural leaflets, medical textbooks, industrial products, 

publicity leaflets, and newspaper reports. As world trade grows, so has the importance of 

translation. Jack (2019) predicts that the demand for translation will hit “$49 billion in 2019 

and $56 billion by 2021”.  This growth in translation demand has been occurring at a rate 

beyond the capacity of professional human translators to keep up, and the cost associated 

with human translation is too high for many purposes. Therefore, the integration of 

translation and technology has paved the way for Machine Translation, which aims to provide 

Automatic Translation systems or computer assisted translation. MT can translate documents 

more quickly than human translators can for free or at a low cost. Omniscient Technologies 

(2018), a US MT Company, states:  

It has been stated that the total number of human professional translators in the world is around 300,000. 

Everyone could translate at an average of 2,500 words per day. Thus, they can only translate 750 million 

words. Hence, all professional translators combined would deliver an output volume that is the 

equivalent to just 75% of the daily output from one of Omniscient Technologies’ larger customers.  

Nevertheless, there is no correlation between the speed of translation and quality. MT 

could provide better translation in one instance and poor translation in the other. Therefore, 

Machine Translation Evaluation (MTE) has a central role in verifying the effectiveness of 

MT systems to end users and to what degree such systems can catch up with the growing 

needs of the translation industry.  

 As early as 1930, researchers conceived the use of automatic machines in translating 

languages. In 1933, George Artsuni had a patent certificate for his translation machine 

‘Mechanical Brain’ with many potentials as a general-purpose storage device with facilities 

for retrieving and printing stored information. In 1936, P.P Trojanski had proposed a detailed 

process of translation machine from one language into another. His translation proposal was a 

device with storage on a paper tape that would attempt to identify equivalent words and 

propose stages of machine translation. However, his project was not successfully designed for 

MT (Henisz-Dostert, 1979).  In fact, Weaver (1949) can be considered the actual founder of 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/257656/size-of-the-global-language-services-market/
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MT. He is the first researcher who successfully mapped the science of MT. Baker (1992, p. 

140) states, “Trojanski  appears to have worked more seriously at his idea, though his ideas 

were largely ignored, and it is not he but Warren Weaver  who is credited as the founding 

father of Machine Translation (MT) research”.  

 Neither of the precursors was known to Andrew Booth, a British crystallographer, and 

Warren Weaver, a director at the Rockefeller Foundation, when they meet in 1946 and 1947 

to discuss the potential of the newly invented computer, Electrical Numerical Integrator and 

Computer (ENIAC), for translating natural languages. Booth worked with Richard Richens 

on morphological analysis for a mechanical dictionary and, a year later, Weaver (1949) put 

forward a specific proposal to tackle the obvious problems of mechanical dictionary based on 

his knowledge of cryptography, statistics and information technology. Weaver in his famous 

article, ‘Memorandum in Translation’ introduced the notion of Machine Translation to the 

world. He famously asserted “When I look at an article in Russian, I say: This is really 

written in English, but it has been coded in some strange symbols. I will now proceed to 

decode” (1949, p. 5). He perceives translation as a deciphering technique for coping with 

problematic issues of language. However, this is a crude way of understanding language. This 

means that every text should be easily transferable into another language by MT. 

Nevertheless, Weaver’s article made a significant contribution by attracting funding and 

research interest to MT: “by the early 1950s, there was a large number of research groups 

working in Europe and the USA, representing a significant financial investment (equivalent 

to around £20 000 000)” (Arnold et al. 1994, p. 13). 

Interest in MT was boosted when, in 1951, the MIT appointed a scholar Yehoshua 

Bar-Hillel to do research on MT, and then convened the first MT conference. At the 

conference, various ideas and research topics were discussed, such as pre-editing, post-

editing, micro-glossaries and syntactic analysis. The conference ended with various 

suggestions and recommendations to demonstrate the feasibility of MT. The growing interest 

in MT led the Rockefeller Foundation to convene another MT conference at the Massachutes 

Institute of Technology (MIT). However, Henisz-Dostert et al. (1979, pp.13-14) believe 

“There were no formal results of the week-long discussions, but the prevailing feeling could 

be summarised as: linguistic problems were too difficult for any practical experiment and 

experiments were the only way in which the subject could make progress at all”.  
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Then, in 1954, at the height of the Cold War, K.E. Harper and A.G. Oettinger 

published many papers on mechanical translation, researching the Russian language and the 

construction of a machine translation dictionary for Russian. At the same time, Leon Dostert 

of Georgetown University and Peter Sheridan of IBM used the IBM  701 machine to test the 

translation of Russian sentences into English, using a restricted string of Russian words, no 

more than 250 words. The success of the first experiment marked a milestone in MT 

(Hutchins 1999: 1−16; Chan 2004:125-226). Hutchins (2010, p.2) indicated that the success 

of the experiment “attracted a great deal of media attention in the United States. Although the 

system had little scientific value, its output was sufficiently impressive to stimulate the large-

scale funding of MT research in the USA and to inspire the initiation of MT projects 

elsewhere in the world, notably in the USSR”. Chan (2014, p. 120) states that although the 

1954 experiment “was restricted to vocabulary and grammar it was sufficiently impressive to 

stimulate massive funding of what became known since that date as ‘machine translation”. 

He (2014, p.106) also mentions that after the 1954 experiment, MT study became “a 

multimillion-dollar affair in the United States, the decade from 1956 to 1966 filled with high 

expectations for MT. […] major funding went into the field more and more. With sufficient 

funding, various methods were tried in MT researches”.  

 After the success of the first experiment, William Locke and Victor Yngve at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) launched the first journal on Machine 

Translation, entitled ‘Mechanical Translation’, which was devoted to the translation of 

languages with the aid of machines. Furthermore, the first doctoral thesis in MT by Anthony 

G. Oettinger was devoted to the study of the Russian Mechanical Dictionary (Hutchins, 

2001). In 1955, the first MT book, Machine Translation of Languages: Fourteen Essays, a 

collection of papers published by William N. Locke and Andrew D. Booth, the precursor we 

mentioned earlier. In the same year, various MT groups were formed, such as an MT group in 

Cambridge, a Russian MT group at Leningrad University and various projects in China and 

Japan were started (Hutchins, 2010).  

 In the wake of these developments, there were great expectations along with the great 

advancement of computer technology that breakthroughs in MT quality and full automatic 

translation would be achieved within a few years. However, the complexity of the linguistic 

problems in MT became quickly apparent. Bar-Hillel (1960, p. 95), head of the MIT section 

on MT, criticised the assumption that the goal of MT research should create MT systems that 

produce results similar to humans: “Those who are interested in machine translation as a 
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primarily practical device must realise that full automation of the translation process is 

incompatible with high quality”. In 1962, the Association for Computational Linguistics was 

founded in the United States, and the journal of the association, Computational Linguistics, 

was also published (Chan, 2014, p.3). Moreover, for some time MT research continued and 

many new groups were established, particularly outside the USA researching syntactic and 

semantic analysis. Zhang (2006, p. 30-34) indicated that there were more than 18 countries 

engaged in MT studies “including the United States, former Soviet Union, the United 

Kingdom, Japan, France, West Germany, Italy, former Czechoslovakia, former Yugoslavia, 

East Germany, Mexico, Hungary, Canada, Holland, Romania, and Belgium”.  

Optimism remained high during the first decade of MT research with many 

breakthroughs, but researchers encountered semantic and linguistic problems. There were 

many systems developed for MT, such as the Mark II system (developed by IBM and 

Washington University) installed at the USAF Foreign Technology Division, and the 

Georgetown University system at the US Atomic Energy Authority and at EURATOM in 

Italy.  Despite the potential for MT research, the results were disappointing (Hutchins, 1999). 

In 1964, the USA government (mainly military and intelligence agencies) formed the first 

Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC), comprising seven experts in 

MT to verify the state of MT.  In 1966, ALPAC released its famous report, entitled 

Languages and Machines: Computers in Translation and Linguistics, with the major 

conclusion that MT was slow, less accurate and more costly than human translators were. The 

report concluded with “there is no predictable prospect of useful machine translation” 

(ALPAC, 1966, p.5).  The report ended with nine recommendations, three of which 

encouraged more research on MT: “practical methods for evaluation of translations; 

investigation of the utilization of translations, to guard against production of translations, 

study of delays in the overall translation process, and means for eliminating them, both in 

journals and in individual items that are never read” ALPAC (1966, p. 35). On the other 

hand, it highlighted the role of machine aided translation “It becomes increasingly evident 

that fully automatic high-quality machine translation was not going to be realised for a long 

time, interest began to be shown in machine-aided translation […] machine-aided translation 

may be an important avenue toward better, quicker, and cheaper translation” (ALPAC, pp.25-

32). Chan (2014, p.3) shows that the ALPAC report “gave an opportunity to machine-aided 

translation to come into being. All these events show that the birth of machine-aided 

translation is closely related to the development of machine translation”. Machine Aided 
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Translation (MAT) is similar to computer-assisted translation, where the translator utilises 

computerised translation tools, such as TM and TB to help them retrieve the meaning of 

words to work more quickly and accurately.  

On the other hand, Hutchins and Somers (1992, p. 30) mentioned that the report was 

widely criticised for being “biased and short-sighted”. The effects of the report were so 

catastrophic that funding for research on MT dried up and resulted in suspending research in 

the USA for more than a decade; and indirectly ending MT research elsewhere.  However, 

ALPAC did not terminate MT research in some countries, such as Canada, Europe and Japan, 

Russia, and China since the demand for MT were quite different. In 1970, Peter Toma 

developed the first Systran System, which is the oldest version for Russian-English 

translation. Systran sold the system to the US Air Force and the European commission later 

adopted that very system. Moreover, Systran became popular and was installed at many 

intergovernmental organisations i.e. NATO, the International Atomic Authority, General 

Motors of Canada and the like. In Canada, the government focused on the bicultural demand 

to focus on English-French translation since translation is “beyond the capacity of the 

translation profession” (Hutchins, 2003, p.3). At Montreal, two systems were developed for 

English-French translation: TAUM and METEO. The TAUM (Traduction Automatique de 

l’Université de Montréal) project was designed to translate aviation manuals, but it failed to 

deal with complex nouns, and compound nouns, and the project ended in 1980, while 

METEO has been successfully operating in weather forecasting since 1976 (Hutchins, 2001). 

In similar fashion, the Chinese University of Hong Kong developed CULT (Chinese 

University Language Translator) to translate mathematical texts from Chinese into English 

(Hutchins, 2010).  

From the early 1980, new developments emerged in technology, which led to the 

revival of MT research. Abu-Al-Sha’r and Zughoul (2009) indicate that the growing spread 

of globalisation, the Internet, greater demand from governments and the sharp fall in the cost 

of computing power contributed to reviving MT research in 1980. According to Hutchins 

(2001), the main rival with Systran was from the Logos Cooperation for English-Vietnamese 

to translate aircraft manuals. The experience gained from this project was applied to develop 

German-English Translation. Moreover, many new operational MT systems appeared and 

grew on the commercial market: the French Multilingual System TITUS, the Chinese English 

CULT system already mentioned, the Spanish English SPANAM by the Pan American 

Health Organisation. A group led by Bernard Vauquois at Grenoble University developed a 
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system to translate Russian mathematics and physics into French. In Europe, the Commission 

of European Community funded much work on the English-French version of Systran, 

Saarbrücker Ubersetzungs system (SUSY), the French German System (ASCOF), and the 

Japanese into German (SEMSYN). A more reputable and ambitious system was the 

EUROTA project of the European Communities, which could translate all the official 

languages of the European Community into all the other official languages of the European 

Community.   

 In 1982, the first Arabic MT company, Sakhr, a branch of the Al-Alamimah Group in 

Kuwait, was founded. Sakhr has developed a number of software to facilitate the process of 

Natural Language Processing: Machine Translation, Optical Character Recognition, Speech 

Technology, Knowledge Management and Professional Translation & Localization (Sakhr, 

2019). In 1987, Nirenburg (1987) developed an MT system, at the University of Colgate, 

called Translator, to deal with the translation between four languages, namely English, 

Japanese, Russian and Spanish. Chan (2009, p.223) indicates that in Japan Fujitsu developed 

ALTAS I & ATLAS II to translate between English and Japanese, while Hitachi developed 

the ATHENE English-Japanese Machine Translation system.  

Whilst the 1980s experienced great strides in MT development, even more dramatic 

development took place in MT in the 1990s, since computers became more powerful with 

much higher storage capabilities. Gaspari and Hutchins (2007, pp.199−206) have shown that, 

since 1990, the main source of translation for the public has been through the Internet 

becoming widely available. However, online translation services were not free at that time. In 

1992, the first online MT service was launched by CompuServe to translate from German 

into English, but it was initially restricted to special end users. Then, in 1994, Globalink 

Company offered a paid translation service, but the texts had to be submitted online and 

translations returned by email. Similarly, Systran offered the same service to end users. 

AltaVista’s Babel Fish launched the first free MT service in 1997, which attracted a lot of 

publicity. Not only was it free, but the MT service was immediate. This service was followed 

by other MT systems that offered free online MT, such as Free Translation and Gist-in-Time 

(Chan, 2014). In this respect, Somers (2007, pp. 209−33) showed that MT users tested the 

initially free MT service in translating cultural and complex language and the results were 

unsatisfactory.   
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To turn to MT in Arabic, there has been research in that language since the early days 

of MT reserach. Vasconcellos (2000, p.930) indicated that Arabic was among the top five 

priority languages for MT research in USA in 1950. Moreover, Yngve (2000) reported that 

Arabic was one of the languages besides English, German and French which were the subject 

of the COMIT project in the late 1950. In fact, Zughoul and AbuAlshar (2005, p.1029) 

illustrated that the earliest purposes behind MT were military intelligence and this is why 

“Arabic ranked very high on the list of languages for which MT tools were to be researched 

and developed in the US fifty or so years ago”. However, the present study contends that 

there were many other ones rather than military ones, such as participating in global business 

and facilitating the cultural communication between the West and the Middle East. 

 For their part, Zughoul and AbuAlshar (2005) note that the available software 

applications for Arabic were unidirectional, bidirectional, multidirectional, web translation, 

computer-aided translation system, and electronic dictionaries. They listed 12 MT systems as 

unidirectional, bidirectional and multilingual software including Tarjim, Al Mutarjim Al 

Araby, Al-Wafi, Almisbar and others. Moreover, Hutchins (2010) listed a compendium of 

MT systems in all human languages. He indicates at that time, there were roughly 56 MT 

systems between English and Arabic. Nevertheless, some of these systems designed at 

different times did not last long because of lack of translation accuracy, the essential factor 

for the credibility of the system to the end users.   

As Zhang had done in 2006, Chan (2014, p. 26) provides another list for the most 

active countries in the world. He found that 31 countries out of 190 countries then conducted 

research on computer or computer-aided translation. He (p.26) shows “this means that 16% 

of all countries have been engaged in machine translation, 30 percent of which are active in 

research and development”. Tunisia, an Arab country, was listed as one of the 31 countries 

engaged in MT research. More importantly, Chan (2014) highlights the most active countries 

in MT research: China and Japan in Asia, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the United 

Kingdom and Russia in Europe, Canada and the United States in North America. 

Unfortunately, no Arab countries were classified as doing active research on MT in Zhang 

(2006) or Chan (2014), which signifies the lack of MT literature and the gap for Arabic MT.  

2.3 Architectures of machine translation systems  
To understand how MT systems operate, we must understand the approaches of MT 

across languages. The literature shows that there are many systems developed for natural 

language processing. Different researchers have adopted various approaches at different 
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times in the history of machine translation. Chéragui (2012) shows that there are two main 

types of architecture for machine translation: Linguistic and Computational Architectures. 

Linguistic architecture covers direct, transfer and Interlingual approaches, while 

computational architecture covers corpus based and hybrid approaches. Hutchins and Somers 

(1992) have indicated that RBMT is classified by its architecture into three main categories: 

direct approach, Interlingual and transfer. Chan (2014, p.187) affirms that all three 

approaches require “source language (SL) analysis and target language (TL) synthesis, but 

with varying types, amounts, depths of analysis and accordingly different bases for 

synthesis”. 

For his part, Chan (2014) breaks down MT into two different architectures: 

rationalism and empiricism, as the most dominant approaches in the past few decades. 

Rationalism covers the rule-based approach, while empiricism covers Statistical Based 

Machine Translation (SBMT).  Yet again, Kituku et al. (2016) explain that there are three 

main approaches to building MT systems: the knowledge-driven approach as rule-based MT, 

the data driven approach as SBMT and the hybrid approach, which combines the knowledge-

driven approach and the data driven approach. Currently, Neural MT approach (NMT) is a 

part of the data-driven approach.  

2.3.1. Rule-Based MT (RBMT)  

 In the history of MT, RBMT is the first technique used among researchers and 

systems developers. Hutchins (2010), Church (2011), Alqudsi et al. (2012), Chan (2014) and 

others indicated that MT systems were generally based on RBMT until the emergence of the 

corpus-based approach in 1980. Chan (2014, p.186) shows that the success of the first MT 

experiment in 1954 “is still the first actual implementation of RBMT”. RBMT relies on 

linguistic information about both the source and target languages retrieved from bilingual 

dictionaries that cover the semantic, morphological, syntactic and contextual knowledge of 

the language pair. Alqudsi et al. (2012, p.7) states, “A key design of any rule-based MT 

systems is its lexical resources. In practice, rule-based machine translation systems often have 

diverse dictionaries, where some contain main entries, and others contain specialised 

vocabulary”. Chan (2014) shows that RBMT entails manual development of linguistic rules, 

which can be costly and time consuming. Omniscient Technologies (2018) explains that rules 

are developed by sophisticated programmers to make the rules applicable between the two 

languages. RBMT depends on “manually built translation lexicons, some of which can be 

edited and refined by users to improve translation”.  In the case of Arabic, Salem et al. (2008) 
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have developed a Universal Machine Translator System for Arabic (UniArab) to support the 

development of RBMT for Arabic using a Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) linguistic 

model, a model that presupposes a direct mapping between the semantic representation of a 

sentence and its syntactic representation. He illustrates that UniArab “provides information 

captured for the main components of the Arabic sentence: verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, 

demonstrative and adverb”.  

2.3.1.1 Direct Approach  

 The direct approach is the first approach used by most first RBMT systems. Hutchins 

(1986) shows that RBMT was used in 1954 experiment at Georgetown University to translate 

word for word translation for 250 words from Russian into English. Nonetheless, the direct 

translation process was simple. As the complexity of language was highlighted post ALPAC 

report, more attention were diverted to the other architectures of RBMT to have a closer look 

at the linguistic problems in translation (Chan, 2014). It entails lexical transfer of both 

languages involved with minimal morphological and syntactic synthesis. It deals with the 

source language as a combination of words and retrieves their equivalents from bilingual 

dictionaries. Chan (2014, p.188) explains that in RBMT “A minimal amount of 

morphological (and occasionally syntactic) analysis and word reordering are included, with 

relevant linguistic knowledge stored in the dictionaries or simply described by algorithms and 

then expressed by program codes”. Hutchins (2010) shows that RBMT was specifically 

developed to deal with finite rules and sentences from a source language into one particular 

language. Alqudsi et al. (2012) show that the direct approach is a word -for-word one with 

minimal syntactic or semantic analysis. Okpor (2014, p.161) also states, “Direct approach is a 

word-by-word translation approach with some simple grammatical adjustments”.  

2.3.1.2 Interlingual Approach  

 Unlike the direct approach, the Interlingua approach has a semantic-syntactic 

synthesis for both source and target languages. The Interlingua approach relies on two main 

aspects: the analysis of source language into intermediate Interlingua semantic 

representations formulated to convey the meaning of the source language into the target 

language’s representation. Tanaka et al. (1989) indicated that the typical Interlingua based 

MT is Machine Translation System for Japan and its neighbouring countries. It was designed 

to translate between five languages including Chinese, Indonesian, Malaysian, Thai and 

Japanese. Nyberg and Mitamura (1992) and Okpor (2014) indicate that Knowledge Based 

Natural Language translation (KANT) is the first Interlingua MT systems developed for 
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translating Caterpillar Technical English (CTE) business information into other languages. 

Chan (2014) describes that language representation should be “unambiguous and express the 

full content of SL texts, which include their morphological, syntactic, semantic and even 

contextual information”. Okpor (2014) adds that Interlingua is clearly the most attractive 

approach for multilingual systems. It allows SL analysis and TL synthesis to work separately. 

However, Alqudsi et al. (2012), Chan (2014) and Okpor (2014) explain that the definition of 

Interlingua is difficult even for close languages. It is also difficult to develop an adequate 

Interlingua system since it is hard to extract meaning form the source text to build 

intermediate representations.  

2.3.1.3 Transfer Approach 

 The Transfer approach depends on the concept of intermediate representations in 

producing the meaning of the original sentence, but it is different from Interlingua MT since the 

representation model depends on either SL or TL. At transfer approach, translations are 

generated by analysing the SL input using rules, transferring this analysis into a corresponding 

TL analysis and then producing an output string. Alqudsi et al. (2012, p. 7) state that the 

transfer approach is “the most widely used method of machine translation”. The Transfer 

approach tackles translation in three different stages: Analysis, Transfer and Generation. In the 

first stage, the analysis is carried out on the source language sentence based on the source 

language’s structure, which is then transferred into its TL equivalent. The last stage is to 

produce the syntactic representation of TL, “based on the linguistic data of the source language, 

using a target language dictionary” (Alqudsi et al., 2012, p.8) as shown in figure 2.2 
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Figure 2.2 Transfer Approach (Prasad & Muthukumaran, 2013, p.26) 

The first transfer MT system was developed by Peter Toma called Systran in 1970. 

EuroMatrix (2007, p. 15) states, “Today, 36 Systran MT language pairs are commercially 

available”. Moreover, Alqudsi et al. (2012) show that Systran has proven its capabilities in 

the translation environment. Hatem and Omar (2010) have developed Arabic English 

Transfer Based Machine Translation (AE-TBMT) to handle the word ordering problem from 

Arabic to English since Arabic has highly inflectional, rich morphology and relatively free 

word order. They tested their system on the translation of 100 sentences taken from the 

Aljazeera News website. They found that their system is competitive when compared with 

other approaches from the literature.  

 In both the Interlingua and the transfer methods, a sentence is converted into a 

representation. Both of them take advantage of abstract representations, but they place 

different demands on these representations (Bennett, 2003). Trujillo (2012, p.121) viewed the 

transfer approach as a “practical compromise between the efficient use of resources of 

Interlingua systems, and the ease of implementation of direct systems”.  The Transfer model 

is a pivotal model between the direct and the Interlingua approaches. At one extreme, the 

direct approach has a shallow analysis, which imposes a heavy burden on lexicon; Interlingua 

entails a complex semantic analysis, while the transfer approach has a number of options for 

the analysis: different levels of lexical and structural representations and different potential 

for Interlingua elements. At the other extreme, the transfer approach offers flexible models to 

overcome the shortcomings of Interlingua. Although the multilingual systems entail a large 

number of transfer modules, they are simpler than Interlingua systems.  Furthermore, 

Interlingua systems are designed for language pairs, but they suffer from little depth of 

analysis compared to transfer systems. However, similar problems appear for Interlingua and 

transfer in terms of lexical transfer and structural analysis. The Transfer approach implies 

contrastive linguistic analysis in translation, while it is hidden in the linguistic analysis of the 

Interlingua systems (Hutchins, 1992). 

 Many shortcomings of RBMT are addressed in the literature. Chan (2014) states, “the 

sufficiency of rules and dictionaries, the method and cost of building them, the handling of 

ambiguities and idiomatic expressions in language, the system adaptability in new domains, 

etc.”. These concerns have gained a lot of attention to verify whether RBMT is still effective 

for MT systems or not. RBMT relies on linguistic knowledge. This knowledge can be 
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accessible to computers if it is well programmed through dictionaries and grammar rules. For 

dictionaries, there was a concern with regard to computers’ storage capacity and low speed, 

which has subsided with present-day computers’ increased speed and storage. Chan (2014, 

p.193) indicates that there must be a balance for the number of rules to be covered in any 

system in the first place: “the generalization of rules has to be appropriate in order to 

maximize their coverage of linguistic phenomena but minimize errors”. Moreover, in daily 

communication, people depend on strings of words to exchange information. MT translation 

has its main shortcoming in understanding the underlying structure of these strings. Chan 

(2014) states, “research on MT, particularly studies on RBMT, has been making greater use 

of the morphological and syntactic evidence. A moderate amount of semantic and contextual 

analysis has been explored, which helps to resolve some ambiguities left behind by 

morphological and syntactic analyses”. Furthermore, Hutchins (2010) shows that RBMT can 

be greatly beneficial if specific dictionaries and grammar rules are adapted for specific 

domains, such as METEO, which is still used for English-French weather forecast translation. 

Chan (2014, p.199) concludes that RBMT “has been playing an important role in promoting 

the overall progress of MT. Despite the dominating influence of the statistical approach since 

the end of 1980s, the linguistic premises and assumptions of RBMT are still valued”. 

2.3.2 Corpus-based Approaches 

 In the early 1990, research in MT shifted from the use of RBMT paradigm, which 

relied on linguistic knowledge, to the use of parallel corpora, which includes already 

translated examples and texts to serve as a model to MT systems on which it could base new 

translations (Somers and Diaz, 2004). The Corpus-based approach is an alternative approach 

for MT to overcome the problems of the RBMT approach (Gough, 2005). It is also called a 

data-driven approach, which signifies the dependence of MT on corpora of bilingual texts to 

generate translations rather than linguistic knowledge (Menezes, 2002). This approach uses a 

large amount of raw data containing source texts and their translations. The increasing 

number of bilingual corpora and the vast use of World Wide Web (WWW) have encouraged 

the research on corpus-based machine translation. Moreover, Brown (1999) added that the 

Corpus based approach coincides with the development of statistical models, which help in 

generating translation based on probabilistic parameters. Corpus based approaches have been 

classified into two main types: Example-Based MT (EBMT) and Statistical based Machine 

Translation (SBMT).  
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2.3.2.1. Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT)  

  Arnold et al. (1994, p.188) stated that the main idea behind EBMT “is to collect a 

bilingual corpus of translation pairs and then use the best match algorithm to find the closest 

example to the source phrase in question. This gives a translation template, which can then be 

filled in by word-for-word translation”. Trujillo (2012) shows that the basic concept behind 

EBMT is to generate translations based on previous translation examples of similar 

sentences. The assumption is that many translations are simple modifications of previous 

translations. This saves time and promotes consistency in translation in terms of terminology 

and style.  Indeed, EBMT and Translation Memories (TM) have a strong relationship since 

both of them make use of the previous translated segments and try to match the input strings 

against the translation database (previous translated texts). However, it is up to a translator to 

decide to use a Translation Memories (TM), while EBMT is an automatic process. Somers 

(2003c) showed that Makoto Nagao in 1984 firstly introduced the EBMT idea. Nagao (1984, 

p.178) introduced the concept of machine translation by the analogy principle between 

Japanese and English “The translation of each fragmental phrase will be done by the analogy 

translation principle with proper examples as its reference”. According to Somers (1999, 

p.116), “Nagao (1984) correctly identified the three main components of EBMT: matching 

fragments against a database of real examples, identifying the corresponding translation 

fragments, and then recombining these to give the target text”.  This classification shows that 

the EBMT model shares similarities with the transfer based on the RBMT approach. In 

EBMT, the search and matching process replace the source text analysis in conventional MT. 

In the transfer approach, the analysis is replaced by searching and retrieving the examples. 

Once the examples have been selected, the corresponding examples are also selected. 

Meanwhile, Baker (2003, p. 148) states, “this approach is said to be more like the way 

humans go about translating and is also claimed to result in more stylish, less literal 

translations, since it is not essentially based on structural analysis of the input”.  

2.3.2.2 Statistical Based Machine Translation (SBMT) 

 The idea of SBMT goes back to Warren Weaver in 1949, when he suggested that 

“statistical techniques from Claude Shannon’s information theory might make it possible to 

use computers to translate between natural languages automatically” (Chan, 2014, p.201). 

SBMT is a machine translation approach that generates translation based on probabilistic 

models, whose parameters are derived from bilingual text corpora. The SBMT approach does 

not require linguistic knowledge like RBMT, it requires a larg- sized bilingual corpora. 
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 The major distinction between RBMT and SBMT lies in the acquisition of translation 

knowledge. Rule-based-systems typically need the manual development of linguistic 

rules, which may be expensive, time-consuming, and hardly generalizable to other languages. 

SBMT relies on statistical parameters, whose translation can be derived from parallel text 

corpora automatically. RBMT systems can be built with dictionaries and rules to translate, 

which sometimes affects fluency, while SBMT simulates the training data based on the 

frequency of patterns, which results in fluent outputs. In statistical MT, translation knowledge 

is learned automatically from examples and the development of an MT system is very fast 

compared to the rule-based approach. 

 Brown et al. (1993) indicated that statistical translation models were initially word-

based but significant advances were made with the introduction of phrase-based models. 

Word-based models design generative models to predict the length of the translation, decide 

the word ordering, and choose appropriate words. Each type of decision was statistically 

selected from parallel corpus automatically. EuroMatrix (2007) mentions that GIZA++ is an 

example of word-based SBMT system. However, Och et al. (1999), Yamada and Knight 

(2001), Charniak et al. (2003), Melamed (2003) and others have stressed that SBMT has 

changed into a phrase-based mode since it is better to translate and move phrases as a unit in 

machine translation. Chan (2014, p.205) indicates that the phrase-based model is a 

combination of consecutive words “It is not necessarily a phrase in any syntactic theory. As 

phrases memorize local word selection and reordering, phrase-based models are capable of 

handling idiom translation, word insertion and deletion”.  

 The main advantage of SBMT is the availability of platforms and algorithms, where 

you can train and add new languages quickly in comparison to other MT models. SBMT 

systems are language independent and are not tailored to any specific pair of languages. 

SBMT depends on bilingual text corpora and the advantage is that a well-trained database can 

provide more accurate translation than other models (KantaNMT, 2019).  Moreover, 

Statistical MT is well suited for larger applications, such as speech recognition. EuroMatrix 

(2007, p.) reports that “statistical MT seems to be especially well suited for this application as 

it has a natural robustness. Another example is an interactive MT”. On the other hand, there 

are many disadvantages to SBMT. Okpor (2014) indicates that creating corpora with limited 

resources can be costly for SBMT users. Moreover, SBMT does not work well with 

languages that have different word order, such as Arabic and English. Statistical model will 

have poor performance in the unseen domain if a large training database is not available 

https://kantanmtblog.com/author/kantanmt/
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(EuroMatrix, 2007). The present study has selected two translation systems, Google Translate 

and Microsoft Translator, which both adopted SBMT since it is “suitable for any other 

language pair, just as long as the raw data (i.e. parallel texts) is available” (Baker, 2003, p. 

148). Then, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator shifted from SBMT to NMT in 2017 

since NMT aimed to mimic human brains based on neural networks in understanding the 

context. 

 Bird et al. (2009) indicate that rationalist and empiricist methods provide high quality 

in translation between any pairs of natural languages. RBMT is a rationalist method, which 

denotes that machine translation systems rely on linguistic information about the source and 

the target languages as knowledge source. RBMT provides fluent translation if the rules and 

sentences are set before. However, it is impossible to set all rules and sentences of a language 

because there are infinite combinations and changing over time. On the other hand, SBMT 

and EBMT are typical examples of the empiricist method. Xuan et al. (2012, p.1) show that 

SBMT method is “more robust, and provides fluent translation due to the use of Language 

Models and better lexical selection”. They showed that the lack of linguistic knowledge from 

both SBMT and EBMT leads to the absence of adequacy. To sum up, both EBMT and SBMT 

are data-driven approaches, which require parallel-aligned corpora. However, the difference 

between them lies in the fact that EBMT is not statistical and can work with less data, while 

SBMT employs large quantities of data. To achieve better results for MT, an integrated 

approach between the two, EMBT and SBMT, would appear to benefit the process of 

translation through the availability of linguistic knowledge along with data-driven corpora. 

2.3.3 Hybrid Approach  

 Hybrid Machine Translation is a method of machine translation that is characterized 

by the use of multiple machine translation approaches within a single machine translation 

system. The Hybrid approach utilises the best features of both previous approaches in order 

to compensate for the weakness of each approach. It integrates both rule-based and corpus-

based techniques in the development of MT systems. Okpor (2014) indicates that the MT 

research community uses a Hybrid based approach to develop translation from SL into TL. 

Somers (2003b, p.518) shows that the existence of Hybrid MT systems was due to the fact 

that 

Neither the example-based nor the statistics-based approaches to MT have turned out to be 

demonstrably better than the rule-based approaches, though each has shown some promise in certain 

cases. Because of this, a number of hybrid approaches quickly emerged. Recognizing that some specific 
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problems were particularly suited to an example-based approach, in some systems there is an example-

based component, which is activated specifically to deal with the kinds of problems that are difficult.  

 Okpor (2014, p. 164) explains how the hybrid approach follows different processes. 

In the first stage, translations are done along a rule-based approach; then a statistical 

approach is applied in order to correct and adjust the output accordingly. In another way, 

rules are used to pre-process the input data as well as post-process the statistical output of a 

statistical-based translation system. There are many examples of hybrid MT systems. Dirix et 

al. (2005, pp. 43-50) have developed the METIS-II MT, which is an example of EBMT and 

RBMT. It uses bilingual dictionary for ST and a monolingual corpus as a part of EBMT for 

the TL. Paul et al. (2005a) presented a multi-engine hybrid approach to MT. The multi engine 

makes use of two corpus-based approaches: SBMT and EBMT. The EBMT retrieves the 

translation examples that match the input and then adjust the EBMT translation with SBMT 

to extract translation from bilingual parallel corpora. The system was developed to translate 

from Japanese to English and Chinese to English. Stroppa et al. (2006) also designed SBMT 

and EBMT hybrid system. They found that a hybrid system outperforms both SBMT and 

EBMT. In the case of Arabic, Sakhr, which is evaluated in this study, has a hybrid engine that 

optimizes rules-based and statistical-based processes with the aim to achieve rapid, highest 

accuracy translation (Sakhr, 2019). 

2.3.4 Neural Machine Translation (NMT) 

 The advancement in technology has led computer scientists and programmers to make 

use of the integration of neural language models into traditional statistical machine translation 

systems. Koehn (2017, p.6) shows that there were ambitious efforts aimed at facilitating the 

integration of NMT with SBMT by Schwenk et al. (2012), to Bahdanau et al. (2014), and 

Jean et al. (2015). They were able to produce good results at the sentence level, a marked 

progress from EBMT and SBMT. At the world conference on Machine Translation (WMT, 

2015), there was a shared task to research neural artificial networks in translation in 2015. 

Koehn (2017, p.6) described the shared task “It was competitive, but outperformed by 

traditional statistical systems”. A year later, in 2016, a neural machine translation system won 

in almost all language pairs. In 2017, almost all submissions were neural machine translation 

systems. United Language Group (2019b) shows that “NMT is the newest method of MT and 

said to create much more accurate translations than Statistical MT. NMT is based on the 

model of neural networks in the human brain, with information being sent to different 

‘layers’ to be processed before output”. For the current study, corpus testing started in 2016, 
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when Google Translate and Microsoft Translator were using SBMT as their translation 

approach. Then, both systems switched to NMT in 2017, and both of them have provided 

English<>Arabic NMT service since. The second testing in 2017 was, therefore, able to 

scrutinise the output produced by NMT systems, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, 

while Sakhr has not yet adopted the NMT approach. This also enhances the value of the study 

in that it sheds light on the performance of the two MT approaches over the two years of the 

testing using different MT architectures. 

 In fact, each MT approach has its advantages and disadvantages. What one approach 

has, the other may lack and vice versa. RBMT aims at understanding grammar rules, while 

the SBMT pays minimal attention to the grammar of a particular language. RBMT involves 

human development to create the rules. The benefit of RBMT is the analysis of the input on 

the syntactic and, to an extent, semantic level. The disadvantage of RBMT is that it requires a 

long time to create the rules and the cost of building rules and dictionaries, ambiguity, and 

idiomatic expressions. Nevertheless, it is of great value for MT especially from a syntactic 

point of view. RBMT requires constant manual development to modify the rules that do not 

produce satisfactory results. However, RBMT is of great value for languages where parallel 

bilingual corpora do not exist yet. On the other hand, the Corpus-based approach extracts 

translation knowledge from a parallel corpus designed by human experts. The advantage is 

that, once the required techniques have been developed for a given language pair, MT 

systems could include new language pairs using the provided training data. Adding more 

examples to the corpus enhances the system’s performance. Many hybrid machine translation 

systems have been successful in improving the accuracy of the translations. However, 

Arabic-English translation presents some specific problems to all MT architectures.  

2.4 Specific problems of Arabic for MT systems 
There are indeed several characteristics that make Arabic distinctive and result in a 

challenge for MT. Zbib and Soudi (2012, p.1) indicates Arabic has a rich and complex 

grammar and morphology than English, “a large degree of ambiguity in word senses, and 

further ambiguity attributable to a writing system that normally omits diacritics (e.g. short 

vowels, consonant doubling, inflection marks)”. Al-Kabi et al. (2013, p.1) state, “Due to its 

rich and complex morphological features, Arabic has always been a challenge for machine 

translation”. Moreover, the existence of several dialects and the flexible word order of Arabic 

are added difficulties. Furthermore, Abuelyaman et al. (2014, p.1) list two main reasons for 

Arabic being a challenge for MT and lagging behind “The first is the impenetrability of some 
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Arabic words, which puzzles their decomposition into morphemes. The second is the 

incompatibility of existing machine-translation techniques with the Arabic language”.   

2.4.1. Relatively free word Order 

Alqudsi et al. (2012) show that “Arabic has a different word order that provides a 

significant challenge to MT, due to the possibilities of expressing the same sentence in 

Arabic”. In Arabic and English, three elements make-up a sentence, namely subject, verb, 

and object”. Arabic exhibits a free word order within a sentence following SVO [subject-

verb-object], SOV [subject object verb], VSO [verb subject object], and VOS [verb object 

subject] rules; while in the main; English has a fixed word order, SVO. This distinction 

between English and Arabic presents great challenges for some MT architectures, but less so 

for others. For RBMT for instance, it is impossible to compile all possible word orders, which 

are infinite, in a dictionary, while the corpus-based systems would be expected to provide 

correct choice since they have plenty of examples at hand. Farghaly (2010) shows that the 

direct approach would not yield accurate results for complex sentences because it cannot 

incorporate the required syntactic rules for parsing such sentences, while the transfer 

approach could deal with Arabic flexible order in a better way than direct aprroach since it 

incorporates deep syntactic parsing in its translation process.  

2.4.2. Complex Morphology 

Arabic is a morphology rich language morphology by affixing certain morphemes to 

prepositions, personal objects and possessive nouns to word stems. Igaab and Kareem (2017) 

showed that Arabic affixes are normally bound morphemes, which can be added to the root in 

order to derive new words in a particular order according to morphological rules. For 

example, the prefix (m) can be added to the verb kataba (he wrote) to derive a new word 

maktab (office). Arabic morphology presents a challenge for RBMT since it is impossible to 

encode efficiently and concisely all morphological forms of known words and compile them 

in a dictionary. Likewise, corpus-based systems are challenged since an Arabic corpus will be 

sparser than an English corpus, and in some cases, the MT system will not be able to translate 

a new word that has different morphological forms. 

2.4.3. Subject Embedding  

Unlike English, Arabic is a pro drop language, where the subject of a verb may be 

implied and encoded in its morphology. According to Chalabi (2004), the subject can be 

omitted, leaving any syntactic parser with the challenge to decide, first, whether or not there 

is an omitted pronoun in the subject position, and second, what the antecedent of the omitted 
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pronoun is. This aspect makes Arabic a continual challenge for MT since RBMT entails 

setting rules to deduce the anaphors in English when it is absent in Arabic, while SBMT, 

Hybrid and NMT depend on bilingual corpora, which allow them to extract the subject since 

they use existing human translations in their output, which have already solved the problem 

of subject embedding.  

2.4.4. Diacritics and Punctuation  

The Arabic language is written, read and encoded from right to left. Arabic diacritics 

may be located below or above each character within a word. Arabic diacritics can be 

categorised into 1. short vowels pronounced as /a/ ftaha/ u/ damma and /i/ kasra. 2. Double 

case ending pronounced as /an/ fathatn /un/ damathun and /in/ kasratayn. These diacritics are 

easy for native speakers of Arabic since they can easily vocalise words in written texts based 

on the context. Zbib and Soudi (2012, p.4) state, “source ambiguity, a common phenomenon 

to all human languages, is exacerbated by the lack of diacritics in the case of Arabic”. Said et 

al. (2013) show that the absence of diacritics is the source of ambiguity for Arabic language 

processing since the diacritics determine the meaning and the syntactic class of the word. 

Therefore, Arabic diacritics constitutes a difficulty for MT systems to work out the exact 

meaning, which results in lexical ambiguity. Arabic is a polysemous language, where one 

word can have several meanings.Systems with RBMT would have a problem in parsing its 

syntax, while the systems with SBMT, Hybrid and NMT would take advantage of their 

corpus to find the statistical correspondence between a given ST sentence and its equivalent 

translations in the corpus. However, statistical assessment is much less reliable since words 

have different inflected forms and appears high on the Arabic side. Diacritics are major 

problem for RBMT since they affect the word class identification and possibly leading to 

major translation errors, while SBMT, Hybrid and NMT would provide resilient outputs since 

they have many examples in the context to look at.  

Some punctuation marks are used differently due to the differences in the language 

style of English and Arabic. Hervey and Dickens (2016, p. 161) mentioned, “Punctuation in 

Arabic is less systematic than punctuation in English […] everywhere punctuation exists, the 

conventions of Arabic are far less standardised than those of English”. Abu-Chacra (2007, p. 

9) makes it clear that“Arabs have borrowed European punctuation marks with some 

modifications in order to distinguish them from Arabic letters”. Furthermore, Alqinai (2013, 

p. 19) indicates that Arabic does not depend substantially on punctuation, as it has a set of 

“Intersentential conjunctions, discourse markers, superscript diacritics and lexical insertions 
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[which] create coherence without the need for visual space division”. Arabic is able to 

replace the use of spacing to convey meaning and thereby lessen potential confusion in 

writing. However, the present study emphasises that punctuation misuse in a language affects 

meaning and that it, therefore, affects translation too. Singh (2015) affirms that “use of the 

wrong mark of a punctuation or even wrong placement of mark of punctuation can change 

the meaning of the sentence completely and sometimes even convert the sentence to complete 

nonsense”. Punctuation is a major problem for MT due to the differences between the two 

languages. In this respect, Hybrid approach and RBMT could achieve better results since 

linguistic knowledge provides more resilient rather than data driven approaches since they 

depend on the examples available at the corpora.  

2.4.5 Letter ambiguity  

Ambiguity is not limited to Arabic words only, but there are problems for words when 

they have compound morphemes affixed to them. Alqudsi et al. (2012, p.552) show “Arabic 

words can often be ambiguous, because of the three-letter root system. This system allows 

Arabic to cover a wide choice of meanings. One or more of the root letters is dropped in 

some derivations, and this leads to possible ambiguity”. Letter ambiguity is still a hurdle for 

RBMT systems since it is impossible to compile all compound nouns in dictionaries. It is 

salient that living languages receive new words from time to time, while corpus-based 

systems would provide resilient outputs since they have many potential examples situated in 

contexts.  

In conclusion, data driven approaches seem capable of handling translation between 

English and Arabic since they have a large number of examples in the corpora, which allow 

them to provide more accurate results. Moreover, the Hybrid approach could provide 

convenient results since it takes the advantage of RBMT and data driven approach, SBMT. In 

some cases, translations are performed in the first stage using a rule-based approach followed 

by adjusting or correcting the output using statistical information. 

2.5. Machine Translation Evaluation (MTE) 
The evaluation of MT is a fertile field of research as a way to determine the 

effectiveness and optimisation of the performance of MT systems. EuroMatrix (2007, p. 9) 

states, “Evaluating machine translation (MT) is important for everyone involved: researchers 

need to know if their theories make a difference, commercial developers want to impress 

customers and users have to decide which system to employ”. Dorr et al. (2006, p. 807) state, 

“the field of machine translation relies on assessing the quality of a new system through 
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systematic evaluation, such that the new system can be shown to perform better than pre-

existing systems”.  For Chan (2014, p. 213), MTE has become more popular for the core 

evaluation of MT because it is mainly concerned about the degree of system quality and 

usefulness. He adds that the quality of MT is considered to be at the core of every evaluation 

process. However, inappropriate methodologies might lead to biases and difficulties in 

interpreting the results. This is why the present study has taken into consideration well 

chosen and widely used methodologies provided by all involved parties in the evaluation 

process: researchers, developers and users. 

 MT systems like other NLP systems must be evaluated. Arnold et al. (1994) have 

suggested that Machine Translation Evaluation (MTE) looks at the characteristics of the 

systems what MT systems can or what MT cannot do. Koby et al. (2014, p.416) show that 

translation quality “demonstrates required accuracy and fluency required for the audience and 

purpose and complies with all other specifications negotiated between the requester and 

provider, taking into account end-user needs”. However, evaluation of MT systems is not an 

easy task. Several scholars, such as Hovy et al. (2002), EuroMatrix (2007), Survey of 

Machine Translation Evaluation, and others, have emphasised the difficulty of translation 

assessment due to the lack of agreement on the right method to be used in the evaluation. 

However, evaluation of MT output requires a systematic method, which is suitable to 

evaluate the quality of MT output and diagnose the limitations and strengths of MT. This 

supports Chan’s suggestion (2014, p. 213) that MT evaluation “is intended to systematically 

assess the quality, success, and efficacy of any MT aspect that gives rise to a concern about 

the degree of the system’s usefulness”. 

Various methods for the evaluation of machine translation have been employed over 

the course of MTE history. What matters in MTE is solid feedback about the capabilities, 

acceptability and cost-effectiveness of each translation system. Chan (2014) mentions that the 

history of MTE is inseparable from the beginning of MT study. A process of evaluation 

always follows every task, so the history of machine translation is dated to the first 

endeavours to implement the new technology in translation service. In 1999, Hutchins and 

Somers (1991, p. 161) indicated that MTE history extended over the “40 years of research in 

MT”.  

Chan (2014, p. 214) explains that the first evaluation of MT was conducted in 1954 

by a joint effort of Georgetown University and the IBM cooperation. However, “the first 
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formal, in a sense, and influential evaluation was conducted by ALPAC in the mid-1960s”.  

Hutchins and Somers (1992) stated that there was an exaggeration of MT’s ability to translate 

because MT output should meet the demand of clients, users and developers: “From the 

current point of view, one can hardly find any significant methodology and technology of MT 

and MT evaluation in this piece of initial work”. Moreover, Orr and Small (1967) conducted 

a comprehensive study to compare MT output and human translation. They found that MT 

output was not accurate, not readable and not useful to human readers. Notably, the ALPAC 

report (1966) and the Orr and Small study (1967) had similar conclusions regarding the 

limitations of MT in achieving full automatic human quality translation (FAHQT). However, 

Orr and Small (1967, p. 1) felt that MT was worth further research: “it was concluded that 

machine-alone translations were surprisingly good and well worth further consideration under 

the proper circumstances”.  

Then, Slype (1979, pp. 1-188) evaluated MT output using the available methodologies 

of the times. Chan (2014, p. 215) considers Slypes’ report as the “first comprehensive study 

of MT evaluation”. Slype divides translation evaluation into two main categories: macro and 

micro evaluations. Macro evaluation attempts to assess the system at the level in which the 

systems meet the needs of the potential user. It therefore assesses the systems at the cognitive 

level (intelligibility, fidelity, coherence, usability and acceptability), at the economic level 

(reading time, correction time and translation time), at the linguistic level (reconstruction of 

semantic relationship, syntactic and semantic coherence, absolute lexical evaluation, syntactic 

evaluation and analysis of errors), and finally at the operational level. On the other hand, 

micro evaluation diagnoses MT output to count the errors made, with proposed solutions on 

how to improve the system. Accordingly, MTE became a discipline that encompassed 

different interrelated computational and linguistic methods. Thus, proper evaluation of each 

method requires a thorough research at different stages of its evolution. In this regard, Hayes 

et al. (1987, pp.176-240) mentioned that comprehension of TT is a prerequisite for 

determining the semantic relationship and errors in translation. They mention that “reading to 

comprehend” is the basis of “reading to evaluate”. In other words, if the evaluator 

understands the translated text, he could identify errors and sometimes offer solutions for the 

errors.  

 In 1990, the DARPA initiative developed a comparative evaluation study for MTE 

methods available at that time. The aim of the initiative was to assess two-funded MT 

systems CANDIDE and PANGLOSS. The MT outputs were evaluated against human 
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translation through comparison of three outputs and the use of different MT methods 

(statistical, Interlingua and human-assisted MT). Chan (2014, p. 215) indicates that DARPA 

intended to assess “heterogeneity of language pairs, computational approaches and potential 

end users”. The evaluation methods compared “sensitivity of measurement, efficiency, and 

the expenditure of human time and effort demanded”. (White et al., 1993, p. 208). Nyberg et 

al. (2003, pp. 1-5) introduced a methodology that relies upon Knowledge-based MT, KANT, 

based on error analysis. They used KANT to provide developers with feedback prior to 

system completion and delivery. They analysed the MT output according to two major 

criteria: correctness (the ability of the system to produce complete input) and stylistics (each 

word is selected carefully). To do so, they developed their own methodology of error analysis 

as follows: analysis coverage, analysis correctness, generation coverage, and generation 

correctness. Ultimately, they found that KANT provides insights for systems developers and 

helps to identify problematic issues of the system prior to system completion and delivery. 

In this regard, Hutchins and Somers (1992, p. 161) explain that the earliest MTE was 

not done by skilled and specialised evaluators: “A major deficiency is that many evaluations 

are undertaken by people with little or no expertise in MT techniques, unable to judge what is 

possible and what is unrealistic, unable to estimate the potential rather than the performance”. 

Chan (2014, p. 220) mentions that translation assessment relies on grading errors identified 

and ranked according to their consequences for the “meaning, understanding, usefulness and 

content of translation”. Moreover, comprehension is the basis for any evaluation task that 

attempts, to determine MT output’s correspondence to the source text. Both comprehension 

and evaluation show how much MT is intelligible and accurate. Chan (2014, p. 221) asserts, 

“Determination of quality equivalence requires understanding the text”.   

 For MT methods, Hutchins and Somers (1992, p. 25) explained that the main concern 

of MTE is to analyse the translation system output in order to classify the limitations of MT 

and generate an output acceptable to the end users.  Hirschman and Thompson (1997) divided 

evaluation into three categories. The first is adequacy evaluation, which is a purposeful 

evaluation of the users’ needs, such as cost and reliability. The second is a diagnostic 

evaluation, which examines the output of MT with respect to inputs. It consists of a test to 

compare two software generations, usually done by programmers and developers of the 

system. Thirdly, performance evaluation is used to measure the system’s performance in 

specific areas to assist developers and researchers.   
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 MTE’s role is to assess the quality of MT systems and introduce the capacity of each 

system into a scholarly discussion of what MT systems can and cannot do in translation. 

There are two main types of MTE: automatic and manual methods and we will explain why 

the manual method has our preference.   

2.5.1 Automatic Evaluation 

 Automatic evaluation is the evaluation of MT output without human intervention, 

making use of automatic metrics to evaluate MT output through text similarity and judging 

the quality based on referenced human translations. It is worth mentioning that automatic 

evaluation is a translation quality evaluation not used by language specialists, but rather by 

computer programmers who are not interested in the linguistic quality of the translation but in 

improving MT systems. Chan (2014, p. 232) mentions that MT evaluation is shifting from 

manual to automatic.  

Banerjee and Lavie (2005) indicate that the chosen metric for assessment should meet 

the objectives of MT evaluation.   

A good metric should be as sensitive as possible to differences in MT quality between different 

systems, and between different versions of the same system. The metric should be consistent (same MT 

system on similar texts should produce similar scores), reliable (MT systems that score similarly can be 

trusted to perform similarly) and general (applicable to different MT tasks in a wide range of domains 

and scenarios (p.2).  

 EuroMatrix (2007, p. 49) sums up the advantages of automatic evaluation as 

following: a) fast and cheap, b) no need for bilingual speakers, c) minimal human labour and 

d) can be used on an ongoing basis during system development to test changes. Chan (2014, 

p. 225) concurs that automatic metrics are a “desirable solution that provides a quick and 

cost-effective means for trustable estimation of the quality of MT output”. Han (2016, p. 1) 

has further divided the automatic evaluation methods of MT into two main criteria: text 

similarity and linguistic features. He mentions that text similarity is assessed by Edit-distance 

metrics, Precision and Recall, F-measure and Word order. Edit distance is a MTE automatic 

metric that quantifies how dissimilar two words are; by counting, the minimum number of 

operation required transforming one string into another. Przybocki et al. (2006, p.2039) 

indicate that Edit distance counts “the number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions that 

are required in order to make a system translation equivalent in meaning to that of a reference 

translation, using understandable English. In our calculation of edit distance the insertion of 

two consecutive words counts as two edits”.  
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Post-editing evaluation measures the time needed to edit an MT output up to an 

acceptable level of quality to the end users of MT based on the text size and the text type. It 

involves humans as editors to edit the texts. However, Chan (2014, p. 225) indicates that the 

post-editing service is time-consuming, stating that it “may take a translator even longer to 

post-edit than to translate its source text from scratch”. This makes it clear that post-editing is 

costly since it needs a longer time to revise and correct the text according to the standards of 

the end-users. The human evaluator needs a high level of concentration to post-edit any text. 

However, there are some metrics could be used to measure the time and the changes required 

to an MT output, such as Edit distance as explained before. Yet, post editing is used a lot in 

commercial translation to meet the demand on translation. Henry (2017) shows that post 

editing could help in improving the future MT projects. For example, we can learn about the 

more common errors that are likely to show up. This will ensure that the system is in a 

constant state of improvement, gradually reducing the error rate for future projects.  

Precision and Recall metrics evaluate the degree of n-gram matching between the 

machine and the human translation reference in the corpus level. Precision and Recall metrics 

are based on Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) to count the precision for n-gram of 

size 1-to-4 with the coefficient of brevity penalty (BP) (Melamed et al., 2003), this will be 

further explained below. F-measure (also called F1 score or F score) is an automated 

measurement to determine the precision and recall capabilities. It is used to determine the 

overall quality performance of MT systems. Shung (2018) shows that F measure is used to 

measure the balance between Recall and precision. Word Order is an automatic measurement 

metric of the word order sequence between the candidate sentence (ST sentence) and the 

output of the MT system. It is also based on precision and recall criteria (Han, 2016). On the 

other hand, linguistic features are divided into “syntactic features and semantic features 

respectively. The syntactic features include part of speech tag, phrase types and sentence 

structure and semantic features include named entity, synonyms, textual entitlement, 

paraphrase, semantic roles and language models”. Chan (2014, pp.213-33) also divides 

automatic evaluation into two main categories: text similarity metrics and quality estimation. 

Text similarity metrics are used to compute the similarity of MT systems’ outputs to 

referenced human translations, such as Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU), National 

Institute of Standards and technology (NIST), Metric for Evaluation of Translation with 

Explicit Ordering (METEOR), Translate Error Rate (TER), and Assessment of Text Essential 

Characteristics (ATEC), which are explained in more details below. On the other hand, 

https://towardsdatascience.com/@koolanalytics
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quality estimation is intended to predict MT output quality without having the referenced 

human translation. It is still a form of automatic evaluation, which is very important in the 

process of Machine Translation output evaluation due to its valid and constant results in the 

form of precision score numbers.  

 Text similarity counts the word similarity between systems’ outputs and one or 

several referenced translations. EuroMatrix (2007, p. 51) mentions that MT outputs could be 

measured automatically by a) BLEU b) METEOR, c) General Text Matcher, d) Translate 

Error Rate, e) ParaEval precision and ParaEval recall, f) dependency overlap, g) semantic 

role overlap, h) Word Error Rate over verbs, and i) Maximum correlation training on 

adequacy and on fluency. Giménez & Màrquez (2010, p. 25) have classified text similarity 

metrics as i) Edit Distance (WER, PER, TER, CDER), 2) Precision (BLEU, NIST), and 3) 

Precision/Recall (METEOR). The edit distance metrics quantifies the operation needed to 

edit the MT output and the precision of MT output, such as Word Error rate (WER), Position-

independent Word Error Rate (PER), Translation Edit Rate (TER), and Cover Disjoint Error 

Rate (CDER). The precision metrics calculate the precision degree of MT quality, such as 

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU), National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST). The precison/recall counts the degree of match between MT output and a human 

translation at the sentence level, such as Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit 

Ordering (METEOR). They conclude that the BLEU metric is the most widely used one: 

“BLEU has been accepted as de facto standard”.  

 According to Al-Kabi et al. (2013, p. 66),  BLEU, an IBM developed metric, is used 

to “determine the quality of any machine translation system which is summarised by the 

closeness of the candidate output of the machine translation system to a referenced 

(professional human) translation of the same text”. Stephens (2014, p. 10) indicates that 

BLEU is the most common metric among researchers, and that “One of the reasons why the 

metric is popular in the community seems to be for its simplicity for MT developers at least. 

Another reason why BLEU is widely used is that it has the best correlations with human 

judgments of translation quality. It estimates the similarity between the translated sentence 

and the referenced sentence”. A BLEU score is based on two factors: The first is the number 

of shared n-grams - unigram (one word), bigram (two words), trigram (three words) and 

tetragram (four words) - between the MT output and its reference text, while the second is 

based on metric ranging from 0 to 1. 1 is achieved if there is full identical output to the 

referenced translation as a good BLEU score. Most importantly, BLEU counts matches: the 
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more matches, the better the candidate translation. BLEU weighs n-grams equally. Thus, 

BLEU is based on counting the precision value of the n-grams (matching of the candidate to 

the referenced translation) and then computing the brevity penalty (BP) score, the length of 

the output sentence to the reference sentence, by dividing the number of reference sentence n-

grams by the number of candidate n-grams. Finally, the BP and exponential (exp) multiply 

the BLEU score. (N= sum of n-gram types, uni, bi, tri, or tetra) multiplied by the percentage 

of each type. BLEU is calculated according to the following equation in Papineni et al. 

(2002).  

 

Figure 2.3 BLEU Metric (Papineni et al., 2002, p. 5)  

 The US National Institute of Standards and Technology  (NIST) (2002) presented a 

new method, NIST. NIST is used to evaluate the effectiveness of a number of machine 

translation systems in translation from various natural languages into English. Indeed, it is 

similar to BLEU but operates on a revised metric from BLEU. NIST computes n-gram 

matches between candidate and reference sentence. Chan (2014) indicates that BLEU counts 

each n-gram equally, while NIST gives more weight to n-grams that are more informative. 

Papineni et al. (2002) mention n-grams up to tetra (4) n-grams, while Doddington (2002) in 

his reserch adds another n gram to be 5 n-grams. Doddington (2002) explains that NIST tries 

to compute n-grams based on frequency and informativeness of n-grams. He indicates that 

low frequency of a particular n-gram indicates a high information score, with a high 

frequency of the n-gram yielding a lower score. 

 Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR) is an 

automatic evaluation metric developed in 2004 that works on the degree of match between 

MT output and a human translation at the sentence level. Chan (2014, p. 228) indicates that 

METEOR begins with “word to word alignment to match every word (i.e. unigram) in a 
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candidate with a corresponding one, if any, in a reference”. Moreover, METEOR includes “a 

fragmentation penalty that accounts for how well-ordered the matched unigrams of the 

machine translation are with respect to the reference”. Accordingly, METEOR works to map 

word matching through a) collocational sequences and b) identical stems of words and 

synonyms. 

Translate Error Rate (TER) was proposed by Dorr et al. (2006). TER is used to 

evaluate the edits needed for the MT output to be normalised to the length of the referenced 

translation. TER counts the possible edits needed to the output, which can include insertion, 

deletion, substitution of single words and shifting word sequences.  

To sum up, it is clear that automatic evaluation has advantages concerning speed and 

consistency of results. There are several metrics and algorithms, such as BLEU, designed to 

evaluate MT output against human translation. The metrics just mentioned (BLEU, NIST, 

METEOR and TER) are considered popular, but the most popular is BLEU due to its superior 

correlation with human judgements (Chan, 2014). In fact, the researcher tried to use the 

above BLEU equation manually due to the lack of BLEU metrics for Arabic in order to 

calculate the text similarity of MT output sentence to referenced translation through looking 

for the Ngram matching. He found that this could not be accomplished since it is time-

consuming and could take longer time than expected to analyse sentences from the domain 

texts.  

In fact, automatic evaluation has many shortcomings, since it looks only for word 

matching and does not assess the meaning of the translation.  In recent years, there has been a 

re-evaluation of the validity of BLEU scores. Tatman (2019) indicates, “BLEU does not 

measure meaning. It only rewards systems for n-grams that have exact matches in the 

reference system. That means that a difference in a function word (like “an” or “on”) is 

penalized as heavily as a difference in a more important content word”. Moreover, it does not 

consider sentence structure. Moreover, Bouamor et al. (2014) explain that BLEU has major 

weaknesses in evaluating texts in morphologically rich languages such as Arabic.  Espinosa 

et al. (2010) point out that BLEU inappropriately penalises texts that have different adverbial 

placement compared with reference texts. Reiter (2018) indicates, “BLEU should not be the 

primary evaluation technique in NLP papers”. Moreover, he concludes, “BLEU has 

technological biases that we do not understand. This is especially worrying as new 
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technologies such as neural networks become more prominent; we do not know if BLEU is 

”fair” to such technologies”. Pan (2016) states, 

For Omniscient Technologies CEO Andrew Rufener, BLEU “really doesn’t mean much” to a language 

service provider using MT. BLEU is useful, Rufener said, provided “you understand it and look at it in 

context”. Still, he concluded, BLEU scores “will tell you very little about the level of productivity 

enhancements you will get. 

Consequently, Panic (2019) indicates that BLEU is “an algorithm for 

evaluating machine translation output against a reference human translation. Best used to 

evaluate improvements of a machine translation system over several cycles of training. 

However, BLEU is not a useful metric for machine translation end users trying to evaluate 

quality”. More importantly, conducting automatic evaluation necessitates the involvement of 

a computer specialist, who is conversant with software coding and dealing with the coding of 

languages, knowledge which is unattainable by linguists and translation scholars. The scores 

produced by such metrics tells the end users little information about the needed 

improvements for MT systems. Chan (2014, 232) concludes that automatic evaluation 

metrics: 

are not good enough to resolve all doubts on their validity and reliability. In practice, they do not 

directly assess the quality of MT output. Rather, they measure how similar a piece of MT output is to a 

human translation reference. Theoretical support is yet to be provided for basing the evaluation on the 

relation between text similarity and translation quality. 

 TAUS (2019) concludes: “Automatic MT quality metrics provide only one side of the 

story about quality, which is not always useful in a production environment”. This is because 

MTE is not looking simply for word matching; it is aiming at evaluating the quality rather 

than translation matching. Callison-Burch et al. (2006, p. 30) conclude, “Automatic measures 

are an imperfect substitute for the human assessment of translation quality”.  Therefore, the 

present study adopts manual evaluation methods in order to presents an overall view of the 

translation quality produced by the chosen systems under study. 

2.5.2 Manual Evaluation 

Chan (2014) shows that the human evaluation entails two main processes: intrinsic and 

extrinsic. Intrinsic evaluation is concerned with judgemnt on language quality, where 

extrinsic evaluation is mainly focused on the usability of the MT system to perform a specific 

task. He shows that intrinsic evaluation covers quality assessment based on translation 

ranking and error analysis. The extrinsic covers comprehension tests, information extraction 

https://www.taus.net/knowledgebase/index.php?title=Machine_translation
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and post editing. Therefore, the study here lies under intrinsic evaluation.  It aims to evaluate 

the output of the three systems understudy holistically in terms of fluency and adequacy 

rating scales and the error analys.  

2.5.2.1 Quality Assessment (Holistic Analysis) 

The holistic method is a means of assessing the quality of a translation by allocating a 

score based on overall impression of the text for each error at the whole text level. Mariana et 

al. (2015, pp.155) state when “Each category is given a score based on the text as a whole; 

then the method is considered to be holistic”. Burlot and Yvon (2017, p. 52) explain, “A 

holistic metric provides a global sentence- or document-level score, of which the 

morphological ability is only one part; an analytic metric focuses on specific difficulties”. 

The holistic evaluation is a summary of quality translation judgements of accuracy and 

fluency at either sentence or text level. Thus, the study has adopted TAUS fluency and 

adequacy rating scales to provide a holistic view of the capcity of the three systems at 

sentence level.  

Chan (2014) indicates that quality assessment relies on the evaluators’ intuitive 

judgements to evaluate the translation quality based on already defined rating scales. These 

criteria are applied to ensure quality translation through bilingual speaker and native speaker 

raters. They are based on ranking scales, which were introduced by Hutchins and Somers 

(1992, p. 161),  who indicated that evaluation methods for the fluency and intelligibility of 

MT have rating scales that can be checked against daily use by native and educated speakers 

of both languages to judge the degree of efficiency and reliability of MT. The intelligibility 

refers to what extent the output is fluent and well formed in the target language. Hovy et al. 

(2002) define the intelligibility is a function of how MT output is comprehensible and fluent. 

They propose a scale from 0 to 3 to assess the fluency and intelligibility of MT output:  3 

(very intelligible), 2 (fairly intelligible), 1 (barely intelligible) and 0 (unintelligible). In 

addition, Vanni & Miller (2002, p. 13) proposed metrics from 0 to 3 to evaluate MT clarity to 

verify that MT is clear, readable, and comprehensible: 3 (perfect clarity), 2 (fairly clear), 1 

(some clarity) and 0 (nonsense).  

Intelligible MT output means that the output is comprehensible and clear to the reader 

and to the perceiver of the translation, i.e. comprehensible. Besides, fluent translation also 

means that the output is well-formed according to the syntactical structure of the target 

language. Here is an example to illustrate these criteria: for example, the following Arabic 

collocation of Gibran’s The Prophet  [N+ Conj+N] ‘والْمتعَة الدََّعة’ has been translated as 
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‘convenience and fun’ by Google Translate, where  as Microsoft Translator translates it as 

“comfort and pleasure” and the human translation for it is “peace and pleasure” (Okasha, 

2000). In this example, we find that MT output is intelligible and very clear, but there is no 

equivalency between human translation and machine translation. Moreover, in the English 

BBI Combinatory Dictionary of Collocations (2010), “comfort” is associated with “pleasure 

and convenience” is associated with “fun”. Thus, although the output of the translated Arabic 

collocations is intelligible and clear, the human translation is still more adequate and accurate 

than MT because it considers the context. Humans are capable of distinguishing between 

contexts when they translate, i.e. they can distinguish between spiritual contexts and family 

contexts, as well as identify specific collocations while MT is still limited in this regard. 

Native English speakers agree that the MT output with ‘convenient and fun’ is used to 

describe family situations, ‘comfort and fun’ to describe watching a film, where ‘peace and 

pleasure’ are used in ceremonies when someone feels spiritual in his happiness. Adequacy, 

on the other hand, is used to evaluate the similarities between the source text and the 

translation output in term of existing information, such as the number of n-grams (items). 

EuroMatrix (2007, p. 44) defines adequacy as “the quantity of the information existent in the 

original text that a translation contains”. Thirdly, clarity is used to assess the readability and 

comprehensibility of MT output based on preserving the relationship with the source text.  

Translation ranking depends on human judgemnt as to whether the translation meets 

language standards or not. The assessor is given a piece of translation, sentence or phrase and 

asked to annotate its goodness/badness in terms of the TL’s cohesion and syntactic 

constructions through yes/no judgements. Chan (2014, p. 222) explains, “The overall 

performance of an MT system is then reflected in the average number of times its outputs are 

ranked higher than the others”. This indicates that the systems performed well if they 

achieved higher results in translation ranking.The main aim of MT is to provide a text, which 

may be easily comprehended by the end users. Evaluators are given a passage translated by 

MT and another, human referenced translation for the same text. The evaluator has to 

evaluate the translation depending on two factors: text readability and comprehensibility. 

Their evaluations reflect the degree of MT comprehension of the ST whether the output is 

accurate or not. Chan (2014, p. 224) indicates that evaluation results “reflect the degree to 

which MT can accurately and comprehensibly translate the source texts”.  

 In similar fashion, TAUS (2015), a language data network, has introduced a new tool 

to evaluate human translation and Machine translation. TAUS has a set of knowledge-based 
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models, which are to evaluate adequacy, fluency, error typology and productivity. These 

knowledge bases consist of templates, metrics and techniques. TAUS tools are more credible, 

less costly and time consuming to implement than other evaluation tools. “TAUS developed 

various tools for quality evaluations and made them available through the website […] 

https://dqf.taus.net/ to do a number of quality evaluations: adequacy, fluency, error review, 

productivity measurement, MT ranking and MT comparison” (TAUS, 2015, p.5). There are 

various ways to use TAUS tools as either subscription or membership. The user subscriber, 

an individual or a small sized company, gets free access to TAUS tools to rank translations 

through the free academic membership program. Moreover, TAUS offers free access to their 

tools to all translation students at universities around the world. On the other hand, TAUS 

membership offers translation companies many benefits compared to user subscriber based 

on how many logins they need (TAUS, 2015).  

TAUS estimates that more than 100 companies have expressed interest in using 

TAUS. Moreover, their tools are designed to evaluate more than 79 languages. They allow us 

to evaluate languages in terms of MT productivity, MT engine comparisons, and quality 

evaluation. Productivity testing is concerned with measuring the estimated time to edit an MT 

output, much like the above automatic systems. Görög (2014a, p.160) shows that productivity 

results “provide insight into the difference in time and effort between light and full post 

editing”. Furthermore, TAUS also provides MT ranking to rank the best system based on 

translation quality. TAUS (2019) explains that productivity “enables comparison of the 

difference in speed between MT post-editing and translation from scratch”. The MT engine 

comparison allows the users to evaluate MT systems based on their translation quality. 

 TAUS also provides adequacy and fluency evaluation tools, which are used to 

evaluate MT output and Human translation translations too. The adequacy tool enables the 

user to evaluate MT output based on a 1-4 rating scales to verify how much of the meaning of 

the source text is expressed in the target text translation. The adequacy rating has four scores. 

1) None, 2) little, 3) most and 4) everything as shown in table 2.1.  

Table 2.1 Adequacy Rating Scale (TAUS, 2019) 

Adequacy Rating Scale 

4 Everything All the meaning in the source is 

contained in the translation, no more, 

no less. 

https://dqf.taus.net/
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3 Most Almost all the meaning in the source is 

contained in the translation. 

2 Little Fragments of the meaning in the source 

are contained in the translation. 

1 None None of the meaning in the source is 

contained in the translation. 

 

On the other hand, the fluency tool allows the user to evaluate MT output to verify 

that the TL is grammatically well informed, without spelling errors and is experienced in 

using natural/intuitive language by a native speaker. Fluency is evaluated in terms of 1-4 

rating scale criteria: 1) incomprehensible, 2) disfluent, 3) good and 4) flawless. TAUS criteria 

allows therefore assessing a translation output holistically.This is the reason why, this study 

here adopts TAUS fluency to evaluate the capcity of the three systems under study in 

English<>Arabic translation based on 4 rating scales as shown in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Fluency Rating Scale (TAUS, 2019) 

Fluency Rating Scale 

4 Flawless Refers to a perfectly flowing text with no errors. 

3 Good Refers to a smoothly flowing text even when a 

number of minor errors are present. 

2 Disfluent Refers to a text that is poorly written and difficult to 

understand. 

1 Incomprehensible Refers to a very poorly written text that is impossible 

to understand. 

 

2.5.2.2 Error Analysis  

Error analysis is an interdisciplinary field that is linked with “psycholinguistics, 

neurolinguistics, speech pathology and therapy, rhetorical communication, research reading, 

typography, shorthand, computational linguistics, contact linguistics” (Spillner 1991, p. XI). 

Historically speaking, Corder (1960) introduced the error analysis concept in applied 

linguistics to study and classify second-language learners’ errors. However, error analysis can 

be applied to other areas than learners’ errors, such as MT to classify its errors. Thus, error 
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analysis is a significant tool to provide condtructive feedback about translation system’s 

quality.  

 James (2013, p. 1) defines error analysis as “the process of determining the incidence, 

nature, causes and consequences of unsuccessful language”. Costa et al. (2015, p. 127) also 

mention that error analysis is central to all natural language processing. Llitjós et al. (2005, 

pp. 1-10) explain that error analysis has become central to machine translation research. Vilar 

et al. (2006, pp.697-702) stress the importance of error analysis in MT evaluation: “in order 

to find errors in translation, it is useful to have one or more reference translations in order to 

contrast the output of MT system with the correct text”. Condon et al. (2010, p. 2) have 

emphasised the importance of the analysis of errors for the improvement of MT systems:  

“Analysis of the errors produced by machine translation systems has the potential to focus on 

research aimed at improving translation performance”.  Error analysis diagnoses the output to 

provide clues about ways to improve the system and research methods are to be followed in 

attempting solutions for the errors. This study adopts Costa et al.’s framework of error 

analysis (2015) to identify the errors made by the three systems understudy at the six-domain 

texts translation and collocation as a special case of error analysis. Error Analysis aims to 

classify the errors, provide explanations for such errors, and to attempt to find solutions to 

improve the process of MT between English and Arabic.   

In error analysis, we count each addition, deletion, substitution, and mistranslation 

present in MT output in order to classify errors according to the types of errors, then attempt 

to find solutions for such errors and limitations.  With respect to MT, Lehrberger and 

Bourbeau (1988) explain that error analysis seeks to highlight the potential and limitations of 

the system. Hutchins and Somers (1992, p. 164) too assert that error analysis “is clearly 

essential for developers of a system, but it is also of value to potential purchasers of systems”. 

 In 2004, several MT scholars have transferred error analysis to Machine Translation 

Evaluation and have proposed different categories of errors. Several taxonomies are aimed at 

evaluating MT output. Initially, Elliott et al. (2004) developed an adaptable classification 

scheme to analyse the MT output errors of four translation systems (Systran, Reverso Prompt, 

Compendium and SDL’s online Free Translation) between English and French. They 

classified errors into parts of speech and then subdivided them into inappropriate, 

untranslated, incorrect, omitted, and unnecessary. Llitj´os et al. (2005) developed an 

automatic method to capture MT errors from post editors, so the correction is performed 
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automatically at the syntactic level and lexical level. Their error typology is based on English 

to Spanish translation: missing word, extra word, wrong word order, incorrect word and 

wrong agreement. They found that using their error typology in MT extraction helps to 

determine what post-editing needs to be applied. 

 Vilar et al. (2006) built an MT error taxonomy of five classes based on Llitj´os et al. 

(2005): missing words, word order, incorrect words, unknown words and punctuation errors. 

Condon et al. (2010) have developed a similar taxonomy to Vilar et al. (2006) to categorise 

English and Iraqi Arabic MT errors. They analysed outputs to find the frequencies of errors in 

100 translations from each language. They classify MT errors into ‘deletions’, ‘insertions’, 

‘word order’, ‘substitutions.’ They found high frequencies of pronoun errors in English 

translations, similar frequencies in English and Arabic, and very low frequencies of polarity 

errors that affect the speech act of the source text “less than 1% for translations to both 

languages”. Moreover, Bojar (2011, pp. 63-76) has adopted Vilar et al.’s (2006) framework 

to classify MT errors in the English – Czech Machine Translation of four machine translation 

systems: Google, PC Translator, TectoMT and CU-Bojar. He classifies errors into bad 

punctuation, missing words (content and function), word order at the word and lexical level, 

incorrect words (extra words, bad word forms, untranslated words, bad word senses). He 

found that the four systems are similar in overall evaluation although statistical systems were 

better in lexical choice than previous systems with other MT approaches. It is obvious that all 

previous MT error analysis studies have focused on the evaluation of lexis, grammar and 

punctuation marks, which is considered great. However, they neglect the importance of 

semantic and discourse of the text, while Costa et al. (2015) have introduced a comprehensive 

and systematic framework that correlates between human error taxonomies and MT error 

typologies as shown in figure 2.4.  

 Costa et al.  (2015) evaluated a corpus of 300 sentences extracted from four 

translation systems that belong to three different MT approaches, Google Translate (SBMT), 

Systran (Hybrid) and two in-house MT systems that use MOSES, and Statistical Machine 

Translation Technology. To achieve their analysis, they classify MT error types into five 

stages: Orthography, Lexis, Grammar, Semantic, and Discourse. They conclude that the 

underlying issues for all errors are not easy to find and wrong choice problems and 

translating instances should be kept in the original form, being suitable features to assess 

translation quality. 
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Figure. 2.4. Framework of MT Error Analysis (Costa et al, 2015) 

Therefore, Costa et al. (2015) has been adopted in the study’s analysis since it is a 

very comprehensive and systematic compendium of all previous theories of error analysis. 

Due to the lack of error severity levels in Costa et al. (2015), the present study will divide the 

above errors into minor and major. Minor errors are those that are noticeable but which do 

not have a negative impact on meaning and will not confuse or mislead the user, while major 

errors are noticeable errors that have a negative impact on meaning, intelligibility, and 

accuracy in translation (O’Brien, 2012). Moreover, Mariana et al. (2015) shows minor errors 

are technically errors, but do not disrupt the flow or hinder comprehension, while the major 

errors disrupt the flow, inhibit the intelligibility and the accuracy of the text understandable. 

 Therefore, the present study, the aim is to conduct an evaluative study to ensure the 

best results of MTE practices at the holistic and the error analysis levels. Holistic evaluation 

provides an overall feedback about the capacity of systems at a sentence level in terms of 

adequacy and fluency scales provided by Translation Automatic User Society (TAUS. 

Error 
Types 

Orthography 

1. Punctuation 

2. Capitalisation 

   3. Spelling    

Lexis  

1. Omission 

2.Addition 

3.Untranslated 

 

Grammar 

1. Misselection 

1.Word Class 

2.Verbs  

3. Agreement 

4.Contraction 

 2.Misordering 

Semantics 

1. Confusion of Senses 

2.Collocation Errors 

3.idioms 

4.Wrong Choice 

 

Discourse 

1.Style 

2.Variety 

3.Should not be translated. 
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Therefore, the study has adopted TAUS (2013) to provide a feedback about the capacity of 

MT systems understudy at segments translation. The latter approach is the analysis which 

evaluates the capacity of MT systems in rendering firstly whole texts and secondly a specific 

linguistic category, collocations. Costa et al. (2015) framework of error analysis has been 

adopted to identify and classify the errors made by the three systems under study, using the 

O’Brien (2012) severity error levels to score the errors, based on the American Translators 

Association’s grading system. Thus, the errors are classified into minor and major. A minor 

error carries one severity score; while a major; one carries two severity marks, depending on 

their effect on the intelligibility, fluency and accuracy in translation. In this way, the study 

provides end users, researchers and developers with solid literature about the intelligibility, 

accuracy and usability of MT from a linguistics point of view.  

To sum, Costa et al’s. framework (2015) would result in a constructive feedback 

about the capacity of the three systems in the light of the error analysis. This feedback would 

help the systems’ developers to improve the efficiency of the systems and the end users to 

choose the best MT system in any language pair. 

2.6 Past Research on Evaluation of English and Arabic MT Systems 
As discussed above, Arabic has been researched since the early days of MT. However, 

Arabic Machine Translation (AMT) requires massive organised research to achieve the 

required level to catch-up with other languages. AMT has a small number of surveys and 

research communities, in limited academic institutions research groups, leading to a very 

scattered research, hindering the development of the AMT collective knowledge. In addition, 

the lack of free accessible corpora and tools for Arabic makes the task of research costly for 

AMT researchers. This reflects the gap for AMT and the need for coordinated research, 

public and free access language resources to enhance the state of AMT (Elsherif and Soomro, 

2017, pp.1-19). Furthermore, Arabic MT receives little governmental support and lacks 

academic coordination among the academic institutions in the Arab world. Stanford Natural 

Language Processing Group (2016) points out: “Despite its cultural, religious, and political 

significance, Arabic has received comparatively little attention in modern computational 

linguistics”. Farhat and Al-Taani (2015) have pointed out that the previous literature on MT 

shows “a small amount of work done on the Arabic language as a target language”.  

Moreover, the work conducted in Arabic has used approaches developed in Western 

countries, which may not suit the characteristics of Arabic. Farghaly and Shaalan (2009, p. 3) 

argue that NLP tools developed by Western companies are not “easily adaptable to Arabic 
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due to the specific features of the Arabic language”. As previously mentioned Al-Alamiyyah 

Group was the first Arabic company interested in developing software applications to 

facilitate Arabic MT and other programs for the natural processing of Arabic for different 

purposes. However, Al-Alamiyyah Group developed a set of Arabic MT software, but it has 

not been widely used because of subscription fees charged to access such software. 

 Several studies have been conducted on English<>Arabic MT evaluation to verify the 

effectiveness of MT systems in providing accurate and meaningful translation between 

English and Arabic in order to facilitate and improve the accuracy of MT in this language 

pair. The first evaluative endeavour for Arabic MT was conducted by Ibrahim (1991), who 

discussed the difficulties facing Arabic MT and the possibilities of building a Machine 

Translation system, which can translate, or aid in the translation between the English and 

Arabic. At a time when RBMT was popular, he found that MT systems are based on the 

speed of translation […] all that is needed is the replacement of dictionaries and knowledge 

bases by those relevant to each particular pair of languages.  

 Later, Rafea et al. (1993) developed the Arabic Text Analyser (ATA) to generate all 

possible interpretations of Arabic. They found that ATA demonstrated its capacity to convey 

all semantic representations of Arabic. Most importantly, Maalej (1995, 135-146) tackled 

translation of English<>Arabic nominal compounds (nouns that are formed by two nouns or 

more due to their frequent occurrence in all text types and found that MT was still deficient in 

being able to generate the semantic information from such compound words. Mokhtar et al. 

(2000, pp.1-5) also lamented the scarcity of works conducted on Arabic MT in comparison to 

English due to its syntactic characteristics and morphological constraints. They designed a 

System for English Arabic Translation of Scientific texts (SEATS) to facilitate the translation 

of scientific abstracts from the domain of artificial intelligence. Their corpus is made up of 30 

abstracts extracted from the field of artificial intelligence in order to test the efficacy of 

SEATS output in comparison to human referenced translation. They found that the system 

proved its success in translating English to Arabic scientific texts. However, Abu-Al-Sha’r 

and Abu Seileek (2003, pp. 525-38) contested Mokhtar’s first evaluative study for 

Arabic<>English translation systems citing research conducted by Al-Bahadily (2001). Al-

Bahadily compared the translation outputs of three translation systems: Al-Wafi, Al-

Mutarjim Al-Arabi and Al-Nakel Al-Arabi in terms of terminology, grammatical aspects and 

semantic analysis finding that the three systems were poor at grammatical aspects. Al-

Bahadily’s dissertation (2001, cited in Hannouna, 2004) was not published nor accessible for 
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researchers to read and present their critique, so Mokhtar et al. (2000) can be considered the 

first published formal evaluation for Arabic MT systems.  

 Subsequently, interest in Arabic MT evaluation began to emerge. Shaalan (2000, pp. 

473-482) developed a bilingual machine translation system, Central Laboratory for 

Agricultural Expert Systems (CLAES), that is based on the transfer approach in translating 

English<>Arabic in the agricultural domain. The results show a high correlation with other 

MT systems, especially when translating interrogative sentences from Arabic to English. 

They concluded that the system has proven to be successful in getting a very good quality of 

the translation. Moreover, Othman et al. (2003, pp. 1-8) developed the Arabic Chart Parser 

to translate Arabic to English sentences without semantic ambiguities and syntactic errors. 

They concluded that the parser proved its effectiveness in translating Arabic sentences to 

convey the intended meaning of the source language. Al-Salman (2004, pp.145-60) designed 

a lexicon engine for MT from English to Arabic in order to translate the core meaning of the 

source text in the target language. Focusing on the pros and cons of MT in dealing with 

contextuality, culture-bound expressions, lexical and structural ambiguity, and idiomatic 

expressions, he (2004) also concludes: “While considering machine translation a step in the 

right direction, it is premature to announce the birth of a fully-fledged and independent 

approach to translation which can replace human translators”.  In fact, researchers working 

on the language pairs and with other systems at the time researched AL-Salman’s conclusion. 

Hannouna (2004) evaluated three Arabic MT systems: Golden Alwafi (GW), Al-Mutarjim 

Al-Araby (MA), and Al-Nakel Al-Arabi (NA). She investigated the ability of the three 

systems in providing an acceptable translation that meets the expectation of the users. She 

adopted a black box method, which describes only the external characteristics of the MT 

output. Thus, she proposed a scoring model based on the comparative and adequacy-oriented 

method to describe the way MT systems deal with English<>Arabic translation. She designed 

a user-centred task to check whether the output of the three systems meets the expectation of 

the users or not. She analysed 268 sentences that were extracted from various text domains 

and found that English-Arabic MT systems still suffered from serious drawbacks related to 

structural and semantic differences. Finally, she concluded that the three MT systems 

achieved below average quality with a total quality performance of 58% for MA, 45% for 

NA, and 44% for GW. Computer specialists who either developed previous evaluation 

metrics or introduced new ones have made most of the contributions to the MTE field.  
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 Palmer (2005, pp.1013-16) introduced a user-centred method of comparing MT 

output to human translations and ranking them based on quality. He used this method to 

evaluate four Arabic-English translation systems and three Mandarin-English translation 

systems. He found that the user-centred evaluation method to evaluate speech translation has 

successful results in producing comprehensible target language texts that convey the intended 

message of the source language text. In the same year, another methodology, Lexicon 

Evaluation, was proposed by Guessoum and Zantout (2004, pp.299:355) to evaluate Arabic 

MT. They assessed lexical coverage, grammatical coverage, semantic correctness and 

pronoun resolution correctness. They tested their methodology on four commercial Arabic 

MT systems, ATA, Arabtrans, Ajeeb, and Al-Nakel. They found that the lexicon 

methodology showed good results for lexical coverage in the domains of Internet and 

Arabicisation, the domestication of scientific inventions in Arabic.  

 However, this overview shows that research conducted on Arabic MT lacks 

coordination, with several methodologies developed to evaluate Arabic MT, but with no new 

translation system designed to facilitate the process of Machine Translation based on these 

studies and evaluations. Zughoul and Abu-Alshaar (2005) described the status of Arabic MT 

thus: “There has been individual work, of course, but it has never been coordinated, and the 

individual work has also been done by Arabs working in Western educational institutions”. 

Moreover, Arab researchers only used the Western approaches of MT in their research due to 

their considerable advantages and the lack of Arab inventions in this area. They added that 

the Arab world universities and research centres are “seriously lagging behind in the area of 

Information Technology research and Arabic language related natural language processing in 

particular”. Zughoul and Abu-Alshaar (2005) are considered to be the first evaluative study 

for the period 2000 to 2005. 

More recent work has made progress in different areas. Al-Maskari and Sanderson 

(2006, pp.9-14) conducted an evaluative study on Systran to verify the effectiveness of 

Machine Translation in automated question-answering systems. They analysed MT output 

errors and found that MT outputs’ main errors are wrong transliteration, wrong word sense, 

wrong word order and wrong pronouns. They have found that Systran provides poor output 

and is not a reliable source of translation for cross-language question answering. Another 

study conducted on BLEU and RED by Akiba et al. (2006, pp.393-402), evaluated speech-to-

speech translation systems. They developed “gRader based on Edit Distances (RED)” that 

automatically grades each MT output by using a decision tree (DT), which computes the 
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score of MT output. They conducted various experiments on the efficiency of MT through 

use of BLEU and RED. They found that RED is more accurate than the BLEU score. Izwaini 

(2006, pp.1-31) evaluated three MT systems (Google, Sakhr and Systran) to diagnose the 

problems of the three systems when translating sentences extracted from the introductory 

course of translation at Abu Dhabi University in the UAE. He found that the three systems 

are all poor in providing an intelligible and adequate translation. Most of the output is a 

distorted language without cohesion and coherence.  

Salem et al. (2008, pp.20-31) tackled the difficulties of Arabic language constraints 

and how they affect the development of MT from Arabic to English. They suggested 

solutions for the Arabic word order ambiguity for MT, and developed a model incorporating 

the role and reference grammar and techniques to solve problematic issues of Arabic. They 

recommended future research should develop the Universal Machine Translator System for 

Arabic Based (UniArab) system by using Java and XML and that the system must be 

evaluated accordingly to verify its effectiveness in Arabic<>English MT. Moreover, they 

mentioned that Al-Otoum (2006) evaluated two Arabic MT systems: Tran Sphere and Al-

Nakel in terms of readability, fidelity, terminology and syntax. He has found that both 

systems suffer from low intelligibility, inadequacy and mistranslation of terms.  Galley and 

Manning (2008, pp.1-9) presented a reordering phrase model to improve translation between 

Arabic to Chinese and Arabic to English through the use of the MOSES decoder. They found 

that the ordering model had positive results in Arabic to English and English to Arabic 

translation and generally did not require any word order changes compared with Chinese to 

English translation.  

More recently, Adly and Al Ansary (2009, pp.243-57) conducted their study on 

evaluation of Arabic–English MT based on Universal Networking Language (UNL) and the 

Interlingua approach of machine translation. They compared different MT outputs of three 

translation systems, Google, Tarjim, and Babylon, for a wide range of sentences extracted 

from Encyclopaedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS). Researchers adjusted the three widely 

automatic evaluation metrics, BLEU, F1 measure and F Measure mean, to cope with the 

syntactic and semantic constraints of Arabic.  They found that the current translation systems 

do not capture the semantic cohesion and style of Arabic.  

It is noteworthy that 2010 witnessed a tremendous change concerning following up 

the recommendations of previous research. Some researchers did continue their previous 
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research, and they followed other studies’ recommendations to improve the field. Galley et al. 

(2010, pp.1-6) acknowledged Stanford University’s Arabic to English SBMT based on 

Galley et al. (2010) which was considered to be an improvement on previous MT systems of 

Chinese to Arabic in 2008. For their part, Khemakhem et al. (2010, pp.119-25) developed an 

Arabic-English MT system, MIRCL, based on Statistical Machine Translation (SBMT). They 

found that MIRCL “disambiguates the output of morphological analyser for Arabic. The 

Arabic morphological analyzer used consists of a set of all possible morphological structure 

for each word, with the unique correct syntactic feature”.  

Furthermore, Carpuat et al. (2010, pp.178-83) addressed the challenges of Arabic 

verb, subject detection and reordering in SBMT. They found that subject-verb agreements are 

hard to translate due to ambiguities in Arabic word order. They, therefore, developed a 

system for reordering Arabic verbal sentences (verb + subject) into English word order 

subject-verb construction as a kind of pre-editing for Arabic to suit the target context of 

English. They asserted that this model of Arabic led to “significantly improve BLEU and 

TER scores” for Arabic MT in SBMT systems. Alqudsi et al. (2012, pp.549-72) have 

discussed the characteristics elements of Arabic, namely as discussed above 2.4.1. They have 

investigated the methods used by Machine Translation systems in dealing with 

Arabic<>English. They (p.568) found that “Statistical machine translation has grown quickly 

and transfer machine translation will surely follow. Nonetheless, these MT systems still do 

not meet human requirements”.  

 It is clear from all the previous literature that researchers have adopted several 

machine translation approaches and developed programming software to suit the 

characteristics of Arabic and English, but no research has concluded in recommending a 

system for English<>Arabic translation that could be considered the best system. 

By 2012, researchers shifted their research to evaluating English<>Arabic Machine 

translation through automatic evaluation metrics, particularly the most prominent metric, 

BLEU, as well as others such as METEOR and NIST. Moreover, they started to follow up on 

previous research’s recommendations to improve MT. Most importantly, it is worth 

mentioning that a large group of researchers in different places has been formed to work 

together to evaluate the effectiveness and capacity of MT systems in English<>Arabic 

translation. Actually, 2013 is considered as a watershed year because the volume of Arabic 

data on the Internet increased greatly. Indeed, there is a correlation between the abundance of 
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research and the rise of the Internet in natural languages: not only is there more data at hand, 

but research can be better disseminated and accessed too.  Hailat et al. (2013, pp.1-6) 

evaluated Arabic–English sentences to verify the effectiveness of two MT systems (Google 

Translate and Babylon) by using BLEU. They conclude that the overall evaluation of the two 

machine translators under consideration using the BLEU metric yields 0.504-translation 

precision for Google Translate and 0.466 precision for Babylon MT system. Thus, Google 

Translate is more effective than Babylon. Al-Kabi (2013, pp.66-73) conducted a similar study 

comparing the effectiveness of Google Translate and Babylon for English<>Arabic MT. 

They used the BLEU metric to evaluate the translation of well-known English sayings 

collected from different websites and a set of human reference translations. They found that 

the translation of English sayings into Arabic constitutes a challenge for Babylon MT being 

incapable of translating English words into Arabic properly. The main finding of their 

research was that the Google Translate system is better than Babylon MT although Google 

Translate was still not good enough to be a reliable source for translation. 

In addition, in the same year, Al-Deek et al. (2013, pp.23-26) evaluated the 

effectiveness of two free MT systems, Google Translate and IM Translator in rendering 

selected Arabic sentences into English that represent aphorisms, common words, and 

religious expressions collected from different online resources. They evaluated the MT output 

using the Assessment of Text Essential Characteristics (ATEC), an evaluation metric that 

depends on word count and text similarity between MT output and a referenced human 

translation. They concluded that Google Translate outputs were closer to human reference 

translations, relative to its counterpart IM Translator.  Al-Sha’r and AbuSeileek (2013, 

pp.525-38) evaluated seven translation systems, Google, Ajeeb, Professional Translator, 1-

800 translate, World Lingo, Tran Sphere and Al-Nakel, each of which offer translation 

between Arabic and English, in 2008 and again in 2013 to trace the improvements and the 

degree of MT accuracy over five years. They analysed MT outputs and classified errors of 

MT and made a comparison between the results of 2013 and previous results of 2008. They 

found that Google Translate could provide better translations since it depends on  corpus 

driven approach (SBMT), that have plenty of examples of existing translations given as the 

corpora; this makes Google Translate able to provide more prolific and convenient outputs 

than that produced by the other systems under study. The findings of this study also indicate 

that “Google Translate advancement in producing acceptable Arabic translation has surpassed 

expectations, due to the better understanding of the special features and characteristics of 
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Arabic language and to applying the most appropriate processing approaches” (Al-Sha’r and 

AbuSeileek, 2013, p 535). The performance of Google Translate also reflects that Google has 

a linguistic knowledge of Arabic, which helps it to deal easily with the characteristics of 

Arabic. In fact, Al-Sha’r and AbuSeileek have been an inspiration for the current study to be 

conducted over two years, and for future research to conduct testing over a longer time 

period, for instance 5 years and more, as an ideal way to trace the improvement of MT in 

English and Arabic translation. 

Furthermore, Hadla et al. (2014, pp.68-73) evaluated Arabic to English free Machine 

Translation systems, Google Translate and Babylon. They used BLEU to test 1000 Arabic 

sentences with two referenced translations in English for each Arabic sentence. They chose 

their sentences according to function: declarative, interrogative, exclamatory and imperative 

froms. Dr. Hadla and Dr Nibras Omar from Zarqa University gave the referenced translation. 

The results show that Google Translate is better than Babylon in terms of precision when 

translating from Arabic to English. Moreover, Al-Sukhni et al. (2016, pp.118-23) evaluated 

Arabic to English translation by two free online translation systems, Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator.  They used BLEU to ensure the effectiveness of the two systems in 

translating chapters from the Holy Quran into English. The output is assessed by using 

ATEC. ATEC scores the correlation between the output of a machine translation system and 

professional human reference translation based on word choice, word orders and the 

similarity between MT output and the human reference translation. The average ATEC score 

does not exceed 41%, which indicates that FOMT (Free Online Machine Translation) 

systems are ineffective in translating Quranic texts accurately. However, the research ends 

with the conclusion that Google Translate is better than Microsoft Translator in rendering 

Quranic translation from Arabic into other natural languages. Hijazi (2013) analysed the 

ability of Google Translate in dealing with fourteen legal articles extracted from different 

legal contracts. He described the errors produced by Google Translate in legal texts at 

syntactic and lexical levels respectively. He found that Google Translate is not good at legal 

translation, such as translation of practical laws, which needs humans to understand the 

context and circumstances of the law and the case. Google Translate can only help by 

providing the general concepts of the subject matter of the source text. 

However, the entire body of previous MT research neglects the importance of 

evaluating the capacity of machine translation systems in translating English<>Arabic 

collocations. Thus, the study resolves to conduct a descriptive analysis of the output of 
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Machine Translation systems undrstudy, in dealing with English<>Arabic collocations (See 

3.3). Soori and Awab (2015) conducted the first evaluative study for the capcity of MT 

sytsems in dealing with verb-noun collocations. They evaluated the translation of verb-noun 

collocations from English into Arabic by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. They 

tested seventeen sentences on their own developed metric, Simple Evaluation Metric, to 

calculate the precision of MT in dealing with verb-noun collocations. They found that Google 

Translate generates better results than Microsoft Translator does by 3%.  

Despite the fact that several studies have been conducted on English<>Arabic 

machine translation systems, the contribution of Arabic MT is still limited since the studies 

did not lead to improve any popular and free multilingual MT system for Arabic. Moreover, 

most of the previous researches’ recommendation have not been followed up due to lack of 

academic coordination. Furthermore, the previous studies have tackled MT study from a 

computational point of view, while linguistic feedback is absent.  

The present study aims at filling gaps in the limited English<>Arabic MTE to date 

taking a linguistic point of view that is sorely missing. The next chapter 3 will explain the 

study’s corpus, evaluation methods, the data analysis and how the research has been carried 

out. 
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3. Chapter Three: Methodology  

 This chapter describes the corpus that we use in our study. It begins by describing 

texts of the corpus and proceeds to discuss the rationale behind selecting the corpus. Then, it 

provides explanations about the chosen research methods, with its particular attention to 

collocation approaches in English and Arabic, the collocation typologies used here and the 

methods to analyse the data emerging from the research.  

3.1 The Study’s Corpus 
The corpus of the study has been selected from a wide range of documents taken from 

online websites of international organisations: the United Nations Security Council, the 

League of Arab States, the World Health Organisation, Petra News Agency reports, and from 

selected literary texts, The Prophet and The Old Man and the Sea. The selection is based on 

three factors: universality of the text domains, the nature and size of the documents, and 

anticipated translation problems pertaining to each domain, as shown in Table 3.1 below.  

Table 3.1. The corpus of the Study 

Documents Extract Size in words    Register Source Original 

Language  

Year of 

Publication 

UN reports 793 Political UN Security 

Council 

English 2016 

Observer 

Mission Report 

717 Political and 

Legal 

League of 

Arab States 

Arabic 2012 

Health Report 750 Health WHO English 2015 

Journalistic 

Reports 

 

715 

Journalism Petra News 

Agency 

Arabic 2016 

The Old Man 

and the Sea 

756 Literary American 

Literature 

English 1952 

The Prophet 735 Literary Arabic 

Literature 

English 1923 

 

The purpose of the current corpus is to make general claims about the effectiveness of 

the three selected systems in translating English<>Arabic domain texts. All of the texts are 

well written in their original form, and we have a reference translation done by professionals 

for each document. The reference translation has been retrieved from the UN database, the 

Arab League Database, the Petra News Agency Archive (English website). The Arabic 
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translation of The Old Man and the Sea is by Baalbaki (2012) and the Arabic translation of 

The Prophet is by Okasha (2000). 

3.1.1 The rationale behind the selection  

 We have indicated above that we use the original texts of the corpus and their 

referenced translation into English or Arabic as our parallel bilingual corpus for extracting 

translational equivalents. These texts have been selected mostly to provide a rich domain in 

collocations of different registers; each text has domain specific register collocations, which 

are ideal for testing and evaluating the MT’s capacity. The main aim of this diversity of texts 

is to try to be objective when assessing translation systems that use the most advanced 

translation approaches, such as Neural Machine Translation and Hybrid Machine Translation. 

The researcher carried out testing into bi-directional corpora two years in a row (in 2016 and 

again in 2017) to check any changes of MT over time. The testing aimed to describe and 

compare the results to track the improvements between the two testing times if any. The 

extracts were inputted at once in the three systems to find how the three systems translate the 

whole extracts, as well as how they translate English<>Arabic collocations. The results show 

that the three systems translate extracts and collocations notably different between 2016 and 

2017, and exhibit a marked improvement from one year to the next. All the three systems’ 

outputs improved significantly due to the introduction of Neural Machine Translation in 

2017, shortly before the second testing took place. 

 The nature of the work of the UN makes it one of the largest document producers in 

the world. The UN resolutions and reports are formal texts adopted by the UN body, which 

are always issued by either the Security Council or the General Assembly. These documents 

are uploaded on the UN Digital Library, which offers open access for UN publications since 

1979. Moreover, all UN documents are translated into its six official languages after they 

originally drafted in English. The researcher has chosen a Report on the Secretary-General on 

the United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) of 25th of February 2016, which 

covers the main political and security development issues in Libya. It also provides an 

overview of human rights and humanitarian issues and the list of UNSMIL’s activities in 

Libya. Linguistically, such a document is a rich resource to verify the capacity of any MT 

system. The accuracy and fluency of the translation of such documents are necessary, since 

translation has a practical role in the functioning of the UN organisation and its impact on 

world affairs.  
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 The League of Arab States is the largest regional organisation in the Arab World. It 

works to promote the interests of the Arab countries as well as collaboration between Arab 

countries to safeguard their autonomies and sovereignty. The League of Arab States publish 

their documents and resolutions periodically in Arabic and then offer translation of the 

documents and resolutions in English. The researcher has chosen the report on the Observer 

Mission of Arab League to Syria (2012) that was submitted to the council of the Arab League 

in 2012. It highlights the role of the Observer Mission in verifying the implementation of the 

provisions of the Arab League’s plan to resolve the Syrian crisis and provide protection for 

civilians in Syria. Similar to the UN, translation plays an essential role in the functioning of 

the League of Arab States, so it is important to verify the translation quality of such 

documents.  

 The World Health Organisation (WHO) is a specialised agency of the UN. It is 

concerned with international public health. It works towards the eradication of many diseases 

all over the world. As one of the UN agencies, WHO produces translation for their English 

documents and resolution in the six official languages of the United Nations. The documents 

and reports are updated regularly on the WHO database. The research has chosen a 2015 

WHO report on Ageing. Population ageing is a worldwide issue because people tend to live 

longer in the modern world and the international community needs to take action and create 

global initiatives on this issue. The accurate translation of such important health topics is of 

great importance due to the great demand for these documents to provide a source of 

information and recommendations for millions of people. The study highlights the capacity of 

MT when dealing with health texts since they contain collocations essential to the meaning of 

the issues and recommendations.  

 The researcher has chosen journalistic reports of the Petra News Agency (2016) of 

Jordan because the translation of Jordanian News conveys the Jordanian voice to the rest of 

the world, with a view towards promoting the relations of Jordan with the international 

community.  The Petra agency reports are produced in two versions, one for the Arabic site 

and its translation for the English site. Moreover, all the reports are uploaded on the archive 

news portal. Translating journalistic texts constitutes one of the principal priorities for 

accurately conveying what is really taking place in Jordan and various other parts of the 

earth. The chosen texts represent the viewpoint of Jordan toward the terrorism; Crown 

Prince’s initative to Jordanian young people, and the visit of the foreign minister of Jordan to 

Saudi Arabia. An inappropriate rendering of journalistic texts results in semantically strange 
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and unnatural expressions and misunderstandings across the world. Thus, the study at hand 

analyses MT output to investigate the capacity of MT in dealing with such significant texts.  

 The Old Man and the Sea is a short novel written by the American author Ernest 

Hemingway in 1951. It was a success for Hemingway, who was then awarded the Pulitzer 

Prize for Fiction in 1952 and the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1952. It portrays the battle 

between an ageing, experienced fisherman, Santiago, and a large shark, and tells a story of 

how a man can be brave and become a hero even when struggling with self-doubt. The work 

is at once a realistic depiction of the events and locale described and a symbolic exploration 

of the human struggle with the natural world, the human capacity to transcend hardship, and 

personal triumph won from defeat. The researcher has chosen the translation of Baalbaki 

(2012) for the novel, which is considered the best translation since it has been issued by the 

best-known publishing house in the Arab World, Dar el Ilm lilmalayin (The house of Science 

for Millions). The Old Man and the Sea is rich in word combinations, which reflects the 

writer’s style and his cultural background. It is full of contextual and cultural collocations, 

which provide a challenge and therefore a valuable feedback about the capacity of MT.  

 The Prophet is a literary masterpiece written by Khalil Gibran in 1923. It is his best-

known work and became a best seller, with great effect on the world of literature. It reflects 

the way in which Gibran lived his younger years in Lebanon and how he maintains that love 

and unity are of utmost importance to human beings. The book has been translated into more 

than 100 languages. The researcher has chosen the Arabic translation for The Prophet by 

Okasha (2000) because the book is full of poetic literary collocations, which makes it a 

worthy subject to ensure the capacity of MT systems in dealing with such literary texts.  

3.2 Evaluation Methods 
The study is of a qualitative and quantitative nature. It is an applied translation 

research to assess MT output produced by the three MT systems under study. The research 

aims at evaluating the external characteristics of these three MT systems with respect to the 

selected evaluation methods to find out which system shows the best quality of translation 

and performance with respect to the various text domains. It describes how MT systems deal 

with English<> Arabic translation at both the holistic and error analysis levels. The present 

study is an attempt to evaluate three English<>Arabic MT systems, which are Google 

Translate, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr.  
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The two research methods, holistic analysis and error analysis, used in the study will 

provide the end users with a wealth information about the quality of the translation on the 

holistic side in terms of adequacy and fluency, and error analysis, which are regularly 

employed for assessing the quality of machine translation. To make even more valuable 

comments about the three MT systems’ outputs, it has been felt important to conduct a more 

detailed assessment of the translation of specific elements of language, collocations, which 

are already a challenge for human translators.  

The holistic analysis is conducted in terms of TAUS tools, which are the best tools at 

our disposal at the moment to do a holistic assessment and it complements error analysis 

(EA) well. TAUS relies on only 2 well-chosen criteria: fluency and adequacy (See 2.5.2.1). 

To conduct error analysis, the study has adopted Costa et al. (2015) framework to evaluate 

the MT output of the three systems in this language pair. Costa et al. framework of error 

analysis is the most comprehensive error analysis that correlates between human error 

analysis taxonomies and all previous MT error taxonomies. The error analysis has conducted 

at whole text translation (chapter 5) and collocations as part of collocation analysis. (Chapter 

6). 

3.3 Collocations 
Collocations are a key phenomenon present in all natural languages. Contemporary 

and early studies on collocations alike have stressed that collocations have pivotal importance 

in all texts, as well as translations. Collocation is a lexical relationship between two words or 

a set of words that often go together in sequential order. They are considered the most 

significant part of any language construction. Newmark (1988, p. 213) confirms that 

collocations have an important role in language as the metaphorical “nerves” of the 

language: “If grammar is the bones of a text, collocations are the nerves, more subtle and 

multiple and specific in denoting meaning and lexis is the flesh”. 

The concept of collocation was introduced by Firth (1957), so he is considered as the 

modern father of this linguistic phenomenon. In his writing, Firth aims to make collocations 

more widely known in linguistics. Even though Gyllstad (2007, p. 16) dates the history of 

collocations back to Francis Bacon (1627) in Natural History, but he indicates that Bacon’s 

use of the word is “not as a linguistic term”. Firth (1957, p. 179) wrote, “I propose to bring 

forward, as a technical term, meaning by collocations”. He is known for his famous quote 

“You shall know the word by the company it keeps”. Gyllstad (2007, p. 16) describes Firth’s 
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quote as “majestically proclaim”. In Firth’s view, collocations’ meaning depends on the 

occurrence of the words used together. Firth (1957) proposes that collocational meaning 

occurs at the level of the ‘syntagmatic’ (combinational), not at the ‘paradigmatic’ level 

(lexical class). In this regard, ‘syntagmatic’ refers to the ability of the lexical items to 

combine with other words to form meaning, while ‘paradigmatic’ is used to describe the 

relationship between words that belong to the same grammatical class. McCarthy (1990, 

pp.156) mentions that collocational meaning depends on the relationship between the lexical 

items “when they are arranged in texts, spoken or written”. Leech (1974, p. 20) explores 

different categories of meaning, including a new term “collocative meaning” (1974, p. 17) 

that is similar to Firth’s use of collocation (1957). Collocative meaning consists of associative 

words that tend to occur in the same environment. He gives as examples “pretty” and 

“handsome”, which shares the same denotative meaning of good looking, but the different 

environments in which they occur distinguishes them. Firth’s view of collocation meaning is 

a revolutionary explanation that is concerned with the meaning relationship at the 

syntagmatic (combinational) level, rather than with the class relationship.  

In the case of Arabic collocations, Ghazala (2007) reveals that Baalbaki (1990) in his 

Dictionary of Linguistic Terms mentions the word collocation for the first time and gives an 

equivalent term in Arabic,  mutalaazimaat lafdhiyyah المتالزمات اللفظية “Verbal co-

occurrences” (literally) collocations (in a pragmatic sense). On other hand, Husamaddin 

(1985, p.257) defines Arabic collocations as “collocation recurrence” تواترية المصاحبة 

tawaaturiyyat al-musaahba (the frequent use or conventionality of collocations). However, 

Nofal (2012, p. 10) laments that Arabic collocation studies are lagging behind because “little 

has been written about collocations”. Despite the fact that Arab linguists were aware of 

collocation as a linguistic phenomenon, Brashi (2003, p. 33) also claims, “Not many 

researchers discuss word combinations in the Arabic language in general or collocations in 

particular”.  

  Bolinger (1979), Palmer (1981), El-Hasan (1982), Cruse (1986), Carter (1987), 

Newman (1988), Singleton (2000), Bahumaid (2006) and  Pawley & Syder (2014) indicated 

that  one of the major issues in collocation identification is to know the justification of what 

makes a collocation acceptable or non-acceptable collocation, which is the thrust of several 

linguists’ research. El-Hasan (1982, pp. 270-75) discusses the collectability and non-

collectability of two Arabic synonyms /مات/ (maata: died) and /توفي/ (tuwuffiya: died). In 

Arabic, we say /مات الرجل/ (matta arrajul: the man died), /مات الكلب/ (matta al Ikalb: the dog 
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died.” /توفي الرجل/ (tuwuffiya arrajul: the man died), but not /توفي الكلب/ (tuwuffiya al lkalb: the 

dog died). He explains that the “matta” in Arabic can collocate with both human and non-

human species, while “tuwuffiya’ can co-occur with the human species only, and that this 

restriction is applied to Arabic synonyms. Palmer (1981, p. 79) indicates that there are three 

kinds of collocation restrictions. Firstly, restrictions based on the semantic meaning, which 

make distinct acceptable and non-acceptable collocations, such as ‘green cow,’ which is a 

non-acceptable collocation to native speakers. Secondly, other restrictions rely on a set of 

words that have semantic features in common, ‘pretty girl’ not ‘pretty man’. Thirdly, 

arbitrary combinations are those that possess at best apocryphal etymologies, such as ‘sour 

milk’.  

The present study defines collocations as a group of word sequences, which often 

occur together to sound natural and are semantically coherent. It accepts that collocations are 

semantically transparent and that their meaning is context-based. Despite some superficial 

resemblance, Ghazala (2007) shows that collocations are fundamentally different from 

idioms, which have an established meaning, not deducible from the context. 

3.3.1 Collocation Approaches 

 There have been three main approaches to analysing collocations since 1960. In this 

study, these approaches are categorised as a frequency-based approach (lexical 

combinations), a semantic approach and a structural approach.  

3.3.1.1 Frequency-Based (Lexical Combinations) Approach  

The frequency-based approach goes back to the concept of collocations as proposed 

by Firth (1957). It explained further by the Neo-Firthian group Halliday and Sinclair. 

Nesselhauf (2005, p. 12) explains that the frequency based approach is consistently adopted 

by researchers who are involved in the computational analysis of syntagmatic relations. In 

this approach, collocations are the co-occurrence of words with each other and are 

distinguished according to the frequency of co-occurrences of collocating words. Barfield and 

Gyllstad (2009) mention that the major research using frequency approaches has been 

conducted by Firth (1957), Halliday (1961) and Sinclair (1966). Firth works to lay the 

foundation of collocation meaning within “context of the situation, collocation, syntax, 

phonology, and phonetics”. Firth (1957) classifies collocations into habitual, restricted, 

unique and normal collocations. However, he does not provide detailed explanations on how 

to distinguish between them. Halliday (1961) and Sinclair (1966) explain that Firth’s writings 

seem “vague”. This leads Halliday (1961, pp. 156-267) to research collocation in a way that 
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is different from Firth’s research. He researches collocations according to the probability of 

words’ occurrence in certain contexts, which allows for predictions of words that co-occur in 

that context. 

3.3.1.2 Semantic Approach  

The semantic approach attempts to analyse collocations from a semantic point of 

view. Chomsky (1956, p. 95) is the first linguist to propose the treatment of collocations from 

a semantic point of view. He does not analyse the term ‘collocation’’ in a restrictive way, but 

analyses the surface and underlying structure and how they affect the meaning. Moreover, 

Lehrer (1974, p. 176) confirms that the lexical approach of collocation is inadequate because 

“it does not explain anything” about why some lexical items collocate with other lexical 

items and not others. He sums up his view by saying that lexical composition, approach, and 

sets are ‘arbitrary’. Jaff (2013, p. 16) shows that Firth’s view of collocations in terms of 

syntagmatic relation is inadequate because “it categorises collocations according to how often 

these words co-occur without approaching why there are lexical items that collocate only 

with other lexical items”. 

    Lyons (1966, pp. 289-297) finds Firth’s theory of meaning insufficient for the study 

of collocations as “a complex of contextual relations”. Moreover, Lyons (1977, p. 268) finds 

that the study of collocation from a syntagmatic level only “presents problems”. Therefore, 

he decides to deal with collocations using paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations together. In 

another approach, Katz and Fodor (1963, pp. 172-73) study the semantic entries for the 

English Dictionary. They propose that each entry for a lexical item must contain its “sectional 

restriction”, such as [animate], and [literal]. However, a weakness of the semantic approach is 

still apparent. Though the semantic approach presumes that the occurrence of certain words 

has resulted from their individual semantic properties, Cruse (1986) points out “there are a lot 

of idiosyncratic occurrences which are arbitrarily restricted”. For instance, Halliday’s 

example (1966) shows that there is nothing in the meaning of ‘tea’ to explain why it 

collocates with ‘strong’ and not ‘powerful.’ In addition, Fillmore (1978) contends that 

semantic theory must not accept the suggestion that all meanings have the same semantic 

relations. Despite the fact that semanticists contend that syntagmatic relations should be 

studied under the scope of semantics, they do not succeed in making the phenomenon of 

collocations clearer. 
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3.3.1.3 Structural Approach  

  The Neo-Firthian view of collocations dealt with the occurrence of words from a 

syntagmatic relationship only, which separates lexical analysis from grammatical analysis. 

This brings us to various criticisms regarding the Firthian view. Mitchell (1971, p. 43), as 

mentioned above, argues that grammar, lexis and the meaning of word occurrence are one 

entity and thus are inseparable. This interdependence between grammar and lexicon is 

apparent because lexical peculiarities derive their meaning from the word sequences and 

grammatical patterns in which they appear. Therefore, he (1971, pp. 48-53) suggests that 

collocations should be studied within grammatical patterns “collocations [which are of roots 

rather than words]”. For example, ‘drinks’, ‘drinker’, drinking’ are the common forms of the 

root verb ‘drink’, and the association of words with ‘drink’ is a kind of ‘class of association’, 

such as heavy drinker ‘adjective + noun’ and the like. Furthermore, Matthews (1965, pp. 35-

47) suggests another way of studying collocations within grammar. He focuses on the 

syntagmatic relations of word combinations. Greenbaum too (1974, p. 82) highlights the 

importance of syntactic information in the study of collocations. For example, ‘much’ 

collocates with a verb, only when it is in a pre-verbal position. He insists that the notion of 

collocations depends completely on syntax and without syntax, collocations become 

“vacuous”. As can be therefore seen, a syntactic relation plays an essential role in the 

potential co-occurrence of lexical items.   

Overall, the three approaches reveal the importance of linguistic levels in the study of 

collocations. The lexical occurrence approach attempts to prove that the lexis is independent 

of grammar and that words receive their meaning from the combinations they occur in, while 

the semantic approach works to prove that collocations may be predicted according to their 

meaning. Therefore, the first two approaches are limited in application to language, because 

all linguistic entries rely either on grammatical or lexical constructions. Therefore, the third 

approach succeeds in providing both operational and systematic classification of collocations.    

In conclusion, the structural approach takes into consideration both the significance of lexical 

and grammatical collocations. Benson et al. (2010) in BBI Combinatory Dictionary of 

English Collocations:  Your Guide to Collocations and Grammar and Dar El-ilm’s dictionary 

of collocations (English-Arabic) by Ghazala (2007) are prominent figures associated with the 

structural approach. Therefore, the study has adopted both Benson et al. (2010) and Ghazala 

(2007) as a guide in collocation extraction in this language pair. 
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3.3.2 The English and Arabic Collocation typologies used in the study.  

  The present study has adopted the structural approach of collocation since it studies 

both lexical and grammatical combinations. Benson et al. (2010) have provided a collocation 

typology for English, while Ghazala (2007) has provided a systematic classification of 

collocations for Arabic.  

3.3.2.1 English Collocation Typology 

   Benson et al. (2010) divide collocations into two major categories: lexical and 

grammatical collocations. Grammatical collocations are phrases that usually consist of a 

dominant word, such as verb, noun and adjective, combined with a preposition and a 

grammatical structure, such as infinitive verb or clause. More importantly, lexical 

collocations do not have any prepositions, infinitives, or relative clauses linked to them since 

lexical collocations usually consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. They classify 

grammatical collocations into eight major patterns and the patterns are designated as G1, G2, 

and G3 etc. as follows in the illustrative table below 3.2.  

Table 3.2 Benson et al. (2010) Grammatical Collocations 

Group Pattern Example 

G1 Noun + preposition blockade against 

G2 Noun + to + infinitive  a vow to, a promise to 

G3 Noun + that clause an oath that, an agreement that 

G4 Preposition + noun  in advance, to somebody’s advantage  

G5 Adjective + preposition  hungry for, angry at, fond of, afraid of 

G6 Adjective + to infinitive necessary to, difficult to, important to, easy 

to 

G7 Adjective + that clause imperative that, afraid that nice that 

G8 Verb + to + infinitive decide to, offer to 

 

 They classify lexical collocations into seven patterns, which normally consist of noun, 

verb, adjective, and adverb, where they do not collocate with prepositions, to-infinitive and 

relative clauses as shown in table 3.3.  

Table 3.3 Benson et al. (2010) Lexical Collocations 

Group  Pattern Activity Example 
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G1 Verb plus noun/pronoun/ 

prepositional phrases 

Denote activity/ creation 

(usually transitive) 

make an impression 

Launch a missile 

G2 Verb plus noun Eradication, 

cancellation 

reject an appeal 

Withdraw an offer 

G3 1.Adjective plus noun or 

2.noun plus noun 

 

Attributive way 

a sweeping generalisation 

Cabinet reshuffle 

G4 Noun plus verb An action characteristic 

of the person or thing 

designated by the noun 

bees sting 

blizzard rage  

 

G5 Quantifier plus noun  a pride of lions, a piece of 

advice 

G6 Adverb plus adjective   Deeply absorbed/ closely 

acquainted  

G7 Verb plus adverb  Affect deeply, apologize 

humbly 

 

3.3.2.2 Arabic Collocation Typology 

 Ghazala (2007, pp. 10-18) has provided a classification for Arabic collocations and 

compiled the Dar El-ilm’s dictionary of collocations (English-Arabic). The dictionary aims to 

“attempt to guide users of English and Arabic to the most likely and preferably recurrent 

word combinations”. According to Ghazala (2007), Arabic collocations can be classified into 

grammatical and lexical categories for convenience of simplification and understanding, and 

as shown in table 3.4.  

Table 3.4. Ghazala Classifications of Arabic Collocations 

N Collocation Category Arabic Collocation English Translation 

1 Verb + noun (object) يشن حربا To launch a war 

2 Noun + Adjective  حرب ضروس/ حرب شعواء A furious war 

3 verb +Noun يستعر أوار الحرب A war breaks out 

4 Verb + adverb يحارب بضراوة To fight ferociously 

5 Adjective + adjective جائر ظالم Despotic and oppressive 

6 Adverb + adverb (time/place 

Adverbial+conj+time/place 

  First and last اوال واخيرا
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adverbial)  

7 Verb + preposition يعفى من To exempt from 

8 Adjective + preposition غاضب على/من Angry at/with 

9 Noun + preposition+ noun حرب على التهريب War on trafficking  

10 Preposition +noun على النقيض On the contrary 

11 Count nouns  سرب من الطيور A flock of birds 

12 Non-count  معلومة واحدة A bit of information 

13 Noun + noun  شاعر البالط poet Laureate 

14 Noun +of + noun  كلمة شرف A word of honour 

15 Noun + and + noun يلةالفض والرذيلة  Vice and virtue 

16 Names of sounds  فحيح االفاعي Snakes hiss 

17 Expressive collocations كالنار في الهشيم Spread like wildfire 

 

 In fact, rendering collocations in another language is one of the most important and 

difficult tasks for the translator because each culture and language has its own particular 

richness of lexis. Baker (2011) highlights the discrepancies across cultures, which reflects in 

the non-equivalence of the translation. She argues that collocations are independent across 

languages: “the patterns of collocations are largely arbitrary and independent of meaning. 

This is so both within and across languages”. Moreover, Zughoul and Abul-Ashaar (2005, 

p.52) emphasises “what collocates in one language does not necessarily collocate in another”. 

3.4 Data Analysis  
 Selected extracts of 4500 words roughly in total have been selected from the six 

domain texts. These extracts were used as input data to verify the capacity of the three MT 

systems under study in handling English<>Arabic translation. Through testing the extracts, 

the overall translation quality for each MT system was established. This enabled the 

researcher to identify which MT System has generally provided better translation quality than 

others for specific domain texts. The current study is a diachronic one, which compares the 

output of the three systems over two years of testing regard the quality of each system 

produces.  

3.4.1 Holistic Analysis 

The TAUS tools were initially designed to evaluate the translation quality of MT 

projects in terms of adequacy, fluency. To do so, adequacy and fluency projects are created 

through TAUS in the form of Microsoft Excel sheets (XLS/XLSX). To ensure consistency, 
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objectivity and a thorough analysis, four evaluators, native speakers of Arabic and near native 

speakers of English, rated the same data on each scale. The evaluators are sufficiently well 

acquainted with MT potential and limitations. Moreover, they were instructed about the two 

scales and they were provided with adequacy and fluency guidelines. They were also 

provided with training materials and a printed sample of a TAUS test by the researcher. They 

were asked to evaluate 2352 segments using TAUS adequacy and fluency scales.  Once the 

project was uploaded and sent to the evaluators, they had to assign scores online to the 

chosen MT output segments based on TAUS 1-4 rating scales. The scores of each system for 

each criterion was calculated automatically. Once the evaluation was finished, TAUS 

provides report and the results in the format of excel sheets. Then, the score report of each 

system, which reflected its holistic quality, was established and displayed automatically on 

TAUS reports tool.  

Data is analysed as a repeated measures mixed model, the response is measured at 

continuous and fixed time points with the rater as a random factor. The data was analysed 

statistically using the R studio (2019) for statistical computing. R. computed the score mean 

and the standard deviation for each evaluator along the inter-ratio agreement among the four 

agreements. In this manner, Landis and Koch measurement of observer agreement (1977, 

pp.159) provides guidelines for interpreting kappa values, with values from 0.0 to 0.2 

indicating slight agreement, 0.21 to 0.40 indicating fair agreement, 0.41 to 0.60 indicating 

moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 indicating substantial agreement, and 0.81 to 1.0 indicating 

almost perfect or perfect agreement.  The close agreement to 1 has more agreement and all 

agreement are above 0.00 are considered to be significant as shown in figure 3.1  

 

Figure 3.1. The Measurement of Observer Agreement for categorical Data (Landis 

and Koch 1977, p.165) 

The overall Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) for each evaluator (see Table. 4.1), 

the overall agreement among the four evaluators based on the score. Mean and the SD for 

each MT systems (see Table. 4.2), and then for adequacy and fluency scales for the three 
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systems understudy (see Table. 4.3). Based on the overall score mean, a t-test sample was 

conducted to compute the 95% confidence interval for the three systems under study (see 

Table.4.4). Then,   the overall performance of the three systems was calculated based on the 

score. Mean of each system over the two years to track the improvement as shown in figures 

(4.13 and 4.14).  

3.4.2 Error Analysis 

 The error analysis is described in two separate chapters, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

Chapter five analyses the errors committed at a the level of orthography, lexis, grammar and 

Semantics, while chapter 6 traces the errors committed at the level of collocations in terms of 

lexis, grammar and semantics. The errors were identified, tabulated, and counted in both 

testings over two years. Such errors are presented by way of examples, followed by 

explanations and the systems’ rankings in dealing with each specific part of speech.  

Moreover, back translation was used when relevant in English from Arabic translation 

to identify any errors, ambiguities or confusions that might arise from language differences 

and to ensure the accurate depiction of ST in the TL. The errors were given a score based on 

O’Brien’s error severity (2012) levels. Thus, orthographic errors are considered minor and 

counted as one error and so are prepositions and articles, which are types of grammatical 

errors. Lexis errors, grammatical errors, and semantic errors are considered as major since 

they affect the accuracy and fluency of the text. Hence, the study applies a multiplication 

factor as follows. For example, omission is considered a major error, while preposition and 

article omissions are minor errors as one error. Here is an example of the calculations: If we 

found 6 lexis errors in a translated domain text, if the errors were major, the results would be 

12. Then, we divide the percentage of the errors in relevance to the number of words in the 

corpus as follow:  

Verbs = 6    SUM= 6  

Errors weighting= 6×2= 12  

Total Number of words of the texts= 4,466       Percentage= 12/4,466= 0.27% 

Moreover, the ranking percentages have been highlighted by order of importance: light green 

for the first systems, orange for the second system and dark red for 

the third system as follow: 

   

First Rank Second Rank Third Rank 
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 3.4.2.1 Error Analysis in English and Arabic  

3.4.2.1.1 Orthography 

Orthography is a set of conventions for writing for any language. In translation, these 

marks are remarkable indicators of the text accuracy. They play a significant role in 

conveying the sense from the ST to the target text TT. However, orthographic errors are 

considered minor errors, which are counted as 1 point each. (See 2.4.4).  

3.4.2.1.2 Lexis  

 The analysis of lexis errors is concerned with omission, addition, mistranslation and 

untranslated errors. The omission is the absence of an item that must appear in a well-formed 

utterance. The omission of words changes the meaning, making it impossible to guess what 

the exact meaning is. In the case of collocations, they are described as a set of words that co-

occur together frequently within certain environments and contexts. Thus, the omission of 

any collocation sequences results in obscuring the meaning of the sentence, affecting the 

whole context. The study uses the up arrow head (
1
^) as a symbol of any omission in the 

output. Addition, errors are the opposite of omissions. The additions are described as the 

presence of an item, which must not appear in a well-formed translation. These additions are 

actually considered as redundant words, which alter or distort the translation. The study uses 

plus sign (+) as a symbol of any addition in the output. On the other hand, not all omissions 

and additions are considered errors unless they affect the intelligibility and the accuracy of 

the translated text. Mistranslation is the incorrect translation of an item that should appear in 

a meaningful sentence. A mistranslation error not only confuses the readers but may also 

cause unprecedented consequences, especially in sensitive political, legal and cultural texts’ 

translations. Untranslated words are items, which are left transcribed and without translation 

due to the complexity of or unusual and cultural specifications of the words. Baker (2011) 

identified untranslated words as unusual and culture-specific.  

3.4.2.1.3 Grammar  

Grammar refers to the structural rules that govern a language. It represents the 

morphological and syntactic characteristics of a language. The analysis of MT output at the 

grammar level is conducted on two types of errors: agreement and word order errors. The 

former refers to agreement issues in terms of word class and verb agreements, whilst the 

latter is the incorrect replacement of a morpheme or a group of morphemes in translation. The 

grammar errors are considered major and therefore they carry two points. On the other hand, 

                                                           
1
 The study uses (+) as a symbol of additions and (^) for omissions in MT output.  
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the study investigates the capacity of the three systems in dealing with English<>Arabic 

conjunctions as part of the grammar analysis. Conjunctions are joint words that link together 

parts of a sentence. English has three common conjunctions “and, but and or”, while Arabic 

has three most common conjunction wa, fa and thumma. Wa is used to coordinate things, 

persons or actions that happen alongside each other. Fa “then” is used to join words that have 

succession between actions or states. Then, thumma indicates the succession with a break in 

time between the actions (Abu-Chacra 2007, pp. 51-52) (See 5.2.3.3). In English, and is 

similar in use to wa in Arabic to connect two words, phrases, clauses or prefixes together. But 

is used to connect ideas that contrast. Or connects two or more possibilities or alternatives 

(see 5.3.3.3).  

3.4.2.1.4 Semantics  

 Semantics is the study of the words’ meaning without any refrence to the context. The 

study analyses MT output to trace MT errors in terms of confusion of senses and wrong 

choice errors. The study scrutinises whether the output meets the expectations of the end-

users in providing intelligible and clear translation free of confusion and wrong choice errors. 

Confusion of senses is the case of a word that was translated into something representing one 

of its possible meanings, but, in the given context, the chosen translation is not correct, while 

the wrong choice indicates that the translation choice is wrong and is not related to the text. 

The semantic errors are considered to be major and therefore they carry two points.  

3.4.2.2. Errors in Collocation as a special case of Error Analysis 

 At the stage of collocation extraction, it was decided that the sample size of each 

extract should contain roughly 750 words of each selected text domain. There is a divergence 

even among the native speakers of the same language on what is acceptable and 

nonacceptable colocations as raised by several linguists, such as Bolinger (1979), Palmer 

(1981), El-Hasan (1982),  Cruse (1986), Carter (1987), Newman (1988), and Singleton 

(2000), Bahumaid (2006), Pawley & Syder (2014)and many others. To avoid such 

subjectivity, the researcher in the light of Benson et al. (2010) BBI Combinatory Dictionary 

of Collocations for English collocations and Hassan Ghazala’s Dar El-ilm’s dictionary of 

collocations (English-Arabic) (2007) did the process of collocation extraction manually
2
.  

                                                           
2
 The thesis’s supervisors who are native speakers in this language pair assessed the extracted collocations to 

ensure the best selections. Two of them are native speakers of English and one in Arabic. Moroever, the list of 

Arabic collocations was assessed by a professor in Arabic Linguitics who ensured the best selection of Arabic 

collocations. 
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 After extracting the collocations of the original text, they were compared to the output 

produced by MT systems in terms of error analysis taxonomies adopted for the study: lexis, 

grammar, and semantics. All these categories are divided into more sub-categories that are 

detailed later in the text. The collocation analysis is conducted in terms of lexis, grammar, 

and semantic error (See chapter 6).  

3.4.2.2.1 Collocation Lexis errors  

 This category is divided into omission, addition, mistranslated and untranslated word 

categories, each of which is divided into the subcategories of content and function words.    

3.4.2.2.2 Collocation Grammar Errors 

 The category of grammar errors refers to errors committed by MT systems at the stage 

of constructing sentences. Costa et al. (2015) indicated that grammar errors are caused by 

deviations in the morphological and syntactical aspects of language. Two types of errors are 

identified at this level: wrong choice and word order.  

3.4.2.2.3 Collocation Semantic Errors  

 Consideration of the previous errors is vital in any error analysis study. However, 

lexical choice and grammar choice are not enough to investigate the acceptability of MT 

output. Semantic errors need to be investigated because semantics constitutes the core of any 

utterance/text. Semantic errors are the violation of the rules of the meaning of a natural 

language. The semantic errors identified in the current study are a confusion of senses and 

wrong choice errors.  Therefore, the study investigates the semantic errors made when MT 

violates semantic equivalency, in the sense of Newmark (1988).   

 The results of the two testings are compared to verify the consistency between them, 

and, if not, what are the strengths and limitations of each in dealing with English<>Arabic 

translation, and the degree of improvment. This research aims to measure  how much is the 

output adequate and fluent for the end users. It also aims to provide the end users with the 

limitations and strength of the three systems in delaing with English <>Arabic translation and 

attempt to find solutions for errors, if any. It provides constructive feedback regarding which 

domains MT can provide better translation than other. However, the study is, indeed, like any 

other evaluation study, not comprehensive. It only scrutinises the external characteristics of 

MT in terms of the language quality produced by MT. It does not evaluate the internal 

processing of MT software. A complete assessment of the three systems would result in 

volumes, which is beyond the goal of the research.  
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The holistic assessment of the three systems’ performance in terms of TAUS 

adequacy and fluency is presented in the next chapter.  
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4. Chapter four: Holistic Evaluation of 

English <>Arabic Translation 

 The chapter presents the results of the holistic evaluation for the three systems’ 

outputs in terms of Automation User Society (TAUS)’s adequacy and fluency scales. The 

chapter starts with the statistical overview of the raters’s mean (M), inter-ratio agreement, 

and confidence interval (CI) and Statistical Significance.  Then, the analysis of the three MT 

systems outputs’ scores in English<>Arabic selected text types for the study is based on 

TAUS adequacy and fluency scales (see tables 2.1 &2.2). The chapter closes with the overall 

improvement of the three systems in terms of Adequacy and Fluency over the time, 2016 and 

2017.  

4.1 Statistical overview 

 Data were analysed using R Studio (2019), a programming language for statistical 

computing and graphics.  

4.1.1 Raters’ Mean and Standard Deviation Scores 

Table 4.1 Rators Score. Mean and Score. SD 

Rater    Mean        N          StDev        Min           Max 

1     3.4651361     2352      0.6266250   1.0000000     4.0000000 

2     3.5310374     2352      0.6137979   1.0000000     4.0000000 

3     3.4209184     2352      0.7016087   1.0000000     4.0000000 

4     3.5284864     2352      0.6166868   1.0000000     4.0000000 

 

 Table 4.1 reports the overall summary statistics for the four raters. Rater 2 and 3 had 

similar ratings, which were higher than those of 1 and 3 who also has similar mean ratings. 

Rater 3 had the highest standard deviation and therefore the most variation in ratings, while 

the other three raters had similar standard deviation.  

4.1.2 Inter Rater Agreement 

Table 4.2 Inter Rater Agreement (concordance)  

 

MT System 2016 Overall 2017 Overall 

 Fluency Adequacy  Fluency Adequacy  
Google 0.413265 0.515306 0.4643 0.586735 0.596939 0.5918 

Microsoft 0.260204 0.336735 0.2985 0.403061 0.479592 0.4413 

Sakhr 0.30102 0.326531 0.3138 0.321429 0.346939 0.3342 

Overall Concordance    0.407313    

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_computing
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Table 4.2 shows the percentage of segments that received the same rating scale by all 

four evaluators.  Based on Landis and Koch measurement of observer data agreement (1997, 

see figure 3.1) the degree of agreement among the four evaluators gives the range that 

moderate and fair. For all the raters, the concordance was higher in 2017 compared with 

2016. However, the increase was much larger for Google Translate and Microsoft compared 

with Sakhr. The agreement between raters was highest for Google Translate in both years. 

Sakhr had a higher concordance than Microsoft in 2016, but this was reversed in 2017. The 

overall concordance between raters was 0.41, indicating moderate agreement between the 

four raters. 

4.1.3 Adequacy and Fluency Score. MEAN and SD 

Table 4.3 Summary of Adequacy and Fluency Score.  

Attribute Platform Mean StDev Min Max 

Adequacy Google 3.6345663 0.5835473 1.0000000 4.0000000 

Fluency Google 3.5440051 0.6315284 1.0000000 4.0000000 

Adequacy Microsoft 3.5446429    0.6572336 1.0000000 4.0000000 

Fluency Microsoft 3.4387755    0.7046760 1.0000000 4.0000000 

Adequacy Sakhr 3.4221939    0.6044441 1.0000000 4.0000000 

Fluency Sakhr 3.3341837    0.6202742 1.0000000 4.0000000 

 

 We now compare the ratings of the three systems for adequacy and fluency. Google 

Translate and Microsoft have similar mean ratings for both adequacy and fluency, and both 

are higher than Sakhr. Google Translate and Sakhr have the smallest standard deviations. 

Microsoft Translator has a rather large standard deviation for fluency.   

4.1.4 Confidence Interval of the Mean Rating 

Table 4.4 shows 95% confidence intervals for mean Adequacy ratings.  

Table 4.4. 95% Confidence Interval of the Mean 

 

Table 4.4 shows that the confidence intervals do not overlap. Based on this 

observation it appears that Google has the highest mean Adequacy rating, followed by 

Microsoft, and Sakhr has the lowest mean rating for Adequacy.  

System Mean StDev N. Segments 95 % Confidence 

Interval 

Google Translate Adequacy 3.6345663        0.5835473 2352 (3.61, 3.66) 

Microsoft  Adequacy             3.5446429    0.6572336 2352 (3.52.357) 

Sakhr Adequacy                    3.4221939    0.6044441 2352 (3.40, 3.45) 
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4.1.5 Statistical Significance  

Statistical significance was taken at the 5% level. As noted previously, the variance 

for the raters are not the same, with Rater 3 having a slightly larger standard deviation (0.69) 

compared with the other three raters (0.61 for Rater 1, 0.60 for Rater 2 and 0.61 for Rater 4). 

Fluency had a significantly higher but small improvement in mean rating (0.082) than 

Adequacy from 2016 to 2017. However, Adequacy had a higher mean rating in both years 

(by 0.14 in 2016 and 0.24 in 2017). Overall compared with the other two platforms, Google 

had a significantly larger improvement between 2016 and 2017 (0.18 more than Microsoft 

and 0.13 more than Sakhr), but the difference in improvement between Microsoft and Sakhr 

was not moderate. Nonetheless, Google had the highest overall mean rating, followed by 

Microsoft and Sakhr had the lowest rating (See 4.3). 

4.2.1 English into Arabic 

4.2.1.1 UN Resolution Text  

4.2.1.1.1 Adequacy  

 

 

Figure 4.1. The UN Adequacy Results 

The above chart illustrates how the three chosen systems have dealt with the 

translation of the United Nations documents into Arabic and to what degree the ST meaning 

is expressed in the TT based on TAUS adequacy scales. The chart here reflects a significant 

performance in the translation of the United Nations resolution into Arabic to provide 

adequate output to the end users. It shows that the highest score for the United Nations output 

is everything, where the meaning of the ST is fully expressed in the TT, while the lowest 

score for the three systems output stands for little, where only fragments of the  ST meaning 
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is apparent and contained in the TT. In 2016, Google Translate outperforms the other three 

systems with 149 outputs with everything score, equalling 88.69% of the whole UN 

resolution, which places it at the first rank. Microsoft Translator followed it with 141 

everything segments, which are equal to 83.93%, which ranks it second and then Sakhr with 

107 everything segments, 63.69%, ranking it third. Moreover, Google Translate continues 

leading the other systems in most score, with 18 as the lowest number, which is equal to 

10.71%, followed by Microsoft Translator with 25 as 14.88%, and 59 which is 35.12% for 

Sakhr. Concerning little, Google Translate again heads the other systems in providing little 

score with 1 segment (0.60%), allowing it to occupy the first rank in 2016. However, 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr share the same result of little score with 2 segments for each 

with 1.19%. On the other hand, the three systems succeed in providing translation free of 

none score, which reflect significant developments, where the three MT systems are at least 

able to convey the general concept in the United Nations text.  

 In 2017, the results show that there is a dramatic change in the performance of the 

three systems. Google Translate rises significantly to reach 95.83% with 161 of everything 

score, where all the meaning of the ST is expressed in the TT. Microsoft Translator improves 

slightly with 142 everything score, which is equal to 84.52%, which keeps it in the second 

rank. Sakhr falls slightly with 3 scales less than 2016 results to be 104, which is equal to 

61.90% of its translation with everything, score. Furthermore, Google Translate goes up 

significantly in most score reaching 7 (4.17%), which keeps it at the first rank, then followed 

by Microsoft Translator with 26 (15.48%), which places it at the second rank, and then Sakhr 

grows considerably in its most score to reach 63 (37.50%) with a 2.40% increase more than 

the 2016 result. More importantly, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator succeed in 

providing translation free of little and none scores in 2017, which reflect the regressive 

research to improve the translation via integrating the NMT approach for English to Arabic 

translation. On the other hand, Sakhr improves moderately in reducing the number of little 

segments to 0.60% instead of 1.19% in 2016, which is considered a significant improvement 

for Sakhr. However, Sakhr still remains steady at the third rank. However, the gap is not 

wide, so the gap could be bridged in the next few years if there are more research conducted 

and increasing the collaboration among the three systems to improve the field of MT.   

4.2.1.1.2 Fluency 
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Figure 4.2. The UN Fluency 

 The above chart shows how the three systems have dealt with the United Nations 

document translation in terms of fluency. The results were classified based on TAUS fluency 

categories. In 2016 Microsoft Translator outperforms the other systems in providing flawless 

translation with 131 segments, which is equal to 77.98%, followed by Google Translate with 

123 segments, equal to 73.21% and then Sakhr with 98 segments, equal to 58.33%. Then 

Sakhr surpasses the other systems in providing the highest rate for good translations with 66 

good segments, equal to 39.29%, followed by Google Translate with 43 equal to 25.60% 

good segments and then Microsoft Translator with 35 segments equal to 20.83%. On the 

other hand, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator share the same percentage of disfluent 

score with 2 segments each, equal to 1.19% and then Sakhr came with 4 disfluent segments, 

equal to 2.38%. More importantly, the three systems have provided translation for the United 

Nations text free of any incomprehensible scores, which is considered a significant step by 

the three systems. 

 In 2017, Google Translate improves substantially in providing the best translation 

with the highest number of flawless scores with 159 segments out of 168, which emphasizes 

the continuous research conducted by Google Translate and the role of NMT to facilitate the 

process of English to Arabic translation. Therefore, Google Translate outperforms the three 

systems in providing the highest number of  flawless scores, which places it to the first rank, 

followed by Microsoft Translators with 140 (83.33%) of flawless scores, which ranks it 

second and then 102 (60.71%) segments for Sakhr for the third rank. Moreover, Google 

Translate also outdoes the other systems with 9 good segments, equal to 5.36%; 27 (16.07%) 
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good segments for Microsoft Translator, and then 65 (38.69%) good segments for Sakhr. In 

addition, Google Translate tops the other systems in providing translation free of disfluent 

segment, which rank it first, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr each with 1 (0.60%) 

disfluent segment. More importantly, the three systems provide translation free of 

incomprehensible segments, which is considered a substantial improvement of MT in this 

language pair for this text type. 

4.2.1.2 WHO domain Text  

4.2.1.2.1 Adequacy 

 

 

Figure 4.3 WHO adequacy 

 The above chart shows the degree of adequacy found in the analysis of the three MT 
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text into Arabic free of any none score, which reflects the capacity of the three systems in 

providing the general gist of the text.  

 In 2017, Google Translate rose substantially in providing the highest number of 

everything score to reach 85 segments, which represents 70.83%. These results show that 

most of the Google Translate’s translations for WHO texts contain all the meaning of the ST 

text, which ranks it first. Microsoft Translator falls slightly with 3 segments less than 2016 

with 56 everything segments, equalling 46.67%. On the other hand, Sakhr also grows 

significantly with 18 everything score more than 2016. It provides 47 everything segments, 

which equals 39.17%. However, it remains stable in the third rank for everything score. In 

most score, Google Translate grows considerably in providing the lowest number of most 

score with 34 segments, which equals 28.33%, which keeps Google Translate in the first 

rank. Microsoft Translator achieves the second lowest number of most score with 55 

segments, which is equal to 45.83%, but it falls slightly in providing 4 most segments more 

segments more than 2016. However, Microsoft Translator remains constant at the second 

rank in providing most score. On the other hand, Sakhr succeeds in reducing the number of 

most score with 5 segments less than 2016 for the favour of everything, giving 70 segments 

(58.33%). This is also considered a remarkable significance to reduce the number of most 

score for the favour of everything score. Furthermore, Google Translate improves 

significantly in providing the lowest number in little score, where the fragments of the ST 

meaning are found in the TT. Google Translate decreases the number of little score, 11 less 

than 2016 to reach 1 segment with 0.83%, which keeps Google Translate ranking first. Sakhr 

too reduces the number of little score significantly with 13 segments less than 2016 to reach 

3, which are equal to 2.50%, which elevates it to ranking second. Microsoft Translator 

reduces the number of little score with 1 segment less than 2016 to reach 9, which equal to 

7.50%, which relegates it to ranking third instead of ranking second in 2016. 
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4.2.1.2.2 Fluency 

 

 

Figure 4.4 WHO fluency results 
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that 65.83% of its translation becomes flawless, free of any grammatical errors. These results 

elevate Google Translate to the first rank instead of the second rank in 2016. Microsoft 

Translator falls slightly with 4 flawless segments less than 2016, which equals 45.83% 

instead of 49.17%, relegating it down to second rank. On the other hand, Sakhr goes up 

considerably with 19 flawless segments more than the 2016 to reach 43 segments equalling 

35.83%. As to good scores, Google Translate rises above the other systems in producing the 

lowest number of good score and reduces the results with 6 segments less than 2016 to hit 40 

in 2017, which equals 33.33%, placing its ranking first. Then, Microsoft Translator increases 

good score with 3 segments more than 2016 to achieve 54 segments, equalling 45.00%. 

However, Microsoft Translator remains constant at a ranking of second. Sakhr reduces good 

score with 9 segments less than 2016 for the favour of flawless to hit 68 segments, which are 

equal to 56.67%. Concerning the disfluent score, Google Translate improves significantly in 

reducing the number of disfluent score with 15 segments less than 2016 to reach 1 segment, 

which equals 0.83%. Moreover, Sakhr grows considerably in decreasing the number of 

disfluent score with 10 segments less than 2016 to reach 9 segments, which equals 7.50%, 

keeping it at the second rank. Then, Microsoft Translator falls slightly in increasing the 

number of disfluent score with 1 segment more than 2016 to reach 11, which equals 9.17%. 

For incomprehensible score, the three systems remain steady in keeping their translations 

free of any incomprehensible segments, which is considered a significant development for 

the three systems since when the output is free of any incomprehensible, the three systems 

may indicate that three systems convey the meaning with at least the lowest adequacy score. 

4.2.1.3 The prophet  

4.2.1.3.1 Adequacy 

 

Figure 4.5. The Prophet’s adequacy 
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 The above chart illustrates the degree of adequacy achieved by the three systems in 

translating “The Prophet” from English into Arabic over two years. It shows that the three 

systems have dealt with “The Prophet” differently over that period of time. In 2016, Google 

Translate achieved the highest number of everything score, where the ST meaning is 

conveyed fully with no more or with no less. Google Translate has rendered 47 segments 

fully, which is equal to 58.75%, placing it first, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr 

with similar results in providing 41 segments each with everything score, which is equal to 

51.25% for each. Similarly, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr had the same number of most 

score with 31 segments, which equalled 38.75%, ranking them both first. Google Translate 

provides 24 segments with most score, equal to 30 %, placing it at the second place. 

Concerning the little score, Microsoft Translator exceeds the other systems with 4 segments 

with a percentage of 5% as the lowest number of little score. Google Translate and Sakhr 

share the same results in having 8 segments with little score, which equal 10%. Regarding 

none score, Sakhr outperforms the other systems in providing translation free of any none 

score, which is considered as significant progress for Sakhr. Then, Google Translate has 1 

segment with none score with a percentage of 1.25%, followed by Microsoft Translator with 

4 none segments, which equals 5%. 

 In 2017, Google Translate falls slightly with 5 segments less than 2016 on the 

everything measure. However, Google Translate is still the best in providing the highest 

number of everything score with 42 segments, which equals 52.50%. On the other hand, 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr share the same results of everything score with 36 segments 

for each, which are equal to 45%. Moreover, Google Translate tops the other systems in 

providing the lowest number of most score with 28 segments, which equals 35% for the 

favour of everything score, placing it ranked first, followed by Microsoft Translator with 34 

segments with 42.50% ranking it second and then Sakhr with 40 segments 50%, which ranks 

it third. Furthermore, Sakhr outperforms the other systems with the lowest number of little 

scores with 4 segments, equal to 5%, placing its ranking first. Then, Google Translate and 

Microsoft share the same results in having 10 little segments for each system, which are equal 

to 12.50%. On the other hand, the three systems grow significantly in providing translation 

free of any none score, which is considered a significant development for the three systems. 
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4.2.3.1.2 Fluency 

  

Figure 4.6. The Prophet’s fluency 
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5 flawless score more than 2016 to reach 36, which is equal to 45%, placing it at the second 

rank. Sakhr reduces the number of  the flawless score 4 segments less than 2016 to reach 36, 

which represents 45% of translation free of any fluency errors. Concerning good score, 

Google Translate achieves the lowest results at good score with 28 segments for the favour of 

flawless segments. In fact, Google Translate remains steady in good score with 28 good 

segments over the two years, which are equal to 35%, keeping it at the first rank. Similarly, 

Microsoft Translator remains constant with 2016 of 34 good segments, keeping it at the 

second rank. On the other hand, Sakhr increases good score with 9 segments more than 2016, 

which represent 50%. However, Sakhr tops the other systems with the lowest number of 

disfluent segments. It has 4 disfluent segments, which are equal to 5%. Then, Microsoft 

Translator falls significantly with 2 segments less than 2016 to reach 9 disfluent segments, 

which represents 11.25%. On the other hand, Google’s performance falls slightly by 

increasing the number of disfluent measures with 2 segments more than 2016 to reach 11 

segments, which are equal to 13.75%, placing it at the third rank. However, Google Translate 

and Sakhr rise significantly in providing translation free of any incomprehensible segments. 

Microsoft Translator drops the percentage of incomprehensible score significantly with 3 

segments less than 2016 to reach 1 segment, which is equal to 1.25%. 

4.2.1.4 The Old Man and the Sea  

4.2.1.4.1 Adequacy 

 

Figure 4.7. The Old Man and the Sea Adequacy 
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differently and thus the results are different. In 2016, Microsoft Translator has obtained the 

highest number of everything score with 32 segments, which are equal to 40%, placing it at 

the first rank, followed by Sakhr with 25 segments, which represents 31.25%, putting it at the 

second rank. Then, Google, which gets the lowest, everything score with 18 segments, 

equalling 22.50%. Concerning most score, Microsoft Translator outperforms the other 

systems in producing the lowest number of most score for the favour of everything score 

with 32 segments, which equals 40%, placing it at the first rank, followed by Sakhr with 44 

segments, equalling 55%, placing it at the second rank and then Sakhr with 48 segments, 

which represents 60%. Its translation is mostly adequate. Regarding the little score, Sakhr 

outperforms the other systems with the minimum number of little score, which are considered 

a significant development for Sakhr. It has 11 segments with little score, which represents 

13.75%, followed by Google Translate with 14 segments, which is equal to 17.50%. Then, 

Microsoft Translator renders the text with 17 little segments, which is equal to 21.25%. More 

importantly, the three systems have provided the translation of The Old Man and the Sea, free 

of any none scores which indicate that the three systems translation could translate The Old 

Man and the Sea in a way that is adequate to the TL.  

 In 2017, Sakhr improves substantially and increases everything score with 9 segments 

more than 2016 to hit 34 segments, representing 42.50%, placing it at the first rank. 

Similarly, Google Translate rises significantly with 13 segments more than 2016 to reach 31 

segments, which represents 38.75%, elevating it to the second rank, followed by Microsoft 

Translator with 17 segments, which equals 21.25%, relegating it down to the third rank in 

comparison to the 2016 results. Moreover, Sakhr achieved the lowest percentage for most 

score for the favour of everything scores with 39 segments, which equals 48.75%, followed 

by Google Translate with 41 most segments with a percentage of 51.25%, placing it at the 

second rank. Then, Microsoft Translator rendered the text with 42 segments, which equals 

52.50% placing it at the third rank. On the other hand, Google Translate improves 

significantly and reduces the little score 9 segments less than 2016. It has 5 little segments, 

which equals 6.25%. Moreover, Sakhr reduces the number of little score with 5 segments less 

than 2016, giving it 7 little segments, which equals 8.75%, placing it at the second rank. On 

the other hand, Microsoft Translator falls slightly with 4 segments more than 2016, which 

relegates it down to third place. It provides translation with 21 segments, which represents 

26.25%. More importantly, the three systems have rendered the text into Arabic free of any 

none score, which indicates a significant development by the three systems. 
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4.2.1.4.2 Fluency 

 

Figure 4.8. The Old Man and the Sea Fluency 
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score substantially with 14 segments to reach 32, which equals 40%, ranking it as the second-

best system. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator remains steady with its 2016 result of 

18 flawless segments, which is equal to 22.50%. Concerning good score, Sakhr reduces the 

number of good score for the favour flawless with 34 segments, which is equal to 42.50%, 

placing it at the first place. Google Translate also reduces the number of good score 5 

segments less than 2016 to reach 41, which represents 51.25%, allowing it to be at the second 

rank. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator increases good score with 10 segments more 

than 2016 to reach 44, which equals 55%, placing it at the third place. On the other hand, 

Google Translate grows substantially and reduces the number of disfluent score by 13 

segments less than 2016 to hit 7, which is equal to 8.75%, allowing Google Translate to 

occupy the first rank. Then, Sakhr improves significantly and decreases the number of 

disfluent score with 5 segments less than 2016 to reach 8 segments, which equals 10%. 

Moreover, Microsoft Translator improves slightly with 3 segments less than 2016, but it still 

has the highest number of disfluent score with 22 segments, equalling 27.50%, which places 

it at the third rank. More significantly, the three systems have succeeded in providing 

translation free of any incomprehensible score, which is considered a significant 

development for the three systems. 

4.2.2 Arabic into English 

4.2.2.1 Arab League 

4.2.2.1.1Adequacy  

 

Figure 4.9. Arabic League Adequacy 
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The above chart illustrates the adequacy degree obtained by the three systems in 

dealing with Arabic texts into English. It shows that the highest percentage over the two years 

goes for everything score, where the ST meaning is expressed fully without any addition or 

omission in the TT. Microsoft Translator exceeds the other systems in providing everything 

score with 89 segments, which represent 63.57% of the texts, allowing it to occupy the first 

rank, followed by Google Translate with 87 segments, which is equal to 62.14%, placing it at 

the second rank. Moreover, Sakhr has rendered 65 segments with everything score, which 

represents 46.43%, placing it at the third rank. Concerning most score, Microsoft Translator 

has the lowest number of most score with 41 segments, which equals 29.29% for the favour 

of everything score, placing it at the first rank. Then, Google Translate provides translation 

with 48 most segments, which equals 34.29%, placing it at the second rank. Sakhr provides 

the highest number of the most score with 66 segments, which represent 47.14%, ranking it 

third. Regarding little score, Google Translate achieved the minimum number of little score 

with 5 segments, which equals 3.57%, placing it at the first rank. Microsoft Translator has 7 

segments of little score, which equals 5%, placing it at the second rank. On the other hand, 

Sakhr has the highest number of little score with 9 segments, which equals 6.43%, placing it 

third rank. More importantly, Google Translate and Sakhr provided the Arab League text into 

English free of any none score, which is considered a significant development for the two 

systems. However, Microsoft Translator has 3 segments with none score, which represents 

2.14%. 

 In 2017, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator provide a similar number of 

adequacy results with 125 everything score, which each equalling 89.29%. This percentage 

shows that the two systems have advanced substantially to provide such a result through the 

introduction of NMT and the use of bilingual corpora. On the other hand, Sakhr improves 

significantly with increasing the number of everything score with 20 segments more than 

2016, which gives it 85 segments, equalling 60.71%. Concerning most score, Microsoft 

Translator advances considerably and reduces the number of most score 32 segments less 

than 2016 to reach 9, which represents 6.43%. Google Translate also grows substantially and 

decreases its most score with 35 segments less than 2016 to reach 13, which represents 

9.29%. Similarly, Sakhr improves considerably and drops the most score 20 segments less 

than 2016 to hit 46, which equals 32.86%. On the other hand, Google Translate grows 

moderately and decreases the little score with 3 segments less than 2016 to reach 2 segments, 

which equals 1.43%, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr with 9 segments for each of 
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them, representing 6.43% each. More importantly, the three systems improve substantially in 

providing the Arab League text from Arabic into English free of any none score, which 

indicates that the three systems could translate Arabic texts at the level of none score, where 

some of the meaning is conveyed in the TT. 

4.2.2.1.2 Fluency 

  

Figure 4.10. Arab League Fluency 

The above chart illustrates the degree of fluency of the three chosen systems in 

rendering Arabic segments into English. It shows that the highest number of fluency scores 

goes for the flawless score; the lowest fluency score goes for incomprehensible. In 2016, 

Microsoft Translator achieved the highest number of flawless score with 70 segments, which 

is equal to 50.00%, placing it at the first rank. Then, Google Translate and Sakhr share the 

same percentage of flawless score with 68 segments, representing 48.57%, which occupies 

the second rank. Concerning the good score, Microsoft Translator provides the lowest 

number of good score with 59 segments, which is equal to 42.14%, classing it at the first 

rank, followed by Google Translate with 60 good segments, which represents 42.86% and 

then Sakhr with 68 good segments, equalling to 48.57%. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator outperforms the other systems in providing the lowest number of disfluent score 

with 8 segments, which are equal to 5.71%, followed by Google Translate with 12 segments 
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with 8.57% and then Sakhr with the highest number of disfluent score with 19 segments, 

which represents 13.57%. More importantly, Google Translate and Sakhr provide translation 

of Arab text free of any incomprehensible segments. However, Microsoft Translator has 3 

incomprehensible segments, which are equal to 2.14%. 

 In 2017, Google Translate grows substantially and outperforms the other systems. It 

increases its flawless score with 55 segments more than 2016 to reach 123, which represents 

87.86%, placing Google Translate in the first place. Then, Microsoft Translator also goes up 

significantly with 43 flawless segments more than 2016 to reach 113, which equals 80.71% 

and then Sakhr with 15 flawless segments more than 2016 to reach 68 segments, which 

represents 48.57%. Furthermore, Google Translate improves significantly and decreases the 

number of good score segments for the favour of flawless score to reach 12, which represents 

8.57%. Microsoft Translator also succeeds significantly in reducing the number of good score 

for the favour of flawless score with 36 segments less than 2106 to reach 23 segments, 

representing 16.43%. Sakhr grows moderately with 6 segments less than 2016 to hit 62, up to 

44.29%. Concerning disfluent score, the three systems succeed in reducing the number of 

disfluent segments significantly. However, Microsoft Translator outperforms the other 

systems in providing the lowest number of disfluent score with 4 segments, which are equal 

to 2.86%, followed by Google Translate with 5 segments with 3.57% and then Sakhr with 10 

segments 7.14%. More significantly, the three systems have improved their performance 

substantially in providing translation free of any incomprehensible segments, which is 

considered a significant development advance for the three systems. 
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4.2.2.2 Petra News Agency Reports 

4.2.2.2.1 Adequacy  

 

Figure 4.11. Petra News Agency Adequacy 

The above chart shows the degree of adequacy obtained by the three systems in 

providing journalistic texts from Arabic into English. In 2016, Google Translate outperforms 

the other systems providing 110 segments with everything score, which is equal to 76.39%, 

followed by Microsoft Translator with 109 segments, up to 75.69% virtually the same as 

Google. Sakhr provides the lowest everything score with 69 segments, equalling 47.92%. On 

the other hand, Microsoft Translator provides the lowest number of most score in favour of 

everything score with 30 segments, which represents 20.83%, ranking it first, followed by 

Google Translate with 31 segments, equalling 21.53% and then Sakhr with 69 segments, 

equal to 47.92%. Concerning little score, Google Translate outperforms the other systems in 

providing the lowest number of little score with 3 segments, up to 2.08%, placing it at the 

first rank, followed by Microsoft Translator with 5 segments, up to 3.47% and then Sakhr 

with 6 segments, representing 4.17%. More importantly, the three systems provided 

journalistic translation free of any none score. 

 In 2017, Google Translate tops the other systems in providing the highest number of 

everything score. It increases everything score with 14 segments more than 2016, reaching 

124 segments, which represents 86.11%. However, Microsoft Translator falls slightly with 9 

segments less than 2016 to reach 100, down to 69.44%, but it is still at the second rank. Sakhr 

grows significantly with 15 segments more than 2016 to reach 84 segments, representing 

58.33%. Concerning most score, Google Translate also provides the lowest number of most 
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score in favour of everything score with 20 segments, which equals 13.89%. Microsoft 

Translator increases most score with 7 segments more than 2016 to reach 37, which 

represents 25.69%. Furthermore, Sakhr decreases most score 12 segments to the lower 

performance score of everything score to reach 57, equalling 39.58%. These results are 

considered significant developments for the three systems. Regarding little score, Google 

Translate succeeds in providing translation free of any little score segments. On the other 

hand, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr share a similar number of little score with 7 segments 

for each, which are equal to 4.86%. More importantly, the three systems provide translation 

of journalistic texts, free of any none segments, which indicate that the three systems at least 

convey the general gist of the text. 

4.2.2. 2.1 Fluency 

 

Figure 4.12. Petra News Agency Fluency 

The chart illustrates the degree of fluency obtained by the three systems while 

rendering Arabic journalistic texts into English. The highest fluency score goes to flawless 

score, while the lowest score goes to disfluent score, where the output is very poorly text and 

difficult to understand. In 2016, Microsoft Translator tops the other systems in providing the 

highest number of flawless score with 84 segments, which represents 60% of the text, 

followed by Google Translate with 74 flawless segments, equalling 52.86% and then Sakhr 

with 43 segments to equal 29.86%. Concerning good score, Microsoft Translator also 

provides the lowest number of good score for the favour of flawless score with 46 segments 

to equal 32.86%, which ranks it first, followed by Google Translate with 58 segments, 

equalling 40.28% and then Sakhr with 88 segments, representing 61.11%. On the other hand, 
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Google Translate and Sakhr share the same results of disfluent score with 12 segments, 

which equals 8.33%. Microsoft Translator has 14 segments, equal to 10%. More importantly, 

the three systems succeed in providing translation free of any incomprehensible segments, 

which indicates fluent translation for the three systems  

 In 2017, Google Translate outperforms the other systems and grows substantially in 

flawless score with 49 segments more than 2016 to reach 123 segments, representing 

85.42%. Moreover, Microsoft Translator increases the number of flawless score slightly with 

1 more than 2016 to 85, which represents 59.03%. On the other hand, Sakhr grows 

considerably with 15 segments more than 2016 to reach 58, which is equal to 40.28%. 

Concerning good score, Google Translate outperforms the other systems in providing the 

lowest number of good score for the favour of flawless with 21 segments, which equals 

14.58%. Moreover, Microsoft Translator grows moderately and decreases the number of 

good score for the favour of flawless to reach 44 segments, which equals 30.56%. Moreover, 

Sakhr also decreases the number of good score for the favour flawless to reach 78 with a 

percentage of 54.17%. Regarding disfluent score, Google Translate succeeds in providing 

translation free of any disfluent segments, which is considered a significant development for 

the system. Sakhr decreases the number of disfluent score with 4 segments less than 2016 to 

reach 8, giving 5.56%. However, Microsoft Translator increases disfluent score with 1 

segment more than 2016 to reach 15, which is equal to 10.42%. More significantly, the three 

systems improve substantially and provide translation free of any incomprehensible score, 

which indicates significant improvements for the three systems. 
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4.3 Three systems performance based on TAUS Adequacy and Fluency based on their Mean.  

4.3.1 The performance of three systems in terms of adequacy over the 2016 and 2017.  

 

Figure 4.13 Adequacy Performance over time 2016 and 2017 

 The above figure illustrates the mean Adequacy ratings of the three systems over 

time. Sakhr starts off lowest in 2016, and while showing some improvement is still the lowest 

in 2017. Google Translate and Microsoft have similar mean Adequacy ratings in 2016, and 

while they both improve, Google Translate improves much more than Microsoft Translator. 
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4.3.2. Fluency Performance of the three systems’ over the time 

 

Figure 4.14 Fluency Performance of the three systems 2016 and 2017 

 The above figure shows the performance and the improvement of the three systems in 

terms of fluency in 2016 and 2017. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator share the same 

rating mean in 2016. Both of them improved in 2017, but Google Translate rose sharply, 

while Microsoft substantially improved. On the other hand, Sakhr starts with the lowest in 

2016, and showing gradual improvement in 2017, but it remains the lowest in 2017.  

 The current chapter tackled the capacity of the three systems using TAUS adequacy 

and fluency. The adequacy and fluency scales presented an overall view, but more depth 

analysis is required to shed light on the main errors committed by the three systems. 

Therefore, such analysis is conducted in terms of error analysis  at whole text level  as 

presented in Chapter 5 and then collocation analysis as a special case of error analysis as 

presented in chapter 6.  
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5. Chapter Five: Error Analysis for English<>Arabic 

Translation 

 The holistic evaluation described in Chapter 4 provided feedback about the translation 

quality at segment level, on two important aspects of translation adequacy and fluency. 

However, this type of evaluation does not highlight the specific errors in translation, and the 

main causes of such errors. Therefore, the current chapter looks into the specific errors 

committed by the three systems under study at the whole text translation in the light of Costa 

et al.’s (2015) framework of error analysis in terms of orthography, lexis, grammar and 

semantics.  

5.1 Introduction 
 Error analysis (EA) is the process of determining errors and its causes and effects of 

such errors on the intelligibility, accuracy and fluency factors in translation. EA is central in 

MTE to highlight the capacity of MT systems. Firstly, orthographic errors involve 

punctuation marks, spelling, and capitalisation. Secondly, lexis errors include mistranslated, 

untranslated, added and omitted words. Thirdly, grammatical errors cover subject-verb 

agreement, prepositions, pronouns and articles. Lastly, semantic errors comprise wrong 

choices and confusion of senses. The errors are presented here in tables together with some 

significant examples, followed by explanations and the systems’ rankings in dealing with 

each specific part of speech (See 3.4.2). Moroever, back translation has been used when 

relevant for English into Arabic translation to identify any errors, ambiguities or confusions 

that may arise from language differences and to ensure the accurate depiction of ST in the 

TL. The back translation has been extracted from the referenced translation for the selected 

domain texts. Since referenced translations are not free of errors, at times a new, more 

accurate or more fluent translation by the researcher is offered in consultation with native 

speakers. The chapter’s analysis is divided into two main sections: Evaluation of Arabic into 

English Translation (5.2) and Evaluation of English into Arabic Translation (5.3). 

5.2 Evaluation of Arabic into English Translation 

5.2.1 Orthographic Errors 

 Orthography is defined as “A set of symbols and marks which are used to clarify 

meaning in the text by separating strings of words into clauses, phrases and sentences” 

(Wiktionary, 2018). The orthographic errors are considered minor errors and thus they carry 

1 error weight (see 3.4.2). The orthography in this research shows how the three systems have 

applied TL orthographic rules in translation.   
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5.2.1.1 Capitalisation Errors 

 The following example shows how the three systems have dealt with the capitalisation 

rules of English while rendering Arabic texts into English.  

Example 1 (Petra News, 2016):  

ST:                             استقبل خادم الحرمين الشريفين الملك سلمان بن عبدالعزيز-)بترا( االول كانون-26الرياض    

 فيالديوان الملكي بالرياض صباح اليوم االثنين، نائب رئيس الوزراء وزير الخارجية وشؤون المغتربين ناصر جودة. 

Google: Riyadh , Dec. 26 (Petra) -astqubl Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Salman 

bin Abdul-Aziz , the royal court in Riyadh on Monday morning, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Foreign Affairs and affairs of expatriates Nasser Judeh.  

Microsoft Translator: Riyadh, December 26 (PETRA)-custodian greeted Salman bin 

Abdul-Aziz at the Royal Court in Riyadh Monday morning, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Nasser Expat quality.  

Sakhr: Riyadh 26 December ( an amputation ) - Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King 

Salman Ben Abdel Aziz in the royal court in Riyadh today Monday in the morning received, 

the Deputy Prime Minister the Foreign Minister and the expatriates affairs Nasser Joudeh.  

The above example describes the visit of Jordan’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Naser 

Joudeh, to Saudi Arabia. The text indicates that King of Saudi Arabia received Joudeh in the 

‘Royal Court’ الديوان الملكي   of Saudi Arabia. The example sheds light on how the three systems 

translated and whether they applied capitalisation rules or not in their translation. The above 

translation demonstrates that Microsoft Translator surpasses other systems by applying the 

capitalisation conventions of English in its translation. Moreover, Google Translate and 

Sakhr translated ‘Royal Court’  الديوان الملكي  well into English, but they did not apply the 

capitalisation rule to “capitalise the complete, official names of people, places, institutions, 

associations, conferences, and offices” (DurhamTech.edu, 2018).  

The table below lists all capitalisation errors in the two domain texts, Arab League 

Resolution and Petra News Agency, when translated into English. It was expected that the 

two English texts should have 312 capitalised words. The table below 5.1 lists the number of 

errors committed by each system and their result percentage concerning the number of words 

in both Arabic texts. Therefore, Google Translate ranked as the best system for producing 

English translation with the lowest number of errors in 2016 and sharing the first rank with 

Microsoft Translator in 2017. Even though, Microsoft Translator achieved significant 
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progress in reducing the number of capitalisation errors in 2016 to 4 errors in 2017, which 

can be considered a significant performance. On the other hand, Sakhr obtained the second 

rank in 2016 and achieved a remarkable reduction in the number of errors in 2016 to in 2017, 

but nevertheless remained steady in its ranks as the second system. 

Table 5.1. Capitalisation Errors 

MT 

System 

2016 2017 

Arab 

League 

Petra 

News 

Sum Error 

Weight 

Arab 

League 

Petra 

News 

Sum Error 

Weight 

Google 

Translate 

14 0 14 

0.97% 

6 2 8 

0.68% 

Microsoft 

Translator 

23 4 27 

1.88% 

8 4 12 

0.68% 

Sakhr 13 2 15 

1.05% 

6 2 8 0.88% 

 

 

5.2.1.2 Punctuation Errors  

 English and Arabic have a set of punctuation marks that are used depending on the 

context to complete the text and clarify the meaning. The punctuation rules are different since 

they are context-based rules. In Arabic, punctuation is less systematised than English because 

Arabic depends on Tashkil rules, as suggested by Hervey and Dickens (2016, p. 161). The 

following example shows how the three systems have dealt with punctuation in their 

translation from Arabic to English. 

Example 2, (Arab League, 2016): 

ST:      بتاريخ 2011/12/19, والذي تضمن تشكيل البعثة من الخبراء المدنيين والعسكريين العرب من مرشحي الدول

  ,اليفادها الى اراضي الجمهورية العربية السورية ,والمنظمات العربية غير الحكومية المعنية بحقوق االنسان

Google:  on 19/12/2011, which included the formation of the mission of civilian and military 

experts Arabs from the candidates of the countries and organizations of Arab non -

 governmental organizations concerned with human rights, for sending to the territory of 

the Syrian Arab Republic,  
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Microsoft Translator: on 19/12/2011 which included a mission of civilian and military 

experts from Arab States and non-governmental organizations in Arabic on the human rights 

of the Syrian Arabic Republic,  

Sakhr: on 19 / 12 / 2011, that the creation of the delegation included from the civil and 

military experts the Arabs from the candidates of countries and Arab organizations not 

government and concerned with the human rights to send it to Syrian Arab Republic lands,  

 This example shows how the three systems have dealt with punctuation rules from 

Arabic into English. The source text has three commas. In the first case, the three systems 

committed a similar mistake in providing commas at the end of the extract similar to Arabic 

since commas in Arabic function as full stops. In fact, this example shows that MT systems 

could simply reproduce the ST punctuation marks, where they appear and are incapable of 

applying the TL rules due to language differences. Grammarly (2019) states that it is a “good 

style to use comma with an introductory follow introductory dependent clauses containing 

dates with a comma. This is true whether the date given denotes a century, a year, a month, or 

even a day”. Google Translate and Sakhr provide a comma after the date of the year, while 

Microsoft Translator misses the comma after the date.  

 Table 5.2 indicates that the three systems committed errors when dealing with 

commas and full stops since the two languages have different rules, where commas and full 

stops both serve as the ending point for an Arabic sentence, while in English they function 

differently. This indicates that MT is still incapable of overcoming the differences between 

distant languages. Moreover, as mentioned above all three MT systems reproduce the ST 

punctuation marks where they appear. In 2016, Google Translate outperformed the other 

systems and ranked as the best system, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. In 2017, 

the three systems reduced their errors substantially. Microsoft Translator occupied the lowest 

percentage of comma errors with 1.71%, followed by Sakhr for the second rank with 1.77% 

and then Google in the third rank with 2.17%. On the other hand, the three systems produced 

translations from Arabic into English free of errors with colons, semicolons, hyphens, and 

quotation marks, which is considered a significant development for the three systems in 

applying the TL punctuation rules in their translations.
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 Table 5.2. Punctuation Errors 
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Arabic 

into 

English 

Arab 6 - - 11 - - 3 - - 4 - - 5 - - 4 - - 5 - - 2 - - 5 - - 1 - - 4 - - 1 - - 

Petra 5 - - 6 - - 10 - - 7 - - 8 - - 4 - - 1 - - 5 - - 4 - - 7 - - 5 - - 7 - - 

English 

into 

Arabic 

UN 11 2 - 1 2 - 12 1 - - 3 1 11 1 - - 4 - 13 2 - - 2 - 9 1 - 2 4 - 11 1   4  

WHO 15 - 3 - - - 19 - 2 - - - 19 - 2 - - - 28 - 1 - - - 12 - - 1 4 - 15 - 3 - - - 

The 

Prophet 
18 5 - 1 4 2 18 3 11 - - 1 17 3 8 2 - 3 27 4 - 1 - - 18 3 11 - - 1 17 3 8 2 - 3 

The 

OldMan 

and The 

Sea 

26 - - 2 1 1 16 - - 5 1 - 28 - 1 - 1 4 24 - 1 8 1 - 29 - 1 9 1 - 28 - 1 - 1 4 

Overall 

Results of 

Both 

Directions 

SUM 81 7 3 21 7 3 78 4 13 16 4 2 88 4 11 10 5 7 98 6 2 16 3 0 77 4 12 20 9 1 80 4 12 10 5 7 

PCT 1.8 0.16 0.7 0.47 0.16 0.7 1.7 0.9 0.29 0.35 0.9 0.4 1.95 0.9 0.24 0.22 0.11 0.16 2.17 0.13 0. 4 0.35 0.7 0.0 1.71 0.9 0.27 0.44 0.20 0.2 1.77 0.9 0.27 0.22 0.11 0.16 
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5.2.1.3 Numbers and Months Errors 

Modern Standard Arabic has a set of Arabic numerals that are described as Arabic-

Indic numerals as shown in Figure 5.1 below. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Arabic Numerals (Marcovici, 2014) 

In Arabic to English translation, the amount of numbers found in the Arabic text is 29 

in Arab League, 4 numbers and 3 names of months in Petra News. The three systems 

succeeded in being free of errors when dealing with the both Arabic cardinal and ordinal 

numbers, and month names successfully from Arabic texts into English. Such numbers and 

month names have already set equivalents by the systems designers, which allow MT systems 

easily identify the Arabic numbers and convert them into Western numbers.    

5.2.2. Lexis errors 

 Studying lexical errors of MT is significant since they affect the quality of MT 

outputs in terms of accuracy and intelligibility of the texts, this being the main criterion to 

decide the acceptability of a translation. Therefore, the analysis of MT output looks for 

perfect correspondence produced by MT that contextually matches the ST. Broadly speaking, 

studies conducted on lexical errors found in MT output are scarce, hence the importance and 

originality of the next section. The study of lexical errors identifies the errors occurring at the 

word level, as omitted, untranslated, additional and mistranslated words. 

5.2.2.1. Omission Errors  

An omission is the deletion of an item that should appear in a well-formed and 

meaningful sentence. The omission of content words - nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs -  

and function words – articles, auxiliaries, preposition, pronouns and conjunctions- inhibits the 

text’s accuracy and fluency since such words have referential meaning, and therefore they are 

essential for texts comprehension and so in translation too. Khanmohammad and Aminzad. 

(2015, p. 10) add that 
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The deformation of the original in translation is mainly attained by additions and omissions, whether 

allowing to appear intentionally for certain reasons, or rising inevitably from untranslatability and even 

sometimes resulting from the translator’s understanding and interpretation of the text.  

Despite the fact that omission errors are critical in translation, they have been 

neglected in translation studies. Dimitriu (2004, p. 163) emphasized, “Many recent 

dictionaries of translation studies do not have any particular entry for the term ‘omission”. 

The present study concurs with Dimitriu (2004) that omission analysis is neglected in MT 

studies. However, omission is sometimes required to avoid redundancy and awkwardness as 

suggested by Nida (1964b, p. 228). Moreover, it is also the result of a kind of cultural clash, 

since what is acceptable in one culture may not be acceptable in the other culture. As the 

main goal of translation is to render the ST in the perfect correspondence to TT, omission 

error was not considered an error unless it affects the accuracy, fluency and intelligibility of 

the text. Errors were identified through the analysis of the MT output. Omission errors are 

considered major errors, and thus each error is multiplied (See 3.4.2). However, some 

omissions were disregarded since they are redundant and do not inhibit the intelligibility and 

the accuracy. The study has found that the main omission errors committed by the three 

systems under study are of content and function words, and in both directions Arabic into 

English and English into Arabic as shown below in table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3 Omission 
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Arabic 
into 

English 

Arab 3 1 0 1 5 2 2 12 0 1 5 3 3 1 0 0 2 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 

Petra 6 10 0 2 3 3 2 11 0 5 5 3 4 3 0 1 3 2 3 1 1 0 1 1 5 6 0 5 5 6 3 1 0 2 2 2 

English 
into 

Arabic 

WHO 3 6 0 9 1 9 0 4 0 6 2 12 0 1 0 9 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 6 1 5 0 5 1 7 

UN 3 2 1 1 0 4 2 0 0 1 4 8 2 6 2 3 2 13 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 2 10 1 3 0 4 0 7 

The Old 
Man and 
The Sea 

1 0 0 7 1 17 0 1 0 2 2 7 1 1 0 2 0 14 0 1 2 2 0 4 1 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 

The 
Prophet 

0 0 0 3 1 7 1 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 4 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Overall 
Results 

SUM 16 19 1 23 11 42 7 28 0 17 21 35 10 12 2 17 8 39 6 4 3 4 1 7 12 10 3 17 12 26 7 11 0 15 3 21 

Error Weight 32 38 2 23 22 42 14 56 0 17 42 35 20 24 4 17 16 39 12 8 6 4 2 7 24 20 6 17 24 26 14 22 0 15 6 21 

 
PCT .71 .84 .4 .51 .49 .93 .31 1.24 0 .38 .93 .78 .44 .35 .09 .38 .35 .86 0.27 .18 .13 0.09 0.04 0.16 0.35 0.44 0.13 .38 .35 .58 .31 .49 0 .33 .13 .47 
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Example 3, (Petra News Reports, 2017): 

ST:       وقال وزير الدولة لشؤون االعالم الناطق الرسمي باسم الحكومة الدكتور محمد المومني ان هذا العمل الدنيء

العصابة االرهابية. يكشف من جديد السلوك الهمجي والالانساني والوحشي لهذه  

Google: The Minister of State for Information Affairs, the official spokesman for the 

government, Dr. Mohammed Momani, said that this despicable act reveals once again the 

barbaric, inhuman and brutal behaviour of this terrorist gang.  

Microsoft Translator: Minister of State for information Affairs Government spokesman Dr 

Mohamed Moumni^this despicable action reveals the barbaric and inhuman behaviour again 

and this brutal terrorist gang.  

Sakhr: And said the Minister of State for Public Information spokesman of government 

doctor Mohamed Al-Momni that this mean work reveals again the savage barbaric and 

human behavior to this terrorist gang. 

The above example shows that the source text has the verb قال ‘said’, which has been 

translated adequately by Google Translate and Sakhr, while Microsoft Translator has omitted 

the verb.  The omission in this example shows that that the verb omission inhibits the 

intelligibility and accuracy in the translation. It is noticed that in Sakhr translation is the 

reproduction of the ST syntax in its translation.  

 Table 5.3 shows that the three MT systems achieved outstanding results in providing 

translation for the selected domain texts with a minimum rate of omitted verbs over the two 

years. In 2016, Microsoft Translator ranked as the best MT system, followed by Sakhr, which 

was placed in the second system, while Google Translate is ranked as the third system. 

Noticeably, 2017 witnessed a significant improvement in reducing the number of omitted 

verbs as compared to 2016. Sakhr achieved the lowest number of errors, placing it as the best 

system in 2017. Google Translate occupied the second rank in providing the lowest amount 

of errors with an apparent reduction rate of errors.  

 Furthermore, Table 5.3 shows that the three systems acheived the lowest number of 

omission errors of adjectives and nouns. However, there is some variation between their 

results over the two years. In 2016, Sakhr achieved the lowest number of omission errors, 

placing it as the first system followed by Google and then Microsoft Translator. On the other 

hand, there is a dramatic shift in the ranks of the systems, where Google Translate makes a 

significant reduction in the number of errors in 2017, placing it as the best system. Regarding 
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Sakhr, it drops the number of errors in 2017, but is relegated down to second place. Microsoft 

Translator also drops its errors, but it remains steady at the third rank in providing MT output 

with the lowest error rate. The unstable results indicate how much work the three companies 

are doing to improve their outputs. 

Example, 4 (Petra News Reports, 2016): 

ST:                                                     تلفة ذات مؤكدا سموه ضرورة تعزيز التعاون مع المؤسسات والجمعيات المخ

      العالقة لتحقيق أهداف المؤسسة

Google: confirming his ^the need to strengthen cooperation with various institutions and 

associations related to achieving the objectives of the institution  

Microsoft Translator: emphasizing his ^need to strengthen cooperation with relevant 

institutions and various associations to achieve goals^  

Sakhr: confirming its Highness of necessity the consolidation of the cooperation with the 

enterprises and the different societies with the relation to achieve the enterprise targets.  

 The above extract shows that the three systems have translated the extract differently 

and thus each output has different errors. It is clear that Google Translate and Microsoft 

Translator omitted the noun ‘highness’ سموه as a reference for the title that is given to a 

member of a royal family. Sakhr outperformed the other systems in providing a good 

translation for the noun ‘highness’ سمو. In this context, Google Translate and Microsoft 

Translator rendered the pronoun well, ‘his’ in reference to a crown prince, while Sakhr 

mistranslated the pronoun ‘his’( ه)  and translated it into ‘its’, which may only be used to refer 

to  inanimate entities. On the other hand, Google Translate and Sakhr translated the noun 

‘institution/enterprise’  الموسسةwell in Arabic, while Microsoft Translator omitted the noun 

‘institution/enterprise’.  In this manner, Sakhr achieved the best result in rendering Arabic 

nouns into English, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. This example 

concludes that the omission of nouns inhibits the intelligibility and confuses the readers. The 

following example elucidates how the chosen systems have dealt with Arabic pronoun 

translation into English. 

Example 5, (Petra News Reports, 2017):  

ST:      وعبر عن ادانته واستنكاره للحادث االرهابي الجبان الذي وقع في الكرك مؤخراً معبرا عن تعازيه لجاللة الملك

 والشعب االردني وذوي الشهداء.
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Google:   He expressed his conviction and condemnation of the cowardly terrorist incident, 

which occurred in Karak recently ^expressed his condolences to His Majesty the King and 

the Jordanian people and the families of the martyrs.  

Microsoft Translator: And ^ expressed his condemnation and indignation the cowardly 

terrorist incident which occurred in Karak recently ^expressed his condolences to his Majesty 

the King and the Jordanian people and martyrs.  

Sakhr:   He expressed its condemnation and its condemnation of the coward terrorist 

accident that fell in Krk recently expressing its condolences to the His Majesty King and the 

Jordanian people and with the martyrs. 

 The extract tells what the King of Saudi Arabia told the Foreign Minister of Jordan 

during his visit to Saudi Arabia regarding the terrorist attacks in Jordan in 2016. The above 

example consists of two main types of pronouns: personal pronouns and possessive pronouns. 

Personal pronouns always refer to humans. The Arabic pronoun ‘he’ ه in the context is 

attached to the noun and the first ‘he’ هو is implicit and easily understandable from the text 

that is related to the main subject of the extract. The first pronoun ‘he’ هو refers to the king of 

Saudi Arabia. Sakhr translates the personal pronouns well, but it made two mistranslations in 

rendering the pronoun attached to the noun ‘his condolence’ دانته  & تعازيه‘ his condemnation’, 

where the pronoun  ه ‘he’ refers to the King so the possessive pronoun should be ‘his’ instead 

of ‘its’, while Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have translated the possessive 

pronouns properly. However, Sakhr translated the personal pronoun correctly. Google 

Translate rendered one personal pronoun and omitted the second one, Microsoft Translator 

omitted both personal pronouns ‘he’ as the reference to the king of Saudi Arabia before the 

verb. On the other hand, Sakhr omitted the noun (familiesذوي/) in their translation. There is 

another noun omission error, which is committed by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator,  ذوي

‘families’ with the noun  الشهداء‘martyrs.’ The omission of ذوي makes the text unintelligible 

since it distorts the addressee, where the ST indicates the families of the martyrs, while Sakhr 

and Microsoft Translator made the addressee the ‘martyrs’ themselves. 

Table 5.3 shows that Sakhr achieved the best results in pronoun translation followed 

by Google Translate. Microsoft Translator had the highest percentage of pronoun omissions. 

However, 2017 witnessed a reduction in the number of pronoun omission errors, which 

placed Google Translate followed by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator remained stable in its 

third rank similar to 2016, whilst reducing the number of errors. It is found that the omission 
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of pronouns leads to distorting the meaning and hindering the intelligibility if the omitted part 

is essential to convey the meaning in TL.  

  According to table 5.3, the three systems have dealt with the omission of Arabic 

articles into English with the lowest number of omission errors. In 2016, Sakhr achieved the 

minimum results, which ranks it as the first systems, followed by Google Translate in the 

second rank and the third rank for Microsoft Translation. However, in 2017, Google 

Translate surpassed the other systems with free omission errors, followed by Sakhr relegating 

down to the second rank and then Microsoft Translator in the third rank. Likewise, Google 

Translate achieved the best results in rendering Arabic prepositions into English, occupying 

the first rank, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator over the two years of testing.  

5.2.2.2. Addition Errors 

 The previous section discussed the absence of items that should appear in a well-

formed combination to create fluency and intelligibility of the text. The present section, in 

contrast, discusses the addition of items that should not appear in a sentence, which is to say, 

those unnecessary words that may impact the accuracy without inhibiting the intelligibility of 

the translated text. The AUSIT Code of Ethics (2012) indicates that to do an accurate 

translation is to render a text “without distortion or omission and preserving the content and 

intent of the source message or text”. Additions should be avoided to preserve the meaningful 

reticence of ST. It is essential to preserve ST concepts unless addition is used to add clarity, 

which is often the case between distant languages such as English and Arabic. To avoid a 

possible loss, a translator may say more than the ST. Therefore, translators should use their 

common sense to make judgements since additions are not considered errors unless they 

affect and inhibit the accuracy and fluency of the text. The unnecessary addition of verbs, 

nouns, adjectives and pronouns is classified as a major error, and thus its value is multiplied 

(see 3.4.2), while the addition of prepositions is considered a minor error with one point each.  

Significantly, it is found that addition errors may impact the accuracy at the three systems 

succeeded in providing English<>Arabic translation over the two years free of any additional 

adverb. This is either due to inbuilt ability to avoid any additive adverbs or because they have 

been trained well to deal with adverbs. Therefore, the Table 5.4 does not need to include 

adverbs. By contrast, there are three parts of speech affected by addition: verbs, adjectives 

and pronouns. 
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 Table. 5.4  Addition Errors 
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Arabic 

into 

English 

Arab 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 9 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Petra 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 7 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 6 

English 

into 

Arabic 

WHO 2 2 1 1 8 4 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 3 1 1 2 

UN 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 

The Old 

Man and 

The Sea 

1 0 0 2 1 0 3 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 

The 

Prophet 

1 2 1 6 2 3 5 0 3 1 5 0 3 0 0 0 1 3 

Overall 

Results of 

Both 

Directions  

SUM 

 

6 6 2 12 14 9 11 13 21 2 10 3 5 4 7 5 3 12 

Error 

Weight 

12 12 4 24 28 18 22 26 42 4 20 6 10 8 14 10 6 24 
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The results indicate that Google Translate achieves the lowest number of additive 

verbs in 2016, followed by Sakhr, in second position, with Microsoft Translator third. It is 

very noticeable in 2017 that the three systems achieved a considerable reduction in the 

number of errors. In 2017, Google Translate achieves the lowest number of errors, which is 

considered a significant improvement, and which allowed Google Translate to be the top 

system with regards to avoidance of unnecessary additions. In the same manner, Microsoft 

Translator and Sakhr have been reducing their number of errors evenly. Thus, both systems 

share the second rank. On the other hand, Sakhr achieved the best translation for Arabic texts 

translation into English in 2016, followed by Microsoft Translator and Google Translate. 

However, Sakhr was relegated down to the second place, which allowed Google Translate 

and Microsoft Translator to be in the first place ex-aequo in Arabic to English in 2017.  The 

following example shows how the three systems have dealt with Arabic texts into English.  

Example 6, (Petra News, 2017):  

ST:     وشدد سمو ولي العهد، خالل لقائه امس األربعاء رئيس وأعضاء مجلس أمناء مؤسسة ولي العهد، على أهمية التركيز

مية روح العمل الجماعي والتطوعي والمواطنة الفاعلة على بناء الشخصية اإليجابية للشباب األردني عبر تعزيز قيم االنتماء وتن

  لديهم.

  Google: stressed His Highness the Crown Prince, during the Met on Wednesday with the 

Chairman and members of the Crown Prince's Board of Trustees on the importance of 

focusing on building the positive personality of the Jordanian youth by promoting the values 

of belonging and developing the spirit of teamwork, volunteering and active citizenship . 

Microsoft Translator: stressed his Highness the Crown Prince, during a meeting on 

Wednesday The President and members of the Board of Trustees of the Crown, the 

importance of focusing on building positive character for Jordanian youth by promoting the 

values of belonging and develop teamwork and volunteerism and active citizenship have+. 

Sakhr: The Crown Prince Highness stressed, during his meeting yesterday Wednesday a 

president and the council members of the secretaries of the Crown Prince enterprise, on the 

importance of the concentration on building the positive character to the Jordanian young 

men through the consolidation of the belonging values and development of the life of the 

voluntary and teamwork and the effective citizen at them+. 

 The above extract indicates that the three systems committed more than one error, 

such as omission, word order (to be explained later in 5.2.3.1), wrong choice and addition 
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errors. In this regard, Google Translate and Sakhr were free of any additive errors and ranked 

first, while Microsoft Translator added the verb ‘have’ to the end of the extract, an error that 

ranked Microsoft Translator as the second system. This addition is redundant and does not 

affect the intelligibility of the text. The following example shows how some additions change 

the topic and hinder the intelligibility.  

Example 7, (Petra News, 2016):  

ST:                         وأكد سموه خالل اللقاء الذي جرى في قصر الحسينية أهمية إشراك الشباب من جميع محافظات

 المملكة في برامج ومبادرات المؤسسة

Google: He also asserted during the meeting that took place in the palace of Husseiniya 

importance of involving young people from all governorates of the Kingdom in the programs 

and initiatives.  

Microsoft Translator: Sheikh Mohammed stressed during the meeting that took place in the 

Palace of the importance of involving young people from all religious provinces of the 

Kingdom in the business and turned his programmers and initiatives.  

Sakhr: Its Highness confirmed during the meeting that happened in the Al-Hussainia palace 

the importance of including the young men from all kingdom governorates in programs and 

its Highness +Al Moussaolft initiatives.  

 The above extract shows that Google Translate achieved the best results in providing 

a translation without adding any elements to the text. In this regard, Microsoft Translator 

added the adjective ’religious’, which alters the topic of the extract and inhibits the 

intelligibility of the text. Moreover, Sakhr added an unknown word ‘Almoussaolft’. These 

additions represent serious errors since they distort the message of the text. These results 

show that Google Translate occupies the first rank, followed by Microsoft Translator and 

Sakhr. On the other hand, the extract contains other serious errors, such as wrong choice, 

omission and mistranslation, which will be explained later. The following example also 

shows how the three systems have dealt with the translation of Arabic pronouns into English. 

Example 8, (Petra News Agency): 

ST:                      واكد جاللته كذلك على تقديره لجهود جاللة الملك عبدهللا الثاني المبذولة لتحقيق االمن واالستقرار

 ومواجهة القضايا والتحديات في المنطقة
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Google: The King also expressed his appreciation for the efforts of His Majesty King 

Abdullah II to achieve security and stability and to address the issues and challenges in the 

region 

Microsoft Translator: His Majesty also stressed his appreciation for King Abdullah II's 

efforts to achieve security and stability and confront the issues and challenges in the region.  

Sakhr: He +its His Majesty confirmed also its appreciation of His Majesty King Abdullah 

II's efforts exerted to achieve security and stability and confront of cases and challenges in 

the region.  

 It is clear that addition has a great impact on the quality and the accuracy of 

translation. The above extract shows that Google Translate and Microsoft Translator 

succeeded in providing translations free of any pronoun additions, which indicates a high 

level of training to deal with Arabic pronouns into English. On the other hand, Sakhr adds the 

personal pronoun ‘he’ and the possessive pronoun ‘its’ which is unnecessary and therefore 

inhibits the fluency. Thus, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator are ranked as the best 

systems in rendering Arabic pronouns into English, followed by Sakhr. Table 5.4 shows that 

Microsoft Translator achieves the best results in providing translation with the lowest number 

of additive pronouns over the two years, 2016 and 2017, followed by Google Translate and 

then Sakhr. 

 In brief, it is noticeable that Google Translate surpassed the other three systems in 

providing a translation with the lowest number of erroneous additions in 2016 and 2017. It 

also obtained the top result in four addition types: verbs, articles, pronouns, and prepositions. 

However, Microsoft Translator outperforms the other systems in providing adjective/noun 

translation with the lowest number of errors in 2017. It is also worth mentioning that Google 

Translate surpasses other systems in providing the lowest number of additive errors in UN, 

WHO, Petra News Reports, The Prophet in 2016 and that Microsoft Translator achieved the 

same standard in The Old Man & the Sea, and Arab League Texts. However, in 2017, Google 

Translate occupies the first rank in providing the lowest number of additive errors in the Arab 

League Texts, UN, WHO, Petra News Reports, the Old Man & the sea and The Prophet. 

5.2.2.3. Mistranslations Errors 

 Omission errors are characterised by the absence of an item, and addition is the 

opposite, where an item is added to the context. Since omission and addition sometimes are 

used to clarify and disambiguate the ST, the criterion for error marking is the effect of the 
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addition or the omission on the fluency and the accuracy of TT. On the other hand, 

mistranslation is the incorrect translation of an item that should appear in a meaningful 

sentence. A mistranslation error not only confuses the reader, but it may also cause 

unprecedented consequences, especially in sensitive political, legal and cultural texts’ 

translations. More importantly, not all omission and addition errors are considered errors 

since the criteria of being an error is their effect on the accuracy and the intelligibility of the 

text.  Whereas mistranslation errors are always considered errors since a mistranslation error 

inevitably changes the meaning and inhibits the accuracy and the intelligibility of the text. 

The present section analyses the mistranslation errors committed by the three chosen systems 

under study in terms of verbs, adjectives and nouns. The mistranslation errors in this section 

are underlined. It is found that since the three systems did not commit any mistranslation 

errors in adverb translation in both directions English<>Arabic, this category does not appear 

in table 5.5 showing mistranslation errors made by the three systems in 2016 and 2017.  
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 Table 5.5. Mistranslation Errors 
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WHO 1 0 1 22 4 11 6 2 7 16 3 5 

UN 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 5 8 6 8 2 
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The Sea 

6 16 15 5 5 15 13 24 16 18 11 12 
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5 6 4 4 2 18 1 6 9 0 9 4 
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Results  
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Directions  

SUM 

 

20 35 22 56 18 70 32 50 50 61 38 57 

Error 

weight 

40 70 44 112 36 140 64 100 100 122 76 114 

PCT 0.89 1.55 0.98 2.48 0.80 3.10 1.42 2.22 2.22 2.70 1.68 2.53 
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 The above Table 5.5 shows that three systems have indeed committed mistranslation 

errors when dealing with Arabic verbs, adjectives and nouns into English. To start with, the 

following example illustrates mistranslated errors of one Arabic verb.  

Example 9, (Arab League, 2017):            

ST:                العربية السورية بتاريخ  في اطار التحضير لمهمة البعثة زار وفد مقدمة من االمانة العامة الجمهورية

 2011/12/22 لبحث كافة الترتيبات اللوجستية للبعثة.

Google: In preparation for the mission, a delegation from the Secretariat visited the Syrian 

Arab Republic on 22 December 2011 to discuss all logistical arrangements for the Mission. 

Microsoft Translator: In preparation for the mission, a delegation from the Secretariat 

visited the Syrian Arab Republic on 22 December 2011 to discuss all logistical arrangements 

for the Mission. 

Sakhr: Within the framework of the preparation for the delegation mission an introduction 

delegation visited from the General Secretariat Syrian Arab Republic on 22 / 12 / 2011 to 

study all of the logistical arrangements to the delegation. 

 The above extract shows that Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have 

provided similar translations for the extract. The two systems may use similar databases, or 

otherwise may benefit from the introduction of NMT approach in their MT across languages 

including Arabic. Moreover, the two systems have translated the extract properly without 

making any errors. On the other hand, Sakhr committed three errors: orthography, agreement 

and mistranslation. The above extract contains the Arabic verb بحث, which indicates talking 

about something in detail while taking into account all the relevant issues, which is to 

“discuss something” in English. Here, Sakhr has translated the verb بحث as ‘study’, which is 

correct since  the verb ‘study’ also means to investigate and analyse a subject or situation in 

details. In this example, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator and Sakhr have have 

rendered translation of Arabic verbs into English properly. 

 The following example illustrates adjective/noun mistranslated errors. 

Example 10, (Petra News, 2017):    

ST:                                                                      عمان 23 كانون االول )بترا( - استنكرت الحكومة االردنية

 بشدة الجريمة االرهابية النكراء التي ارتكبتها عصابة داعش االرهابية بحرق جنديين تركيين.
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Google: Amman, December 23 (Petra) - The Jordanian government strongly 

condemned the heinous terrorist crime committed by the terrorist gang Daesh burning of two 

Turkish soldiers. 

Microsoft Translator: Oman December 23 (PETRA)-the Jordanian Government strongly 

condemned the terrorist crime perpetrated by the awful terrorist ISIS gang burned Turkish soldiers. 

Sakhr: Oman 23 December ( an amputation ) - the Jordanian government denounced strongly 

the heinous terrorist crime that the terrorist gang of Dash committed with burning two 

Turkish soldiers. 

 This example underlining the mistranslations shows that the three systems rendered 

three nouns from Arabic into English,  عمان‘Amman’, بترا ‘Petra’ and داعش ‘Daesh’ 

differently. Google Translate has translated the three nouns correctly, which allows it to 

outperform the other two systems. Regarding Microsoft Translator, it translates the three 

nouns correctly, but it mistranslated the first noun عمان ‘Amman,’ the capital of Jordan. Here, 

Microsoft Translator does not differentiate between عمانthe capital of Jordan and  ُعمان  a Gulf 

country called (Oman). The mistranslation of this noun not only confuses the reader, but also 

changes the place of the news leading to a textual contradictory because the press release was 

made by the spokesperson of Jordan and the place of its release was Jordan too, not ‘Oman,’ 

the Gulf country.  

 On the other hand, Sakhr mistranslated all the three nouns in the text. The first noun 

 has been translated similar to Microsoft Translator, which confuses it with ‘Oman.’ The عمان 

second noun is بترا ‘Petra,’ the Governmental News Agency of Jordan. Sakhr here translates 

 as to ‘amputate’, which indicates cutting something sharply. Moreover, the name of the بترا

terrorist group داعش ‘Daesh’ has been misspelled as dash, as in the punctuation mark. 

Therefore, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr mistranslated the above nouns, as they were not 

able to differentiate between the noun options.  

5.2.2.4 Untranslated Errors 

Omission is the lack of an item that should appear in a text, whereas “untranslated 

error” is the transcription of ST words in TL letters or the maintenance of an ST item as the 

ST. This error inhibits accuracy in translation since the output is unknown to the Target 

Languge (TL) reader. Clearly, human translators sometimes face difficulties in translating 

certain words due to the lack of an equivalent term in the TT. A human translator can 

however approximate a close meaning, or provide a synonym or even explication of the term. 
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However, this capacity for approximation is not effective in MT systems, and this is why 

these systems either transcribe some words in TL letters or simply keep the original word 

untranslated in the output. Keeping words untranslated indicates that the accuracy and the 

intelligibility of the text will be affected. It is found that all untranslated errors are major 

since they amend the ST message and confuse the reader. This section illustrates the 

untranslated cases in the output of the selected MT systems under study as shown in table 5.6. 

As shown in Table 5.6, the three systems translated the Arab League domain text over 

the two years free of any untranslated errors. Concerning the UN resolution, Sakhr achieved the 

lowest number of untranslated errors followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator in 

2016. Google Translate improved and produced a translation free of errors, followed by Sakhr 

and Microsoft Translator in 2017. With regard to WHO translation in 2016, Sakhr 

outperformed other systems followed by Microsoft Translator and Google Translate. On the 

other hand, in 2017, Google Translate made significant progress, which ranks Google Translate 

in the first place, then Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. Regarding Petra News reports, 

Microsoft Translator obtained the lowest number of untranslated errors, which ranked it as the 

first system, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator. However, Google 

Translate and Microsoft Translator produced translations free of untranslated errors followed 

by Sakhr in 2017.  

Table 5.6 Untranslated Error 

 

 

 

Text 

Types 

2016  2017  
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With respect to The Prophet, Sakhr achieved the best performance over the two years, 

then Google Translate and Microsoft Translator in 2016, while Microsoft Translator improved 

its translation and ranked above Google Translate in 2017. Regarding The Old Man and the 

Sea, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of errors and then 

Google Translate in 2016. In 2017, Google Translate produced the best translation free of 

untranslated errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. The finding of literary texts 

makes clear now that Sakhr achieved the lowest number of errors in the Arabic literary domain, 

while Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of errors in 

translating English literary texts. In Arabic into English, it is found that the three systems 

achieved an outstanding result virtually free of untranslated errors, while Sakhr achieves the 

best results in English into Arabic translation in 2016, then Microsoft Translator followed by 

Google, while in 2017 Google Translate improved its results, becoming the first system, then 

Sakhr followed by Microsoft Translator.  

The following example illustrates an untranslated verb error from Arabic to English.  

Example 11, (Petra News, 2016): 

ST:                                الرياض 26-كانون االول )بترا(-استقبل خادم الحرمين الشريفين الملك سلمان بن عبدالعزيز

 في الديوان الملكي بالرياض صباح اليوم االثنين، نائب رئيس الوزراء وزير الخارجية وشؤون المغتربين ناصر جودة. 
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Google 

Translate 

0 3 4 6 1 4 18 36 0.81 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 10 0.23 

Microsoft 

Translator 

0 1 1 8 1 4 15 30 0.67 0 0 1 4 1 5 11 22 0.49 

Sakhr 0 2 0 3 2 3 10 20 0.23 0 1 1 1 1 4 8 16 0.36 
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Google: Riyadh , Dec. 26 (Petra) -astqubl Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Salman 

bin Abdulaziz , the royal court in Riyadh on Monday morning, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Foreign Affairs and affairs of expatriates Nasser Judeh.  

Microsoft Translator: Riyadh, December 26 (PETRA)-custodian greeted Salman bin 

Abdulaziz at the Royal Court in Riyadh Monday morning, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, Nasser Expat quality.  

Sakhr: Riyadh 26 December ( an amputation ) - Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques king 

Salman Ben Abdel Aziz in the royal court in Riyadh today Monday in the morning received, 

the Deputy Prime Minister the Foreign Minister and the expatriates affairs Nasser Joudeh.  

 The above extract shows that untranslated error provides incomprehensible output for 

the target reader, which inhibits the intelligibility of the text. Microsoft Translator and Sakhr 

have rendered the extract without having any untranslated error. However, Sakhr rendered the 

verb استقبل as “received”, which allowed it to surpass the other systems in providing an 

equivalent for the verb. On the other hand, Google Translate committed an untranslated error, 

where it left the verb untranslated  استقبل‘receive’ as “astqubl” means greet or welcome just 

transcribed in English letters, ‘astqubl’.  In this context, Microsoft Transaltor and Sakhr 

surpassed Google Translate in providing translation free of any untranslated error. In fact, the 

untranslated verb error affects the intelligibility and the accuracy of the text since it confuses 

the target reader and distorts the ST message. 

5.2.3. Grammatical errors:  

5.2.3.1. Word Order Errors 

 Word order error is the incorrect order of a word or a group of words according to the 

main syntactic rules of a language. It is significant to mention that MT systems have adopted 

several approaches. Rule-Based Machine Translation (RBMT) is based on the retrieval of their 

information from linguistic dictionaries, which cover syntactic, semantic and morphological 

standards of each language. It would, therefore, be expected that MT systems apply all 

languages’ construction rules since their early days due to the use of RBMT. However, the 

study has found that the three systems under study have committed word order errors in their 

translation of the English<>Arabic language pair. In most cases, English language construction 

conforms to Subject-Verb-object (SVO) word order, while Arabic follows two main word 

orders: Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) in verbal clauses and SVO in nominal clauses. Word order 

errors affect fluency and intelligibility. Thus, the errors are considered major. This section 
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analyses the capacity of the three selected MT systems in dealing with word order rules of 

verbs, adjectives and nouns in the language pair. 

 In 2016, in English into Arabic translation, Sakhr obtained the lowest number of verb 

word order errors, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator. In 2017, Google 

Translate improved its results, ranking it as the first system. Microsoft Translator also reduced 

their errors; they are classed as the second. On the other hand, Sakhr was relegated down to the 

third rank. In Arabic into English translation, Sakhr comes first, then Microsoft followed by 

Google Translate in 2016, while in 2017 Google Translate improved and ranked in the first 

rank, then Sakhr followed by Microsoft Translator. In 2017, the result reversed, where Google 

Translate achieved the best performance followed by Microsoft Translator in 2017. In literary 

texts translation, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator obtained the best results, then 

Sakhr, while in 2017 Microsoft Translator comes first, then Google Translate followed by 

Sakhr.  

 The following example illustrates the word order errors in Arabic into English.  

 

Example 12, (Arab League, 2016):  

ST:   وقد رأى رئيس البعثة ان هذا االمر سوف يتيح للبعثة متابعة المواطنين واالطراف المعارضة دون رقابة  لها

  حكومية

Google: has been head of the mission felt that this matter will allow for follow - up mission 

citizens and parties opposition without government control.   

Microsoft Translator: has seen the head of the mission that this will allow the mission to 

continue the opposition parties and citizens without government control. 

Sakhr: the mission chief has seen that this matter will allow for the delegation the follow-up of 

the citizens and the parties opposing with no supervision. 

As is apparent, the Arabic ST has a sentence construction of VSO. The subject is  رئيس

رأى ) has seen.’ Google Translate translated‘رأى  the head of the mission,’ and the verb is‘ البعثة

 as ‘has been the head of mission felt’. It is obvious that Microosft Translator follows (رئيس البعثة

the Arabic sentence construction system, which is similar to Google Translate, which makes 

the same error. However, Google Translate comits another wrong choice error since it translate 

the verb رأى ‘see’ as ‘feel’. None of the systems applies English rules, causing the incorrect 
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placement of English words and thus causing a mistranslation. This shows that Google 

Translate and Microsoft Translator here reproduce the ST word order and this may be done 

when such example appears. On the other hand, Sakhr applies SVO English sentence 

construction, and thus its translation of this extract is free of word order errors. It is evident that 

Sakhr achieves good results because it is an Arabic MT system, so it is well trained to translate 

such constructions between the language pair.   
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 Table 5.7 Word Order 

 Year 2016 2017 

 MT Google Translate Microsoft 

Translator 

Sakhr Google Translate Microsoft Translator Sakhr 

Language 

Direction 

Text 

Type 

VERB ADJ/N VERB ADJ/N VERB ADJ/N 

 

VERB ADJ/N VERB ADJ/N VERB ADJ/N 

Arabic 

into 

English 

Arab 3 7 1 1 0 5 2 1 1 2 3 1 

Petra 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 

 

 

English  

Into 

Arabic 

 

WHO 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Petra 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 

The Old 

Man and 

The Sea 

1 1 2 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 

The 

Prophet 

1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Overall  

Results of 

Both 

Directions 

SUM 

 

11 10 12 12 8 12 3 2 5 3 14 1 

Error 

Weight 

22 20 24 24 16 24 6 4 10 6 28 2 

PCT 0.49 0.44 0.53 0.53 0.35 0.53 0.13 0.09 0.22 0.13 0.62 0.09 
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In Arabic into English, Google Translate achieved the best results in 2016, surpassing 

other systems in ordering adjectives and nouns, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr, 

both of which produced similar results. In 2017, the three systems improved their translations 

and dropped their errors compared to the errors in 2016.  Google Translate and Sakhr dropped 

the number of errors significantly. Similarly, Microsoft Translator decreased its number of 

errors compared to its 2016 score, which relegates Microsoft Translator down to the third rank. 

Microsoft Translator achieves the lowest number of errors, then Sakhr followed by Google 

Translate in 2016, whereas Sakhr comes first, then Google Translate and Microsoft Translator 

in 2017. 

Example 13, (Petra News Agency, 2016):  

ST:           مؤكداً ان مشاركة جاللته في اعمال القمة لما يتمتع به من رؤية ثاقبة وحكمة واسعة سيكون لها اثر عظيم

في انجاح اعمال القمة وما سيتمخض عنها من قرارات وتوصيات هامة وخاصة في إطار الظروف االستثنائية التي تمر 

 .بها منطقتنا والعالم

Google: stressing that the participation of His Majesty at the summit because of its vision and 

wisdom and wide will have a great impact on the success of the summit and what will result 

from the decisions important recommendations, particularly in the context of the exceptional 

circumstances experienced by our region and the world 

Microsoft Translator:  asserting that his Majesty's participation in the Summit because of its 

broad vision and wisdom that will have an impact in the success of the Summit and the 

outcome of important decisions and recommendations especially under extraordinary 

circumstances in the region and the world. 

Sakhr: confirming that the participation of His Majesty in the summit proceedings to what he 

enjoys from a sharp view and a wide saying will have a great effect in making a success the 

summit proceedings and what he will result in them from decisions and important 

recommendations and specially within the framework of the exceptional circumstances that our 

region and the world pass by. 

  The above extract shows how adjectives and nouns are ordered in MT outputs of the 

three selected MT systems.  It is clear that there are four nouns plus adjectives in the Arabic 

extract. The first combination, رؤية ثاقبة وحكمة واسعة has been translated differently by the three 

systems.  Google Translate does not apply the English rule, so the translation starts with a noun 

‘vision and wisdom and wide’, while the English construction should be ‘wide vision and 
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wisdom’. Microsoft Translator and Sakhr both apply English rules in their translation and thus 

their translation is correct as far as word order is concerned. Beyond word order, Sakhr’s 

translation is not correct or appropriate. The second adjective plus noun ‘great impact’اثر عظيم 

has been translated well by Google Translate and Sakhr, while Microsoft Translator renders the 

noun and omits the adjective. The third combination is قرارات وتوصيات هامة, which is translated 

in proper order by Microsoft Translator, whereas neither Google Translate nor Sakhr do not 

apply English rules. Thus, they start their translations with a noun plus adjective keeping ST 

rules over TT rules, for example ‘decisions and important recommendations’, where the proper 

order is ‘important decisions and recommendations’.  

5.2.3.2. Agreement Errors 

Subject-verb agreement is one of the main syntactic features that shows the well-

formedness of writing, and likewise in translation. It is an indication of language accuracy 

that contributes to conveying the intended message of the ST properly. In English, every verb 

must agree in number and person with its subject. On the other hand, the Arabic verbal 

sentence starts with a verb followed by the subject, while a nominal clause starts with a 

subject followed by a verb and a complement. In Arabic, there are two main rules of 

agreement. In a verbal sentence, the verb agrees with the subject in terms of gender and 

remains singular. In a nominal sentence, the verb agrees with its subject in number and 

gender. The agreement errors found in the translations are considered major since they 

disrupt the fluency.  The following table 5.8 explains subject-verb errors committed by the 

three systems under study in the language pair.     

Table 5.8. Agreement errors 

 

Text 

Types 

2016  2017 
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 In view of the above table 5.8, the amount of errors is relatively small in number. In 

2016, Sakhr achieved the best translation for Arabic text into English, with zero errors, 

followed by Microsoft Translator and Google. On the other hand, 2017 witnessed a remarkable 

achievement by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator, each of which has zero errors, followed by 

Google. Regarding the UN document, Sakhr obtained a zero error result, which allowed it to 

outperform other systems in 2016.  Google Translate and Microsoft Translator surpassed Sakhr, 

which made more errors in 2017. Turning to WHO, Google Translate achieved the minimum 

errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. In 2017, the three system witnessed a 

significant development, in which they obtained similar results, virtually free of agreement 

errors. Regarding Journalistic Reports, Sakhr achieved the lowest number of errors, which 

places it as the best system, then Microsoft Translator followed by Google Translate in 2016. 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator improved significantly followed by Sakhr in 2017.  

Concerning literary texts, Google Translate and Sakhr achieved the lowest number of 

errors, and then Microsoft Translator. However, it is found that Microsoft Translator and Sakhr 

shared the best translation followed by Google Translate in 2017 in The Old Man and The Sea. 

In The Prophet, Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of errors over the two years 

in 2016 and 2017, followed by Sakhr and Google. Moreover, Google Translate and Sakhr 

shared the same results in 2017.  

The following example explains one of the errors committed by the three systems in 

dealing with subject-verb agreement in their translation from Arabic into English. 

Example 14, (Petra News Reports, 2016): 
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Google 

Translate 

4 4 1 3 1 1 14 28 0.63 1 2 1 3 4 0 11 22 0.49 

Microsoft 

Translator 
1 2 2 1 4 1 11 22 0.49 0 2 1 1 0 0 4 8 0.18 

Sakhr 0 1 7 2 1 0 11 22 0.49 0 1 1 3 0 3 8 16 0.36 
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ST:   جودة ينقل دعوة الملك لخادم الحرمين للمشاركة بالقمة العربية المقبلة                                                        

   

Google: Quality  convey the king’s invitation to the Custodian of the Two Holy to participate the 

upcoming Arab summit.  

Microsoft Translator: Quality conveys the King's invitation to the King to participate in the 

next Summit in Arabic.  

Sakhr:  A quality he transfers the call of the king to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques to 

the participation by the next Arab summit.  

The Arabic ST is a nominal sentence that is in SVO order, similar to English sentence 

construction. It is clear that the subject is  جودة ‘Joudeh’ the foreign minister of Jordan, so the 

verb should agree with the subject in adding ‘s’ to the verb in the present declarative sentence 

to make it ‘conveys’. Google Translate here commits an error in omitting ‘s’ attached to  the 

verb ‘convey’ to show the agreement between the verb and the singular subject جودة. 

Fortunately, Google Translate has improved its translation and translated it well according to 

English agreement rules in 2017. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr translate 

the extracts according to agreement rules of English. It is also worth mentioning that there is 

one pronoun addition by Sakhr and a mistranslation of the noun جودة by the three systems. Both 

noun and pronoun errors have been explained in detail in the addition and mistranslation 

sections. 

5.2.3.3 Arabic Conjunctions into English 

The three systems have succeeded in producing translation free of any conjunction 

errors. The systems added and omitted conjunctions in English, but these additions and 

omissions did not affect the fluency of the text. Forexample, In Petra journalistic reports, there 

74 Arabic wa ‘and’. Google Translate had 67, Microsoft Translator 64 and 59 for Sakhr. In  the 

Arab league document, there were 58 wa. Google Translate had transferred the text with 

49’and’ wa, 51 for Microsoft Translator and 53 for Sakhr. In Petra journalistic reports, Google 

Translate achieved a virtually similar number to the ST followed by Microsoft Translator and 

then Sakhr. On the other hand, Sakhr achieved a virtually similar number of conjunctions to the 

ST, followed by Microsoft Translator and Google. Sakhr achieved a virtually similar number to 

the ST followed by Microsoft Translator and then Google.  These additions and omissions of 

the conjunctions in the selected texts are redundant, and thus they are not considered errors that 

inhibit the fluency and the intelligibility of the text.  
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5.2.4 Semantic errors: 

5.2.4.1. Wrong Choice of words Errors 

Mistranslation is the incorrect translation of a word , while the wrong choice is the 

wrong selection of a word without an apparent relation to the context. Wrong choice errors 

are similar to mistranslation errors since  both of them affect the accuracy and disrupt the 

flow of the text. Thus, they are considered major errors, and they are multplied by 2 (see 

3.4.2). This section analyses the wrong choice errors that appeared at the level of verbs, 

adjectives and nouns.  

 In 2016, Microsoft Translator achieved the minimum number of errors, which places 

it in the first place out of the three systems.  It is followed by Google, which is considered the 

second-best system. On the other hand, it is found that Sakhr committed the highest 

percentage of wrong choice errors, which ranks Sakhr as the third system. However, 2017 

witnessed a reduction in the number of errors in comparison to 2016. Microsoft Translator 

reduced the number of its errors, keeping it in the first place over the two years.  In 

succession, Google Translate remained steady too.  However, Sakhr dropped the number of 

errors but still occupied the third system over the two years. Microsoft Translator achieved 

the best results in 2016, followed by Google Translate and Sakhr, but in 2017, Google 

Translate improved and was classed first, then Microsoft and Sakhr. However, Google 

Translate increased its errors despite using NMT, allowing Microsoft Translator to occupy 

the first rank, followed by Sakhr and Google.  
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  Table 5.9 Wrong Choice Errors 

Language 

Directions 

Error                                                2016  2017 

MT  Google Microsoft 

Translator 

Sakhr Google Microsoft 

Translator 

Sakhr 

Text 
Type 

Verb Adj/N Verb Adj/N Verb Adj/N Verb Adj/N Verb Adj/N Verb Adj/N 

Arabic into 

English 

Arab 9 4 8 8 10 12 2 1 1 2 4 0 

Petra 3 0 2 4 11 5 2 3 4 17 7 10 

English into 

Arabic 

WHO 8 12 5 10 9 18 5 11 0 2 10 22 

UN 3 5 3 7 9 22 6 0 9 16 8 2 

The Old 

Man and 

The Sea 

5 4 5 15 8 10 6 0 7 15 5 15 

The 

Prophet 

15 8 17 10 14 3 22 14 15 9 18 5 

Overall 

Results of 

Both 

Directions 

SUM 43 42 40 54 61 70 43 

 

29 36 58 52 54 

Errors 

Weight 

86 84 80 108 122 14 86 58 72 116 104 108 

PCT 1.91 1.86 1.77 2.39 2.70 3.10 1.91 1.29 1.60 2.75 2.30 2.39 
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Example 15, (Arab League, 2017):  

ST:  2011/12/19 وقعت الجمهورية العربية السورية واالمانة العامة لجامعة الدول العربية على البروتوكول بتاريخ             

Google: The Syrian Arab Republic and the General Secretariat of the League of Arab States signed 

the Protocol on 19/12/2011.  

Microsoft Translator: The Syrian Arab Republic and the General Secretariat of the League of 

Arab States signed the Protocol on 19/12/2011.  

Sakhr: Syrian Arab Republic and the Arab League Secretariat fell upon the protocol on 19 / 12 / 

2011.  

 The above extract contains a verb; it should be translated as a verb in English. The verb is 

 signed’, which indicates showing that you sign a document with consent. Google Translate‘ وقعت

and Microsoft Translator have translated the verb properly, while Sakhr has provided wrong choice 

translation. Sakhr has translated وقعت ‘signed’ as ‘fell upon’. Fell upon means 

“to attack someone suddenly and unexpectedly” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2019). In this regard, 

Sakhr translation inhibits the accuracy and misleads the reader since it presents different message 

from the ST. Therefore, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator surpass Sakhr in their 

translation of Arabic verb. The above table 5.9 shows that Google Translate comes first, then 

Microsoft Translator followed by Sakhr. In 2017, Google Translate remained steady, Sakhr reduced 

its score, and Microsoft Translator worsened its performance. The above table 5.9 shows that 

Google Translate comes first, then Microsoft Translator followed by Sakhr.  

 The following example shows adjective/noun errors in the translation from Arabic into 

English 

Example 16, (Arab League, 2016)  

ST:                                                             :رابعا: وصول رئيس البعثة الى سورية والزيارات االستكشافية التي قام بها      

Google: Fourth: The arrival of the Head of Mission to Syria and his exploratory visits: 

Microsoft Translator: Fourth: The arrival of the Head of Mission to Syria and his exploratory 

visits: 

Sakhr: Fourth: The arrival of the mission chief at Syria and the exploratory visits that he carried 

out: 

 It is noticeable that the three systems translated the noun plus adjective (الزيارات االستكشافية) as 

an exploratory visit. Exploratory visits indicate doing something to prove and test a problem and are 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/attack
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/suddenly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/unexpectedly
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always part of expeditions. However, the text indicates the preparatory visit, which is considered as 

the first stage to go to a place to get information. Here, the three systems have translated االستكشافية 

literally as ‘exploratory’ which is a part of a discovery, which is correct in another context, but not 

in this one. Therefore, it should be replaced with either a preliminary, prefatory or an introductory 

visit. This also affirmed by the UN reference translation of the report (2012:12) as “preliminary 

visit”. This result affirms that the wrong choice noun/adjective disrupts the fluency of the text. 

5.2.4.2. Confusion of Senses Errors 

Mistranslation is the incorrect translation of a word, while the wrong choice is the wrong 

selection of a word. The distinction between this and wrong word choice seems to be between 

denotative and connotative meaning. Thus, confusion of senses shows that a word was translated 

depending on the possible meaning of a word, but one which does not suit the context of TT. Costa 

et al. (2015, p. 137) define confusion of senses as “the case of a word that was translated into 

something representing one of its possible meanings, but, in the given context, the chosen 

translation is not correct”.  Confusion of senses errors are major since they disrupt the accuracy and 

hinder the intelligibility of the text. Thus, this section traces confusion errors that were committed 

by the three systems understudy over two years as shown in Table 5.10.  

Table 5.10: Confusion of Senses Errors 
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1 0 1 9 5 0 16 32 0.72 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 16 0.36 

M
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ft 

T
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0 1 3 14 10 0 28 56 1.25 0 0 0 11 12 0 23 46 1.03 

S
ak

h
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2 1 3 3 4 2 15 30 0.67 5 0 5 7 0 0 17 34 0.76 

 

In this type of errors, it is found that Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of 

errors, followed by Google Translate then Sakhr in 2016. Significantly, the three systems produced 
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translation free of any confusion of senses in 2017. Concerning Petra News reports, Google 

Translate achieved the best results and then Microsoft and Sakhr in 2016.  

The following example shows confusion errors committed by the three systems in Arabic into 

English translation of Petra News.  

Example 17, (Petra News, 2016):  

   ST: وأكد سموه خالل اللقاء الذي جرى في قصر الحسينية أهمية إشراك الشباب من جميع محافظات المملكة في                    

 برامج ومبادرات المؤسسة.

Google: He also asserted during the meeting that took place in the palace of Husseiniya importance 

of involving young people from all governorates of the Kingdom in the programs and initiatives.  

Microsoft Translator:   Sheikh Mohammed stressed during the meeting that took place in the 

Palace of the importance of involving young people from all religious provinces of the Kingdom in 

the business and turned his programmes and initiatives.  

Sakhr: Its Highness confirmed during the meeting that happened in the Al-Hussainia palace the 

importance of including the young men from all kingdom governorates in programs and its 

Highness Al Moussaolft initiatives during the meeting that took place in it the review of the 

enterprise strategy  

 The above extract shows that MT system could make confusion of senses errors since they 

look for one of the possible meanings of the word in translation. In this context, Google Translate 

and Sakhr succeed in providing a translation that is acceptable. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator shows that the translation is based on possible meanings, resulting in a different 

translation from ST message. Such translation is confusing since it misleads the end-users and 

appears incoherent. For instance,  سموه ‘his highness’has been translated into ‘sheikh Mohammed,’ 

crown prince of UAE, which is totally different from the ST, in which the instance of  سموه ‘his 

highness’ in the text refers to the Crown Prince of Jordan. Moreover, the noun  محافظات ‘governates’ 

also has been translated into ‘religious’, which contradicts the ST, while the ST message means 

‘governates’ similar to Google Translate and Sakhr translations. In this extract, Google Translate 

and Sakhr surpass Microsoft Translator in providing translations free of any confusion error. 
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5.3. Error Analysis of English into Arabic translation 

5.3.1 Orthographic errors.  

5.3.1.1 Capitalisation 

 Arabic is a cursive language, where are all letters are attached together, and therefore has no 

capitalisation rules. Since Arabic does not have any capitalisation rules, this can be the cause of 

many errors.  

5.3.1.2. Arabic Diacritics 

The lack of diacritics makes the output difficult for readers who do not have an enough 

knowledge of the Arabic language. This is one of the major problems for translation into Arabic 

since diacritic marks contribute to the meaning and syntactic class of the word. For example, the 

adjective ‘hot’ could be translate into حر, which is polysemous in Arabic. Due to the lack of 

diacritics, حر   could be understood as ‘hot/spicy/free/stir’. Therefore, diacritics constitute a continual 

problem for MT systems when dealing with Arabic (see 2.3.4).  In this regard, Izwaini (2006) 

showed that the lack of Arabic diacritics leads to mistranslation errors.  

5.3.1.3 Punctuation 

As discussed before, English and Arabic punctuation rules are different since Arabic rules 

are less systematic since Arabic depends on Harakat, which are considered as speech markers. The 

following example shows how the three systems have dealt with the translation of English into 

Arabic.  

Example 18, (The Prophet, 2016) 

ST: Then said Almitra, Speak to us of Love. And he raised his head and looked upon the people, 

And there fell a stillness upon them. And with a great voice he said:  

Google:  

"، Almitra ثم قال : ورفع رأسه ونظر إلى الناس، وسقطت هناك سكون عليهم. وبصوت عظيم وقال: حبتحدث لنا من ال ." 

Microsoft Translator:                          ى الشعب، وهناك سقط من سكون عليها. وقال وقال^ أنه رفع رأسه وينظر إل

   ."بصوت عظيم ثم قال^الميترا، "التحدث إلينا عن الحب^

Sakhr:                                                              ^ الميترا،^ تكلّم معنا من الحّب و رفع رأسه و نظر على النّاس، و  ثّم قال 

لّصوت العظيم الّذي قاله^هناك سقط سكون عليهم. و با .”    

Researcher Translation:                                                                             قالت له المطرة: حدثنا عن حينئذ الحب 

 فرفع رأسه ونظر إلى الناس، فصمتوا جميعهم خاشعين، فقال لهم بصوت عظيم:

This example shows the way that the three systems dealt in 2016 with punctuation and 

whether they have adopted TL rules or not. The results indicate that the three systems added 
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quotation marks, despite the fact that there is no direct reported speech. There is also a misuse of a 

full stop after  عليهمby Google Translate and Sakhr and عليها by Microsoft Translator. Arabic does 

not use only the full stop to end a sentence; it also uses commas to do that, especially if the speech 

is still unfinished. Colon errors are apparent in Microsoft Translator and Sakhr, where the systems 

omitted a colon after the verb قال ‘said’, which requires the colon to introduce a speech. Despite this, 

the extract shows that Google Translate ranks as the best system in committing only 3 errors in the 

translation of the extract: quotation, comma and full stop. Sakhr ranks as the second system with 

four punctuation errors: full stop, quotation mark, colon, and a comma. Ultimately, Microsoft 

Translator ranks as the third system in this extract with 6 errors including full stop, quotation mark, 

colon×2, and comma × 2 . 

Table 5.2 above illustrates the percentage of punctuation errors made by the three MT 

systems. It is noticeable that the three systems committed a higher number of comma errors than 

other punctuation marks over the two years. Significantly, it is found that the three systems 

committed a higher number of comma errors when dealing with English into Arabic translation, but 

they committed less errors from Arabic to English translation. In fact, the three systems made the 

highest number of comma errors in literary texts rather than the other texts due to the nature of 

literary texts, which is full of denotative messages that affect the capacity of MT to figure out the 

proper place of a punctuation mark, which results in disruption of the fluency and intelligibility of 

texts. In 2016, Microsoft Translator comes first, then Google Translate followed by Sakhr. In 2017, 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr improved their scores, whereas Google Translate worsened its 

performance. 

Secondly, it is apparent that full stop errors occupy the second rank following commas. 

Sakhr achieved first place, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator in both, 2016 

and 2017 in English into Arabic translation. The comma in Arabic could also serve as a full stop, 

which means that in English <> Arabic translation, it is easier to transfer punctuation marks since it 

is trained to deal well with translation in both directions. On the other hand, Sakhr also achieved the 

first place in providing less errors for English into Arabic translation, followed by Google Translate 

and Microsoft translator, which occupying the same amount of errors. The results indicate that 

Sakhr achieved the best results in English<>Arabic since it is trained well to deal with Arabic. 

Thirdly, table 5.2 shows that the semicolon ranks as the third in the number of errors, 

followed by a hyphen and lastly colon. Google Translate achieved the least amount of semicolon 

errors over the two years and reduced the number of errors from 2016 to 2017, placing it at the first 

rank. Regarding Sakhr, it achieved second place in 2016 and is ex-aequo with Microsoft Translator 

in 2017 with 12 errors for each. Concerning hyphen, Microsoft Translator achieved the best results, 
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followed by Sakhr and Google Translate in 2016. In 2017, Google Translate reduced its errors, 

followed by Sakhr, whereas Microsoft Translator deteriorated to the third rank.  With regard to the 

colon, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr shared the first rank with 4 errors each over the two years. 

Google Translate remained steady in its second rank over the two years, but it reduced its result by 

one error less in 2017.  

5.3.1.4. Numbers and Dates 

In English to Arabic texts, the results show that the amount of numbers found in the STs is 

18 in the WHO report on Aging and Health and 33 numbers in the UN resolution in Libya; the other 

documents do not contain any numbers at all. The three systems translated all the numbers into 

Arabic correctly.  

As for months, Schulz (2004, p. 229) indicates that there are two main ways of representing 

months in Arabic: the Arabic and the European style. Abu-Chacra (2007, p. 247) divides the writing 

of months’ names in Arabic into three main types: Western Arabic names, Eastern Arabic names 

and Islamic Lunar names. The Western Arabic names are common in Egypt, Sudan, Tunisia, 

Algeria and Morocco; the eastern Arabic month names are commonly used in Levant countries, 

such as Jordan, Syria, Palestine and Lebanon, while the Islamic lunar names are common in Saudi 

Arabia and other Gulf countries. It is no surprise then that the study has found that the three systems 

applied the names of Arabic months differently. The names of months are used in UN document 

resolution roughly 16 times throughout the text. Google Translate transalted all months’ names 

depending on Western Arabic naming, while in 2017 it used the mixed style of the Eastern and the 

Western naming of Arabic months with the use of (/) between them. Microsoft Translator applied 

the same Eastern and Western Arabic styles, but it rendered only three of them according to the 

Western Arabic Style and the rest 13 in mixed style over the two years, while Sakhr adopted the 

Western Arabic naming. The following table 5.11 shows three examples of the three systems 

translations. 

Table 5.11 Months Translation by the three MT systems understudy 

MT System Google Translate Microsoft Translator Sakhr 

ST 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 
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On 17 December, the 

political dialogue 

reached an important 

milestone.  

(UN, 2016/2017) 

 17بتاريخ 

كانون األول، 

وصلت 

عملية 

الحوار 

السياسي 

 معلما هاما

ووصل 

الحوار 

السياسي إلى 

عتبة جديدة 

في 21 أيلول 

 / سبتمبر

كانون  17وفي 

األول/ديسمبر، 

بلغت عملية 

الحوار 

السياسي معلما 

 هاما

كانون  17وفي 

األول/ديسمبر، 

بلغت عملية 

الحوار 

السياسي معلما 

 هاما

النّقاش 

ياسّي السّ 

وصل إلى 

عتبة جديدة 

 21في 

 سبتمبر

 17في 

ديسمبر، 

عمليّة 

النقاش 

الّسياسيّة 

وصلت إلى 

نقطة تحّول 

 مهّمة

 

The above table shows a significant improvement in Google Translate translation of Arabic 

months with 100% of the translation using a mixed method, signifying the alternatives for months’ 

names. The three systems are correct in their translation since each adopted naming style in 

translation is acceptable and intelligible. However, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator 

provide alternatives for ease of understanding, which are more convenient and acceptable to Arab 

end users of MT regardless of their place of residence.  

5.3.2. Lexis Errors 

 As previously discussed, Lexis errors are major since they affect the intelligibility and the 

accuracy of the translated text. Lexis analysis of MT covers omission, addition, mistranslation and 

untranslated errors. 

5.3.2.1. Omission Errors 

 According to table 5.3, Google Translate outperformed the other two systems in dealing 

with literary texts in 2016, but it was relegated to the second rank, shared with Microsoft Translator, 

placing Sakhr at the first rank in 2017 in the translation of literary texts into Arabic. In WHO text 

domain, Sakhr topped the other systems in 2016, but it declined in rank to the third in 2017. 

Microsoft Translator achieved the second rank and remained steady in 2016 and 2017 with a similar 

rank. However, Google Translate achieved the third rank in 2016, but it made a remarkable shift to 

the first rank in 2017.  

 Table 5.3 shows that the three systems have dealt differently with adverbs in their 

translation. In 2016, Microsoft Translator achieved the best results in rendering the six domain texts 

without omitting any adverb. Google Translate ranked as the second-best system with 1 error; Sakhr 

is ranked in the third rank. However, 2017 results indicate that Sakhr achieved a translation without 

committing any adverbial errors, which elevates Sakhr to the first rank of the three chosen systems. 

It is found that Google Translate and Microsoft translator had more errors than in 2016 with an 
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increase in the number of errors in 2017, and zero errors for Microsoft Translator in 2016 and an 

increase in 2017.  

On the other hand, the three systems have translated literary texts into Arabic free of any 

adverb omission errors in 2016, but in 2017 Sakhr is the only system free of omission errors, 

followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. Moreover, the three systems have rendered 

journalistic reports and Arab League document into English free of any adverb omission errors over 

the two years. Microsoft Translator has translated the UN and WHO documents into Arabic free of 

errors in 2016, and Google Translate and Sakhr did the same in 2017. Therefore, the results show 

that there are not any adverb omissions when dealing with the translation of Arabic texts into 

English, while there are some errors from English to Arabic. The following example elucidates how 

the chosen systems have dealt with verb omission in the translation of UN document text in 2016.  

Example 19, (UN, 2016):  

ST: The present report is submitted pursuant to Security Council resolutions 2238 (2015) of 10 

September 2015 and 2259 (2015) of 23 December 2015. It covers major political and security 

developments in Libya, provides an overview of the human rights and humanitarian situation in the 

country.  

Google:  2259و 2015سبتمبر  10( من 2015) 2238يقدم هذا التقرير عمال بقراري مجلس األمن                              

ية في ليبيا،^لمحة عامة عن حقوق . ويغطي التطورات السياسية واألمنية الرئيس2015كانون األول عام  23( المؤرخ 2015)

 اإلنسان والوضع اإلنساني في البالد.

Microsoft Translator: و  2015سبتمبر  10( 2015) 2238هذا التقرير مقدم عمال بقراري مجلس األمن                  

يا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حقوق . يغطي الرئيسية السياسية والتطورات األمنية في ليب2015ديسمبر  23( من 2015)      2259

 اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في البلد. 

Sakhr:                      و  2015سبتمبر  10( من  2015)  2238^التّقرير الحالّي ُعِرَض متعقّب إلى قرارات مجلس األمن

لكبيرة في ليبيا، يوفّر ملّخًصا لحقوق اإلنسان .يغّطي التّطويرات الّسياسيّة و األمنيّة ا 2015ديسمبر  23( من 2015)      2259

  و الوضع اإلنسانّي في البلد.

Back Translation (Sakhr):  The present report, a tracked show to Security Council resolution 2238 

(2015) of 10 September 2015and 2259 (2015) of 23 December 2015. It covers major political 

development and covers the major political and security developments in Libya, providing a 

summary of the human rights and humanitarian situation in the country. 

 The above extract indicates that Microsoft Translator outperforms the other systems in 

providing the translation of the extract without omitting any verb. Although Google Translate and 

Sakhr rendered the extract comprehensibly, they omitted verbs in their translation in two different 
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parts of the extract Google Translate in the middle of the text and Sakhr at the beginning of the 

extract. In this context, Google Translate omitted the verb ‘provide’  يقدم  in ‘provide an overview’, 

which affects the intelligibility of the text. Sakhr also omitted the verb ‘submitted to,’ يقدم, at the 

beginning of the extract. In this regard, Microsoft Translator achieves the best result, which ranks it 

at the first rank, followed by Google Translate and Sakhr. 

 According to table 5.3, the three systems have committed a slight number of verb omission 

errors. In 2016, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr obtained the lowest number of verb omission errors 

in English into Arabic translation, followed by Google. However, Google Translate achieved a 

significant development, in which it provided a translation free of any error, which ranked it as the 

best system, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator.  

 The following is an illustrative example that shows how the three systems have dealt with 

the translation of English adjectives into Arabic. 

Example 20, (WHO, 2017):  

ST: Moreover, as younger people start to expect longer lives, they too may plan things differently, 

for example by starting careers later and spending more time earlier in life to raise a family.  

Google:                  ،وعالوة على ذلك، مع بدء الشباب في توقع حياة أطول، فإنهم أيضا قد يخططون لألشياء بشكل مختلف 

 على سبيل المثال من خالل بدء المهن في وقت الحق وقضاء المزيد من الوقت في وقت سابق في الحياة لرفع األسرة.

Microsoft Translator:                                     وعالوة على ذلك، كما يبدأ الناس األصغر سنا توقع حياة أطول، أنهم

جداً قد خطة األمور بشكل مختلف، على سبيل المثال قبل بدء وظائف في وقت الحق، وإنفاق المزيد من الوقت في وقت سابق من 

 الحياة في تربية أسرة.

Sakhr:     عالوة على ذلك، بينما )كما( يبدأ الّناس األصغر انتظار حياة أطول، قد يخّططون أيًضا األشياء باختالف، على سبيل  

 المثال ببدء المهن فيما بعد و القضاء قبل وقت أكثر في الحياة لتربية عائلة.

Back Translation (Sakhr): Moreover, while as the youngest people begin to wait longer life, they 

may also plan things differently, for example by starting careers later and spending more time in life 

to raise a family. 

Significantly, the three systems translated the comparative adjective plus noun ‘younger 

people’ differently. Firstly, Google Translate rendered it accurately, which is highly acceptable and 

equivalent to the ST without omitting any segment. Regarding Microsoft Translator, it rendered the 

adjective literally without omitting any segment, but it did not bring the equivalent word in Arabic, 

which is considered as part of a wrong choice. On the other hand, Sakhr mistranslated it by omitting 

the Arabic adjective    سنا, which inhibits the comprehension of the text and leaves the word 
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combination unclear since الناس األصغر/ ‘the youngest people’ did not indicate the exact age of being 

a young  child or the youngest member of a family or community. Moreover, WHO document has 

provided a referenced translation for its report in Arabic. They have rendered ‘younger people’ as 

  .as a description of people who are between 14 to 18 years old. (WHO, 2015) الشباب

The following example elucidates how the chosen systems have dealt with adverb 

translation from English into Arabic.  

Example 21, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2017)  

ST: He only dreamed of places now and of the lions on the beach. They played like young cats in the dusk, 

and he loved them as he loved the boy. He never dreamed about the boy. He simply woke, looked out the 

open door at the moon and unrolled his trousers and put them on. 

Google:                                             كان يحلم فقط من األماكن اآلن واألسود على الشاطئ. لعبوا مثل القطط الشابة في

الغسق وأحبهم كما كان يحب الصبي. لم يحلم^ بالطفل. انه استيقظ ببساطة، نظرت خارج الباب المفتوح على سطح القمر وفصل 

ان يرتجف مع البرد الصباح. لكنه كان يعلم أنه سراويله ووضعها على. وتبرع خارج الكوخ ثم صعد الطريق إليقاظ الصبي. ك

   سوف يرتجف نفسه دافئ وأنه قريبا انه سوف التجديف.

Microsoft Translator:                                  األماكن اآلن، وأسود على الشاطئ. لعبوا مثل القطط  من فقط كان يحلم

وبدأ يخرج من الباب  ببساطة استيقظ عن الصبي. أنه ابدأ صبي. كان يحلموكان يحب لهم كما كان يحب ال الصغار في الغسق

على. ووضعها المفتوح على القمر وبسطة سرواله  

Sakhr:                        حلم باألماكن فقط اآلن و لألسود على الّشاطئ .لعبوا مثل القطط الّصغيرة في الغسق و أحّبهم بينما

بالولد أبًدا .استيقظ، احترس ببساطة الباب المفتوح في القمر و بسط بنطلونه و وضعهم على. )كما( أحّب الولد .لم يحلم  

The above extract contains three adverbs: the degree adverb ‘only’,فقط the frequency adverb 

‘never’ ابدا    and the manner adverb ‘simply’ ببساطة. The three systems have tackled adverb translation 

differently. Sakhr rendered the three adverbs correctly, which is considered a significant 

achievement. Google Translate translates degree and manner adverbs well, but it omits the 

frequency adverb ‘never’   ابدا in its translation from English into Arabic. On the other hand, 

Microsoft Translator translated degree and frequency adverbs properly but made a word order error 

when ordering the adverb ‘simply’ ببساطة by putting the adverb ببساطة, before the verb, استيقظ where, 

in Arabic, the adverb should come after the verb.   

According to table 5.3, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr achieved the lowest number of the 

definite and indefinite articles omissions, and thus they shared the first rank; Google Translate made 

the highest number of errors, placing it in the second rank. On the other hand, the results reversed in 

2017 with Google Translate committing the lowest number of errors, which is a significant 

improvement. Thus, it is placed as the best system; Sakhr also had a considerable reduction, which 
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marks Sakhr as the second-best system. Finally, Microsoft Translator remained steady with its 

results over the two years in dealing with English<> Arabic articles. It is found that the omission of 

articles is considered as a disruption to the fluency of the text since they do not affect the meaning. 

The following example illustrates the article errors in English translation into Arabic. 

Example 22, (WHO, 2017): 

ST: Unfortunately, although it is often assumed that increasing longevity is being accompanied by 

an extended period of good health, there is little evidence to suggest that older people today are 

experiencing better health than their parents did at the same age.  

Google:  

قبل فترة طويلة من لألسف، على الرغم من أنه غالبا ما يفترض أن زيادة طول العمر ويرافق  جيدة، وهناك القليل من ^صحة ^

 األدلة على سوغغيست أن كبار السن اليوم تشهد بصحة أفضل من فعل والديهم في نفس الفئة العمرية.

Microsoft Translator:                                   ولسوء الحظ، على الرغم من أنه كثيرا ما يفترض أن الزيادة في طول

مر ويصاحب فترة ممتدة من الصحة الجيدة، هناك القليل من األدلة سوغغيست التي تواجه كبار السن اليوم ^ صحة أفضل الع

 مما فعل آبائهم في نفس الفئة العمرية.

Sakhr:    

يّدة، هناك دليل قليل لألسف، بالّرغم من أنه في كثير من األحيان اُْفتُِرَض أن طول^عمر ^متزايد يَُصاَحب بفترة ممتّدة للصّحة الج

 القتراح أن النّاس األكبر اليوم يجّربون الّصّحة األفضل من آباءهم عمل في نفس العمر.

Back Translation: Unfortunately, although it is often assumed that length the longevity the 

increasing is being accompanied by an extended period of the health the good, there is a little 

evidence to suggest that the people the biggest today are experiencing the health the best than their 

parents did at same the age.  

The above extract shows that Arabic outputs have more articles than the English text. This is 

because Arabic articles are more frequent than in English since they are attached to nouns and 

adjectives. Abu-Chacra (2007, p. 31) who indicates, “Articles are used for all noun cases, genders 

and numbers by attaching it to the beginning of a noun or adjective”.Moreover, there is no 

indefinite article in Arabic.  This example shows that Microsoft Translator omitted one article with 

the noun ‘health’ صحة, where in English it does not take an article because it is a generic noun. On 

the other hand, Google Translate and Sakhr omitted two articles for each. Google Translate omitted 

the article with the noun ‘health’صحة similar to Microsoft and the article with the adjective ‘good’ 

 .متزايد’and the adjective ‘increasing عمر’Sakhr made an omission error with the noun ‘age .جيدة

Moreover, the back translation pinpoints the difference of article usage in English and Arabic, and 
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thus they are considered one of the main obstacles that confront MT especially from English into 

Arabic.  

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with prepositions translation into 

Arabic.  

Example 23, (The Prophet, 2017) 

ST: AND a youth said, Speak to us of Friendship. And he answered, saying: Your friend is your 

needs answered. 

Google:                                                            صديقك هو أجاب احتياجاتك.                                                                                       "وقال الشباب "، تحدث لنا الصداقة  ^ 

Microsoft Translator:                                                                  

.صديقك هو احتياجاتك اإلجابة عليه: عن الصداقة وأجاب قائالوقال شباب، تتحدث إلينا    

Sakhr:                                               .و شباب قال، يتكلّم معنا من الّصداقة. و رّد، يقول : صديقك هو حاجاتك مردودة 

Back Translation (Google): The young people said, speak to us friendship. Your friend he 

answered your needs.  

Prepositions help to establish the relationship between the sentence parts. However, they are 

sometimes omitted when they are not required and do not affect the meaning of the sentence parts. 

The above extract shows that the three systems have dealt with the preposition “of” in the extract 

differently. Google Translate omits the preposition “of” in its translation, which makes the sentence 

less fluent and confuses the reader since “of” here establish the relationship between the speaker 

and his topic. Thus, the preposition should be عن to indicate the subject of/concerning the subject of 

the sentence. Therefore, the omission here inhibits the fluency of the TT text. Microsoft Translator 

translated it correctly with the use of the preposition عن. However, Sakhr mistranslates it by the use 

of the preposition من instead of عن to indicate the start of something, so this translation is a part of a 

wrong choice, a concept that will be explained later.  

The above table 5.3 lists preposition errors committed by the three systems over two years. 

It shows that Microsoft Translator achieved the best results in providing English<> Arabic texts 

with the lowest rate of preposition errors, which places it as the first out of the three systems. 

Following that, Sakhr obtained the second rank. Ultimately, Google Translate had the highest 

number of preposition errors that placed it in the last position in 2016. However, 2017 witnessed a 

considerable shift in the positions. Google Translate reduced the number of errors in 2016, which 

can be considered a significant development; Sakhr significantly reduced its errors, which classified 

it as the second-best system. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator reduced its errors, but it was 

relegated to the third rank in 2017, which is considered a regression in this case. However, this 
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example indicates that preposition errors affect the fluency and intelligibility of TT. However, they 

are omitted when they are redundant and not required. Besides, the language difference 

demonstrates that some English prepositions are secondary in Arabic, which means that they do 

affect the comprehension of the text. 

  In terms of omission, it is clear that the three systems also achieved translation free of any 

spelling errors over the two years of testing. It is clear that Google Translate achieved the best 

results in 2017 after the introduction of Neural Machine Translation in producing a translation with 

the lowest percentage of omitted errors of verbs, adjectives, and prepositions in the six domain 

texts. Moreover, it also achieves the best results in pronoun translation, likewise with Sakhr. Sakhr 

had the lowest number of omission errors in Arab, WHO, Petra News, Prophet in 2016, but it lost 

its place in 2017 and was relegated down to the second rank. On the other hand, Sakhr and 

Microsoft Translator both obtain the best results in adverb translation.  

5.3.2.2. Addition Errors 

 Additions maybe be an error that affects the intelligibility, the accuracy and the flow of the 

text. However, additions could also be a redundant and unnecessary part that does not hinder the 

intelligibility of the text. This is why the study considers the addition as an error only if it affects the 

intelligibility of the text. According to table 5.4, English to Arabic translation, Sakhr also achieved 

the best results in UN plus WHO 2016, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft, but it was 

relegated down again, which placed Google Translate as the top system in 2017. Moreover, 

Google’s achievement placed it as the best system in 2016, but it was relegated down, which placed 

Sakhr as the best system in 2017 in the translation of literary texts into Arabic.  

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with verbs translation into Arabic.  

 

Example 24, (The Prophet, 2017)  

ST: And in the sweetness of friendship let there be laughter and sharing of pleasures. 

        For in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning and is refreshed. 

 

Google:                                                               .وفي حالوة الصداقة دعونا أن يكون هناك ضحك، وتبادل الملذات  

. لفي الندى من األشياء الصغيرة يجد قلب الصباح، ويتم تحديث  

Microsoft Translator:            

  .وفي حالوة الصداقة يجب + إال يكون هناك الضحك، وتقاسم الملذات

ور قليالً القلب يرى في الصباح ويتم التحديثلفي ندى األم  
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 Sakhr:                                                                           .و في حالوة الصداقة ترك+ هناك ضحك، و مشاركة المتع   

 في ندى األشياء الّصغيرة القلب يجد صباحه و منعش      

Back Translation (Microsoft Translator): In the sweetness of friendship, there should not be a 

laugh and sharing of pleasure. For the dew of little things, the heart sees in the morning and is 

updated.  

 The above extract indicates that Google Translate outperforms the other two systems and 

does not add any item, while Microsoft Translator and Sakhr have added two verbs to their 

translations. The ST verb ‘let there be’ is a kind of expression used in prayer to show the emphasis 

upon the importance of something to be done. (Macmillan Dictionary, 2018) However, there is a 

great distinction between the two systems’ additions. Sakhr adds the verb ترك  ‘leave,’ which is 

redundant, unnecessary and sometimes carries the meaning of giving permission. Nevertheless, this 

addition is not considered an error since it does not affect the accuracy of the text. On the other 

hand, Microsoft Translator adds the verb يجب اال يكون ‘should not be,’ which contradicts the ST. 

Thus, this addition deforms the text and distorts the meaning since it contradicts the ST and bans 

laughing and sharing of pleasures in friendship as explained in the back translation above. Okhasha 

(2000, p. 238) provided a very clear refrenced translation for the extract as the follows:  “ ولتمزجن

 which is to ‘combine the sweetness of friendship with laughter ”عذوبة الصداقة بالضحك والبهجة المشتركة

and shared joy’.  

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with prepositions translation into 

Arabic.  

Example 25, (The Prophet, 2017): 

ST: To wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day of loving; 

To rest at the noon hour and meditate love's ecstasy; 

To return home at eventide with gratitude; 

Google: ان يستيقظ عند الفجر بقلب مجنح ويعطي الشكر ليوم اخر من المحبة للراحة في الساعة الظهيرة والـتأمل       التأمل+    

 الحب. للعودة الى المنزل في ايفينتد مع االمتنان.

Microsoft Translator:              ة في ساعة الظهيرة للتنبية عند الفجر بقلب مجنح وتقديم الشكر ليوم اخر من المحبة للراح

 والتأمل نشوة الحب للعودة الى الوطن في المساء مع االمتنان. 

Sakhr:                                                                                 ،ا ليوم آخر من حنون لالستيقاظ في الفجر بقلب مجنّح و يبادل شكر       

التّخطيط لنشوة الحّب، للعودة إلى البيت في المساء باالمتنان، لالستراحة في ساعة الّظهر و  
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Back Translation (Google):  To wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day 

of love. To rest at noon and meditate and meditate. To return home in the eventide with gratitude.  

 The above extract shows that the Google Translate and Sakhr added two items, which are 

unnecessary and redundant. Google Translate adds its verb ‘meditate’التأمل .However, it does not 

disrupt the flow of the text nor hinders intelligibility of the text. It only adds repetition, which is not 

desirable for the end users. Nevertheless, this addition is not considered an error since the accuracy 

is not affected.  On the other hand, Sakhr adds the preposition ‘from’ من   before its verb “loving”. 

This addition affects the fluency of the text and confuses the end-users. This means that all words in 

ST do not necessarily need to be to be translated into the TL. Surely, the preposition ‘of’ is 

necessary for ST, but it is secondary in Arabic, in which it could be deleted without having an effect 

on the fluency of the text. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator provides a translation free of any 

additive error.  

As is apparent in table 5.4, Google Translate outperforms the other two systems in providing 

a translation that is virtually free of adjective and noun additions, which allowed it to be ranked as 

the best system in 2016. Regarding Sakhr, it is in second place, while Microsoft Translator ranked 

as the third system. Despite the fact that Google Translate surpassed the other systems in 2016, 

2017 analysis showed that Google Translate was relegated to the third rank in 2017. Followed by 

Sakhr, which reduced its errors, allowing it to remain steady in the second rank over the two years. 

On the other hand, Microsoft Translator achieved significant progress in reducing the number of 

errors in 2016.  

 In English into Arabic, Sakhr achieved the lowest number of addition errors over the two 

years, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator in 2016. However, Google Translate 

was relegated down to the third rank, which allowed Microsoft Translator to occupy the second 

rank in literary texts. Moreover, Google Translate achieved the best results with the lowest number 

of errors, followed by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator in 2016.  In 2017, Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator shared the first rank, followed by Sakhr in the second rank in WHO and UN 

document translation. On the other hand, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the 

lowest number of addition errors of adjectives and nouns in English into Arabic translation, 

followed by Sakhr. In 2017, Sakhr outperformed the other systems, followed by Google Translate 

and Microsoft Translator, which occupy the second rank. 

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with pronouns translation into 

Arabic.  

Example 26, (The Prophet, 2017) 
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ST:  Seek him always with hours to live. 

       For it is his to fill your need, but not your emptiness. 

Google:                                                                                                          يطلبونه دائما مع ساعات للعيش  

 ألنه له+ لملء حاجتك، ولكن ليس الفراغ الخاصة بك

Microsoft Translator:                                                                                     تسعى إليه دائماً مع ساعة للعيش   

يس من فراغ الخاص بكألنه هو+ له+ لسد الحاجة الخاصة بك، ولكن ل  

Sakhr:                                                                                                                  ابحث عنه دائًما بالّساعات للعيشة         

 ألنه ملكه+ لملء حاجتك، لكّن ليس فراغك      

Back Translation (Microsoft Translator): Seek him always for hours to live. Because he his to 

fill your special needs, but not your emptiness.  

 The extract shows that the three systems committed pronoun addition errors. Google 

Translate adds the suffix pronoun ‘his’ ــه ’ in له. Microsoft Translator also adds two personal 

pronouns ‘he’  هو  and ‘his’  هin له. Moreover, Sakhr also adds the possessive adjective ــه  in ملكه  . 

Back translation shows the effect of the pronoun on the intelligibility of the text. Abu-Chacra 

(2007) indicates that when the suffix pronoun ــه  is attached to  ل, it is equivalent to the verb “to 

have” in English. Such pronoun addition deforms accuracy and disrupts the intelligibility of the text 

since the subject is unknown to the end user. 

In view of table 5.4, it is evident that Google Translate achieves the lowest number addition 

pronouns, which classes Google Translate as the first MT system, followed by Microsoft Translator 

in the second rank and Sakhr at the third rank. In 2017, Google Translate obtained the lowest 

number of pronoun additions. It increased its errors; it is still the best MT system over the two years 

equally. Regarding Microsoft Translator, it drops its results, which also places it in the second rank 

over the two years likewise. Moreover, Sakhr results went down, which is considered to be a 

considerable shift, of about half of the results. Moreover, Google Translate achieved the best 

performance in Arabic to English translation, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. 

However, 2017 shifts the positions, where Microsoft Translator is placed as the first, followed by 

Google Translate and Sakhr. In English to Arabic Translation, Google Translate and Sakhr shared 

the first rank in the lowest number of errors in UN and WHO translation into Arabic in 2016, 

followed by Microsoft Translator. Moreover, Google Translate also achieved the best performance 

in literary texts translated into Arabic followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr in 2016, but it 

was relegated to the second rank in 2017, which placed Microsoft Translator at the first place, then 

Google Translate and Sakhr.   
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5.3.2.3. Mistranslation Errors 

Table 5.5 elucidates that Google Translate achieves the lowest number of errors in adjective/ 

noun mistranslation, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr in 2016. On the other hand, in 

2017, the three systems worsen and increase their errors, with Google Translate still in the first 

rank, followed by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator. In English to Arabic translation, Google 

Translate seems to be at the first rank, followed by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator in 2016, while 

2017 witnesses a reversal, where Google Translate remains steady, occupying the first place and 

Sakhr relegates down to the third rank. On the other hand, Google Translate outperforms other 

systems, succeeded by Sakhr and Microsoft Translator over two years in the UN and WHO 

translations into Arabic. Microsoft Translator achieved the best performance in 2016, followed by 

Google Translate and Sakhr, while Sakhr moved up and achieved the best performance, and then 

Microsoft Translator in English literary texts into Arabic. 

Table 5.6 shows that the three systems mistranslate verbs erroneously. In 2016, Sakhr seems 

to commit the lowest number of errors in verbs translation, followed by Google Translate and 

Microsoft. On the other hand, in 2017, the three systems deteriorated on all counts. Google 

Translate committed the lowest number of errors, followed by Sakhr and Microsoft. In English to 

Arabic translation, the above table 5.6 shows that Microsoft Translator achieved the best 

performance in 2016, followed by Sakhr and Google Translate, while in 2017 Sakhr outperforms 

the other systems, followed by Microsoft Translator and Google Translate. In English to Arabic 

translation, Microsoft Translator seems to omit the lowest number of verb mistranslation errors in 

the UN and the WHO documents into Arabic, succeeded by Google Translate and Sakhr in 2016, 

while in 2017 there witnessed performance change, wherein Google Translate achieved the lowest 

number of omission errors, and then Sakhr and Microsoft Translator. Sakhr achieved the best 

performance in 2016 for English literary texts translation into Arabic, then Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator. Google Translate reduced its results, accompanied by Sakhr and Microsoft 

Translator in 2017.  

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with verbs translation into Arabic.  

Example 27, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2017) 

ST: In the dark, the old man could feel the morning coming and as he rowed, he heard the trembling 

sound as flying fish left the water and the hissing that their stiff set wings made as they soared away 

in the darkness. 

Google:     في الظالم الرجل العجوز يمكن أن يشعر الصباح القادم، كما انه التجديف سمع صوت يرتجف كما األسماك الطائر

 .ترك الماء و هيسينغ أن األجنحة الخاصة بهم قاسية جعلت كما ارتفعت بعيدا في الظالم.
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Microsoft Translator:                               رجل يبلغ من العمر صباح اليوم قادمة وكما قال في الظالم ويمكن أن يشعر

مجذف أنه سمع صوت يرتجف كالسمك الطائر غادر الماء والهسهسه أن تعيين قاسية على أجنحة كما أنها ارتفعت بعيداً  في 

 .الظالم.

Sakhr:             رتعاش الّصحيح بينما في الغامق الّشيخ يمكن أن يشعر بالّصباح الّذي يجيء و بينما )كما( جّدف سمع اال

        )كما( ترك سمك الّطّيار الماء و هس الّذي عملته أجنحتهم الواقعة الّصلبة بينما )كما( تصاعدوا بعيًدا في الّظالم. 

Back Translation (Sakhr): In the dark colour the old man may feel the coming morning, while as 

he rowed he heard the proper trembling while as he left the flying fish the water and he hissed 

which did their fallen stiff wings while as they mounted up in the darkness.         

 Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have translated the underlined ST verb ‘soar 

away’ as ارتفعت بعيدا ‘went up’, which is acceptable but not full equivalent to ST since the ‘soar way’ 

indicates going up fastly. In this regard, Sakhr mistranslates the verb in a way that is similar to the 

other systems, but it chose another verb تصاعدوا بعيدا ‘mounted up’, which contradicts the ST since 

‘mount up’ means getting upon something, such as a horse or increasing stocks in the market. 

Therefore, the three systems’ translations make the text unintelligible and inaccurate. Therefore, the 

best translation should be  حلق‘moving through the air since the context indicates flying and the best 

verb in Arabic is حلق ‘move through the air’ like birds that fly in the sky’. This translation is also 

affirmed by Baalbaki in a referenced translation for The Old Man and The Sea in Arabic (2012, p. 

28).   

The following extract explains how the three system dealt with noun miatranslation into 

Arabic.  

Example 28, (WHO, 2017) 

ST: The life course is currently framed around a rigid set of stages: early childhood, studenthood, a 

defined period of working age and then retirement. 

Google:          ،يتم وضع إطار الحياة حاليا حول مجموعة جامدة من المراحل: الطفولة المبكرة، غطاء محرك السيارة الطالب

من هذا المنظور، غالبا ما يفترض أن السنوات اإلضافية تضاف ببساطة إلى نهاية  فترة محددة من سن العمل ومن ثم التقاعد.

  الحياة وتسمح بالتقاعد أكثر اتساعا.

Microsoft Translator:                                     حاليا هو مسار الحياة في إطار حول مجموعة جامدة من مراحل: مرحلة

  وطالب هود، فترة زمنية محددة لسن العمل والتقاعد ثم.   الطفولة المبكرة،     

Sakhr:       مسار الحياة يُبَْرَوز حاليًّا حول مجموعة صارمة من المراحل: الّطفولة المبّكرة، قلنسوة الّطالب، فترة محّددة لسّن العمل ثّم 

. التّقاعد  
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Back Translation (Sakhr): The path of life is currently framed around a rigorous set of stages: 

early childhood, student’s cap, defined period of working age and then retirement.  

 The above example shows that the three systems mistranslated the noun “studenthood”. 

Google Translate renders it as غطاء محرك السيارة الطالب ‘car hood student; Microsoft Translator 

renders it as طالب هود, Student Hud. Moreover, Sakhr translates it as الّطالب قلنسوة  student hat. These 

translations contradict the ST text, which indicates the quality of being a student. Therefore, the 

study reiterates that mistranslation errors are the most serious errors since they not only affect the 

intelligibility and the accuracy of the translated text, but also alter the text subject and confuse the 

reader due to the conflict of idea between texts. It is worth mentioning that when ‘studenthood’ is 

inputted out of the context, Google Translate for instance keeps it untranslated. However, Table 5.5 

shows that the systems concluded with the lowest number of errors, which reflects the fact that MT 

between distant languages suffers from serious errors, some of which affect the intelligibility of MT 

output greatly. The table shows that Sakhr achieves the lowest number of mistranslation errors in 

2016, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. In 2017, the three systems declined 

in their translation and committed more errors than in 2016. Despite this, Google Translate achieved 

the lowest number of errors, which ranks it at the first place. Sakhr was relegated down and ranked 

as the second system, followed by Microsoft Translator in third place.  

5.3.2.4. Untranslated Errors 

 The untranslated error is the result of keeping a word in its ST letters or transliterates it into 

TL letters. The following example shows how the three systems have dealt with the noun translation 

of English texts into Arabic.  

Example 29, (UN, 2016) 

ST:   Throughout the reporting period, UNSMIL remained actively engaged in efforts to facilitate 

the formation of a unity government supported by security arrangements, to bring an end to the 

institutional crisis and armed conflict. 

Google:                       وخالل الفترة المشمولة بالتقرير، ظلت البعثة تشارك بنشاط في الجهود الرامية إلى تيسير تشكيل  

  حكومة وحدة تدعمها الترتيبات األمنية، من أجل وضع حد لألزمة المؤسسية والنزاع المسلح.

Microsoft translator:                    وطوال الفترة المشمولة بالتقرير، أونسميل ظلت تشارك بنشاط في الجهود الرامية 

 إلى تسهيل تشكيل حكومة وحدة وطنية مدعومة بترتيبات األمن، من أجل وضع حد لألزمة المؤسسية والصراع المسلح.

Sakhr:                 خالل الفترة المبلغة، أنسميل بقي انشغل بالمجهودات بنشاط لتسهيل تشكيل حكومة وحدة مساند 

األمنيّة، لجلب نهاية لألزمة و النّزاع المسلّح.بالتّرتيبات   
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Back Translation (Microsoft Translator): Throughout the reporting period, UNSMILL remained 

actively engaged in efforts to facilitate the formation of a unity government supported by security 

arrangements, to bring an end to the institutional crisis and armed conflict. 

It is apparent here that the ST has an acronym, UNSMIL. It stands for United Nations 

Support Mission in Libya; its equivalent in Arabic is بعثة األمم المتحدة للدعم في ليبيا. Google Translate 

translates it accurately as البعثة ‘delegation’, which indicates that Google Translate is acquainted 

with UN systems of abbreviation and acronyms, while Microsoft Translator and Sakhr failed to 

render it correctly. They transcribed UNSMIL in Arabic letters.This is either because the two 

systems had not dealt with such acronym before or because they have not updated their system to 

cope with the newly invented acronyms by such international organisations to suit their resolutions 

and decisions.  

5.3.3. Grammar Errors 

 Grammar categories refer to the errors committed by MT in terms of agreement, word order 

and conjunctions. Agreement is whether the output aligns with the TL grammatical rules, while 

word order looks at whether MT output is properly ordered according to TL rules or not. Violating 

grammatical rules inhibits the comprehension and fluency of the output.  

5.3.3.1. Agreement Errors 

Table 5.8 shows that the three systems committed a slight number of agreement errors. In 

English to Arabic, Google Translate achieves the best performance in the UN and the WHO 

documents followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr, while Google Translate and Sakhr come first, 

then Microsoft Translator in 2017. In literary texts translation into Arabic, Sakhr comes first, then 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, while in 2017 the three systems produced output free of 

any word order error into Arabic.  

The following example shows how the three systems have dealt with subject-verb agreement 

in English to Arabic.   

Example 30, (UN, 2016) 

ST: When participants in the political dialogue convened in Tunis on 10 and 11 December, they 

agreed to move forward with the signature of the Agreement. 

Google:              عندما المشاركين في الحوار السياسي الذي عقد في تونس يومي 10 و 11 ديسمبر، وأنها وافقت على  

.لمضي قدما في التوقيع على االتفاقا  

Microsoft Translator:                       كانون  11و  10عندما اجتمع المشاركون في الحوار السياسي في تونس يومي

ى المضي قدما في التوقيع على االتفاق.األول/ديسمبر، واتفقا عل  

Sakhr: ديسمبر، اتّفقوا التّحّرك إلى  11و  10عندما اجتمع المشاركون في النّقاش الّسياسّي في تونس على                       

  األمام بإمضاء االتّفاقيّة.
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Back Translation (Google): when the participants in the political dialogue that convened in Tunis 

on 10 and 11 December, she agreed to move forward with signature of the agreement.  

 The above extract shows that Microsoft Translator and Sakhr achieved the best performance 

in providing translation that meets Arabic structure in terms of agreement. On the other hand, 

Google Translate committed two agreement errors, sound masculine plural جمع المذكر السالمerror and 

subject verb agreement. Participants in the extract have been translated as المشاركين, which 

represents sound masculine accusative, while participants in the extract is nominative; thus, it 

should be المشاركون rather than ينالمشارك . The second error is أنها وافقت’she agreed,’ while the subject 

of the extract is participants  .المشاركون. Abu-Chacra (2007, p. 81) shows that “If the subject refers to 

a human being and the verb is placed after the subject, the verb must agree with the subject in 

number and gender”. Therefore, the verb ‘agree’ اتفق  should agree with the subject, where the 

subject ‘participants’ is human, so the verb should be joined to plural suffix وا as اتفقوا. This extract 

shows that Microsoft Translator and Sakhr outperform Google, since they apply proper Arabic 

agreement rules in their translations.  

5.3.3.2. Word order Errors 

 The following example shows how the three systems have dealt with Arabic word order 

while they translate English texts into Arabic.  

Example 31, (UN, 2017) 

ST: The present report is submitted pursuant to Security Council resolutions 2238 (2015) of 10 

September 2015 and 2259 (2015) of 23 December 2015. It covers major political and security 

developments in Libya, provides an overview of the human rights and humanitarian situation in the 

country.  

Google:             2259و  2015أيلول / سبتمبر  10( المؤرخ 2015) 2238ويقدم هذا التقرير عمال بقراري مجلس األمن 

)2015( المؤرخ 23 كانون األول / ديسمبر 2015. ويغطي التقرير التطورات السياسية واألمنية الرئيسية ويقدم لمحة عامة عن 

 حالة حقوق اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في ليبيا. 

Microsoft Translator:                      2015سبتمبر  10( 2015) 2238هذا التقرير مقدم عمال بقراري مجلس األمن 

و 2259 )2015( من 23 ديسمبر 2015. يغطي الرئيسية السياسية والتطورات األمنية في ليبيا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حقوق 

 اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في البلد.

Sakhr: )  2259و  2015سبتمبر  10( من  2015)  2238التّقرير الحالّي ُعِرَض متعقّب إلى قرارات مجلس األمن                

2015 ( من 23 ديسمبر 2015 .يغّطي التّطويرات الّسياسيّة و األمنيّة الكبيرة في ليبيا، يوفّر ملّخًصا لحقوق اإلنسان و الوضع 

 اإلنسانيّ  في البلد. 

 Arabic has two rules that are very different from English. The Arabic verb precedes the 

subject in the verbal sentence and the noun always precedes the adjective. The above extract shows 
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that Google Translate outperforms the other systems in providing Arabic translation according to 

the Arabic word order structure. Moreover, Sakhr provides correct word order for noun plus 

adjective combinations, but omits the verb at the beginning of the sentence. On the other hand, 

Microsoft Translator follows the English structure in their translation. هذا التقرير مقدم ‘the present 

report is submitted’, in that the subject precedes the verb, while in Arabic it should be مقدم هذا التقرير  

in accordance with the Arabic rule “verb+ subject +object or complement” (Abu-Chacra 2007, p. 

32). The second error is يغطي الرئيسية السياسية والتطورات, where Microsoft Translator puts the adjective 

after the verb as a subject, while the noun should follow the verb and precede the adjective since the 

adjective follows the noun in Arabic. 

5.3.3.3 English Conjunctions into Arabic 

In English to Arabic text, the three systems have produced translations free of any 

conjunctions errors. However, they added and omitted conjuction to the output, but the addition and 

omissions did not affect the fluency of the text. Forexample, the three systems have dealth with the 

English conjunction ‘and’ into ‘wa’ in Arabic. The UN document extracts has 41 ‘and’ 

conjunctions. Google Translate produced 54 wa conjunctions in its translation, Microsoft Translator 

with 59 and 38 for Sakhr. WHO has 23 ‘and’ conjunctions. Google Translate transferred them into 

41, 28 for Microsoft Translator and 18 for Sakhr. The Old Man and the Sea has 41 ‘and’ 

conjunctions. Google Translate has 49, 41 for Microsoft Translator and 41 for Sakhr. The Prophet 

has 39 ‘and’ conjunctions. Google Translate had transferred The Prophet with 49 conjunctions, 42 

for Microsoft Translator and 35 for Sakhr. These results show that Sakhr achieved virtual similar 

number of conjunctions, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Google Translate. However, 

these differences in number indicate addition and omissions, but they are not considered errors 

since they do not affect the fluency of the text.  

5.3. 4. Semantics Errors 

Semantics is the study of the meaning relationship between the words. A semantic analysis 

examines whether the output is meaningful and intelligible or not. In English to Arabic translation, 

Microsoft achieves the best performance over the two years, followed by Google Translate and Sakhr 

in UN and WHO translation into Arabic. In literary text translation into Arabic, Google Translate had 

achieved the lowest number of errors in 2016, which placed it as the first system, followed by 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. 

5.3.4.1. Wrong Choice Errors 

The following example illustrates the wrong choice error in English into Arabic.  

Example 32, (UN, 2016) 
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ST: On 17 December, the political dialogue process reached an important milestone with the 

signing of the Libyan Political Agreement in Skhirat, Morocco. 

Google:                     بتاريخ 17 كانون األول، وصلت عملية الحوار السياسي معلما هاما مع التوقيع على االتفاق السياسي

 الليبي في الصخيرات، المغرب.

Microsoft Translator:                    في 17 كانون األول/ديسمبر، بلغت عملية الحوار السياسي معلما هاما مع التوقيع

الليبي" في الصخيرات بالمغرب. على "االتفاق السياسي  

Sakhr:                                       في 17 ديسمبر، عمليّة النقاش الّسياسيّة وصلت إلى نقطة تحّول مهّمة بتوقيع االتّفاقيّة

 الّسياسيّة اللّيبيّة سخيرات، المغرب.

Back Translation (Sakhr): On 17 December, the political discussion process arrived at an 

important milestone in signing the Libyan political Agreement in Skhirat, Morocco.  

 The wrong choice selection indicates that a chosen word has a correct sense, but that there is 

another word that could replace it and convey the meaning more accurately. This example has the 

verb ‘reach’ ,بلغ which has been translated differently. The example tells of the progress of the 

political dialogue process in Libya. It indicates the UN made great efforts to reach the Libyan 

political agreement. In Arabic, there is a distinction between بلغ  and بلغ  .وصل ‘reach’ indicates 

reaching the goal of paying a lot of effort , while   وصل ‘arrive’ indicates simply reaching something 

in the end. (Al-Faseeh Network, 2018) Furthermore, the Cambridge Dictionary (2018) shows that 

‘reach’ implies spending a lot of effort to reach something, while arrive implies arriving at a place 

by the end of the journey and does not connote an effort. Furthermore, Merriam-Webster's 

Dictionary of Synonyms (1984, p. 663) shows that ‘reach’ indicates a reference to the “development 

of a process”.  In this regard, Google Translate and Sakhr committed a wrong choice error, which 

affects the accuracy of the text in choosing وصلت instead of بلغت. However, Microsoft Translator 

succeeded in providing a translation that conveys the intended meaning accurately. Moreover, the 

UN text’s referenced translation (UN, 2016, p. 1) confirms that the best translation of ‘reach’ is 

indeed لغتب .   

Misunderstanding of adjectives and nouns results in wrong choices that prevent a full and 

accurate rendering of the translated work. Table 5.6 shows that Google Translate takes the lead in 

providing a minimum number of errors. In 2016, Google Translate surpassed other systems in 

providing a minimum number of adjective/noun wrong choice translations, which placed it at the first 

place.  Following that, Microsoft Translator is classed as the second system. On the other hand, Sakhr 

is considered as one of the highest percentages based on a number of errors in all domains up to now, 

classing it in the third place. However, the 2017 results indicate that there was an increase in the 
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number of their errors, which can be considered unexpected. Google Translate increased its errors but 

remained in the first rank. Regarding Sakhr, it reduced its errors significantly, which is considered as 

a positive development, in 2017, placing it in the second place. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator increased its errors, which relegated it down to the third rank instead of the second in 2016.  

5.3.4.2 Confusion of senses Errors 

 In the UN document, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the best 

performance without having any confusion errors over the two years, followed by Sakhr, which had 

the lowest number of errors in 2016 and produced translation free of any error in 2017. In turning to 

WHO, Google Translate achieved the lowest number of errors followed by Microsoft and Sakhr in 

2016. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator succeeded in producing translations free of errors, 

and then followed by Sakhr with the minimum number of errors. In The Prophet, Sakhr achieved 

the lowest results over the two years, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator in 

2016 and 2017.  

On the other hand, Sakhr achieved the lowest number of errors in 2017. Because of this, it 

still occupies the first place in providing The Prophet translations with the lowest number of errors, 

while Google Translate and Microsoft Translator reduced their errors by only a slight variance. It 

makes it clear that Sakhr achieves the lowest number of errors due to its acquaintance with Arabic. 

In The Old Man and the Sea, Sakhr repeatedly achieved the lowest number of errors, followed by 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. In 2017, Google Translate and Sakhr achieved the best 

translation free of any errors, followed by Microsoft Translator. 

 The following example illustrates the confusion of senses errors in English into Arabic.  

Example 33, (The prophet, 2016) 

ST: And think not you can direct the course of love, for love, if it finds you worthy, directs your 

course.  

Google:                                       والتفكير ال يمكنك توجيه مسار الحب، للحب، إذا وجدت لك جديرة، يوجه دراستك  

Microsoft translator:                                              ،وأعتقد ال يمكنك توجيه مسار الحب، للحب، إذا وجد لك جديرة

 يوجه مسار الخاص بك

Sakhr:                                                و يفّكر ليس يمكن أن توّجه مضمار الحّب، للحّب، إذا وجدك جدير، وّجه منهجك  

Back Translation (Google): Thinking does not direct the love track, for love, if you found you 

worthy, direct your study.  
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The extract has been translated differently by the three systems, but all literally, word for 

word, which does not convey the intended meaning of the text. Google Translate translation 

confuses the reader since it indicates that love works as an academic guide for your course of 

studies “يوجه دراستك” and distorts the meaning of the extract; Microsoft Translator renders it in a 

way that is difficult to understand “يوجه مسار الخاص بك”due to being too literal a translation. On the 

other hand, Sakhr translation is slightly more acceptable “وجه منهجك” because the reader can grasp 

the intended message about the role of love in leading and guiding the course of your life as 

follows:  

 ”اليخطر ببالك انك قادر على توجيه مسار الحب, بل يوجهك اذا وجدك خليقا به“

 (Okasha, 2000)  

In the next chapter, the error analysis moves to identify the main errors committed by the 

three systems understudy at English<>Arabic collocations as a special case of Error Analysis. 
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6. Chapter Six:  Collocation Analysis as a special case of EA 

Chapter 5 tackled the capacity of the three systems in dealing with English <>Arabic 

translation in terms of orthography, lexis, grammar and semantic. The errors were identified along 

with their effects on the intelligibility and accuracy. The current chapter aims to investigate the 

capacity of the three systems under study while dealing with English<>Arabic collocations as a 

special case of error analysis. The present study defines collocations as  a set of two or more words 

that co-occur habitually and predictably for native speakers in sequential order to form semantic 

cohesion on a syntagmatic level. They are semantically transparent, where the meaning of the 

collocation is deduced from the context, distinguishing them from idioms (see 3.3).  The chapter 

starts with the collocation percentage found in the corpus of the study, then analysis of English into 

Arabic translation of collocations and then Arabic into English translation of collocations.  

6.1 Collocation Percentage  
Two typologies of collocations were used as a guide in collocation extraction, Benson et al. 

(2010) for English collocations and Ghazala (2007) for Arabic collocations. After extracting 

collocations, the thesis supervisors who are native speakers in this language pair assessed the list of 

collocations to avoid subjectivity in the selctions since there is the degree of acceptable and non-

acceable collocation is a thrust of linguistic reaerch. 

Interestingly, the study found that the percentage of collocations is higher in Petra 

journalistic reports, Arab League, WHO and the UN domain texts. The lowest percentage of 

collocations is in literary texts, The Old Man and the Sea and The Prophet, because each writer tries 

to use his eloquence in word choices, sentence structures, figurative language, and sentence 

arrangement all work together to establish mood, images, and meaning in the text. For example, 

Hemingway (1952) uses ‘benevolent cancer’ and ‘fishless desert’ to describe the suffering of the 

character, which are unfamiliar expressions in daily use of the English language. The study has 

found the following percentage of collocations in the six different domain texts as shown in figure 

6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Frequency of Collocations in text’s corpus 

Whereas Hill (2003) found that collocation percentage is 80% of any text, the study found 

that collocations in the selected domain texts represent no more than 9 % to 49 % of text. However, 

this is still a significant proportion of the texts. The chart shows that the journalistic domain text 

contains the highest percentage (49%), while the lowest percentage of collocation occurs in The Old 

Mand and The Sea (9.80%). Moreover, it shows that texts from international and regional 

organisations (Arab League, UN AND WHO) occupy the second place by percentage of 

collocations, while literary texts were texts with the lowest percentage of collocations, making up 

roughly 12 % of The Prophet document. It is clear that mistranslation of such expressions will 

inevitably inhibit and hinder the intelligibility and the accuracy of TT, with a bleak outcome if the 

texts are sensitive, such as in journalistic reports, and resolutions by international and regional 

organisations.  

 The three MT outputs were analysed using the framework of Costa et al. (2015). The errors 

were categorised in terms of lexis, grammar and semantics.  They are shown in the form of charts 

rather than tables to show the error analysis results in a representation of data. The explicitation of 

such errors is presented via examples, followed by explanations and the systems’ ranking with each 

English<>Arabic collocations. Moreover, back translation has been used in English into Arabic 

translation where relevant for ease of understanding of the ST in the TL. Furthermore, reference 

translation and the author’s translation are mentioned wherever needed. In view of the O’Brien 

severity errors (2012), collocation errors are considered major since the intelligibility and accuracy 

of the text are affected by any error in terms of collocations. Thus, each error is multiplied by 2 (see 

3.4.2). Collocation error analysis will be analysed here in  two main categories: translation of 

Arabic into English collocations (6.2) and English into Arabic collocations(6.3). 
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6.2 Error Analysis of Arabic collocations into English  
 The study found that the majority of Arabic collocations in the selected domain texts are 

noun plus adjective, noun plus noun, verb plus noun as part of lexical collocations and verb plus 

preposition as a part of grammatical collocations.  

6.2.1 Arabic Lexical Collocations:  

6.2.1.1. Arabic Noun plus adjective  

Arabic adjectives follow noun and modifies it in terms of gender, number and case, e.g., 

 international organisation’. Indeed, they are the most common collocations in Arabic. It‘ المتحف جميل

is found that Arabic noun plus adjective collocations are easily translated into English adjective plus 

noun collocations because they have a full equivalency in English (Ghazala, 2004).  The following 

chart 6.2 illustrates the main errors committed by the three systems in translating Arabic noun plus 

adjective collocations into English as follows. 

 

Figure 6.2. Arabic Noun plus Adjective Collocation translation’s errors by MT systems 

The above chart demonstrates that Arabic noun plus adjective collocations have equivalent 

collocations in English since the errors are slight in number. It also illustrates the main error 

categories as committed by the three systems understudy and the number of errors found for each 

category between 2016 and 2017 beside their percentages. It is noticeable that the three systems 

have dealt with translating Arabic collocations into English differently.  

6.2.1.1.1. Omission of Noun+Adj 

In terms of omission, Sakhr outperformed the other systems in providing the lowest errors, 

in 2016 and significantly improved to provide translation entirely free of errors in 2017. Then, 

Google Translate follows it, but it was relegated down due to an increase in its results, placing it as 

the third MT system in 2017 instead of second place as in 2016. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator achieved the highest number of errors but, markedly, made a significant development in 
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dropping its errors in 2017.  The following example illustrates the omission errors by the three 

systems in dealing with Arabic noun plus adjective translation into English.  

Example 1, (Petra News Reports, 2016)  

ST:        مؤكداً ان مشاركة جاللته في اعمال القمة لما يتمتع به من رؤية ثاقبة وحكمة واسعة سيكون لها اثر عظيم في انجاح

 اعمال القمة. 

Google: Stressing that the participation of His Majesty at the summit because of its ^vision and 

wisdom and wide will have a great impact on the success of the summit.  

 

Microsoft Translator: asserting that his Majesty's participation in the Summit because of its broad 

vision and wisdom that will have an ^ impact in the success of the Summit.  

 

Sakhr: confirming that the participation of his Majesty in the summit proceedings to what he 

enjoys from a sharp view and a wide saying will have a great effect in making a success the summit 

proceedings.  

The above extract shows that there are two underlined noun plus adjective collocations in 

the ST extract. Noticeably, the first collocation (رؤية ثاقبة) indicates being intelligent and sharp-

witted. However, Google Translate provides a translation for it as ‘vision’, which could be a 

translation for ‘vision’ رؤية. This indicates that the adjective اقبةث  ‘broad’ was omitted; thus, the 

meaning is ill-formed.  Concerning Sakhr, it mistranslated it as ‘sharp-eyed’ meaning to have very 

good eyesight, which is considered a wrong choice error, to be discussed later. On the other hand, 

Microsoft Translator translated it as ‘broad vision’, which is verified in (Lea and Runcie, 2002, p. 

856).The research suggests other collocations that could suit the Arabic one are ‘clear-sighted and 

perspicacious’.  The second collocation اثر عظيم  ‘great impact/effect’ has been translated well by 

Google Translate and Sakhr, and Microsoft Translator. The omission of ‘great’ in Microsoft 

Translator does not inhibit the accuracy since the translation is appropriate and the message is clear 

that the attendance of His Majesty ‘will have an impact on the success of the summit’.  

6.2.1.1.2. Addition of N+ Adj 

The following example illustrates the addition errors by the three systems in dealing with 

noun plus adjective translation into English.  

Example 2, (Arab League, 2016):  

ST: 

اعادة اطالق مفاوضات جادة وفاعلة ومحددة بسقف زمني تفضي بالنهاية الى اقامة الدولة الفلسطينية المستقلة 

. 1967وعاصمتها القدس الشرقية على خطوط الرابع من حزيران عام    
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Google: re - launching serious and effective and +specific negotiations cut the time lead ultimately 

to the establishment of an independent Palestinian state with its capital in East Jerusalem, on the 

fourth of June 1967 lines.  

Microsoft Translator: relaunching the negotiations and specific effective time ceiling leading 

ultimately to the establishment of an independent Palestinian State with East Jerusalem as its capital 

on June 4, 1967 lines.  

Sakhr: a launching repetition serious, effective and defining negotiations by a time limit she 

reveals the end to establishing the independent Palestinian state and their capital East Jerusalem on 

lines the fourth of June in 1967 based on the international references. 

 It is evident that the three systems dealt with the text in a different way, as can be seen by 

the underlined collocations in the above extract. The first collocation ‘مفاوضات جادة وفاعلة’ has been 

translated as ‘serious and effective and specific negotiations.’ It shows that Google Translate adds 

the conjunction ‘and’ and ‘specific’, which are redundant and unnecessary, although they do not 

deform the intelligibility of the TT. Microsoft Translator also adds ‘and’ and ‘specific’ with another 

adjective ‘effective’, which does disrupt the fluency and deform the intelligibility of TT. It also 

omits the adjective ‘جادة’, which further distorts the TT. Moreover, Sakhr also adds ‘defining’ to the 

translation. The first translation should be ‘serious and effective negotiations.’ Furthermore, the 

second collocation is ‘time frame’ سقف زمني, translated as ‘cut the time’ by Google. Google 

Translate provided ‘cut time’ for   يسقف زمن ’time frame’. ‘Cut time’ is used to indicate cut time in 

music notation, while the context suggests conducting an event at a scheduled time. This translation 

is irrelevant to the context, which makes the text confusing for the reader. On the other hand, 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr translate سقف زمني as ‘a specific time and defining time,’ which is 

partially acceptable, but the translation is wrongly selected, as this could be replaced with the more 

accurate suggested collocation “time frame”.  

 It is apparent that Sakhr achieved remarkable results in making zero errors, thereby 

providing translation free of additive errors, in 2016, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft 

Translator. On the other hand, the three systems advanced greatly in providing translation free of 

any additive errors in 2017. 

6.2.1.1.3. Mistranslation of N+ Adj 

 The following example illustrates the mistranslation errors by the three systems in dealing 

with noun plus adjective translation into English. 

Example 3, (Petra News, 2017) 

ST:  

نائب رئيس الوزراء وزير الخارجية وشؤون المغتربين ناصر جودة ، الذي سلمه رسالة الدعوة من جاللة الملك عبدهللا الثاني 

 للمشاركة في القمة العربية التي تستضيفها المملكة في نهاية آذار المقبل. 
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 Google: Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Affairs of Expatriates Nasser Judeh, who 

delivered the invitation of His Majesty King Abdullah II to participate in the Arab summit 

hosted by the Kingdom message At the end of next March . 

Microsoft Translator: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Nasser Expat 

quality, who handed him a letter of invitation from King Abdullah II to participate in the Summit in 

Arabic at the end of the Kingdom hosted next March. 

Sakhr: Deputy Prime Minister the Foreign Minister and the expatriates’ affairs Nasser Joudeh, who 

handed over to him the call message from the His Majesty King Abdullah II to participate in the 

Arab summit that the kingdom hosts at the end of next March. 

The above extract demonstrates that Google Translate and Sakhr offer translations free of 

collocation mistranslations, while Microsoft Translator mistranslates the collocation القمة العربية as 

‘summit in Arabic’. Thus, it contradicts the context, since it mistranslates العربية ‘Arab’ as a 

reference to the language, while context refers to the Arab people ‘Arabs’ and not the Arabic 

language, which alters intelligibility and inhibits the accuracy of TT. The above chart shows that 

Google Translate and Sakhr achieved translation free of any mistranslation errors, followed by 

Microsoft Translator in 2016. Sakhr remains steady in keeping its translation free from any error, 

while Google Translate and Microsoft Translator had the minimum errors. 

6.2.1.1.4. Wrong Choice of N+ Adj 

The wrong choice of words indicates that the translated choices are not satisfactory to 

convey the intended message of the ST. According to the above chart 6.2, it is evident that the three 

systems commit more errors in this area than in the other categories. It indicates that the three 

systems provide partially correct translation for some collocations, but the result is still not 

desirable enough to meet standard language choices. Moreover, incorrect word order indicates a 

misplacement of the translation words according to the grammatical conventions of TL.  

In view of chart 6.2, Google Translate achieves the lowest number of errors, while 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr share similar results in 2016. On the other hand, Google Translate 

had dropped down its errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr, in 2017.  

The following example illustrates the wrong choice errors by the three systems in dealing 

with noun plus adjective translation into English. 

Example 4, (Arab League, 2017) 

ST:                     اكد الجانب الحكومي السوري على استعداده لتقديم كافة التسهيالت والسماح بدخول المعدات الفنية الالزمة

 لعمل البعثة وتأمين حرية التحرك اآلمن لجميع اعضائها في مختلف االراضي السورية. 
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Google: The Syrian government side affirmed its readiness to provide all facilities and allow the 

entry of technical equipment necessary for the work of the Mission and to secure the safe movement 

of all its members in the various Syrian territories.  

Microsoft translator: The Syrian government side affirmed its readiness to provide all facilities 

and allow the entry of technical equipment necessary for the work of the Mission and to secure the 

safe movement of all its members in the various Syrian territories.  

Sakhr: The Syrian government side on its readiness for offering all facilitation and the permission 

for the entrance of the artistic equipments necessary for the work of the delegation and securing the 

freedom of the safe move to all their members in all the Syrian lands.  

The above extract contains two main noun plus adjective collocations. Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator translate the first collocation المعدات الفنية الالزمة ‘necessary technical equipment’ 

correctly. However, Sakhr mistranslated it as ‘artistic equipment necessary’, which is wrongly 

chosen as the noun ‘artistic’ الفنية indicates techniques and crafts, rather than artistic practices, which 

relate to art. The second collocation التحرك اآلمن ‘safe movement’ has been translated correctly by 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, while Sakhr wrongly selects a noun that indicates a 

change, while ST indicates the act of moving from a place to a place safely; thus, it should be 

rendered as ‘safe movement’.  

6.2.1.2. Arabic Verb plus Noun Collocations 

 Verb plus noun collocations are easily translated since they have identical equivalents in 

both languages. They are equivalent in semantic and grammatical structures (Ghazala, 2004). 

However, the research indicates that the availability of equivalent translations may result in literal 

translations. For example, the verb وقعت ‘signed’ has been translated literally by Sakhr as ‘fell 

upon’. The wrong choice and literal translation of the chosen collocation inhibits the accuracy of 

TT. It is found that the three systems have translated verb plus noun collocations without having 

any addition or word order errors over the two years. This is due to the use of RBMT and the fact 

that the systems are well trained in a verb plus noun collocations. The following chart 6.3 indicates 

the errors committed by the three systems in dealing with the translation of Arabic verb plus noun 

collocations into English.  
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Figure 6.3 Arabic Verb plus Noun Collocation Errors 

6.2.1.2.1. The omission of V + N 

Chart 6.3 shows that Sakhr outperformed the other systems in providing a translation of 

Arabic verbs plus noun collocations into English with the lowest number of errors, which placed it 

as the best system, followed by Google Translate, then Microsoft Translator in 2016.  More 

importantly, the three systems achieved significant improvements, in which they dropped their 

errors in 2017. Sakhr surpassed the other systems and provided translation free of any omission 

errors, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator. It is clear that the three systems 

improved continuously and the output is a significant indication of this. 

 The following example illustrates the omission errors by the three systems in dealing with 

verb plus noun translation into English. 

Example 5, (Petra News, 2016):  

TS 

لوقوف بوجه العصابات الفكرية التي بثت الفرقة والفتنة في وماضون في محاربة جذور االرهاب الفكرية وااليديولوجية وا

 المجتمعات وقدم المومني التعازي للحكومة التركية واهالي الضحايا                                                     

Google:  And continue to fight the roots of ideological and ideological terrorism and stand up to the 

intellectual gangs that spread the division and sedition in the societies and offered Momani 

condolences to the Turkish government and parents of victims. 

Microsoft Translator: And are involved in combating intellectual and ideological roots of 

terrorism and standing up to the intellectual mob which broadcast band and discord in societies and 

gave momani condolences to the Turkish Government and the victims.  
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Sakhr:  Persistent in the intellectual and ideological terrorism roots fight and standing against the 

face of the intellectual gangs that the separation and the sedition broadcast in Al Mgtmat Al 

Moumni ^ the condolences to the Turkish government and the victims families.  

In this example, ‘offer/give condolence’  تعازيقدم  has a sense of showing sympathy and 

compassion for people when one of their family members has passed away. Therefore, the context 

here indicates expressing, giving, and offering condolences. Benson et al. (2010, p. 83) indicate that 

the noun condolence collocates with the following verbs: “convey, express, offer, send, and accept” 

Moreover, condolence can also collocate with “give” (Oxford Learners Dictionary, 2018). It is 

noticeable that Google Translate and Microsoft Translator succeeded in providing an equivalent 

term for the Arabic context, but that they did not order the sentences properly according to the rules 

of English sentence construction. On the other hand, Sakhr failed to provide an equivalent verb for  

‘give/present/express’  قدم  in English because the system did not recognise or understand the 

context, either due to lack of collocation data training  because it had not translated such a verb 

before or not found in its databases of parallel corpora. Therefore, the omission of the verb by Sakhr 

inhibits the accuracy of the text and deforms its meaning due to a lack of the main verb in its 

translation.  

6.2.1.2.1. Mistranslation of V+N 

According to the above chart, the three systems offered translation virtually free of any 

mistranslation errors in translating Arabic verb plus noun collocations into English over the two 

years. They had the same number of errors in 2017.  On the other hand, Google Translate and Sakhr 

improved their translation to the point of it being free of any error and then Microsoft Translator.  

The following example illustrates the mistranslation errors by the three systems in dealing 

with verb plus noun translation into English. 

Example 6, (Petra News, 2017): 

ST: وأكد المومني استمرار االردن بالوقوف ضد االرهاب واالرهابيين ودعمه لكل الجهود الدولية لمحاربة                          

 االرهاب ووقوفه مع تركيا وكافة الدول في حربنا جميعا على االرهاب الغاشم الذي يستبيح االنسانية ومستقبل الشعوب.

Google: He continued Momani Jordan to stand against terrorism and terrorists and support for all 

international efforts to fight terrorism and standing with Turkey and all countries in our war on 

all of the brutal terrorism that transgress humanity and the future of peoples.  

Microsoft Translator: Momani stressed Jordan continued to stand against terrorism and terrorists 

and support for all international efforts to combat terrorism and standing with Turkey and all the 

States in our war on terrorism all the humanitarian scandal and the future of peoples. 
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Sakhr: Al Moumni confirmed the continuation of Jordan of the standing against the terrorism, the 

terrorists and his support of all international efforts to fight the terrorism and stop him with Turkey 

and all of the countries in all our war on the unfair terrorism that considers lawful the humanity and 

the people’s future. 

The extract shows that the three systems have committed mistranslation errors for the 

Arabic verb plus noun collocation االنسانية يستبيح  ‘infringe or breach the bounds of humanity’ over the 

two years. Google Translate provided inequivalent collocation; Microsoft Translator not only 

commits a mistranslation error, but it also omits the verb يستبيح ’infringe/breach’ which makes the 

TT collocation unintelligible. However, Sakhr mistranslates the collocation through providing 

contrary translation to the ST. The underlined collocation means ‘going beyond the limitation in 

violating humanity,’ while Sakhr provides an opposite meaning as being in harmony with the law. 

Such a translation is wrong. The study recommended that the best translation for يستبيح االنسانية is 

‘infringe, breach or violate the bounds of humanity.’  

6.2.1.2.3. Wrong Choice of V+N 

 The following example illustrates the wrong choice errors by the three systems in dealing 

with verb plus noun translation into English. 

Example 7, (Petra News, 2016): 

ST: 

وماضون في محاربة جذور االرهاب الفكرية وااليديولوجية والوقوف بوجه العصابات الفكرية التي بثت الفرقة والفتنة في  

                                                                                                                               المجتمعات

Google: stand up to the intellectual gangs that spread the division and sedition in the societies 

Microsoft Translator: standing up to the intellectual mob, which broadcast band and discord in 

societies. 

Sakhr: standing against the face of the intellectual gangs that broadcast the separation and the 

sedition in Al Mgtmat.  

The above extract is taken from the speech of the foreign minister of Jordan, who asserts the 

commitment of Jordan to fight all the roots of terrorism and the groups that spread division and 

sedition in all societies.  The three systems have translated the Arabic collocation والفتنة بث الفرقة 

differently. However, Google Translate provide an appropriate translation. Google Translate 

provides the most accurate, ‘spread of division and sedition’. Sakhr succeeds partially in rendering 

the collocation into Arabic, but it refers to facing the online spread of division and sedition. On the 

other hand, Microsoft Translator fails to translate the collocation properly; it translates it as 

broadcasting ‘band and discord’, which contradicts the ST collocations which denotes the ‘divison’ 

 as a refrence to ‘music band’. This example highlights the importance of diacritic ’فرقة‘ not ’’فرقة’
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for Arabic MT (see 2.4.4). Such translation inhibits the intelligibility and the accuracy in 

translation.  

6.2.1.3. Arabic Noun plus Noun  

A noun plus noun collocation is a sequence of two nouns that occur together, one as an 

attribute and the other as a predicate. This collocation is similar to the two previous types in that 

they are less problematic in translation and have identical equivalents in English. Ghazala (2004) 

divided noun plus noun collocations in Arabic into three main categories: genitive عين الصواب ‘quite 

right’, coordination قلبا وقالبا  ‘heart and soul’ and emphatic المجد والسؤدد/ ‘glory and might’. He  adds 

that they could be translated as adjective plus noun, noun plus noun, or verb plus noun collocations 

into English depending on the context of the collocations. Significantly, the three systems produced 

translations for Arabic noun plus noun collocations free of any addition or word order errors over 

the two years. The study has found that noun plus noun collocations occupy the highest number of 

collocations found in the Arabic domain texts; roughly 58 collocations in total. The following chart 

4.5 illustrates the main errors committed by the three systems understudy when dealing with Arabic 

noun plus noun collocations into English. 

 

Figure 6.4 Translation errors in Arabic Noun Plus nouns Collocations 

6.2.1.3.1. Omission of N+N 

In view of the above chart, Sakhr committed the lowest number of omission errors, which 

surpasses the other systems, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator in 2016. 

However, 2017 witnessed a remarkable decline in the number of errors for Microsoft Translator, 

while Google Translate and Sakhr increased their errors slightly in 2017.  However, Sakhr remained 

in the first position over the two years in providing the minimum number of omission errors in 

2017, followed by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator.  
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The following example illustrates the omission errors by the three systems in dealing with 

noun plus noun collocation translation into English. 

 

Example 8, (Petra News, 2017) 

ST:                                                                               ولفت سموه خالل اللقاء الذي تم فيه استعراض استراتيجية

وخططها الحالية المستقبلية إلى أن االستراتيجية غاية في األهمية ويجب ترجمتها على أرض الواقع.المؤسسة   

Google: During the meeting in which he reviewed the strategy of the Foundation and its current 

plans for the future, he stressed that the strategy is very important and must be translated on the 

ground.  

Microsoft Translator: during the meeting that the current^ ^ strategy and plans of future enterprise 

strategy is very important and must be translated on the ground.  

Sakhr: during the meeting that took place in it the review of the enterprise strategy and its future 

current plans that the strategy is very important and must be translated on the ground.  

Google Translate and Sakhr have translated the first collocation استعراض استراتيجية ‘review 

the strategy’ properly, although Sakhr provides a wrong choice equivalent for the noun ‘المؤسسة’ as 

an enterprise, which is not quite equivalent to ST, confusing the TL reader, as will be discussed in 

the wrong choice section later. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator omits two main nouns of the 

collocation استعراض/ المؤسسة  , ‘review/organisation’. Omission such as that produced by Microsoft 

Translator inhibits the intelligibility and deforms the accuracy of the translation due to the lack of 

full transference of ST into TT.  

6.2.1.3.2. Mistranslations of N+N 

Mistranslation affects the comprehension of the translation text. Google Translate 

committed the lowest number of errors, which surpassed the other two systems over the two years, 

then Microsoft Translator, which placed it as the second best system followed by Sakhr in 2016. On 

another note, it is noticeable that Google Translate and Microsoft Translator remained steady in 

their number of errors over the two years, while Sakhr succeeded in dropping its errors in 2017. The 

following example illustrates the mistranslation errors by the three systems in dealing with noun 

plus noun translation into English. 

Example 9, (Petra News, 2017) 

ST: 
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أكد سمو األمير الحسين بن عبدهللا الثاني، ولي العهد ضرورة تطوير عمل مبادرات مؤسسة ولي العهد وإطالق مبادرات      

 جديدة تنسجم مع رؤية ورسالة المؤسسة. 

Google: His Highness Prince Hussein bin Abdullah II, Crown Prince Need to develop the work of 

the Crown Prince Foundation initiatives and the launch of new initiatives in line with the vision and 

mission of the institution. 

Microsoft Translator: His Highness Prince Hussein Bin Abdullah, the Crown need to develop the 

Crown Foundation initiatives work and new initiatives are consistent with the vision and mission of 

the institution.   

Sakhr: His Highness Prince Al Hussein Bin Abdullah II confirmed, the Crown Prince the necessity 

of a development the work of the initiatives of the Crown Prince enterprise and launching new 

initiatives he harmonizes with the view and the message of the enterprise.  

The above extract shows that there are three Arabic noun plus noun collocations. The first 

collocation is سمو األمير, ‘crown prince,’ which has been translated acceptably by the three systems 

as ‘highness prince’. Moreover, Google Translate and Sakhr translate the second collocation  ولي

 prince’. the third‘ /ولي as ‘crown prince’ correctly, while Microsoft Translator omits the العهد 

collocation رؤية ورسالة ‘vision and mission’ is translated by Google Translate and Microsoft 

Translator well, while Sakhr translates it literally as رؤية  as ‘view,’ indicating the ability to see 

something, whereas رسالة ‘message’ indicates a written or verbal message that is received by a 

recipient. This translation is a literal one and does not reflect the intended message of ST. Thus, 

mistranslation in the fourth collocation contradicts the ST and distorts the intelligibility of the TT.  

6.2.1.3.3. Wrong choice of N+N 

According to Chart 6.4, the three systems committed a large number of errors. Google 

Translate committed the lowest number of wrong choice errors, which outperformed the other 

systems in 2016, followed by Sakhr, ranking it as the second best system, then by Microsoft 

Translator. On the other hand, the three systems reduced their errors in 2017. Google Translate 

continuously for the second year outperformed the other systems in providing a minimum number 

of errors for Arabic noun plus noun collocations into English, then Microsoft Translator, while 

Sakhr dropped its results, but was relegated down to the third system. The following example 

explains wrong choice errors committed by the three systems in Arabic Noun plus Noun translation.  

Example 10, (Arab League, 2016)  

ST:                                                  وطلب من االمين العام لجامعة الدول العربية اتخاذ ما يراه مناسبا نحو تسمية رئيس بعثة مراقبي

     الجامعةالعربية والقيام باجراء االتصاالت الالزمة مع الحكومة السورية للتوقيع على البروتوكول
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Google: The Arab States to take whatever it deems appropriate for the designation of the head of 

the observer mission of the Arab League and to conduct the necessary contacts with the Syrian 

government to sign the protocol. 

Microsoft Translator: The Arab States to take whatever it deems appropriate for the designation of 

the head of the observer mission of the Arab League and to conduct the necessary contacts with the 

Syrian government to sign the protocol. 

Sakhr: and requested from the Arab League Secretary General taking what sees it suitable towards 

naming the observers mission chief of Arab League and standing with holding the necessary 

communications with the Syrian government to sign the protocol. 

 Two noun plus noun collocations have been underlined in the above extract. The first one is 

بعثةتسمية رئيس   ‘appointing the head of the mission’, which has been translated differently by the 

three systems. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator translate the collocation as ‘designation 

of the head’ that indicates that the selection is already set, while the context indicates assigning 

somebody to the rule, who has not been selected yet. This means the three systems have translated 

the collocation literally, where the proper translation should be ‘appoint the head’ seen in the UN 

English version (2012, p. 11). The second collocation is  اجراء اتصاالت‘make contacts’, which has 

been translated correctly by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. On the other hand, the ST 

indicates making/conducting contacts, while Sakhr has wrongly rendered the collocations in 

choosing ‘holding the communication,’ which indicates putting off the communications for a time. 

Thus, it should be translated as ‘make/conduct contacts’ as translated by the UN (2012, p. 11). Such 

translation seriously distorts the meaning.  

6.2.2. Arabic Grammatical Collocation Errors 

Grammatical collocations consist of a dominant word plus a preposition. Grammatical 

collocations are translated into identical equivalent grammatical structure into English or any other 

identical part of speech. Thus, literal translation conveys partial meaning and thus the intelligibility 

is affected. Arabic grammatical collocations do not have a full identical equivalent in English; the 

meaning is the main factor to decide the equivalency. For example, the Arabic collocation طلب من 

‘requested from’ is a grammatical collocation that consists of the verb ‘request’ طلب and a 

preposition من ‘from’. Moreover, the Arabic collocation يجهش بالبكاء   could be translated into identical 

grammatical collocation ‘burst into tears’, verb plus adverb collocation ‘cry noisily’ or the verb 

‘sob.’ The following chart 6.5 shows verb plus preposition collocation errors over the two years. 
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Figure 6.5 Arabic Grammatical Collocations 

 The above chart illustrates the Arabic verbs plus noun collocations errors found in the 

Arabic texts’ translation into English by the three selected MT systems. It is noticeable that MT 

systems committed the highest number of errors in the area of wrong choice because MT here tends 

to look for literal translations that depend on the closest meaning of a word, while the lowest 

number of errors was found in mistranslation and addition errors. It is also found that the three 

systems produced translations free of any mistranslation or addition errors over the two years.  

6.2.2.1. Omission errors of Grammatical Collocations 

Google Translate and Sakhr had the lowest number of omission errors over the two years, 

and Microsoft Translator had the minimum in 2016, but their errors went up slightly in 2017. The 

following example elucidates omission errors in Arabic Grammatical Collocations. The following 

example illustrates omission errors by the three systems in dealing with Arabic grammatical 

collocations into English. 

Example 11, (Petra News, 2017) 

ST:                                                         وإطالق مبادرات جديدة تنسجم مع رؤية ورسالة المؤسسة، وبما يسهم في تطوير

 قدرات شباب الوطن وتعزيز وصقل مهاراتهم. 

Google: The launch of new initiatives in line with the vision and mission of the institution, and thus 

contributing to the development of the youth home and enhance and hone their skills abilities.  

Microsoft Translator: New initiatives are consistent with the vision and mission of the institution, 

and ^to develop the capacity of the youth of the nation and enhance skills.  
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Sakhr: launching new initiatives he harmonizes with the view and the message of the enterprise 

and by what contributes to the development of the abilities of the homeland young men, a 

consolidation and the polish of their skills.  

It is apparent that Google Translate and Sakhr achieved a substantial result in providing 

correct translations for the underlined collocation, while Microsoft Translator omits the main verb 

in the sentence  اطالق ‘launch’. It omits the main verb of collocation and provides translation for the 

preposition that follows the verb (في) as ‘to’ in English. However, the collocation omission here 

does not inhibit the intelligibility of the translation since the translation still conveys the ST 

message.  

6.2.2.2. Wrong Choice & Word Order errors of grammatical collocations 

           It is evident that the three systems under study committed the highest number of wrong 

choice errors respectively. Google Translate committed the minimum number of errors in 2016, 

outperforming the other systems, then Microsoft Translator followed by Sakhr in 2016. On the 

other hand, 2017 witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of errors for Google, but it is still 

occupying the first place, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr. The following example 

shows the wrong choice of Arabic Grammatical collocations into English.  

Example 12, (Petra News, 2017) 

ST:  اشار خادم الحرمين الشريفين الى اعتزازه بالعالقة األخوية التي تربطه شخصياً بجاللة الملك عبدهللا الثاني وطلب   نقل أمنياته

 الخالصة لجاللته. 

Google: For his part, the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Abdullah II expressed his pride 

in the brotherly relationship between him and His Majesty King Abdullah II and ^ conveyed his 

sincere wishes to His Majesty.  

Microsoft Translator: Monarch said to pride, Sisterhood relationship personally with his Majesty 

King Abdullah II and his transfer request to his Majesty.  

Sakhr: The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques pointed out its boast of the brotherly relation that 

links him personally with the His Majesty King Abdullah II and requested the transfer of its wishes 

pure for its His Majesty.  

In view of the above extract, the text contains two Arabic grammatical collocations. They 

are translated slightly differently by the three selected MT systems under study. The first 

collocation   ‘express his pride’  اشار الى اعتزازه  has been translated correctly by Google Translate 

because the verbاشار in this context carries the meaning of expressing a view not pointing out pride 

as a literal meaning. In English, ‘pride’ can collocate with ‘express’, but not ‘point out’. On the 
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other hand, the other two have committed wrong choice errors due to incorrect selection of the 

translated words. Sakhr and Microsoft Translator had chosen ‘said to and pointed to’, which 

contradicts the text because اشار الى indicates expressing not saying or identifying. This wrong 

choice selection results in the literal translations, which do not make sense. The second collocation 

 request to convey’ has been translated slightly differently. Google Translate has‘ طلب نقل ل

translated the collocation نقل ل correctly as ‘convey’, but it omitted the main verb طلب ‘ask politely’, 

which contradicts the ST of asking politely, due to the absence of the dominant word of the 

grammatical collocation verb طلب. Microsoft Translator has translated it correctly, but it ordered the 

collocations improperly; it should be ordered as “his request to transfer”. Furthermore, Sakhr 

translated it well, but committed a wrong pronoun choice. Moreover, Microsoft Translator commits 

an error when ordering the verb plus preposition collocation in 2016 and 2017 respectively. The 

collocation is طلب نقل ل, ‘requested to transfer,’ which is translated as ‘transfer request to’, which is 

correct, but needs ordering according to the English rule verb plus preposition ‘request to’ followed 

by the infinitive verb ‘transfer’. 

The results of the three systems show that MT systems perform well in Arabic into English 

collocations if the collocations are common and frequently used in different domain texts. 

Moreover, Arabic into English is easy to translate if they have been translated before and they 

accordingly installed on linguistics corpora. These findings concur with Ghazala (2004) that human 

translators easily translate Arabic collocations since they are familiar and common in text types.  

6.3. Error Analysis of English Collocations into Arabic 
The present section analyses the output of the three selected systems and sheds light on the 

main errors committed by them when rendering English collocations into Arabic. Benson et al. 

(2010) have classified English collocations systematically into two main categories: lexical and 

grammatical collocations (see 3.3.2). It is found that the four texts in English chosen for the study 

contain adjective plus noun collocations, verb plus noun collocations, verb plus complement 

‘adjective and adverb’  for lexical collocations, and finally verb plus preposition for grammatical 

collocations. It is also found that omission, addition, mistranslation, wrong choice, word order and 

untranslated words are the main errors found in the translation of English collocations into Arabic. 

Moreover, the study also found noun plus noun collocations as units of Benson et al. (2010) is not 

applicable in every domain text because the units are used as a measurement tools that are fixed and 

have similar meaning wherever they occur which is similar to idioms. Where as collocations co-

occur habitually and frequently and their meaning is deduced from the context. Furthermore, it is 

also found that adjective plus noun collocations occupy the highest number of errors, followed by 
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verb plus preposition and verb plus noun; while verb plus complement has the lowest number of 

errors. 

6.3.1. English Lexical Translation Errors 

6.3.1.1. English Adjective plus Noun Collocations Errors into Arabic 

 Arabic noun plus adjective collocations are easily translated into English as adjective plus 

noun collocations(6.2.1.1). Moreover, English adjective plus noun collocations are also translated 

easily into noun plus adjective collocations in Arabic by virtue of their similar grammatical and 

semantic forms. Ghazala (1995/2004) and Faris and Sahu (2013, p. 53) have emphasised that 

English adjective plus noun collocation is less problematic in translation into Arabic text due to the 

availability equiqvalent collocations in Arabic. However, a literal translation is never acceptable 

since it does not reflect the actual meaning of the ST, which leads to the distortion of the TT 

meaning. It is found that the three systems produced translation free of any addition errors. 

Untranslated words are another error found in English into Arabic collocations, where the systems 

transcribe the ST into TL letters or keep the ST untranslated. The following 6.6 chart illustrates the 

main errors committed by the three systems when rendering English adjective plus noun 

collocations into Arabic.  

 

 

Figure 6.6 English Adjective plus Noun Collocations Errors 

The above chart elucidates the main errors committed by the three systems selected for the 

study when dealing with English adjective plus noun collocations into Arabic over the two years, 

2016 and 2017. It is evident that the highest number of errors was for wrong choice errors over the 

two years, while with zero errors over the two years.  
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6.3.1.1.1. The omission of Adj +N 

In the view of the above chart 6.6, it is clear that Google Translate succeeded in providing a 

translation that is free of any omission errors over the two years. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator and Sakhr remained steady with the same results of 2016 in 2017. The following 

example shows the omission errors of adjective plus noun collocation into Arabic.  

Example 13, (WHO, 2017) 

ST: Given the unique issues that arise in older age and the limited attention this period has 

traditionally received, the report focuses on the second half of life. 

Google: ونظرا للقضايا الفريدة التي تنشأ في سن الشيخوخة واالهتمام المحدود الذي تلقته هذه الفترة تقليديا،   يركز  التقرير على  

           النصف الثاني من الحياة.

Microsoft Translator:                                             

نظراً للقضايا الفريدة التي تنشأ في سن الشيخوخة واالهتمام المحدود هذه الفترة تقليديا تلقي، يركز التقرير على النصف الثاني من الحياة. 

    

Sakhr: 

 على اعتبار القضايا الفريدة الّتي تظهر في العمر األكبر و ^المحدود استعّد هذه الفترة قد تلقّت عادةً، التّقرير يرّكز على النّصف الثّاني 

 للحياة. 

The above extract shows that there are three adjective plus noun collocations. The three 

systems have appropriately translated the first collocation ‘unique issues’ due to the availability of 

an equivalent collocation in Arabic. Moreover, the second collocation ‘older age’ has been rendered 

well by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, but Sakhr provides indefinite time for being an 

old person, which is considered to be part of a wrong choice error, which will be discussed later.  

On the other hand, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator also translated the third collocation 

‘limited attention’ correctly, but Sakhr here omits the noun and translates the adjective only, which 

leaves the ground for confusing and distorting the comprehension of the text. Therefore, the third 

collocation should be translated as (االهتمام المحدود/ قلة االهتمام). 

6.3.1.1.2. Mistranslation of Adj+ N 

 According to Chart 6.6, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest 

number of errors followed by Sakhr in 2016. In 2017, the three systems remained steady. Some 

literary collocations are mistranslated, but this is due to author-specific language, which the author 

has invented and employed to make their writing legible and precise. Moreover, some writers use 

their expressions to beautify people’s miseries. In this manner, Hemingway (1952) uses ‘a fishless 

desert’, which even though it has the form of an adjective plus noun, is not a collocation because 
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this combination is considered as a part of writer’s style. The following example shows the 

mistranslation errors of adjective plus noun collocation into Arabic.    

Example 14, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2017)  

ST: But the old man always thought of her as feminine and as something that gave or withheld 

great favours, and if she did wild or wicked things it was because she could not help them. 

Google:      تقد دائما لها كما المؤنث وكشيء يعطي أو يحجب تفضل كبيرة، وإذا كانت أشياء البرية أو األشرار كان ذلك ألنها ال يمكن

 أن تساعدهم.

Microsoft Translator:                   اعتقدت دائماً لها المؤنث وشيء أن تعطي أو تحجب تفضل كبيرة، وإذا فعلت أشياء البرية

نظراً ألنها ال يمكن أن تساعدهم.شرير كان  أو   

Sakhr:                    لكّن الّشيخ دائًما فكرتها كنسائّي و كشيئ ما الّذي أعطى أو منع المجامالت العظيمة، و إذا عملت األشياء البّريّة

 أو الّشّريرة هو كان ألنها لم يكن من الممكن أن تساعدهم.

Back Translation (Microsoft Translator): I thought that she is a feminine and something to give or 

obscure great preference if she did wild things or wicked because she could not help them.  

The above extract has one underlined collocation, “great favours”. The three systems have 

mistranslated it. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator translated it literally, and they produced   

 great preference,’ which has any sense at all in the Arabic TT. On the other hand, Sakhr‘تفضل كبيرة 

translated it as المجامالت العظيمة ‘great compliments’ which does not make sense either; it instead 

suits the contexts of greeting and receiving guests or friends. Therefore, the three translations of the 

collocation make the TT unintelligible. ‘Great favours’ mean giving precious gifts or things as 

significant favour in order to satisfy others. Baalbaki (2012) provides a very intelligible and 

equivalent translation in Arabic as  المنن الجزيلة‘precious gifts’. Moreover, he suggests a translation 

for a great favour as ‘ المنح الجليلة   precious gifts’. 

6.3.1.1.3. Wrong Choice of Adj+ N 

 According to chart 6.6, it is apparent that Google Translate had the lowest number of wrong 

choice errors, and outperformed the other systems in 2016. Microsoft Translator in the second place 

and then Sakhr follow it in 2016. On the other hand, in 2017 Google Translate increased its errors 

slightly, while Microsoft Translator and Sakhr levelled off and kept similar results to 2016. The 

following example shows the wrong choice errors of Adjective plus noun collocation into Arabic. 

Example 15, (The Prophet, 2017) 

ST: He raised his head and looked upon the people, and there fell a stillness upon them. And with a 

great voice he said:  
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Google:                                                                                     .ورفع رأسه ونظر إلى الشعب، وسقطت عليه

   وبصوت عظيم قال:

Microsoft Translator:                                       نظر إلى الشعب، وهناك سقط من سكون عليها. وقال أنه رفع رأسه وي

  وقال بصوت عظيم:

Sakhr:                                           و رفع رأسه و نظر على النّاس، و هناك سقط سكون عليهم. و بالّصوت العظيم اّلذي

:                        قاله           

The above extract contains one adjective plus noun collocation. Significantly, the three 

systems provide similar translations for the underlined collocations. However, the collocation is 

literally translated as صوت عظيم ‘strong voice’, since the context indicates the eagerness to listen. 

Thus, it is clear that the translation is a collocation, which is acceptable in TL but does not represent 

the ST message fully. Therefore,  the translation systems choose صوت عظيم as a ‘very strong voice’, 

which does not suit the stillness and contradicts the context. The context indicates speaking in a 

very clear and pleasant way, since in Arabic صوت/voice collocates with beautiful جميل, light and soft 

 and this translation suits the context here. Therefore, the accuracy and the ,محب lovely ,رقيق ولين

intelligibility of the text are affected by such translation. 

6.3.1.1.4. Word Order of Adj +N 

It is shown in chart 6.6 that Google Translate succeeded in providing translations of English 

adjective plus noun collocations into Arabic without committing any word order errors. 

Furthermore, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr produced translation virtually free of word order 

errors over the two years. The following example shows the word order errors of Adjective plus 

noun collocation into Arabic. 

Example 16, (UN, 2017) 

ST: It covers major political and security developments in Libya, provides an overview of the 

human rights and humanitarian situation in the country.  

Google:                           ويغطي التقرير التطورات السياسية واألمنية الرئيسية في ليبيا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حالة حقوق

   اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في وتحدد أنشطة بعثة األمم المتحدة للدعم في ليبيا.   

Microsoft Translator:                    يغطي الرئيسية السياسية والتطورات األمنية في ليبيا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حقوق

 اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في البلد. 

Sakhr:                                  يغّطي التّطويرات الّسياسيّة و األمنيّة الكبيرة في ليبيا، يوفّر ملّخًصا لحقوق اإلنسان و الوضع

 اإلنسانيّ  في البلد. 
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The above extract contains two adjective plus noun collocations. The first one ‘major political 

and security developments’ has been translated as a noun plus adjective collocation into Arabic. It has 

been translated and ordered correctly by Google Translate. Microsoft Translator commits an error in 

putting the adjective before the noun in Arabic, which contradicts the Arabic rule that a noun 

precedes the adjective. Therefore, it should be ordered as ‘التطورات السياسية واالمنية الرئيسة ‘political and 

security developments’. Furthermore, Sakhr renders the collocation properly according to Arabic 

rules but commits a wrong choice error in translating ‘major’ الرئيسية as ‘the biggest’ الكبيرة. On the 

other hand, the second collocation ‘humanitarian situation’ has been ordered correctly by the three 

systems.  

6.3.1.1.5. Untranslated errors of Adj+N 

According to chart 6.6, it is evident that Google Translate and Sakhr committed the lowest 

number of errors in 2016 and remained steady in 2017and were followed by Microsoft Translator. 

The following example shows the untranslated errors of Adjective plus noun collocation into 

Arabic. 

Example 17, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2016) 

ST: To melt and be like a running brook that sings its melody to the night. 

       To know the pain of too much tenderness. 

Google:                                                                                    لتذوب وتكون كجدول متدفق على التوالي التي تغني لحن

الحنان أن أصيب فهمك للحب. لها ليلة لمعرفة آالم الكثير من   

Microsoft Translator:                       أن يكون  تذوب وتكون مثل تشغيل بروك أن تغني لحن الليلة لمعرفة ألم الرقة الكثير

            أصيب بالتفاهم الخاصة بك الحب.

Sakhr:                                                                                       ًللذّوبان و مثل جدول متواصل  لمعرفة ألم حنان كثير جدا

   لحنه للّيل  .يغنّي ليُْجَرح بتفاهم الحّب الخاّص بك.

The extract shows that there is one adjective plus noun collocation. The collocation, ‘running 

brrok’, has been translated correctly by Google Translate as a جدول متدفق ‘runnning brook’ and Sakhr   

 running brook’, outperforming Microsoft Translator, which provides literal translation‘ جدول متواصل

for ‘running’ and keeps the noun  ‘brook’ untranslated, transcribed in Arabic letters as بروك. It 

indicates the difficulty of MT in dealing with new terms that they have not dealt with previously. 

Such error disrupts the fluency and distorts the intelligibility of the text. ‘Running brook’ means the 

flow of a small river, so it should be translated in Arabic as جدول متدفق/جدول سار. Okasha (2000) 

provides a reference translation, which is intelligible and accurate as الغدير المنساب. 

6.3.1.2. English Verb plus Noun Collocations translation into Arabic 

As discussed before, adjective plus noun and noun plus noun are easy in translation due to 

the availability of full equivalent collocations in Arabic. It is found that they are less problematic in 
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translation as also stated by Ghazala (2004). In this context, English verb plus noun collocations are 

similar to the previous collocations in that there is a direct equivalence between English and Arabic, 

except for some cases, which require searching for an appropriate term, since the direct translation 

obscures the actual meaning. Ghazala (2004) gave the following example in English “to pay a visit”. 

This collocation is a type of broad collocation, in which any literal translation for them is considered 

to be a mistranslation. This is because the literal translation for the collocation is to “pay money for 

a visit”, while the actual meaning is to visit only. English verb plus noun collocations could be 

translated into a similar verb plus grammatical noun structure in Arabic. Regarding our corpus, it is 

found that the three systems produced translations without having any omission, addition errors 

over the two years. The following, chart 6.7, shows the main errors ‘wrong choice and 

mistranslations’ committed by the three systems while dealing with English verb plus noun 

collocation translation into Arabic.  

 

Figure 6.7 English Verb plus Noun Collocations Errors  

6.3.1.2.1. Mistranslation of V+N 

The three systems committed mistranslation and wrong choice errors. As previously 

explained, mistranslation indicates that the output is incorrect and contradicts the ST; the wrong 

choice indicates that the word has a similar sense, but that it is unsatisfactory to convey the intended 

message of the ST. In the view of the above chart, it is noticeable that Google Translate and Sakhr 

committed a similar number of errors in 2016 followed then by Microsoft Translator, which puts it 

in the second place. In 2017, Sakhr remained steady; Microsoft Translator reduced its errors 

slightly, Google Translate relegated down and increased its errors. The following example shows 

the mistranslation errors of English verb plus noun collocation into Arabic. 

Example 18, (The Prophet, 2017) 
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ST: And when he speaks to you believe in him, though his voice may shatter your dreams 

As the north wind lays waste the garden.  

Google:                                              وعندما يتكلم إليكم يؤمنون به،على الرغم من أن صوته قد تحطيم أحالمك, 

                                 كما الريح الشمال يضع النفايات الحديقة.

Microsoft Translator:                                                                الرغم  وعندما يتحدث إلى كنت أؤمن به, على

 من أن صوته قد تتحطم أحالمك, كما يضع الرياح الشمالية النفايات الحديقة.

Sakhr:                                                                                              و عندما يتكّلم إلى تؤمن به،رغم أن صوته

 قد يحّطم أحالمك تدمر الرياح الشمالية الحديقة. 

The above extract contains two verb plus noun collocations. The first collocation ‘shatter 

your dreams’ has been translated similarly by the three systems. All translations are acceptable, but 

they committed wrong choice errors in providing تحطيم with dreams, which is literally similar to 

break and destroy, while in Arabic the context indicates that the love voice dominates human beings 

as the north winds blow and destroy the garden. Thus, the text indicates that love and wind have a 

powerful ability to control entities. The three systems selections indicate literal translation as تحطيم 

‘break something into pieces’, while the context indicates domination over something. The best verb 

that collocates with the voice and severe power of the north wind is  تعصف ‘damage’, as will be 

discussed in detail in the wrong choice section. 

 Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have mistranslated the second collocation ‘lay 

waste the garden’ by providing a literal translation for the verb  يضع ’lay’ as to put rubbish in the 

garden, which contradicts the ST. The ST indicates the literal meaning that it is a sign of cold 

weather and seasonal change, so the plants are affected and destroyed by it. In Arabic, when one 

describes destroying the garden by the power of wind, one uses تعصف/damage. Therefore, the 

translation should be تعصف بالحديقة ‘damage/ruin the garden completely.’ On the other hand, Sakhr 

renders the collocations literally, which is a part of a wrong choice as will be discussed later.  

6.3.1.2.2. Wrong Choice of V+N 

 In view of the above chart, it is clear that Sakhr committed the lowest number of wrong 

choice errors, then Google Translate followed by Microsoft Translator with the highest number of 

errors. In 2017, Sakhr remained in the first place and reduced its results, while Google Translate 

and Microsoft Translator remained steady and committed a similar number of errors to that of 2016. 

The following example shows the wrong choice errors of English verb plus noun collocations into 

Arabic. 

Example 19, (UN, 2017) 
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ST: It covers major political and security developments in Libya, provides an overview of the 

human rights and humanitarian situation in the country, and outlines the activities of the United 

Nations Support Mission in Libya.  

Google:                                ويغطي التقرير التطورات السياسية واألمنية الرئيسية في ليبيا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حالة

 حقوق اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في وتحدد أنشطة بعثة األمم المتحدة للدعم في ليبيا.

Microsoft Translator:                                                                  يغطي الرئيسية السياسية والتطورات األمنية

  في ليبيا، ويقدم لمحة عامة عن حقوق اإلنسان والحالة اإلنسانية في البلد، ويلخص أنشطة "بعثة األمم المتحدة للدعم" في ليبيا.

Sakhr:                    وق اإلنسان و الوضع اإلنسانّي في ليبيا، يوفّر ملّخًصا لحق يغّطي التّطويرات الّسياسيّة و األمنيّة الكبيرة

 في البلد و يلّخص أنشطة مهّمة دعم األمم المتحدة في ليبيا.

 The above extract shows that there are three verb plus noun collocations. The first 

collocation is   يتناول التطورات السياسية واالمنية ’covers major political and security developments,’ which 

has been translated similarly by the three systems. All of them has chosen يغطي ‘cover’, which has a 

similar sense, but which is wrongly selected as the text (UN report) discusses the political 

development rather than covering them; thus, it should be translated as يتناول ‘discuss.’ Moreover, 

Microsoft Translator misorders the noun and adjectives, with the noun preceding the adjective. The 

second collocation,  يقدم لمحه عامه ‘provide an overview,’ has been appropriately translated by 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator,while Sakhr commits a wrong choice error because it 

provides a translation for ‘provide an overview’ as a summary which contradicts the ST in the sense 

that it is to present a general overview, so it should be translated as   يقدم ملخصا instead of   يوفر ملخصا. 

On the other hand, the three systems have rendered the third collocation  يستعرض األنشطة ’outline the 

activities’ wrongly as ‘identify/ limit/summarise the activities’يخلص/يحدد انشطة, while Arabic does 

not use يلخص ‘summarise’ and يحدد identify when describing the duties of a mission; instead, give  a 

review/summary يستعرض is used. Therefore, the third collocation should be translated as  يستعرض

  .discuss’ for cover‘يتناول for the outline, andيستعرض ’UN (2015) also uses ‘review .االنشطة

6.3.1.3. English Verb/adverb Plus Complement translation into Arabic 

Verb plus complement consists of a verb plus adverb or subordinate clause. These 

collocation strings play a significant role in translating ST into TT accurately to ensure better 

comprehension by, for instance, the end users of MT. It is found that verb plus complement 

collocations are easily translated into English, and thus they are less problematic in translation. 

Moreover, it is found that the three systems succeeded in providing translation free of any omission, 

addition or word order errors over the two years. The following chart 6.8 shows English 

verb/adjective plus complement translation into Arabic.  
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Figure 6.8 Verb/adverb plus Complement Collocations Errors 

6.3.1.3.1. Mistranslation errors of Verb/Adverb Complement 

 In view of the above chart, Google Translate and Sakhr succeeded in rendering 

verb/adjective plus complement collocations successfully without committing any mistranslation 

error, followed by Microsoft Translator in 2016. In 2017, Sakhr remained stable and did not commit 

any errors, and was followed by Google Translate then Microsoft Translator in having the minimum 

number of errors. The following example shows the mistranslation errors of English verb/adverb 

complement collocation into Arabic. 

Example 20, (WHO, 2017) 

ST: Other health problems can be effectively managed, particularly if they are detected early 

enough. 

Google:                    ويمكن أن تكون المشاكل الصحية األخرى فعالة في سن اإلنسان، ال سيما إذا تم الكشف عنها في وقت

 مبكر بما فيه الكفاية. 

Microsoft Translator:                        مشاكل صحية أخرى يمكن أن تكون فعالية رجل المسنين، ال سيما إذا كان يتم الكشف 

  كاف.  عنها وقت

Sakhr:                                                                             المشاكل الّصّحيّة األخرى يمكن أن تُتََمكَّن بفاعليّة، خصوًصا إذا يُْكتََشفُوَن

 مبّكًرا بدرجة كافية.
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The above extract contains two collocations: adverb plus verb ‘effectively managed’ and 

verb plus adverb ‘detect early.’ Google Translate and Microsoft Translator have translated the first 

collocation ‘effectively managed’ wrongly in a way that is literal, translating the adjective 

‘managed’ as سن االنسان which indicates ‘human+ age’, while the context suggests managing the 

health problems wisely. Sakhr translates it as تتمكن بفاعلية‘effectively able to.’ These translations 

distort the ST and make the text unintelligible. In Arabic, when we succeed in dealing with a 

situation, one uses the verb تدبر‘manage’, and when one uses it with an adverb that describes a 

health situation one uses بنجاعه ‘properly.’ Therefore, it should be translated as ‘ المشاكل الصحية .تدبر

 Sakhr committed a wrong choice error, which will be discussed later. On the other hand, the .’بنجاعة

second collocation ‘detected early enough’ has been rendered correctly by all three systems.  

6.3.1.3.2. Wrong Choice errors of Verb/Adverb Complement 

According to the above chart 6.8, the three systems committed a similar number of errors in 

2016. However, Sakhr advanced significantly in producing zero wrong choice errors in 2017. 

Google Translate and Microsoft Translator remained steady and did not change their 2016 results in 

2017. as they soared away in the darkness. He was very fond of flying fish as they were his 

principal friends on the ocean. The following example shows the wrong choice errors of English 

verb/adverb complement collocation into Arabic. 

Example 21, (WHO, 2017) 

ST: Yet the extent of the opportunities that arise from increasing longevity will depend heavily on 

one key factor: health. 

Google:غير أن مدى الفرص التي تنشأ عن زيادة طول العمر سيعتمد اعتمادا كبيرا على عامل رئيسي واحد هو الصحة  

Microsoft Translator:                   ولكن مدى الفرص التي تنشأ عن زيادة طول العمر سيعتمد اعتماداً كبيرا على أحد العوامل

 الرئيسية: الصحة

Sakhr:                                                         حتّى اآلن مًدى الفرص الّتي تظهر من طول العمر المتزايد سيعتمد بشّدة على 

  عامل رئيسّي واحد: الّصّحة.

The extract has a verb plus adverb collocation, ‘depend heavily.’ The underlined collocation 

indicates being sure about something, and the context here denotes that longevity inevitably 

depends on health. Therefore, Microsoft Translator provides a translation that is acceptable since it 

indicates the reliance on longevity on health among other factors, while the ST indicates that 

longevity depends on health solely. Google Translate, Microsoft Translator and Sakhr provide 

acceptable translation, but the best translation was for Sakhr, which surpasses the other systems in 

this instance. Therefore, Sakhr translation is considered fully acceptable and conveys the meaning 
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properly: (يعتمد بشدة/ depend solely on). This translation is affirmed by WHO’s (2015) translation for 

the collocation as يعتمد بشدة ‘depend heavily’.  

6.3.1.3.3. Untranslated errors of Verb/Adverb Complement 

The above chart 6.8 shows that Google Translate and Microsoft Translator committed one 

error for each system in 2016. On the other hand, Google Translate succeeded in providing 

translation free of any untranslated errors in 2017, while Microsoft Translator remained stable and 

had one error in 2017. The following example shows the untranslated errors of English verb/adverb 

complement collocations into Arabic. 

Example 22, (WHO, 2016) 

ST:  There is little evidence to suggest that older people today are experiencing better health 

than their parents did at the same age. 

Google:                      وهناك القليل من األدلة على سوغغيست أن كبار السن اليوم تشهد بصحة أفضل من فعل والديهم في

 نفس الفئة العمرية. 

Microsoft Translator:                              هناك القليل من األدلة سوغغيست التي تواجه كبار السن اليوم صحة أفضل

 مما فعل آبائهم في نفس الفئة العمرية. 

Sakhr:                                               هناك دليل قليل القتراح أن النّاس األكبر اليوم يجّربون الّصّحة األفضل من آباءهم

  عمل في نفس العمر.

 The above extract indicates that the collocation verb plus subordinate clause ‘suggest that’ 

has been translated correctly as القتراح ان by Sakhr, while the other two systems did not translate it, 

and instead transcribed it in Arabic letters سوغغيست التي. However, such error inhibits the 

translation’s accuracy and intelligibility. It is worth mentioning that Google Translate and Sakhr 

translated the collocation well in 2017, but Microsoft Translator has remained steady and thus 

repeatedly committed the same error in 2017. 

6.3.2. English Grammatical Collocations translation into Arabic 

 As mentioned above, a grammatical collocation is a phrase that consists of a dominant word 

(verb, noun, adjective) plus a preposition. The most frequent one is the verb plus preposition 

collocation. It is easily translated from English into Arabic with the similar grammatical structure or 

TT grammatical structure depending on the function of the prepositions. The following chart 6.9 

shows the main errors committed by the three systems when dealing with English verb plus 

preposition collocation translation into Arabic.  
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Figure 6.9 Grammatical Collocation Translation into Arabic 

The above chart shows that the three systems committed the highest number of errors in 

wrong choice and mistranslation, while the lowest number of errors were due to omission. 

Significantly, the three systems succeeded in providing grammatical collocation translation into 

Arabic without having any addition or word order errors. This is due to the use of RBMT that 

allows the three systems to provide the proper order of grammatical collocations.  

6.3.2.1. Omission errors of Grammatical Collocations 

 In view of the above chart 6.9, it is obvious that Sakhr did not commit any omission errors 

over the two years. On the other hand, Google Translate had the lowest number of errors and then 

followed by Microsoft Translator, in 2016. Significantly, the two systems remained steady in 2107 

and repeated their 2016 errors. The following example explains the omission errors that took place 

in the translation of English grammatical collocations into Arabic. The following example shows 

the omission errors of English grammatical collocations into Arabic. 

Example 23, (WHO, 2017) 

ST: Unfortunately, although it is often assumed that increasing longevity is being accompanied by 

an extended period of good health. 

Google:                                                        لألسف، على الرغم من أنه غالبا ما يفترض أن زيادة طول العمر ويرافق

 قبل فترة طويلة من صحة جيدة، 

Microsoft Translator:                                                             ولسوء الحظ، على الرغم من أنه كثيرا ما يفترض

 أن الزيادة في طول العمر ويصاحب^ فترة ممتدة من الصحة الجيدة،

Sakhr:            

  لألسف، بالّرغم من أنه في كثير من األحيان اُْفتُِرَض أن طول عمر متزايد يَُصاَحب بفترة ممتّدة للصّحة الجيّدة،

Back Translation (Microsoft): Unfortunately, although it is often assumed that increasing 

longevity accompanied by extended period of good health.  
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 The above extract shows that there is one verb plus preposition collocation ‘accompany by’. 

The collocation ‘accompany by’ demonstrates the association of two things or more related things 

together. Sakhr translates it properly with the equivalent preposition. However, Google Translate 

mistranslates it by choosing a preposition that does not suit the verb. On the other hand, Microsoft 

Translator omits the preposition that should be joined to the verb, which inhibits the fluency and 

accuracy of the collocation. Google Translate mistranslated the preposition ‘by’ as the mean of 

associating two things together as  المصاحبة  in Arabic. Thus, the preposition that shows the 

association in Arabic is ب  the mean of association unlike Google’s choice قبل  ‘before’. Therefore, 

the best translation comes from Sakhr.  

6.3.2.2. Mistranslation of Grammatical Collocations  

 In view of the above chart, Google Translate and Sakhr had a similar number of errors for 

each system, and followed by Microsoft Translator in 2016. On the other hand, Google Translate 

dropped its errors, whereas Sakhr remained steady and kept its number of 2016 errors. Microsoft 

Translator reduced its errors in 2017. The following example shows mistranslation errors in English 

Grammatical collocation translation into Arabic. 

Example 24, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2017) 

ST: The blotches ran well down the sides of his face and his hands had the deep-creased scars from 

handling heavy fish on the cords. 

Google:                                 ركض البقع بشكل جيد على جانبي وجهه وكان يديه له ندوب عميقة المليئة من التعامل مع

على الحبال.األسماك الثقيلة   

Microsoft Translator:                                     ظهور بقع ركض جيدا أسفل جانبي وجهة ويديه ندوب عميقة مجعدة

الحبال. من مناولة األسماك ثقيلة على  

Sakhr:                جرت العالمات جيًّدا أسفل جوانب وجهه و أيديه كانت لدى النّدوب العميقة التّ جعيد من التّعامل مع الّسمك

  الثّقيل على الحبال.

The above extract contains one verb plus preposition collocation, ‘ran down’. This 

collocation has been mistranslated by all three systems, since the translation is literally translated as  

 to run ‘move at speed faster than a walk’. Such translation contradicts the intendedركض جيدا

meaning of the ST and does not provide any sense for the end users. Actually, the cancer blotches 

spread over the skin and cover body parts, rather than ‘run fast’ as provided by the three systems.  

Therefore, the translation of this collocation should be علت/انتشرت.  

6.3.2.3. Wrong Choice errors of Grammatical Collocations 

 In view of the above chart 6.9, it is evident that Microsoft Translator had the lowest number 

of errors, then Google Translate followed by Sakhr with the highest number of errors in 2016. More 
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importantly, in 2017, Google Translate and Sakhr reduced their errors, while Microsoft translator 

was constant in 2017 and repeated its 2016 errors.  

Example 25, (The Old Man and the Sea, 2017) 

ST: As they soared away in the darkness. He was very fond of flying fish as they were his principal 

friends on the ocean. 

Google:                                            كما ارتفعت بعيدا في الظالم. كان مولعا جدا من األسماك الطيران كما كانوا أصدقائه

.الرئيسيين على المحيط  

Microsoft translator:                                                           مولعا بعيداً في الظالم. وكان ارتفعت أنها أجنحة كما 

في المحيط. كانوا أصدقائه الرئيسية السمك الطائر كما من جداً   

Sakhr:                                      ا بسمك الّطيّار بينما )كما( كانوا أصدقاءه )كما( تصاعدوا بعيًدا في الّظالم .كان مغرًما جدًّ

      الّرئيسيّين على المحيط.

The above extract demonstrates that it has two main grammatical collocations verb plus 

preposition and adjective plus preposition. The first collocation ‘soared away’ has been 

mistranslated due to the wrong choice of the word. The three systems have provided literal 

translation for it as تصاعدو/ارتفعت, which indicates ‘mounting or going up’, while the context 

suggests flying up, which should be replaced with تحلق في. On the other hand, the second collocation 

‘fond of’ has been translated correctly by Sakhr as مغرما  ب, which is considered a proper translation. 

However, Microsoft Translator and Google Translate have mistranslated it. They translate it as  مغرما

 which contradicts the ST which indicates having a strong liking for fish, which is equal to ,من

Arabic ,مغرما ب not مغرما من because من does not collocate with مغرما/fond. However,the 

prepositionب does collocate with مغرما/fond. Therefore, it should be translated as مغرما  ب.  

The next chapter discusses the main results found in three previous chapters (4,5 &6) and 

their relevance to the MT studies between English and Arabic and MT archetictures.  
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7. Chapter Seven: Discussion  

The current chapter discusses the findings of the analyses carried out in the previous three 

chapters. 7.1 considers Holistic Analysis in terms of adequacy and fluency and Error Analysis is 

discussed in 7.2, while collocations are discussed in 7.3. The aim of this chapter is to interpret and 

describe the findings of the study and their relevance to previous studies and MT architectures.  

7.1 Holistic Analysis    

Holistically, the results of the study have shown that the three systems under study have 

considerably improved over the two years. Google Translate and Microsoft Translator introduced 

NMT for Arabic in 2017. These improvements indicate that the three systems conduct rigorous 

research to ensure the best translation quality for the end users. The study confirms the findings by 

Mohammad and Benvie (2018) that NMT introduction enhances the accuracy and the speed of MT 

across languages.  

Overall, the study found that Google Translate has achieved the best performance at the 

adequacy and fluency levels, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr interchangeably. 

Therefore, the study agrees with Al-Shalabi (2017), Abu-Al-Sha'r and AbuSeileek (2013), Al-Kabi 

et al. (2013) that Google Translate has made a significant advancement in English and Arabic 

translation in comparison to other systems. Moreover, the study also confirms what Izwaini (2006) 

found a few years ago, that Google Translate achieves better results in English<>Arabic translation. 

 In English into Arabic, the study has found that the three systems have achieved 

considerable improvements in translating the UN documents into Arabic. Google Translate provides 

the most adequate and fluent translation for the UN documents into Arabic, followed by Microsoft 

Translator and then Sakhr. This is because the chosen MT systems take advantage of online 

bilingual corpora, which help them learn from previously translated texts. Systems relying on data 

driven approaches can provide more adequate and fluent translation than hybrid systems since they 

depend on bilingual corpora, where they compare the input with a wealth of examples found in their 

bilingual corpora. The study proved that indeed the SMT and NMT architectures of Google 

Translate and Microsoft Translator outperformed Sakhr’s Hybrid approach in providing the best, 

more adequate and fluent performance over the two years, 2016 and 2017. 

 Likewise, the study found the three systems have achieved significant improvements in 

WHO text translation into Arabic. Google Translate has the best performance, followed by 

Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr in providing adequate and fluent translation into Arabic. WHO 

provides referenced human translation for their reports in the six official languages of the UN, 
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thereby increasing the language richness of the UN database daily.  Thus, the data driven approach 

takes advantage of online databases to compare the MT input with the millions of examples, which 

result in more fluent and adequate translations.  

 On the other hand, the study found that MT systems still face problems in literary 

translation, as the writers of such texts tend to use their own words and styles, which makes them 

difficult for MT and human translators alike. This is because the authors craft language differently 

and invent their own ways of saying, so no system will ever manage to be familiar with literary 

style. The Prophet and The Old Man and the Sea are considered literary masterpieces, having been 

translated across many human languages. The availability of such translations facilitates the process 

of data-driven MT like Google Translate and Microsoft Translator to retrieve the translations. The 

study has shown that Google Translate achieves the best performance in translating The Prophet, 

followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator, in providing adequate and fluent translation into 

Arabic. The results indicate that Sakhr has improved considerably and ranks the second since it is 

acquainted with Arabic literary language, more so than the other systems but not sufficiently to 

outperform Google Translate. However, NMT Google Translate is still surpassing the other systems 

for this language pair. On the other hand, Sakhr achieved the best results in providing the most 

adequate and fluent translation into the other direction, followed by Google Translate and then 

Microsoft Translator, in the translation of the literary text The Old Man and the Sea.  

Regarding Arabic into English, the study found that the three systems have advanced 

considerably in providing adequate and fluent translation for Arabic League texts into English. The 

study found that the two systems with NMT, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, achieved 

better results than a system with Hybrid MT, Sakhr. Similarly, the three systems achieved a 

substantial improvement in rendering Arabic journalistic texts adequately and fluently into English. 

The study has found that Google Translate leads the other two systems with the most adequate and 

fluent translation, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr.  

Overall, the holistic analysis shows that systems with data driven approaches, Google 

Translate and Microsoft Translator, produce better results than a Hybrid MT system like Sakhr. 

However, training in a specific language plays a great role in the performance of the systems. 

Google Translate achieved the best performance holistically in terms of adequacy and fluency 

scores. Microsoft Translator and Google Translate improved holistically over the two years. 

However, the holistic analysis indicates that NMT approach promises advanced progress in the field 

of MT across languages in the future. 
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7. 2 Error Analysis  
The holistic evaluation provides an overall view about the capacity of the MT systems. 

However, it does not highlight the main errors made by the three MT systems under study. Thus, 

error analysis is the systematic way to highlight the main errors committed by the sytsems and the 

main causes behind such errors to provide more solid feedback to the end users of MT in this 

language pair. Therefore, the study agrees with Llitjós et al. (2005), Vilar et al. (2006) and Condon 

et al. (2012) that error analysis is central to the study of MT.  

 The study analysis shows that many texts are rendered into correct, full and coherent 

English translations. The EA counts in chapters 5 & 6 shows that the three systems under study 

have achieved significant improvements between 2016 and 2017 in providing Arabic into English 

translation.  

Some English translations use either American or British English, both of which are 

acceptable in writing and are not considered errors. All the same, the three systems have a slight 

number of errors correctly applying the capitalisation rules, which reflects the capacity of the 

systems in providing English translations of Arabic texts. However, there are some recurrent 

capitalisation errors in proper names from Arabic into English. This is because these names are 

newly invented; when the study was conducted, the systems had not updated their lexicons and had 

not dealt with such names before, or their databases of corpora did not contain them yet.  

 At orthography side, the three systems committed a large number of comma errors between 

English <>Arabic, since the two languages have different rules. In Arabic to English texts, Google 

Translate achieved the lowest number of comma errors over the two years, followed by Microsoft 

Translator and Sakhr. On the other hand, Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of 

comma errors, followed by Google Translate and Sakhr, in English to Arabic texts over the two 

years. The study found that the highest number of comma errors occur in literary texts rather than 

other texts, since literary texts are often more complex (see page 193). Such writing styles and 

critiques are difficult for MT to deal with, since the systems have not translated such texts before 

and are not familiar with them.  

 Concerning full stop errors in Arabic into English texts, Microsoft Translator achieved the 

lowest number of full stop errors, followed by Sakhr and then Google, in 2016. However, Google 

Translate rose significantly and achieved the lowest number of full stop errors, followed by 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr, in 2017. In English to Arabic texts, Sakhr achieved the lowest 

number of full stop errors over the two years, followed by Google Translate and then Microsoft 

Translator. These results indicate here that data driven approaches provide more resilient results in 
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Arabic into English translation than the hybrid architecture. However, these results also show that 

the hybrid approach outperformed the data driven approach in English into Arabic due to having 

linguistic knowledge of the ST rules. 

 The study found that Google Translate achieved the lowest number of colon, semicolon, 

hyphen and quotation errors in English to Arabic texts, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft 

Translator in 2016. Furthermore, Google Translate achieved the lowest number in 2017, followed 

by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr. These results show that Google Translate remained steady 

in first rank, while Microsoft Translator went up and achieved the second rank, followed by Sakhr.  

 Moreover, the study examined orthography in a broad sense by including the translation of 

numbers and dates between distant languages, such as Arabic and English. Number and date errors 

inhibit the fluency of the text and make it non-fluent for some readers, especially for those who are 

not familiar with the month naming style in either language (see 5.3.1.4). In English to Arabic 

translation, the three systems provided translation free of any errors in the names of months into 

Arabic. When the three systems translated the numbers into Arabic, they adopted the European 

numbering system since they become widely used even in Arabic documents. This is because the 

three systems were initially designed to use the European numbering system, either because this has 

become the internationally accepted system, or due to the lack of Arabic number coding in the used 

bilingual corpora by the chosen systems under study. 

Overall, the study found that the performance of the three systems in orthography show that 

RBMT committed less errors since it is easy to parse the Arabic ST except diacritics and data 

driven approach learn from the correspondence of a given ST sentence and its corresponding 

translation. Data driven systems are less reliable because the corpus systems contain no rules. 

However, diacritics constitute a problematic issue for RBMT systems since it makes Arabic hard to 

parse. Data driven approach is also less reliable in diacritics since the lack of diacritics leads to 

mistranslation problem in most cases as suggested by Izwaini (2006).  

 Lexical errors are one of the major error types in English<>Arabic MT. The study found the 

main lexical errors in the analysis of the three systems output are omission, addition, mistranslation, 

and wrong choice.  

 The study agrees with Lotz and Rensburg (2016), Condon (2010), and Izwaini (2006) that 

omission (deletion) is the main error in MT.  As per KhanMohammad and Aminzad (2015), the 

criterion behind considering such errors is the effect of these errors on the intelligibility and the 

accuracy of the text. The three systems tend to omit adjectives and nouns more than other parts of 
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speech, followed by prepositions, pronouns, verbs, articles and adverbs. These results reflect that 

MT is still omitting essential words in its translation between English and Arabic. 

 In Arabic into English texts, Sakhr achieved the lowest number of omission errors, followed 

by Google Translate and then Microsoft Translator in 2016. On the other hand, Google Translate 

rose substantially and achieved the lowest number of omission errors, followed by Sakhr and then 

Microsoft Translator. In English to Arabic translation, Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest 

number of omission errors, followed by Sakhr and then Google. However, Google Translate 

improved significantly and achieved the lowest number of omission errors, followed by Sakhr and 

then Microsoft Translator. This result shows that Microsoft with SMT outperformed the other 

systems in 2016, but was relegated down to the third rank and replaced by Google Translate with 

NMT in 2017. Sakhr remained steady after Google, followed by Microsoft Translator. Similar to 

Arabic to English, the Hybrid approach is still providing translation with the second lowest number 

of omission errors in English to Arabic translation. This result highlights the importance of taking 

advantage of RBMT and SBMT in translating English documents into Arabic, since the system is 

well trained to provide translation into Arabic, more so than SBMT. In sum, NMT Google Translate 

outperformed the other systems in producing accurate translations in English<>Arabic translation.  

 The study confirms the views of Hsu (2014), Koponen (2010) and Izwaini (2006) that 

addition is one of the limitations of MT systems. There is no apparent reason why the systems add 

elements to the ST. However, the study here agrees with Newmark (1988) that addition may add 

clarity and cultural understanding to a translation. Indeed, addition is simply a way to disambiguate 

the ST and add clarification for culturally specific words of the ST. However, some of the addition 

is considered repetitive and unnecessary. Therefore, the criterion behind assessing addition errors is 

that addition is not an error unless it inhibits the accuracy of the translation. The study has found 

that the three systems tend to add pronouns, adjectives, nouns, and verbs. These additions are 

unnecessary, and thus the meaning is not affected.  

 The overall results of the study show that Google Translate outperformed the other systems 

in providing MT output with the lowest number of addition errors, followed by Sakhr and then 

Microsoft Translator. In Arabic to English translation, the study found that Google Translate and 

Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of addition errors, followed by Sakhr in 2016. In 

2017, Microsoft Translator remained steady and provided the lowest number of addition errors, 

while Google Translate decreased slightly to second place, followed by Sakhr. This finding again 

confirms that the data driven approach could provide better translation than the Hybrid approach. 

However, in English to Arabic texts, Google Translate outperformed the other systems in providing 

the lowest number of addition errors, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator. Similarly, 
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Google Translate with the NMT data driven approach is still obtaining the best performance out of 

the systems under study. However, Sakhr with the hybrid approach achieves better results than 

Microsoft Translator since it is well trained with Arabic, which benefits from linguistic knowledge 

of Arabic and SBMT bilingual corpora. 

 On the other hand, the study agreed with Carl and Báez (2019), Condon (2010), and Izwaini 

(2006) that mistranslation is one of the recurrent limitations of MT.  Mistranslation errors occur at 

the level of MT in situations where MT is incapable of producing an accurate translation when the 

system has not dealt with such a word before; thus, it looks for synonyms and polysemous words 

that suit the ST word. For instance, example 10 demonstrates that Sakhr has dealt with  بترا the 

name of the news agency, as ‘to cut something sharply’ and ‘an amputation’ (see page 132). Thus, 

mistranslation “distorts the source message and causes, in some form or another, a communication 

breakdown between the source writer and the target reader” Al-Ali (2018). 

 In Arabic to English translation, Google Translate achieved the lowest number of 

mistranslation errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr, over the two years. In 

English to Arabic translation, Google Translate also obtained the lowest number of mistranslation 

errors in 2016, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr. The results were dramatically 

changed the following year, where Sakhr obtained the lowest number of mistranslation errors, 

followed by Google Translate and then Microsoft Translator. These results indicate the competition 

among the three systems, with the three systems’ rankings overlapping due to the increased 

performance over the two years. However, Sakhr outperformed the three systems in 2017 due to 

training on a specific language. The study confirms the view of Izwaini (2006) that the incapacity to 

recognise the input could produce mistranslation errors, which leads to bleak consequences, 

especially in translating domain texts, such as peace treaties, resolutions to solve global disputes 

and journalistic reports. Moreover, the lack of diacritics for Arabic input could lead to 

mistranslation errors since some words are homographs and the criterion to determine meaning is 

the diacritics. Furthermore, the wrong analysis of the input could lead to a coherent, grammatically 

well-formed TL text, but a one that is a total mistranslation and thus communicates wrong 

information.  

 In the same vein, the study follows Costa et al. (2015) in that untranslated errors are another 

recurrent error in MT systems, along with addition and omission, where the systems simply 

transcribe the ST word in the output. The untranslated words are either transliterated into TL letters 

or kept in their ST forms. Untranslated words from MT systems indicate that either there is no 

translation for the ST word, or it is not present in the MT system’s lexicon, or the systems have not 

been trained in the TL before. This is because the MT system could not identify or find any 
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translation for the given word. The study here shows that in English <> Arabic translation, 

untranslated errors transcribed the ST in English scripts. Example 29 in chapter 5 shows that 

Microsoft Translator and Sakhr transliterate the abbreviation ‘UNSMIL’ in Arabic letters, which is 

not valid translation for an abbreviation. Moreover, the study confirms Izwaini (2006)’s views that 

untranslated errors occur mostly in literary texts.  

 In Arabic to English translation, Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of 

untranslated errors, followed by Sakhr and then Google Translate in 2016. However, Google 

Translate and Microsoft Translator improved significantly in 2017 and provided translation free of 

any untranslated errors, followed by Sakhr. On the other hand, Sakhr obtained the lowest number of 

untranslated errors in rendering the English texts into Arabic, followed by Microsoft Translator and 

Google Translate in 2016. In spite of this, Google Translate improved and obtained the lowest 

number of untranslated errors in 2017, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator. Sakhr with 

the hybrid approach achieved the best performance in 2016, since it is well trained to deal with 

Arabic, unlike SMT. However, the introduction of NMT overlapped the results. Google, with the 

NMT approach outperformed Sakhr, with the hybrid approach. However, Sakhr with the hybrid 

approach exceeded Microsoft with NMT since Sakhr uses the linguistic knowledge as part of RMT 

in its translation. The findings of the study showed that Google Translate is still better than other 

systems in dealing with lexis and in avoiding untranslated errors, followed by Microsoft Translator 

and then Sakhr, in Arabic to English, whereas Google Translate achieves the best performance, 

followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator, in English to Arabic translation. The study has 

found that data driven approach would be expected to be more resilent to provide better 

performance than RBMT because they have potentially many examples in the context to look at, 

while it is again a problem for RBMT, which need specialised dictionaries. Moroever, it is hard for 

RBMT to deal with rule interactions in big systems, ambiguity, and idiomatic expressions. 

 The study found that the two main errors that occur at the grammatical level are word order 

errors and subject-verb agreement errors, this latter being, according to Abu-Ayyash (2017), 

Carpuat et al. (2010), Shquier  and Sembok (2008), and Izwaini (2006) the most common error to 

occur in English and Arabic translation. Moreover, pronoun and gender agreement errors also 

occur, primarily in English into Arabic. The study has also found that the number of agreement 

errors in literary texts is higher than in other text types due to the complexity of the language, as the 

systems have been trained to deal with types of texts that are used on a daily basis, such as UN 

documents and journalistic reports. In Arabic into English, Sakhr outperformed the other systems 

by providing the lowest number of agreement errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and then 

Google Translate in 2016. However, Microsoft Translator improved significantly and achieved the 
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lowest number of agreement errors in 2017, followed by Google Translate and then Sakhr. These 

results show that NMT exceeds the Hybrid approach due to the availability of examples found in 

the bilingual corpora, which allow Google Translate and Microsoft Translator to examine a wide 

variety of examples.  

 The results of the study, however, disagree with Carpuat et al. (2010) that Arabic ordering is 

considered a challenge for the SMT approach. Sakhr used hybrid MT during the two years of 

testing. The results indicate a significant development of MT since Carpuat et al.’s research in 2010. 

In Arabic to English, Sakhr exceeded the other systems with the lowest number of word errors, 

followed by Microsoft Translator and then Google Translate in 2016. However, Google Translate 

improved significantly to share the first rank with Sakhr, followed by Microsoft Translator, in 2017. 

In English into Arabic, Google Translate achieved the best performance over the two years, 

followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator. These results show that data driven approach, 

NMT, and Hybrid could provide virtually similar results at word ordering level, since the data 

driven approach generates better results based on the availability of previous translated texts, while 

the Hybrid approach provides better results depending on linguistic knowledge of the SL and TL. 

The study also found that the three systems did not commit any conjunction errors in 

English<>Arabic translation that affect the meaning of the texts and thus the additive and omitted 

conjunction were not considered errors. This shows that the systems reproduce the ST conjunctions 

and thus data driven approaches and hybrid MT approach could easily deal with conjunctions in this 

language pair.  

 Furthermore, the study agrees with Stankevičiūtė et al. (2017) and Izwaini (2006) that 

semantic errors are common in MT. Semantic errors manifest themselves as wrong choice errors 

and confusion of senses errors. Such errors result from the disparity between the two languages in 

terms of semantic connotations and denotations. Polysemous words or phrases are not enough to 

convey the meaning and that successful translation of the text requires understanding the culture 

and the intention of the writer. In Arabic to English, Google Translate obtained the lowest number 

of wrong choice errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr. In 2017, Google 

Translate remained steady in its performance in the first rank, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft 

Translator. In English to Arabic, Google Translate achieved the lowest number of wrong choice 

errors, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr over the two years. These results indicated 

that data driven approaches have exceeded the hybrid approach. Concerning confusion of senses 

errors, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator achieved the lowest number of errors, followed 

by Sakhr, in Arabic into English translation over the two years. On the other hand, Google Translate 

and Sakhr achieved the lowest number of confusion of senses errors in English into Arabic over the 
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two years. These results show that data driven approaches outperformed the Hybrid approach since 

they automatically extract the knowledge by analysing translation examples from a paralle corpus. 

In English to Arabic, Google Translate obtains the best performance, followed by Sakhr with better 

results than Microsoft, in English to Arabic. 

7.3 Collocations as a special case of Error Analysis 

 More specifically, the errors that recur in the translation of Arabic collocations into English 

as a special case of error analysis are lexical, grammatical and semantic errors. The most recurrent 

errors are omission, addition, mistranslation, wrong choice for meaning errors and wrong word 

order for grammatical errors in Arabic into English collocations. On the other hand, the most 

frequent errors in English collocations into Arabic are omission, mistranslation, wrong choice, word 

order and untranslated errors. The findings show that Sakhr achieved better results in the translation 

of Arabic collocations into English, followed by Google Translate and then Microsoft Translator in 

2017. This is considered a significant development for Sakhr, since it occupied second rank in 2016, 

preceded by Google Translate and followed by Microsoft Translator. On the other hand, Google 

Translate obtained the best performance, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr in the 

translation of English collocations into Arabic over the two years of research. Therefore, data driven 

approaches achieved better results than the Hybrid approach due to the introduction of NMT, which 

takes advantage of bilingual corpora that contain referenced human translations. 

 The study found that to some extent there is a correspondence between MT and human 

translation in dealing with English and Arabic collocations. This is because the collocations found 

in the selected domain texts are common and have been translated previously by human translators 

in different domain texts. Most of the collocation studies were conducted for pedagogical purposes; 

studies conducted on the feasibility of MT in dealing with collocation are scarce, due to the 

mistaken view that MT is incapable of dealing with language chunks, the rejection of MT, or the 

lack of researchers’ training to deal with MT evaluation. 

 The results of the study show that the translation for Arabic noun plus adjective, verb plus 

noun, noun plus noun, and verb plus preposition collocations into English by MT corresponds to 

human translations. This result confirms what Ghazala (2004) suggests that Arabic collocations 

have an equivalent translation in English since they are familiar and frequent in language use. The 

study’s findings show that Google Translate achieved the best results, then Sakhr, followed by 

Microsoft Translator, in the translation of Arabic collocations into English. This result agrees with 

Hadla et al. (2014), Al-Kabi et al. (2013), Al-Sha’r and AbuSeileek (2013) that Google Translate is 

more effective and provides better results than other systems. For its part, Sakhr achieved the 

second rank. On the other hand, there are errors in MT translations, including omission, addition, 
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wrong choice and word order errors. This is because the systems have not been trained to deal with 

such language chunks before.  

 Similarly, the findings of the study show that the translation of English collocations is less 

problematic into Arabic. This is because such collocations are common and have been translated 

before in similar texts. However, there are some limitations for MT, including omission, 

mistranslation, wrong choice and word order errors. Similarly, the study’s findings indicate that 

there is a correspondence between human translation and MT. This leads to agreement with 

Ghazala (1995/2004), Faris and Zahu (2013) who state that even if English collocations have an 

identical translation in Arabic, a direct and literal translation is unacceptable, since it does not 

reflect the semantic component of the ST. 

 The correspondence between MT and human translation in the translation of 

English<>Arabic collocations means that they are considered by far the easiest to translate for MT, 

because these systems have dealt with such combinations before and appropriate translations for 

them have already been updated in the online corpora. MT errors arise mostly when the texts have 

not been previously translated or updated on the internet databases; this is exemplified when MT 

produces absurd and unintelligible translations. MT tries to identify and match new words with the 

already available translated texts by using statistical models and the chosen meaning’s synonyms or 

polysemy, whereas the human brain can understand the intended meaning of the text and infer the 

propositional content of the author.  

 To sum up, this chapter has discussed the findings of the output analysis of the three MT 

systems – Google, Microsoft Translator, and Sakhr – in dealing with English<>Arabic translation at 

the levels of holistic analysis (Chapter 4) and error analysis (chapter 5 & 6) and their relation to the 

MT architectures and the previous research. The next chapter, the conclusion, will do comparative 

ranking for the three systems based on holistic analysis and error analysis of English<>Arabic 

translation and collocation as a special case of error analysiss’ performance to recommend the best 

system based on its performance for this language pair.  
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8. Chapter Eight: Conclusion  

The conclusion opens with a summary of the main findings of the study in order to 

recommend the best system for translation in this language pair. Then, the chapter closes with the 

study’s limitations and directions for future research. 

The fields of NLP and MT have attained paramount importance, since they are primarily 

designed to assist end-users in performing translation tasks across languages. There are a great deal 

of MT services available, including those capable of translating documents, speech, and images, 

and as such, MT is becoming an increasingly integral part of modern life. The availability of such 

services nowadays paves the way for several evaluation initiatives to verify the acceptability of MT. 

The current study is a comparative assessment of one commercial paid MT service, Sakhr and two 

multilingual free MT systems, Google Translate and Microsoft Translator each of which provides a 

translation service for Arabic.  

 The study analysed the MT output of the three systems on the scales of both holistic analysis 

and error analysis. The holistic analysis provides a summary of judgments of adequacy and fluency 

at sentence level. However, holistic anlaysis does not highlight the major issues of MT systems. 

Therefore, in-depth analysis was conducted at the error analysis level, both at the whole text level 

and through collocation analysis, a special case of error analysis that identifies the main errors and 

the main causes behind them. In fact, the integration of the two research methods provides 

constructive feedback about the capacity of the three sytsems.  

8.1 The three MT Sytems’ ranking based on their performance  
 Firstly, the holistic evaluation has ranked the three systems’ performance based on their 

TAUS adequacy and fluency average. The results showed that Google Translate ranked first in both 

directions in the average of adequacy results and fluency results over the two years, followed by 

Microsoft Translator in second and Sakhr in third place. 

 For English into Arabic text, Google Translate achieved the best performance in translating 

the UN and WHO domain texts, ranking that system first, followed by Microsoft Translator in the 

second rank and then Sakhr for the third, in terms of both adequacy and fluency results over the two 

years. On the other hand, the performance of the systems in translating literary texts has been 

interchanged slightly. In translating The Prophet, Google Translate achieved the best performance, 

ranking it first, followed by Sakhr for the second rank and then Microsoft Translator in the third 

rank, assessed on both adequacy and fluency. For The Old Man and the Sea, Microsoft Translator 

has achieved the best performance, ranking it first, followed by Sakhr for the second rank and then 
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Google Translate for the third rank on the adequacy scale in 2016. However, Sakhr improved 

significantly and achieved the best performance in 2017, ranking it first, followed by Google 

Translate for the second rank and then Microsoft Translator for the third rank on the adequacy and  

fluency results over the two years.  

 For Arabic domain texts into English, Microsoft Translator has achieved the best 

performance in the Arabic League text, ranking first, followed by Google Translate in the second 

rank and Sakhr in the third rank on the adequacy scale for the year 2016. In 2017, Google Translate 

achieved the best performance, followed by Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr on both adequacy 

and fluency results. For Petra journalistic reports, Google Translate achieved the best performance, 

ranking it first, followed by Microsoft Translator for the second rank and Sakhr for the third rank 

over the two years when assessed on both adequacy and fluency.  

Overall, Google Translate achieved the best performance, followed by Microsoft Translator 

and then Sakhr, on the four domain texts: the UN, WHO, Arabic League and Petra journalistic 

reports. Similarly, Google Translate achieved the best performance in translating The Prophet into 

Arabic, followed by Sakhr and then Microsoft Translator, over the two years. Concerning The Old 

Man and the Sea, Sakhr achieved the best performance, followed by Google Translate and then 

Microsoft Translator.  

 Secondly, at the error analysis level, the three systems were ranked based on the number of 

errors made in each error category. The systems’ ranking in error analysis was classified based on 

errors made by the three systems at the whole text level in terms of orthography, lexis, grammar and 

semantics errors, as well as the errors made at the level of collocations, a special case of error 

analysis, in terms of lexis, grammar and semantics.  

 In the orthography category, in 2016, Google Translate achieved the best performance with 

the lowest number of capitalisation errors when rendering Arabic texts into English, ranking it 

first, followed by Sakhr for the second rank and then Microsoft Translator in third. However, 

Microsoft Translator improved significantly and shared the first rank with Google Translate in 

2017, followed by Sakhr for the second rank. In terms of punctuation marks, Google Translate 

ranked first, followed by Microsoft Translator in second and Sakhr in the third rank for Arabic into 

English translation. However, over the two years, Microsoft Translator rose to first rank, followed 

by Google Translate for the second and then Sakhr for the third rank for translation of English texts 

into Arabic.  

At the lexis, grammar and semantic levels, the results showed that there were impressive 

improvements obtained by the three systems over the two years. Google Translate obtained the best 
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performance with the lowest number of errors in this language pair. Similarly, there was undeniable 

improvement counted for Sakhr and Microsoft Translator alike. However, the overall performance 

indicated that Google achieved the best performance, ranking it first followed by Microsoft 

Translator for second rank and then Sakhr for the third rank over the two years.  

Thirdly, in translation of Arabic collocations into English, Google Translate achieved the 

best performance, followed by Sakhr for the second rank and then Microsoft Translator in 2016. In 

2017, Sakhr improved significantly and achieved the best results, followed by Google Translate and 

then Microsoft Translator. On the other hand, in translation of English collocations into Arabic, 

Google Translate achieved the best performance, followed by Microsoft Translator and Sakhr over 

the two years.   

8.2 The Best MT system for English<>Arabic Translation 
The holistic analysis and the error analysis of the English<>Arabic MT output of the three 

sytsems under study showed that Google Translate has achieved the best performance, followed by 

Microsoft Translator and then Sakhr over the two years 2016 and 2017. Microsoft Translator and 

Sakhr have gained interchangable performance due to the progress development of the two systems. 

However, Microsoft Translator with data driven approach would be expected to provide more 

impressive results than Sakhr with Hybrid apparoche. Therefore, NMT systems, Google Translate 

and Microsoft Translator, would achieve a breathrough in the field of MT in the future.  

 8.3 The study’s limitations  
In any study, there will be a set of limitations that are beyond the researcher’s control. 

Despite 50 years of research on MT, there are no generally accepted methods and scales for 

Machine Translation evaluation. More importantly, the number of MTE studies conducted on 

English<>Arabic is small in comparison to MT studies on English and other Indo-European 

languages. There is a lack of integrative evaluation studies that paved the research for the holistic 

analysis and the error analysis studies. The lack of evaluation automatic metrics available online for 

linguists and the translation scholars without specialised skills in coding programming language, 

such as the ability to code in Java script, makes it difficult to conduct an integrative study of both 

automatic and manual methods in this language pair.  

8.4 Future Research  
 MT research remains one of the central areas in the field of translation studies and 

computational linguistics a. MT research shows many potential opportunities in the field of NLP, 

particularly for translation between distant languages. The current study advances MTE in 

integrating the holistic and error analysis methods in investigating the capacity of the three MT 

systems understudy for future MT development and research. Firstly, different approaches to MTE, 
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including the use of metrics and other types of information, should be investigated to ensure the 

application of the best practices of MT for end users, involving different language pairs, text genres 

and systems. Secondly, MT research groups should be stablished to conduct rigorous research, 

using manual and automatic methods. Thirdly, collaboration should be encourged between MT 

companies and developers, university departments of computer science, linguists, and translation 

scholars to do further works on the gaps and limitations of MT. All of these will help to advance the 

growing field of MT specifically and Arabic Machine Translation (AMT) in particular.   
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Appendices
3
:  

1. Appendix 1: English Collocations 

 

English Collocations/United Nations 

Actively engaged Ensuing months Join the road for peace 

Additional members Ensuring peaceful transfer Legislative Legitimacy 

Additional Provisions Extensive consultation List of nominees 

Address the concerns Expansion of Momentum gained 

Address the humanitarian 

needs 

Facilitate the formation Made formal 

pronouncements 

Agreed on Facilitated by Made a progress 

Armed confrontations Facilitate consensus Main Parties 

Armed conflict Fiscal policy principles Move forward 

Begin the process Form a government National Accord 

Bring an end to Formal endorsement Operate effectively 

Broad support Geographical Balance Outline the activities 

Broadening the base Growing Threat Particularly in 

Cabinet proposal Head by Pursuant to 

Competing claims High level meeting Political and security 

developments 

Consensus list Human Rights Political and institutional 

divisions 

Constituted by Humanitarian Situation Political agreement 

Continued to Increasing presence Political balance 

Cover major developments Important progress Political process 

Deadliest Attack Influence of Political dialogue process 

Dialogue participants Instability and conflict Present a proposal 

Discuss the composition Institutional Crisis Present a report 

Deputy President Internal rules Presidency council 

                                                           
3
 The collocations have been organised alphaptically in this language pair (left to right for English &right to left for 

Arabic).  
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Proposed amendment Want to  

Proposal for Work closely  

Prime minster designate   

Provide an overview   

Reached an important 

milestone 

  

Reach a new threshold   

Receive support   

Reconvene in   

Reiterated the commitment   

Security council resolutions   

Security general   

Sign the agreement   

State council   

Supported by   

Support mission   

Transitional Institutions   

Terrorist groups   

Undermine progress   

United Nations   

Unity government   

Vote to   
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English Collocations/WHO 

A defined period Dramatic changes Live into 

A rigid set Earlier in life Live longer 

Accompanied by Early childhood Looking instead 

Adapted for Economic development Main Parties 

Aging and health Effectively managed Marked falls 

Approach the changes Engaging in New career 

Associated with Entire life course Often assumed 

Better health Expect to Older age 

Build a strategic frameworks Extended period Older person 

Changing perceptions Extended retirement Outdated stereotypes 

Chronic conditions Extra years Personal growth 

Combined with Fertility rates Physical and mental 

capacity 

Common assumptions First time Plan differently 

Common perceptions Fresh perspectives Poor health 

Communicable disease Further education Population ageing 

Comprehensive response Good health Practical steps 

Conceptualise problems Health and aging Prevented by 

Currently framed Health problems Profound implications 

Decline in Healthy behaviours Provides the opportunity 

Delayed by Healthy Response Pursuing passion 

Depend heavily Ideal population Raise a family 

Detected early Increased to Rapid aging 

Develop a comprehensive 

response 

Increasing longevity 
Same age 

Different from Incredibly valuable Simply added 

Dominated by Key factor Spend extra years 

Dominate older age Leading to Spend more time 

Second half Life expectancy Start to 

Seize opportunity Limited attention Supportive environments 

Starting careers Little evidence Taking public health action 
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Traditionally received   

Unique issue   

Valuable resource   

Working age   

World report   
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English Collocations/ The Prophet  

Ascend to Shatter your dreams  

Assign to Sharing of pleasures  

Believe in Sheaves of corn  

Cling to Sleep with  

Come to Sow with  

Cover your nakedness Speak to  

Descend to Tenderest branches  

Fill your need Yield to   

Free from   

Give thanks   

Great voice   

Grind to   

Have desires   

Hours to   

Listen to   

Look upon   

pass out   

Praise upon   

Quiver in the sun   

Raise his head   

Reap with   

Rest at   

Return at   

Running brook   

Sacred bread   

Sacred feast   

Sacred fire   

Secrets of your heart   

Seek for   

Seek peace 
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English Collocations/ The Old Man and the Sea 

Bad things Turn at  

Bare feet Walked in quietly  

Come suddenly wicked things  

Confident eyes   

Deep wrinkle   

Dream about   

Dreamed of   

Fond of   

Fresh scars   

Go up   

Great favours   

Great occurrences   

hold gently   

Hoped to   

Looked at   

Looked out    

Old man   

Open door   

Principal friends   

Pulled on   

Put on   

Ran down   

Rowing steadily   

sad voice   

Shivering with   

Soared away   

Sorry for   

Speak of   

Start to   

Started to   

Throw into   
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2. Appendix 2: Arabic collocations 

Arabic Collocations/Arab League 

 اتخاذ مايراه مناسبا الجيش والمعارضة بعثة مراقبي

 اجراء اتصاالت الحصار المفروض تامين حرية

 اجراء اللقاءات  الخبراء العسكريين تبادل اطالق نار

لخبراء المدنيينا تبعات يخشونها  ارسال الى 

 ارسال بعثه الخراب والدمار تحقيق مهمة 

 استعداد التعاون التام الخطة العربية   تذليل كافة المعوقات

 اصدر ب الدخول مع تزامن مع

 اطالق نار كثيف الدول االعضاء تسمية رئيس

 اعتمد خطة عمل الزيارات االستكشافية تشكيل البعثة

 اعربو عن  السماح بدخول تطبيقا الحكام

 اعمال العنف القوات الحكومية تقارير دورية

 اعمال ميدانية القيام بمهامها تقرير بعثه

 اكد على اللجنة الوزارية تقديم كافة التسهيالت

 اكد على التزامه المرجعيات القانونية  تمهيدا لعرض

ائج اعمالنت  اكد على ضرورة المرفقة ب 

يز القانونالمرك تنفيذ بنود  االتفاق على 

 االحياء الطرفية المكلفة بالتحقق تواصل مع

 االطراف المعارضة المنشات الحكومية توفير الحماية الكاملة

 االليات المحجوزة  المنظمات العربية توفير الحماية للمدنيين

 االمانة العامة المنظمات غير الحكومية جامعة الدول العربية

ريبحاالت اختطاف وتخ  االمين العام المواد الغذائية 

 التحرك االمن المواطنين المعارضين حالة الرعب والحصار

 التحضير لمهمة الموافقة بشان حرية البعثة

 الترتيبات الالزمة الموافقة على حقوق االنسان

 الترتيبات اللوجستية النظر في حل االزمة

 الترتيبات االمنية اليات عسكرية خوفا من

ل المعدات الفنية الالزمةدخو  التزامها ب انضمام الى 

 التنفيذ الفوري والكامل ايفادها الى دون رقابة

 التوقيع على بحث كافة  رجال الدين

 الجماعات المسلحة بعثة الجامعة رحب ب
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 رقابة حكومية يعانون من 

 رئيس مراقبي  

 شاهد اثار  

 ضمان حرية   

 طلب معالجة  

 طلب من  

 عقد سلسلة اجتماعات  

 عمل البعثة  

 قام ب  

 قوات الحماية االمنية  

 متابعة المواطنين  

 مجلس جامعة   

 محاوالت التهدئة  

 مختلف االراضي  

 مرشحي الدول والمنظمات  

 مشروع البروتوكول  

 منظمات معنية  

 مهام بعثه   

 وافق على   

 وجهاء المدينة  

رجيةوزير الخا    

 وسائل االعالم   

 وضع عراقيل  

 وفد المقدمة  

 وفق احكام  

 وفق القوائم والقواعد المعمول بها  

 وقع ب  

 وقع على   

 وقع مع  

 يبعد حاجز الخوف  

 يتيح ل  
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Arabic Collocations/Petra Journalistic Reports 

 اثر عظيم الجهود الدولية بناء الشخصية

 اخر المستجدات الحديث عن تحقق تطلعاتها المستقبلية

 ادان واستنكر الحرص المشترك تحقيق االمن واالستقرار

 استراتيجية المؤسسة  الدول العربية تحقيق اهداف المؤسسة

 استعراض استراتيجية الديوان الملكي تربطه ب

 استنادا الى السلوك الهمجي  ترجمتها على ارض الواقع

الىتستند  بشدة استنكر الشخصية االيجابية   

 اشار الى  الشعب الشقيق تستنكر جريمة

 اشراك الشباب العصابات الفكرية تسوية الخالفات

 اطالق مفاوضات العالقة االخوية تطوير قدرات

 اطيب امنيات العمل الدنيء تعزيز التعاون

ء مجلسااعض القطاعات الشبابية  تعزيز قيم االنتماء  

وصقل مهارات تعزيز  اعمال القمة القمة العربية 

 اقامة الدولة المرجعيات الدولية تفضي الى

 اكد استمرار المشاركة ب تنفيذها من خالل

 اكد اهمية المواطنة الفاعلة  تنمية روح العمل الجماعي والتطوعي

 اكد على الناطق الرسمي توظيف خبرات وتجارب

سيق والتشاورتنال جاللة الملك رهاب الغاشماال   

 االرهاب واالرهابيين الوقوف بوجه جهود رامية

 جذور االرهاب

 

 االرهاب والتطرف الوقوف ضد

 االزدهار والرفعة امنياته الخالصة حربنا على

 البلدين الشقيقين انجاح اعمال القمة حكمة واسعه

 التداعيات االنسانية انعقاد القمة الحرمين الشريفين

المستقبليةخططها الحالية و  التعاون العربي انعقاد برئاسة  

 التعاون مع اهالي الضحايا دعمه ل

 التفاعل مع اهم االولويات دور الشباب

 التنسيق القائم اهمية اعادة ذوي الشهداء

 التواصل حيال اولوية مشتركة رسم السياسة العامة

 التوفيق في بث الفرقة والفتنة رؤية ثاقبة

سمجلواعضاء  رئيس   الجريمة ااالرهابية النكراء برامج ومبادرات 

 الجهود المبذولة برامج وشراكات سمو االمير
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 سلم رسالة مستقبل الشعوب 

 شباب الوطن معبرا عن تعازيه 

 شدد على مفاوضات جادة وفاعلة 

 شرعية االستيطان مناقشة التحديات 

 شؤون االعالم مهامهم الجديدة 

المغتربين شؤون مواجهة االرهاب   

 ضرورة تطوير مواجهة القضايا والتحديات 

 طلب تقل مؤكدا ان 

 طليعة اي جهد مؤكدا دعمه 

 ظروف استنثائية مؤكدا ضرورة 

 عبر عن تمنياته نائب رئيس الوزراء 

 عقد مؤتمرا صحفيا مشتركا نقل تحيات 

 غاية في االهمية نهاية اللقاء 

 قدرات الشباب وزير الخارجية 

 قدم التعازي وزير الدولة 

 قرار مجلس االمن وضع الخطط واالليات 

 قرارات وتوصيات هامه وقع في 

 لفت الى وقوفه مع 

لمشاركة فيا ولي العهد   

 ماضون في يتحمل جزء كبير 

 مبادرة السالم العربية يستبيح االنسانية 

 مجلس االمن يعمل على 

 مجلس امناء مؤسسة يلمس نتائجها 

 محاربة االرهاب يوفر فرصة 

 محطة تاريخية هامة ينقل رسالة 

 مختلف القضايا ينقل دعوة 

 محافظات المملكة  

 محددة بسقف زمني  

 مختلف المجاالت  

التقدم مزيد من    

 




